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PREFACE

The Twelfth International Conference “Computer Data Analysis and Modeling:
Stochastics and Data Science” (CDAM’2019) organized by the Belarusian State Uni-
versity on September 18-22, 2019, is devoted to the topical problems in computer data
analysis and modeling. Methods of computer data analysis and modeling are widely
used in variety of fields: computer support of scientific research; decision making in
economics, business, engineering, medicine end ecology; statistical modeling of com-
plex systems of different nature and purpose. In the Republic of Belarus computer
data analysis and modeling have been developed successfully for more than 30 years.
Scientific conferences CDAM were held in September 1988, December 1990, December
1992, September 1995, June 1998, September 2001, September 2004, September 2007,
September 2010, September 2013, and September 2016 in Minsk.

The Proceedings of the CDAM’2019 contain 73 papers. The topics of the papers
correspond to the following scientific problems: robust and nonparametric statistical
analysis of time series and forecasting, multivariate data analysis, statistical classi-
fication and pattern recognition, signal processing, statistical modeling, modeling of
complex systems in different applications, statistics in economics, finance and other
fields, software for data analysis and statistical modeling.

The Organizing Committee of the CDAM’2019 makes its acknowledgements to Be-
larusian State University, Research Institute for Applied Problems of Mathematics
and Informatics, Belarusian Republican Foundation for Fundamental Research, Vienna
University of Technology, Belarusian Science and Technology Association “Infopark”,
SDC “Itransition”, and BSB Bank for financial support.

Peter Filzmoser
Alexey Kharin

Vladimir Malugin
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INDUCING A TARGET ASSOCIATION
BETWEEN ORDINAL VARIABLES BY USING

A PARAMETRIC COPULA FAMILY

A. Barbiero
Università degli Studi di Milano

Milan, ITALY
e-mail: alessandro.barbiero@unimi.it

Abstract

The need for building and generating statistically dependent random variables
arises in various fields of study where simulation has proven to be a useful tool.
In this work, we present an approach for constructing ordinal variables with
arbitrary marginal distributions and association, expressed in terms of either
Goodman and Kruskal’s gamma or Pearson’s linear correlation.
Keywords: data science, ordinal variables, copula

1 Introduction

The need for building and generating statistically dependent random variables arises
in various fields of study where simulation has proven to be a useful tool. The ability
to simulate data resembling observed data is fundamental to compare and investigate
the behaviour of statistical procedures when analytical results are not derivable or are
cumbersome to derive.

Many datasets, especially those arising in the social sciences, often contain ordinal
variables. Sometimes they are genuine ordered assessments (judgements, preferences,
degree of liking, etc.) whereas in other circumstances they are discretized or catego-
rized for convenience (e.g., age of people in classes or education achievement). There
are several statistical models and techniques that can be employed for handling mul-
tivariate ordinal data without trying to quantify their ordered categories: [1] gives a
thorough treatment. Among them, correlation models and association models both
study departures from independence in contingency tables and involve the assignment
of scores to the categories of the row and column variables in order to maximize the
relevant measure of relationship (the correlation coefficient in the correlation models
or the measure of intrinsic association in association models [5]). Alternatively, one
can code the ordered categories as integers numbers (1, 2 . . . ,m): This amounts to
assuming that the categories are evenly spaced.

In this work, we present an approach for constructing ordinal variables with arbi-
trary marginal distributions and association, expressed in terms of either Goodman and
Kruskal’s gamma or Pearson’s linear correlation. Similar proposals have been already
suggested by [7], when dealing with ordinal variables and Goodman and Kruskal’s
gamma, and by [2, 8, 4] for ordinal (and count) variables and Pearson’s correlation.
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2 Statement of the problem

We consider two ordinal random variables (rvs), X and Y , with h and k ordered
categories, respectively, with marginal distributions pi· = P (X = xi), i = 1, . . . , h,
and p·j = P (Y = xj), j = 1, . . . , k. We want to determine some joint probability
distribution pij = P (X = xi, Y = yj), i = 1, . . . , h, j = 1, . . . , k, such that its margins
are actually pi· and p·j, and with an assigned level of association.

Being X and Y ordinal variables, the association can be naturally expressed through
the Goodman and Kruskal’s gamma [6]. Considering two independent realizations
(Xs, Ys) and (Xt, Yt) of (X, Y ), Goodman and Kruskal’s gamma is defined as

γ =
Πc −Πd

Πc +Πd

,

where Πc is the probability of concordance:

Πc = Pr {Xs < Xt and Ys < Yt}+ Pr {Xs > Xt and Ys > Yt}

and Πd the probability of discordance:

Πd = Pr {Xs < Xt and Ys > Yt}+ Pr {Xs > Xt and Ys < Yt} .

Πc and Πd can be expressed in terms of the joint probabilities pij. γ take values in the
[−1,+1] interval; in particular, the values −1, 0, and +1 are attained when Πc = 0,
Πc = Πd, Πd = 0, respectively.

If we treat X and Y as point-scale discrete variables, by assigning the first h and
k positive integers, respectively, to their ordered categories, then we can use Pearson’s
correlation coefficient as a measure of association:

ρ = (E(XY )− E(X)E(Y ))(Var(X)Var(Y ))−1/2

with µX = E(X) =
∑h

i=1 ipi·, Var(X) =
∑h

i=1(i − µX)2pi· (analogous results hold for

Y ), and E(XY ) =
∑h

i=1

∑k
j=1 ijpij. Like γ, also Pearson’s correlation takes values

in the [−1,+1] interval; however, given two marginal distributions and a value ρ ∈
[−1,+1], it is not always possible to construct a joint distribution with those assigned
margins, whose correlation is equal to the assigned ρ [9]. In more detail, the attainable
correlations form a closed interval [ρmin, ρmax] with ρmin < 0 < ρmax. The minimum
correlation ρ = ρmin is attained if and only if X and Y are countermonotonic; the
maximum correlation ρ = ρmax is attained if and only if X and Y are comonotonic.
Moreover, ρmin = −1 if and only if X1 and −X2 are of the same type, and ρmax = 1 if
and only if X1 and X2 are of the same type. Given the two margins, a correlation ρ is
said “feasible” if it falls within [ρmin, ρmax].

3 A solution to the problem employing copulas

Finding a joint probability distribution with assigned margins and a desired (feasible)
value of association is equivalent to solving a system in h × k unknowns, the pij,
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belonging to the standard simplex, subject to h + k − 1 constraints corresponding to
the assigned margins and one further constraint dictated by the desired association.
This system, when h or k is greater than 2, has infinite solutions, which can be recovered
more easily when using Pearson’s correlation as a measure of association, being it a
linear function in the pij.

Here we propose an approach to identify just one solution, i.e., one joint distribution.
This procedure relies on one-parameter bivariate copulas, which allow to split the
original problem into two sequential steps: first, identifying a class of joint distributions
respecting the assigned margins; then, within this class, finding the joint distribution
matching the desired level of association.

3.1 Selecting a class of joint distributions having the pre-
specified margins

As for the first step, if F1 and F2 are the distribution functions of two rvs X and Y ,
and C(u, v; θ) is a bivariate parametric copula family, characterized by some scalar
parameter θ, the function

F (x, y) = C(F1(x), F2(y); θ), x, y ∈ R, (1)

defines a valid joint distribution function, whose margins are exactly F1 and F2. This
result keeps holding if X and Y are discrete; in this case, the joint probabilities can be
derived from (1) as:

pij = F (i, j)− F (i− 1, j)− F (i, j − 1) + F (i− 1, j − 1),

for i = 1, . . . , h; j = 1, . . . , k. In order to induce any feasible value of association
between the two discrete margins, we have further to impose that the copula C(u, v; θ)
is able to encompass the entire range of dependence, from perfect negative dependence
to perfect positive dependence.

3.2 Inducing the desired value of association

As for the second step, the association between X and Y now depends only on the
copula parameter θ; this relationship may be written in an analytical or numerical
form, say γ = f(θ), or ρ = g(θ) . Since the function f (or g) is not usually analytically
invertible, inducing a desired feasible value of association, by setting an appropriate
value of θ, is a task that can be generally done only numerically, by finding the (unique)
root of the equation f(θ)−γ = 0 (or g(θ)−ρ = 0). If γ (or ρ) is a monotone increasing
function of the copula parameter, and this is often the case (e.g., for the Gauss, Frank,
and Plackett copulas), one can implement some iterative procedure that is more efficient
than the standard bisection method. For discrete random variables, several proposals
have been suggested for matching a desired value of Pearson’s correlation, see [2, 8, 4].

Simulating from the selected joint distribution is straightforward, by resorting to
preliminary simulation of copulas or more easily to a direct inversion algorithm [3, 7].
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Abstract

Assuming that spatial data is generated by Gaussian random field (GRF), the
problem of classifying its observation into one of two populations is considered.
Populations are specified by the common regressors but different regression pa-
rameters. Authors concern with classification procedures associated with Bayes
discriminant function (BDF) and its sample version (SDF). The average of plug-
in and apparent correct classification rates is considered as performance measure
of classifier based on SDF. Various types of spatial data models for invasive
species (zebra mussels) distributed in the Curonian Lagoon are considered and
ranked by the defined criterion. Advanced models are proposed to the mapping
of presence and absence of zebra mussels in the Curonian Lagoon.
Keywords: spatial model, data science, linear classifier, Gaussian random field

1 Introduction

Classification of spatial data has been mentioned in the ecological literature, but lacks
full mathematical treatment and easily available algorithms and software. This paper
fills this gap by defining the method of statistical classification based on BDF by pro-
viding novel formulas and algorithms, which allows to evaluate the influence of spatial
information to the performance of proposed classifier. Performance of the classifier
based on SDF in the complete parametric uncertainty case is implemented by Ducin-
skas and Dreiziene (2011). Numerical comparison of the performances for different
spatial classification rules is performed by Berrett and Calder (2016). In the present
paper we focus on linear classification problem of GRF observation for the so-called
geostatistical model (GS) with continuous spatial index and directly specified paramet-
ric covariance functions. It should be noted that classification of spatial lattice data
modeled by conditionally autoregressive models is recently explored by Ducinskas and
Dreiziene (2018). The average of the plug-in and apparent correct classification rates
(AVER) is considered as an hybrid estimator for the classifiers based on SDF. These
are used in comparison and selection of the spatial linear models for spatial ecological
data. Spatial distribution and spread of invasive species (zebra mussels) in lagoons and
bays are interested a lot of ecologists (see, e.g. Zaiko, Daunys 2015). In the present
paper three spatial linear models for zebra mussels distributed in the Curonian Lagoon
are considered and compared by proposed performance measure.
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2 The Main Concepts and Definitions

In this paper we focus on classification of a single scalar GRF {Z(s) : s ∈ D ⊂
R2} observation, when training sample is given. The model of observation Z(s) in
population Ωl is Z(s) = x′(s)βl + ε(s), where x(s) is a q × 1 vector of non-random
regressors and βl is a q × 1 vector of parameters, l = 1, 2, and β1 6= β2. The error
term ε(s) is generated by zero-mean GRF {ε(s) : s ∈ D} with covariance function
σ(s, t) = cov(ε(s), ε(t)), for s, t ∈ D.

Suppose that {si ∈ D, i = 0, 1, . . . , n} is the set of spatial sites where the observa-
tions of GRF are taken. Indexing spatial sites by integers i.e. si = i, i = 0, 1, . . . , n,
denote the set of training sites by Sn = S(1) ∪ S(2), where S(1) = {1, 2, . . . , n1} and
S(2) = {n1 + 1, . . . , n1 + n2}, n = n1 + n2, are the subsets of Sn that contains nl ob-
servations of Z(s) from Ωl, l = 1, 2. The location of the observation to be classified is
indexed by {0}.

In what follows we use the notations Z(i) = Zi, ε(i) = εi, x(i) = xi, σij =
cov(Zi, Zj), i, j = 0, 1, . . . , n and ε = (ε1, . . . , εn)′, Z = (Z1, . . . , Zn)′. Define n-vector
c0 and n× n matrix Σ by c0 = (σ01, σ02, . . . , σ0n)′ and Σ = (σij, i, j = 1, . . . , n).

Put β′ = (β′1, β
′
2), α0 = Σ−1c0, and denote by X the n × 2q design matrix of

training sample Z. Then the training sample Z has multivariate Gaussian distribution
Z ∼ Nn(Xβ,Σ(θ)).

The main objective of this paper is to classify the single observation of scalar GRF
{Z(s) : s ∈ D ⊂ R2} at location s0 given training sample Z. Let z denote the
realization of Z. Then the conditional distribution of Z0 given Z = z in Ωl is Gaussian
with mean and variance

µ0
lz = E(Z0|Z = z; Ωl) = x′0βl + α′0(z −Xβ), (1)

σ2
0z(θ) = σ00 − c′0Σ−1c0. (2)

For geostatistical data, spatial index s is assumed to vary continuously throughout
the set D. Let Ψ = (β′, θ′) denote the combined vector of population parameters.
Under the assumption of complete parametric certainty of populations and for known
prior probabilities of the populations the BDF maximazing the probability of correct
classification is formed by log ratio of conditional likelihoods of Z0 at location s0. Then
BDF is specified by

Wz(Z0,Ψ) =
(
Z0 − 1/2(µ0

1z + µ0
2z)
)

(µ0
1z − µ0

2z)/σ
2
0z + γ0, (3)

where γ0 = ln(π0
1/π

0
2). π0

1 and π0
2 are prior probabilities, and π0

1 +π0
2 = 1. Suppose that

for l = 1, 2, the probability measure Plz based on conditional Gaussian distribution of
Z0 given Z = z, Ωl i.e. Z0|Z = z,Ωl ∼ Nl(µ

l
0z, σ

2
0z).

Definition 1. The probability of correct classification for the BDFWz(Z0,Ψ) is defined
as PC(Ψ) =

∑2
l=1 πlPl, where, for l = 1, 2, Pl = Plz((−1)lWz(Z0,Ψ) < 0).

As it follows, PC(Ψ) will be called Bayes probability of correct classification
(BPCC).
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Lemma 1. Closed-form expression for BPCC is PC(Ψ) =
2∑
l=1

π0
l Φ(∆0/2−(−1)lγ0/∆0),

where Φ(·) is the standard Gaussian distribution function and ∆0 stands for conditional
Mahalanobis distance between conditional distributions of Z0, given Z = z.

Proof of Lemma 1 follows from Definition 1 and properties of Gaussian distribution.
In practice it is rarely the case that regression parameters vector β and covariance

parameter vector θ are known, and often we need to estimate these parameters from
the training data. Here we use maximum likelihood (ML) method for estimation and
corresponding estimators are denoted by β̂, θ̂, and Ψ̂ = (β̂′, θ̂′).

Then using (1), (2) we get the estimators of conditional mean and conditional
variance

µ̂0
lz = E(Z0|Z = z; Ωl) = x′0β̂l + α̂′0(z −Xβ̂), l = 1, 2, σ̂2

0z = σ2
0z(θ̂).

By replacing the parameters with their ML estimators in (3) we form the SDF
Wz(Z0, Ψ̂).

Set for l = 1, 2, P̂lz((−1)lWz(Z0, Ψ̂) < 0). Then the actual correct classification
rate for SDF Wz(Z0, Ψ̂) is AR =

∑2
l=1 π

0
l P̂l.

Closed-form expression for AR is derived in Ducinskas and Dreiziene (2011).

Definition 2. Plug-in correct classification rates for the AR based on SDF is

PR =
∑2

l=1

(
π0
l Φ(∆̂0/2− (−1)lγ0/∆̂0)

)
.

Definition 3. Apparent correct classification rates are defined by

APR =
(∑nl

i=1H
(
Wz(Zi, Ψ̂)

)
+
∑n

i=nl+1H(−Wz(Zi, Ψ̂))
)
/n, where H(·) is the

Heaviside step function.

We propose AV ER = (PR+APR)/2 consider as hybrid estimator of AR based on
SDF for different linear models of spatial ecological data.

3 Model selection

In this section the application of the proposed estimators for model selection is con-
sidered. We use a real dataset of zebra mussels observed over the Curonian Lagoon, a
large, shallow coastal waterbody connected to the Baltic Sea by the narrow Klaipeda
Strait. Zebra mussels (Dreissena polymorpha) are one of the most widespread inva-
sive freshwater animals in the world. Currently, zebra mussels are highly abundant in
the Curonian Lagoon, occupying the littoral zone down to 3-4m depth and occurring
on both hard substrates and soft bottoms (Zaiko, Daunys 2015). We have 39 spatial
sites in Curonian Lagoon where salinity, depth and water renewal time were observed.
We also have information about the absence and presence of zebra mussels at those
sites. We treat water renewal time as dependent variable and the remaining two as
explanatory variables. The main purpose is to select the most appropriate model to
the mapping of presence and absence of zebra mussels in the Curonian Lagoon, that
is, to build a model with the greatest correct classification probability.
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Let MT , MR, MM denote three candidate models with different mean structure,
that is, a different mean component Xβ: MT - 1st order trend surface model; MR -
regression model, that is represented as a function of two explanatory variables; MM -
mixed model which combines MT and MR. The design matrix for this model consists
of intercept, coordinates of spatial sites and explanatory variables.

A different number of neighbours are used for the specifying the prior probabilities.
Spatial correlation is modelled by isotropic exponential covariance function given by
σ(h) = σ2exp(−h/η) + τ 2δ(h), where h is a distance between spatial sites, η is a
parameter of spatial correlation, τ 2 is a nugget effect, and δ(h) = 1, if h = 0, and
δ(h) = 0, if h 6= 0.

The results show that the mixed model (MM), including the set of closest neighbors
for estimation of priors, gives the maximum of AVER (AVER=0.757). Salinity, depth
and the coordinates of spatial sites are considered as covariates in the mean model.

4 Conclusions

This work describes a novel approach for spatial linear model selection, applicable
to classified spatial data. This has several attractive features that make it compare
favourably against other model selection approaches. First, it essentially incorporates
the spatial information into data model and classification rule specification. Second, the
approach provides an easily interpretable criterion of how strongly the data support
each of the competing models. The best model has a mixed mean structure which
includes coordinates of spatial sites and explanatory variables salinity and depth as
covariates. The highest probability of correct classification could be approached using
the set of nearest neighbours for estimating the prior probabilities.
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Abstract

We propose a new robust test to detect changes in the dependence structure
of a time series. The test is based on empirical autocovariances of a robust trans-
formation of the original time series. Because of the transformation we do not
require any finite moments of the original time series making the test especially
suitable for heavy tailed time series. We furthermore propose a lag weighting
scheme which puts emphasis on changes of the autocorrelation at smaller lags.
Our approach is compared to existing ones in some simulations.
Keywords: data science, dependence structure, changes detection, time series

1 Introduction

Detecting changes in the dependence structure of a time series goes back to [34] and [22].
To the best of our knowledge the first test to detect a change in the dependence
structure where the possible time of change is not known a priori can be found in [33].
Since then a lot of alternatives have been proposed. In [23] estimated autocovariances
of subsamples are compared to the estimation based on the whole time series. For linear
models several tests have been proposed, see [3], [4], [2], [13] and [1]. CUSUM-type
tests to detect changes in one or several autocovariances have been derived in [5], [24]
and [14]. A test based on the auto-copula has been proposed in [7]. Tests which
check stationarity of the spectrum are presented in [30], [17] and [36] and a wavelet
periodogram is used in [26] and [8]. There are also proposals which compare local
estimates of the spectrum with a global estimation, see [37], [28], [29] [15] and [32].
Surprisingly little attention has been paid to robustness. We want to fill the gap with
a CUSUM type test based on robustified autocovariances. The testing procedure is
described in Section 2 and a small simulation study in Section 3 indicates the usefulness
of the proposed test.

2 Testing procedure

Denote X = X1, . . . , XT a one dimensional time series which is stationary under the
null-hypothesis. We assume in the following that X has a continuous marginal distribu-
tion and is strongly mixing with mixing coefficients (ak)k∈N fulfilling ak = O(k−1−ε) for
some ε > 0. Strong mixing was first introduced in [35] and describes how fast the de-
pendence between two observations decreases as the time lag between them increases,
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see [6] for more details. We only want to emphasize here that a broad class of time
series models is strongly mixing, like linear and GARCH processes with continuously
distributed innovations, see [9] and [25].
We want to test whether the autocorrelation function of X stays the same, concentrat-
ing on the first p lags. We follow the approach of [16] and use bounded transformations.
Before using them, the observations need to be properly standardized. Denote there-
fore by µ̂ the sample median and by σ̂ the sample MAD of X, and µ and σ their
theoretical counterparts. Then we define

Ŷi = ψ

(
Xi − µ̂
σ̂

)
and Yi = ψ

(
Xi − µ
σ

)
, where ψ =


−k x < −k
x |x| ≤ k

k x > k

denotes the Huber-ψ function. This function was originally introduced for location
estimation in [18] and basically downweights the influence of observations with large
absolute values by shrinking them to more plausible values, namely −k respectively
k. The tuning-coefficient k determines the robustness of the test. A larger value of k
is favourable under Gaussian time series whereas a smaller k is needed if the data is
corrupted or heavy tailed. In [19] k = 1.5 is recommended as a compromise.
In the following we derive a CUSUM type test based on the Huber-transformed time
series. Denote therefore S

(l)
k =

∑k
t=1 ŶiŶi+l, then we look at

RT = max
k=1,...,T̃

1

T̃


S

(1)
k − k

T̃
S

(1)

T̃
...
...

S
(p)
k − k

T̃
S

(p)

T̃


T 

w1 0 . . . 0

0
. . . . . .

...
...

. . . . . . 0
0 . . . 0 wp



S

(1)
k − k

T̃
S

(1)

T̃
...
...

S
(p)
k − k

T̃
S

(p)

T̃


where w1, . . . , wp > 0 and T̃ = T − p. Here are some remarks with regard to RT :

• Technically RT tests the following hypothesis

H0 :

 Cov(Y1, Y2)
...

Cov(Y1, Yp+1)

 = . . . =

Cov(YT−p, YT−p+1)
...

Cov(YT−p, YT )

 vs.

H1 : ∃k < T :

Cov(Yk−p, Yk−p+1)
...

Cor(Yk−p, Yk)

 6=
Cor(Yk, Yk+1)

...
Cor(Yk, Yp+k)

 .

This is not equivalent to a test for a stationary dependence structure. For example
RT will have problems to detect changes in the tail dependence, since extreme
values are downweighted by ψ.

• We decided against calculating real robust correlations by standardizing S
(j)
k by

S
(0)
k respectively S

(0)

T̃
for j = 1, . . . , p. Note that we already standardize our

observations by σ̂. So there is no mandatory need to standardize S
(j)
k , too.
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• The choice of p is crucial for the power of the test. If there is only a change in
the first lag a large p only adds noise and can mask the change point. On the
other hand if one chooses p to small one cannot detect changes in the higher lags.
Furthermore one has to keep in mind that the estimation of Σ gets very poor if
p is large compared to T̃ . As a rule of thumb use p < bT̃ /20c.
• In the multivariate context it is common and beneficial to use the quadratic

form with respect to Σ, the asymptotic long run variance covariance matrix of
S

(1)

T̃
, . . . , S

(p)

T̃
. In this case RT gets affine invariant. However, in the time series

context this property is not desirable. The weights w1, . . . , wp gives us more flex-
ibility. Usually one would choose descending weights to smooth the transition
between lags of the acf where one can detect a change j = 1, . . . , p to those ne-
glected j > p. If there is only a change in the first autocorrelation and one chooses
p to large the change could be masked by the noise from the other autocorrela-
tions. Descending weights somehow counteract this problem. Without further
knowledge we suggest using wi = 1− (i− 1)/p for i = 1, . . . , p. A disadvantage of
using weights instead of Σ is that RT depends on the actual dependence structure
of X. Therefore one cannot use tabulated asymptotical critical values. However,
one can approximate the distribution of RT by sampling Gaussian processes with
the estimated covariance structure.

Now we describe how one can approximate the distribution of RT under the null-
hypothesis. Under the above assumptions one can use Theorem 1 of [16]. It is not
explicitly stated there but effectively proved in Proposition 1 and 2 that

1√
T̃

[
S

(1)

bT̃ xc −
bT̃ xc
T̃

S
(1)

T̃
, . . . , S

(p)

bT̃ xc −
bT̃ xc
T̃

S
(p)

T̃

]
x∈[0,1]

w→ [BB(x)]x∈[0,1]

where [B(x)]x∈[0,1] is a Gaussian process with mean function g(x) = 0 and covariance
function γ(x, y) = x(1 − y)Σ for 0 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ 1. Here, Σ is the asymptotic long run
covariance matrix defined by

Σ =
∞∑

h=−∞
Cov


 Y1Y2

...
Y1Y1+p

 ,
 Y1+hY2+h

...
Y1+hY1+p+h


 .

Proposition 3 in [16] states that Σ can be consistently estimated by a kernel estimator.
Denote therefore bT̃ ≥ 0 a bandwidth and k : R → [−1, 1] a kernel function. Then Σ̂
with the elements

Σ̂[i,j] =
1

T

T̃∑
t=1

T̃∑
s=1

(ŶsŶs+i − S(i)

T̃
)(ŶtŶt+j − S(j)

T̃
)k

( |s− t|
bT̃

)
is the related kernel estimator. Simulations indicate that the flat-top kernel

k(x) =


1 0 ≤ |x| ≤ 0.5

2− 2|x| 0.5 < |x| ≤ 1

0 |x| > 1
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proposed [31] in works well together with bT = T̃
1
3 under autoregressive processes of

order 1. One can generate random variables R̃
(i)
T , i = 1, . . . ,m, which have asymptoti-

cally the same distribution as RT under the null-hypothesis by the following algorithm:

• generate p · T̃ independent standard normal random variables and store them in
a T̃ × p matrix Z

• reproduce the cross sectional dependence by multiplying Z with L of the Cholesky
decomposition Σ̂ = LLT : Set V = Z · L

• calculate the weighted test statistic

R̃T =
1

T
max

k=1,...,T̃

(
k∑
t=1

V[t,] −
k

T̃

T∑
t=1

V[t,]

)
W

(
k∑
t=1

V[t,] −
k

T̃

T∑
t=1

V[t,]

)T

By this algorithm one can generate random variables to calculate approximate p-values
very fast. We recommend using a modified Cholesky decomposition to safeguard
against numeric instabilities which could arise especially if T is small compared to
p. In our simulations we used the algorithm proposed in [38].

3 Simulations

We want to assess our approach in a small simulation study. We compare our method
with tests for second order stationarity which are available in R, namely two wavelet
based tests [26] and [10], which are implemented in the packages [27] respectively [11],
and a revised version of the ANOVA test originally proposed in [33], which is imple-
mented in the package [12]. We abbreviate these tests by Wav, Rpar and Anova. Note
that all these methods are constructed with multiple break points in mind, so we expect
our method to perform comparatively well in the one change-point setting. Usually we
set p = 3 and use the abbreviation HCov if we use k = 1.5 and Cov if we use k = 1000,
which is effectively a covariance based test and not robust.
First we evaluate the behaviour under the null hypotheses. We look at AR(1) models
Xt = ρXt−1 + εt for t = 1, . . . , T with parameters ρ ∈ {0, 0.8}, different distributions
for the innovations (εt)t=1,...,T , namely the standard normal and a t-distribution with
3 degrees of freedom, and different length T ∈ {128, 256, 512}. Results are based on
10000 repetitions and summarized in Table 1. We can see that HCov holds its size very
well under serial dependence and heavy tails, whereas Wave, Rpar and to some degree
also Cov have problems in the later case. Surprisingly Anova needs at least T = 256
to work well.

To asses power under H1 we look at Xt =

{
εt, t = 1, . . . , 128

0.3Xt−1 + εt, t = 129, . . . , 256
. Here the

autocorrelation function changes from ρ(k) = 0 to ρ(k) = 0.3k for k ∈ N. We use
t-distributions with different degrees of freedom to investigate the influence of heavy
tails. Results based on 16000 repetitions can be seen in Figure 1 on the left. The
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Figure 1: Empirical power under a change from independent observations to an AR(1)
model with t distributed innovations with various degrees of freedom (left) and a change
to an MA(r) model with normal innovations (right).

Table 1: Empirical size in percent under AR(1) models with different ρ, normal and t3
distributed innovations and various time series lengths T at a nominal level of 0.05.

N(0,1) t3
ρ 0 0.8 0 0.8
T 128 256 512 128 256 512 128 256 512 128 256 512
Cov 3 4 5 2 3 4 4 6 7 2 2 3
HCov 3 4 5 3 4 4 3 4 5 3 3 4
Wav 1 3 4 2 4 4 8 29 34 6 23 27
Rpar 5 6 7 5 6 6 46 62 76 44 61 76
Anova 67 6 6 52 14 10 53 3 3 54 11 7
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robust test HCov dominates its competitors for df = 10 and even gains power as df
decreases. This could be a result of good leverage points. We see that the wavelet
based tests have a higher power at some point, though this is completely driven by
their anticonservatism under the null-hypothesis.
Finally we want to evaluate the influence of the time-lag where the autocorrelation func-

tion changes and look at Xt =

{
εt t = 1, . . . , 128

εt + 0.8εt−r t = 129, . . . , 256
. Here the acf changes

from ρ(k) = 0 to ρ(k) = 0.8/(1 + 0.82)I{k=r} for k ∈ N. Results under normal inno-
vations and 16000 repetitions can be seen in Figure 1 at the right. Our tests with the
choice p = 3 can only detect changes of the acf at lag 1 and 2. We also run our tests
with p = 6 and noticed that the power for smaller lags deteriorates a little while we
can now detect changes up to lag 4. Apart from Rpar all tests loose power as the lag
of change r increases.
In summary our robust change-point test behaves well under linear models with and
without heavy tails. The choice of p is crucial and determines up to which lag changes
in the acf can be detected. In case of doubt one should choose it rather larger than
smaller to be able to detect changes in the acf at higher lags.
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Abstract

A novel geometric interpretation of the stress function and multidimensional
scaling in general (GMDS) has been discused. Following this interpretation, the
step size and direction forward the minimum of the stress function are found
analytically for a separate point without reference to the analytical expression of
the stress function, numerical evaluation of its derivatives and the linear search.
Keywords: data science, multidimensional scaling, stress function

1 Multidimensional scalinig

The human being can comprehend visual information more quickly and deeply than
textual one. The goal of the projection (visualization) methods is to represent the input
data items in a lower-dimensional space so that certain properties of the structure of
the data set were preserved as faithfully as possible. Example of such visualization is
given in Fig. 1. Numerical 6-dimensional data is on the left, and its projection on a
plane is on the right.

Figure 1: Example of 2D projection

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is one of the most popular methods for a visual
representation of multidimensional data [1], [2]. Suppose, we have a set X = {Xi =
(xi1, . . . , xin), i = 1, . . . ,m} of n-dimensional data points Xi ∈ Rn, n > 3.

Dimensionality reduction and visualization requires estimating the coordinates of
new points Yi = (yi1, . . . , yid), i = 1, . . . ,m, in a lower-dimensional space (d < n)
by holding proximities (e. g. distances dij) between multidimensional points Xi and
Xj, i, j = 1, . . . ,m, as much as possible. MDS finds the coordinates of new points Yi
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representing Xi in a lower-dimensional space Rd by minimizing the multimodal stress
function depending on Y1, . . . , Ym. We consider stress equal to squared differences
between pairs of distances of corresponding points in original and projected spaces.

2 Peculiarities of GMDS

Following the new interpretation of MDS stress (denote it by GMDS), the step size
and direction forward the minimum of the stress function are found analytically for a
separate point in a projected space without reference to the analytical expression of the
stress function, numerical evaluation of its derivatives and the linear search. It is proved
theoretically that the direction coincides with the steepest descent direction, and the
analytically found step size guaranties almost the optimal step in this direction. The
discovered option to minimize the stress function is examined on the simple realization
of GMDS.

Simple realizations of GMDS are based on fixing some initial positions of points
Yi = (yi1, . . . , yid), i = 1, . . . ,m (at random, using principal component analysis, etc.),
and further changing the positions of Yj (once or several times) in consecutive order
from j = 1 to j = m many times till some stop condition is met: e.g. number of runs
from j = 1 to j = m reaches some limit or the decrease of stress function S(·) becomes
less than some small constant after two consecutive runs.

The essence of the proposed method lies in computing of new point Y ∗j for current
point Yj as average of points Aij, i = 1, . . . ,m, i 6= j, where Aij are points lying on
the line between point Yj and Yi on the distance dij from Yi. See Fig. 2 for graphical
illustration.

Figure 2: An example of a single iteration of GMDS method
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Abstract

We introduce a robust k-means-based clustering method for high-dimensional
data where not only outliers but also a large number of noise variables are very
likely to be present [4]. Although Kondo et al. [2] already addressed such an
application scenario, our approach goes even further. Firstly, the introduced
method is designed to identify clusters, informative variables, and outliers si-
multaneously. Secondly, the proposed clustering technique additionally aims at
optimizing required parameters, e.g. the number of clusters. This is a great ad-
vantage over most existing methods. Moreover, the robustness aspect is achieved
through a robust initialization [3] and a proposed weighting function using the
Local Outlier Factor [1]. The weighting function provides a valuable source of
information about the outlyingness of each observation for a subsequent outlier
detection. In order to reveal both clusters and informative variables properly,
the approach uses a lasso-type penalty [5]. The method has thoroughly been
tested on simulated as well as on real high-dimensional datasets. The conducted
experiments demonstrated a great ability of the clustering method to identify
clusters, outliers, and informative variables.
Keywords: k-means clustering, high-dimensional data, robustness, data science
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Abstract

The talk reviews a modern machine learning technique called Conformal Pre-
dictors. The approach has been motivated by algorithmic notion of randomness
and allows us to make reliable predictions with valid measures of confidence for
individual examples. The developed technique guarantees that the overall accu-
racy can be controlled by a required confidence level. Unlike many conventional
techniques the approach does not make any additional assumption about the
data beyond the i.i.d. assumption: the examples are independent and identi-
cally distributed. The way to test this assumption is described. The talk also
outlines some generalisations of Conformal Predictors and their applications to
many different fields including medicine, cheminformatics, information security,
environment, plasma physics, home security and others.
Keywords: conformal predictors, pattern recognition, data science

1 Background

The talk reviews a modern machine learning technique called Conformal Predictors
[1, 2]. Given a set of training examples (x1, y1), . . . (xl, yl), where each example consists
of an object and a label, the problem of classification or regression can be considered as
assigning a label yl+1 to a new object xl+1 , so that an example (xl+1, yl+1) does not look
strange among the training examples. Or, in other words, how well the new example
fits with the training set. In order to measure the strangeness of the new example
in comparison with the training set, we introduced so-called non-conformity measure
(NCM). This leads to a novel way to quantify the uncertainty of the prediction under
rather general assumption. A non-conformity measure can, in principle, be extracted
from any machine learning algorithm, such as SVM, logistic regression, neural networks,
etc. We shall call the algorithm used for the extraction of an NCM as an underlying
model.

Once an NCM is developed, it is possible to compute for any example (x, y) a
p − value that reflects how good the new example from the test set fits (or conforms
with the i.i.d. assumption) with the training set. A more accurate and formal statement
is this: chosen a significance level ε ∈ [0, 1] it is possible to compute p− values for the
test examples so that they are (in the long run) smaller or equal than ε with probability
at most ε. Note that the key assumption here is that the examples in the training set
and the test objects are independent and identically distributed (although a weaker
requirement of exchangeability is sufficient). The idea is then to compute for a test
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object x a p − value for every possible choice of the label y and make a prediction
by choosing a label with the largest p − value and the confidence as (1 - 2nd largest
p−value). Once the p−values are computed, they can be used in one of the following
ways: a) to allow a user to specify a confidence level (or an error rate) so that the
correct prediction rate is not worse than pre-specified confidence level; or b) to provide
prediction with confidence for each individual example. More precisely:

• Given a significance level, ε, the predictor outputs a region set of possible labels
for each test object such that the actual label appears no more than ε times in
the set. This property is called validity of conformal predictors and it follows
from the observations that in the online prediction protocol, the errors made
errε1, err

ε
2, . . . are independent and take value 1 with probability ε. Naturally,

the narrower the prediction region is, the more efficient our prediction is

Γε = {y ∈ Y : p(y) > ε},

where Γε is a prediction region, and the output provides the user with all labels
y where p− value is greater than ε.

• Another way is to supply a prediction for a new test object with two numbers:
the confidence

sup {1− ε : |Γε| ≤ 1}

and the credibility
inf {ε : |Γε| = 0} .

Low credibility, for example, implies either the training set is non-random or the
test object is not representative of the training set.

2 Conformal and Probabilistic Predictors

This method described above is so-called transductive conformal prediction (CP). It
requires to retrain underlying model for each new test example. To make the method
computationally more efficient, it has been generalised for inductive conformal predic-
tor. In fact, there are now a number of various generalisations. Among them:

• Inductive CP (for computational efficiency). The inductive conformal predictors
require the underlying model to be trained only once. The dataset is divided into
proper training set, calibration set and test set. The proper training set is used
only to calculate NCM scores (α’s) of calibration and testing examples. Then
p− values are calculated using only those α’s.

• Mondrian CP (for imbalanced data). In transductive and inductive CPs the ex-
amples we usually deal with belong to different classes or categories. Conformal
predictors do not guarantee validity within the categories. The fraction of errors
can be much larger than the pre-specified significance level for some categories, if
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this is compensated by a smaller fraction of errors in other categories. This valid-
ity within the categories is the main property of Mondrian conformal predictors1.
Mondrian CP allows to have separate guarantees of the errors of different types.
CP prediction set covers the true label with probability 1− ε. In Mondrian CP:
if the true label is 1, then the prediction set contains 1 with probability 1− ε1; if
the true label is 0, then the prediction set contains 1 with probability 1− ε0.

• Probabilistic predictor (produces reliable two-sided probabilistic estimates instead
of p-values). Conformal predictors output p− values, but sometimes p− values
are more difficult to interpret than probabilities. In Bayesian decision theory:
probabilities (but not the p− values) can be combined with utilities to arrive at
optimal decisions. We have also developed a method of probabilistic prediction
[1, 2] that is related to conformal prediction – so called Venn machine – that also
has a guaranteed property of validity. It outputs multiprobabilistic predictions;
for example, in the classification problem it provides a lower and upper bounds
of probabilistic predictions.

Several other techniques have been developed such as Cross-conformal predictors
(a hybrid of inductive CP and cross-validation); On-line Compression Model (for as-
sumptions other than i.i.d.); Conformal Predictive distribution (provides the whole dis-
tribution and can be used for decision-making); Ridge Regression Confidence Machine
and others.

The main point is that in all these generalisations the property of validity is pre-
served.

3 Applications

The conformal predictors techniques have been successfully applied in many fields: in
medicine for diagnostic of ovarian and breast cancers; in neurosciences for diagnostic
and treatment of depression; in information security in identifying various bots; in
environment for assessing a level of pollution and many others. One of the most recent
application is in pharmaceutical industry to find chemical compound activity using
publicly available data [3]. A version of conformal predictors called Inductive Mondrian
Predictor that keeps validity guarantees for each class has been applied for the large,
high-dimensional, sparse and imbalanced pharmaceutical data. The experiments were
conducted using several non-conformity measures extracted from underlying algorithms
such as SVM, Nearest Neighbours and Naive Bayes. The results show that Inductive
Conformal Mondrian Prediction framework allows to rank the compound activities and
to find potentially useful molecules for drug developments.

1Called Mondrian because the categories resemble a Mondrian paintings by Piet Mondrian (1872-
1944).
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Abstract

With the advent of high-throughput sequencing and continually decreasing
costs, an abundance of gene expression data has been generated and is avail-
able for analysis. These data provide a rich resource for inferring connections in
gene regulatory networks. A vast collection of methodologies have been devel-
oped, but a challenge remains in assessing and benchmarking their performance.
Gold-standard datasets are scarce, and commonly-used simulators are not de-
signed to resemble the data generated from RNA-seq experiments. The present
study provides a novel random graph generator that produces networks having
comparable topology to transcription networks. In addition, a nonparametric
simulator is proposed that generates conditionally dependent expression data;
the conditional dependencies are based on an underlying network structure, and
the marginal distribution of gene expression profiles are based on a reference
RNA-seq dataset. These methods provide tools for creating in silico RNA-seq
data for benchmarking and assessing gene network inference methods.
Keywords: data science, random graph, transcription network, RNA expression

1 Introduction

Gene regulatory networks (GRN) describe systems of gene-gene interactions that regu-
late gene expression. Using RNA-sequencing to measure simultaneous gene expression
is an effective avenue for inferring these networks. A vast collection of methods have
been developed for reverse engineering the network structure from gene expression
data [7, 14, 13]. Frameworks for GRN inference extend from Bayesian networks to
regression-based models and information-theoretic approaches. [3] These frameworks
have shown success in identifying well-known regulatory interactions, and many meth-
ods have identified new interactions that were later validated [12].

A major challenge remains in assessing the relative performance of different meth-
ods. Assessing network inference is difficult because the true underlying network of
real expression data is unknown, and validating GRNs experimentally is not a simple
task [17]. The Dialogue for Reverse Engineering Assessment and Methods (DREAM)
was an early effort for tackling this challenge [10]. However, there remains limited
resources for next-generation sequencing technologies and assessing performance on
RNA-seq expression data.
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Evaluating the performance of GRN methods requires two components: (1) knowl-
edge of the underlying network structure, and (2) expression data generated from the
network. The first can be obtained from well-studied regulatory interactions, such as
those in the E. coli transcription network [15]. Gene expression data are obtained either
experimentally or through simulations. Real data have been curated from the Gene
Expression Omnibus (GEO) database for E. coli and are publicly available through the
Many Microbe Microarray Database [6]. Simulated data are commonly generated using
dynamic models of gene expression [5]; this produces continuous expression values that
resemble data from microarray experiments. Alternatively, simulators can use a prob-
abilistic model to generate correlated expression data; Gaussian models are often used
in modern methodology papers for assessing GRN inference performance [4, 8, 18, 20].
And while several tools exist for simulating RNA-seq data, none of them address the
problem of simulating RNA-seq expression data from gene co-expression networks.

In this study, we address two major challenges: (1) generating random networks
that have a topology similar to real transcription networks, and (2) simulated RNA-
seq expression data with conditional dependencies defined by an underlying network
structure. The network generator is able to produce a rich distribution of network
topologies, and we demonstrate its ability to replicate the structure of the E. coli
transcription network. The RNA-seq expression simulator uses a reference dataset to
generate realistic data, and we show that the marginal profiles of gene expression are
comparable between simulated and real datasets. In an application of these simulation
tools, a robust evaluation of twelve GRN inference methods is performed by varying
the underlying network structure and comparing different sources of reference datasets.

2 Methods

The proposed simulator consists of three separate components: the network generator,
a Gaussian graphical model (GGM), and a converter from GGM values to RNA-seq
expression data. The network generator decomposes the network into individual gene
modules that specify local connectivity among subsets of genes. The collective dy-
namics of the local modules result in a global structure resembling real transcription
networks. Weights for the local connections are generated under the framework of
a GGM. In the final step, Gaussian values are converted into RNA-seq data while
maintaining the dependence structure among the gene expression profiles.

The local network structures model individual regulatory pathways; each pathway
has its own gene-gene co-expression pattern. As with biological pathways, the network
modules are allowed to overlap. The network generator also incorporates link nodes
used to connect modules together. This models the behavior of transcription factors
that regulate genes across multiple pathways. Within each module, the network struc-
ture is generated using a novel algorithm. Similar to the Watts-Strogatz algorithm [19],
the procedures begins with a ring lattice structure. The connections are then rewired,
each with a constant probability. However, rewiring is performed with preferential at-
tachment. The approach is similar to the Barabasi-Albert model [1], but the preference
in the proposed model does not scale linearly with node degree. Instead, the rankings
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Figure 1: Comparison of a generated network and the E. coli transcription network.
The degree distribution (left), clustering coefficient (middle), and average path length
(right), are shown as a function of node degree with the axes drawn on a log scale.

of the node degree are used in combination with a Beta distribution function. The
end result produces global networks with much larger hub genes than expected under
scale-free network models.

Once the local network structure is created, edges weights are added to each con-
nection. These weights are generated under the guise of a GGM. The Gaussian model
imposes certain constraints to the edge weights, but the overall structure is preserved.
Expression values are generated from the GGM, and the final step of the simulator
converts these Gaussian values into RNA-seq data. This is done by incorporating a
reference dataset and using the inverse-CDF method for transforming Gaussian values
into RNA-seq expression values derived from the empirical distribution of expression
profiles.

3 Results

The random graph generation model is assessed using three topological measures, in-
cluding the degree distribution, clustering coefficient, and average path length [2]. Each
of these measures are considered at a local level as a function of node degree, and at a
global level averaged over the entire network.

The topology of a simulated network is compared to the E. coli transcription net-
work. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the local topologies of both networks. These
plots are shown on a log scale, and both networks show very similar properties. No-
tably, the degree distribution of these networks differ from scale-free networks or small-
world graphs, which would tend to show a linear relationship. This indicate that the
Barabasi-Watts model and Strogatz-Watts algorithm are insufficient for replicating the
structure of the transcription network. However, the proposed model is able to cap-
tures its properties. In particular, it’s able to create the exceedingly high-degree genes
found in E. coli.

In addition to generating gene-gene networks, a nonparametric model for simulating
RNA-seq expression data is proposed. This simulator is able to generate expression
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Figure 2: Precision-recall curves for four GRN inference methods on 30 simulated
datasets.

profiles with marginal distributions that are similar to a reference dataset (results not
shown). In an application, simulated data are used to assess the performance of 12
co-expression networks in various settings; these settings include various topologies for
the underlying network and different marginal distributions for the expression data.
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and precision-recall (PR) curves are used
to summarize method performance, along with their respective area under the curve
(AUC) metrics.

Results for four methods are shown in Figure 2 in terms of their PR-curves from
30 simulations. The methods shown include ARACNE [11], GENIE3 [9], DWLasso
[16], and CLR [6]. The underlying network was generated from the proposed graph
generating algorithm, and the expression data were modeled from a breast cancer
reference dataset. These results suggest that DWLasso and ARANCE have relatively
better performance for inferring gene-gene connections compared to GENIE3 and CLR.
However, the relative performance will change depending on the underlying network
structure and the performance metric considered (results not shown).

4 Discussion

The proposed methods fill two voids that are present in the current literature. The first
is a random graph generation model that is able to capture the topological properties
found in real transcription networks. The topology of the E. coli transcription network
diverges from those expected under a scale-free model, where the node degree follows a
power-law distribution. This highlights the need for new generators that extend beyond
classical approaches like the Watts-Strogatz algorithm and Barabasi-Albert model, and
the proposed method achieves in this regard. The second void filled is a simulator for
expression data that can mirror the marginal expression profiles found in RNA-seq
datasets. The proposed method takes a nonparametric approach that is applicable to
any reference dataset.

Taken together, these methods can be used in a variety of applications: for exam-
ple, (1) to compare the performance of various co-expression methods in a particular
setting; (2) to explore how robust a method is to assumptions on network topology or
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distribution of gene expression; (3) to determining whether different transformations
of the data improve performance; (4) to display the estimated network and visually
compare it to the true underlying network; (5) to determine if a method is able to
identify certain motifs in the underlying network; and (6) to assess the performance of
differential network analysis methods.
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Abstract

Binary support vector machines (SVM) have become a standard tool for su-
pervised machine learning. Attractive features of the SVM are that its solution
only depends on badly fitting observations, it combats overfitting through reg-
ularization, can handle high dimensionality (thus many predictors), allows for
nonlinear predictions, and is robust against outliers. Much less attention has
been given to classification problems with more than two classes. In the machine
learning literature, such multiclass problems tend to be solved by repeatedly ap-
plying binary SVMs, for example, through one-versus-one (OvO) or one-versus-
all (OvA). Although such approaches are generally fast, they can lead to regions
that are inconclusive in their prediction. As an alternative, the present authors
have proposed a single machine classifier, called GenSVM (see, [1]). In this pa-
per, we present its main properties and discuss examples of its implementations
in the R and Python packages.
Keywords: data science, support vector machine, multiclass classification

1 Introduction

Multiclass classification is abundant in many areas of empirical science. In medicine,
the task could be to predict cancer stages out of blood values, in epidemiology to
predict college degree out of genetic variables, and in marketing to predict buyers from
nonbuyers out of previous shopping behavior. All these cases are examples of the
multiclass classification problem that has K (two or more) response categories, with
usually one or more predictor variables. Often, the goal is to find a linear combination
of the predictor variables that separates the predictor space into K polyhedral sets.
Then the decision rule is to assign the observation to the class of the polyhedral set it
falls in. Some multiclass classification techniques include: Fisher discriminant analysis,
multinomial regression, classification trees, and neural networks.

Here, we focus on the supervised learning technique of support vector machines
(SVMs). The binary SVM is quite popular in computer science. The advantage of the
binary SVM is that it only depends on observations that are not perfectly predicted, it
is robust against outliers, and has a provision against overfitting by using regularisa-
tion term. Multiclass classification is often performed through repeated binary SVMs,
either through one-versus-one (OvO, doing binary SVMs between all pairs of classes, or
through one-versus-all (OvA, for each class doing a binary SVMs between itself against
the remaining classes). OvO has the advantage that each binary SVM solves a small
subproblem, whereas OvA only needs to solve K problems. Both approaches can make
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use of standard binary SVM implementations. However, there are also disadvantages
of OvO and OvA. For example, OvO needs to solve K(K − 1)/2 problems which can
become large as K grows. OvA can be expected to be slower than OvO because for
each class the binary SVM problem is as large as the full data set. More importantly,
the binary SVM is not designed for the multiclass problem. Both OvO and OvA can
have ambiguity in prediction regions.

To overcome these problems, Van den Burg and Groenen (2016) [2] proposed a
novel single machine multiclass SVM called GenSVM. It is specifically designed for the
multiclass problem, it is a direct extension of the binary SVM, it is flexible through
different weightings and hyperparameters, is fast and accurate. In this paper, we
explain the main properties of GenSVM and show an example from the R package
(see [3]) and Python package of GenSVM.

2 GenSVM

The basic idea of GenSVM is as follows. Let the n×m matrix X contain m predictor
variables from the training set. In addition, let y be an n vector with class labels
{1, 2, . . . , K} for each of the i objects. Also, let the K × (K − 1) matrix U contain
coordinates of a regular simplex in K − 1 dimensions. For example, for K = 3 classes,
the simplex is an equilateral triangle in two dimensions. Then, the goal of GenSVM is
to (non)linearly map the n objects in the p dimensional space given by X to the K− 1
dimensional space of the simplex such that each object i is in or as close as possible to
the prediction region of its class yi according to some missclassification error. Figure 1
gives an example of a multiclass classification problem with K = 3 classes and m = 2
predictor variables. The left panel shows the n objects as points labeled by their class
in the space of the predictor variables in X. The middle panel show the K − 1 = 2
dimensional simplex space with the boundaries (solid lines) of the predictor regions.
The right panel shows the nonlinear boundaries of the prediction regions in the original
space of X.

Important aspects of GenSVM are (a) how exactly the mapping is being done from
the original space of X to the simplex space S and (b) how the errors are being defined.
We will discuss linear mappings only. For an explanation on how nonlinear mappings
can be obtained through kernels, we refer to the appendix of [2]. The linear mapping
of X to the simplex space S is obtained by

S = XW + 1c>

with W the m×(K−1) matrix with unknown weights and c the (K−1)×1 translation
vector.

Once the mapping is obtained, GenSVM needs to determine how good or bad an
object is placed. Consider Figure 4 where object A is shown as a point in the simplex
space corresponding to one of the rows of S. Assume that A has yA = 2 so that ideally
A should be located in the shaded area around vertex u2.

To measure the error in classification, GenSVM uses a measure of distance to the
shaded area. In particular, consider the projection q21

A of point A onto difference vector
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Figure 1: Example of objects in K = 3 classes in the original p = 2 dimensional
space of X (left panel), their mapping in the K − 1 = 2 dimensional simplex space,
the simplex, and the prediction regions (middle panel), and the resulting nonlinear
prediction regions for the classes in the original space of X (right panel). This figure
is reproduced from [2].

Figure 2: The simplex space with misclassified object A that ideally should have been
positioned in the shaded prediction region of its class 2. The projections q21

A and q23
A

show how far A is from the boundaries separating vertices u2 and u1 and vertices u2

and u3. This figure is reproduced from [2].
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Figure 3: The huberized hinge error h(q).

u2 − u1 that measures the distance of A to the boundary separating class 2 from 1.
Here, this boundary coincides with the vertical axis, thus all points with s1 = 0. Let
the values on the predictor variables for A be in the vector x>A. Then, the position of A
in the simplex space is given by s>A = x>AW+c> and its projections onto the difference
vectors separating class 2 from 1 and 3 by

q
(21)
A = s>A(u2 − u1) ( < 0 when misclassified)

q
(23)
A = s>A(u2 − u3) ( < 0 when misclassified).

The seriousness of the misclassification is given by the Huberized hinge error

h(q) =


1− q − (κ+ 1)/2 if q ≤ −κ
(1− q)2/(2(κ+ 1)) if q ∈ (−κ, 1]
0 if q > 1

as shown in Figure 3. Finally, a rule is needed to combine the misclassification errors.
For this, GenSVM uses the Lp norm

h
(
q

(yi,j)
i

)
=

(∑
j 6=yi

hp
(
q

(yi,j)
i

))1/p

where 1 ≤ p ≤ 2. The effect for this error function is shown in Figure 4 for p = 2 and
κ = −0.95. In this case, one can easily see that this error is a function of the Euclidean
distance of the point to the boundary. As κ grows larger, the sharp bend becomes more
smooth (quadratic). If p = 1, the L1 norm is used, implying that misclassification with
respect to multiple classes receives a higher error than misclassification with respect to
a single class only.

With these definitions, the GenSVM loss function can be defined as

LMSVM(W, c) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

ρi

(∑
j 6=yi

hp
(
q

(yij)
i

))1/p

+ λtr W′W (1)

with ρi ≥ 0 prespecified object weights and λ > 0 a given penalty strength parameter.
Note that the term tr W′W is quadratic in W and penalizes nonzero wkl. The GenSVM
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for p = 2 and κ = −0.95.

loss function has several nice properties. First, it is a convex function in W and c as
it is a sum of convex functions. Consequently, its minimum is global. Secondly, (1)
simplifies into standard binary SVM if K = 2 and κ = −1. Finding optimal values for
λ, p, and κ can be done through K-fold cross validation.

The GenSVM algorithm developed in [2] and implemented in [3] that optimizes
LMSVM(W, c) is based on the MM (minimization by majorization principle, see [1]).
One of the main advantages of MM is that for a given λ, p, and κ the function value
decreases until a minimum is reached. In K-fold cross validation, (1) needs to min-
imized for many combinations of λ, p, and κ. The advantage of the MM algorithm
is that warm starts can be used, for example, if two subsequent λ values are only
slightly different, then the W and c obtained can be used as start values for the run of
the next λ. Often only a very few iterations are needed thereby greatly reducing the
computational efforts.

3 The GenSVM package in R

The GenSVM package in R implements the loss function and minimization procedure
discussed above.1 The core of the package is written in C so that is tends to run fast.
The linear algebra routines used by GenSVM use the optimized BLAS and LAPACK
libraries shipped with R, and therefore automatically takes advantage of multi-core
architectures.

Below is a simple example of a nonlinear GenSVM applied to the Fisher Iris data
using the radial basis function (RBF) kernel. Because the Iris data only has K = 3
classes, the simplex space can be visualized in 2D in Figure 5.

R> library(gensvm)

R> x <- iris[, -5]

R> y <- iris[, 5]

R> # Fit a nonlinear GenSVM through the RBF kernel

R> fit <- gensvm(scale(x), y, kernel='rbf', max.iter=10000)

1The gensvm package is available on CRAN.
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Figure 5: Simplex space of the GenSVM solution on the iris data set.

R> plot(fit)

The R package includes code for efficiently running cross validation and grid search
over the hyperparameters. This code ensures that warm starts are used throughout,
thereby increasing the efficiency of the MM algorithm. For GenSVM and SVMs in
general, optimizing the hyperparameters is an important step for obtaining high clas-
sification accuracy. GenSVM is flexible through three different hyperparameters (κ, p,
and λ) and optimizing these through grid search can be a time-consuming task for the
user. To facilitate this, the GenSVM R package contains three pre-defined parame-
ter grids in the function gensvm.grid that are designed to obtain high out-of-the-box
classification accuracy. These parameter grids were constructed from the best hyper-
parameter configurations found in the large experimental study of [2]. For instance,
the following code illustrates running a grid search with a very small hyperparameter
grid:

R> fit <- gensvm.grid(x, y, param.grid = 'tiny')

A convenient feature of this grid search function is that the resulting object can
directly be used with common R functions such as plot and predict, for which the
best performing model will be used. Moreover, the object contains a cv.results

attribute that holds a data frame with the complete results of the grid search.
Another common task in fitting SVMs is scaling the data and creating a training

and test dataset. Scaling the features is necessary to ensure that the regularization
term works equally on all features. To facilitate this, the GenSVM R package contains
the gensvm.maxabs.scale function that scales the features to the interval [−1, 1] while
preserving sparsity. Furthermore, the R package also includes a function for creating
a train and test dataset called gensvm.train.test.split. These functions can be
combined as follows:
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Figure 6: Illustration of linear and nonlinear GenSVM for a subset of the handwrit-
ten digits dataset using the Python package for GenSVM. Dimensionality reduction
was applied to obtain two input dimensions for easy visualization, but this is not a
requirement for GenSVM.

R> split <- gensvm.train.test.split(x, y, random.state=123)

R> x.train <- split$x.train; y.train <- split$y.train;

R> x.test <- split$x.test; y.test <- split$y.test;

R> scaled <- gensvm.maxabs.scale(x.train, x.test)

R> fit <- gensvm(scaled$x, y.train, kernel='rbf', max.iter=1000, random.seed=123)

R> gensvm.accuracy(predict(fit, scaled$x.test), y.test)

[1] 0.921

4 The GenSVM package in Python

The Python package for GenSVM has similar functionality to the R package, but is
based on the object-oriented framework for machine learning methods used in Scikit-
Learn [4].2 This allows for straightforward interoperability with existing code that uses
methods from the Scikit-Learn package. The computational routines in the Python
package are again implemented in C (in fact, both packages share the same C library)
and are linked to Python through Cython. An example of fitting and predicting a
GenSVM model with the Python package is as follows:

from gensvm import GenSVM

clf = GenSVM(kernel='rbf', verbose=1)

clf.fit(x, y)

Note that due to the object-oriented nature of the code, parameters that determine
the kernel and affect the loss function are provided in the constructor of the GenSVM

object.

2The Python package for GenSVM is available on PyPI.
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While previously we have illustrated the simplex space of a GenSVM solution, we
now illustrate the decision boundaries in the input space. We use a subset of the hand-
written digits dataset from the UCI repository [5] and illustrate the decision boundaries
in the original space in Figure 6. Notice that the dataset is not separable with either
a linear or nonlinear kernel. However, GenSVM with the RBF kernel achieves better
separation of the classes.
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Abstract

Problems of statistical analysis of discrete-valued time series are considered.
A family of parsimonious (small-parametric) models for observed data are pro-
posed based on high-order Markov chains. Consistent statistical estimators for
parameters of the proposed models and some known models, and also statistical
tests on the values of parameters are constructed. Probabilistic properties of
the constructed statistical inferences are given. The developed approach is also
applied for statistical analysis of spatio-temporal data. Theoretical results are
illustrated by results of computer experiments on real statistical data.
Keywords: data science, parsimonious model, Markov chain, discrete data

1 Introduction

Time series analysis is deep developed [1] for “continious” data when the observation
space A is some Euclidean space or its subspace of nonzero Lebesque measure: A⊆Rm,
mes(A) > 0. In practice, however, (because of “digitalization” of our real world) the
statisticians need to use discrete-valued models of time series, when the observation
space A is some discrete set with cardinality N = |A|, mes(A) = 0. Give some applied
areas where discrete-valued time series models are extremely helpful [2]: bioinformatics
for analysis of genetic sequences (N=4); information systems for information protection
(N = 2); meteorology for weather prediction; social science for modelling of dynamics
in social behavior; public health and personalized medicine; prediction of environmental
processes; financial engineering; telecommunications; alarm systems.

Discrete-valued time series is a random process xt ∈ A on some probability space
(Ω,F,P) with discrete time t ∈ N0 = {0, 1, 2, . . .} and a discrete state space A with
the cardinality N = |A|, 2 ≤ N ≤ +∞. Much attention to discrete-valued time series
considered as categorical time series was paid by B. Kedem and K. Fokianos [3].

If A is any countable set (N = +∞), then we have a countable valued time series
xt. If A is any finite set (N < +∞), then we have a finitely valued time series, also
called categorical time series [3]. We will consider here these cases both, and, without
loss of generality, we will assume that A = {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}.

An universal base model for discrete-valued time series xt ∈ A is the homogeneous
Markov chain MC(s) of some order s ∈ N0, determined by the generalized Markov
property (t > s):

P{xt=it|xt−1=it−1, . . . , x1=i1}=P{xt=it|xt−1=it−1, . . ., xt−s=it−s}=pit−s,...,it−1,it , (1)
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where s is the memory depth; i1, i2, . . . , it ∈ A are values of the process at the time
moments 1, 2, . . . , t respectively; P =

(
pit−s,...,it−1,it

)
is an (s + 1)-dimensional matrix

of one-step transition probabilities. Number of independent parameters for the MC(s)
model increases exponentially w.r.t. the memory depth s: DMC(s) = N s(N − 1).

To identify this model (1) we need to have huge data sets and the computation
work of size O (N s+1). To avoid this “curse of dimensionality” we propose to use
the parsimonious (“small-parametric”) models of high-order Markov chains that are
determined by small number of parameters d� DMC(s) [4].

2 Approaches to construction of parsimonious

high-order Markov chains

According to what has been said in Introduction, parsimonious high-order Markov
chain is determined by parsimonious representation of the one-step transition proba-
bilities matrix P, defined by (1). Number of independent parameters d of the parsimo-
nious matrix is much smaller than the total number of independent parameters and is
determined by the parsimony coefficient:

κ ::=
d

DMC(s)

� 1. (2)

In our opinion, there are two main approaches to construction of parsimonious
matrix P:
1) squeezing of the set of different values of elements in matrix P;
2) using of some generation equation for the conditional probability distribution (1) of
the future state xt under its prehistory.

To explain the first approach let us introduce some notations: Q=
(
qj1,...,jr,jr+1

)
is some stochastic (r+1)-dimensional matrix, 1≤r<s,

∑
jr+1∈A

qj1,...,jr,jr+1≡1,

0≤qj1,...,jr,jr+1≤1, j1, . . . , jr+1 ∈ A; B(·) : As → Ar is some discrete function.
The (s+ 1)-dimensional matrix P is squeezed to the (r + 1)-dimensional matrix Q by
the general transformation:

pi1,...,is,is+1 = qB(i1,...,is),is+1 (3)

with the parsimony coefficient (2) equal to

κ = N r−s ≤ 1. (4)

Illustration of the squeezing approach (3) for the case of N = 2, s = 4, r = 2 is given
by Figure 1 and Figure 2. As it is seen from these figures and from (3), matrix P has
many identical rows (they are marked by identical colors).

Give a list of known parsimonious high-order Markov chains correspondent to the
first approach: Markov chain of order s with r partial connections MC(s, r) [5, 6],
Markov chain of conditional order MCCO(s, r) [7], variable length Markov chain [8].
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Figure 1: Parsimonious matrix P: Figure 2: Visualization of the parsimonious

N=2, s=4, r=2, κ=0.25 matrix from Figure 1

The second approach to construction of parsimonious high-order Markov chain
is based on some generation equation for the conditional probability distribution of the
future state xt ∈ A under its prehistory X t−1

t−s = (xt−1, . . . , xt−s)
′:

pi1,...,is,is+1 = qis+1

(
θ(i1, . . . , is; a)

)
, i1, . . . , is+1 ∈ A, (5)

where {qj(θ) : j ∈ A} is some discrete probability distribution on A that is dependent
on the parameter θ = (θj) ∈ Θ ⊆ RL, θ(i1, . . . , is; a) is some parametric function a
priori known up to some unknown vector parameter a = (ak) ∈ Rm.

The parsimony coefficient for this approach is

κ =
m

N s(N − 1)
≤ 1. (6)

List of known parsimonious high-order Msrkov chains correspondent to the se-
cond approach is longer: Jakobs – Lewis model [9], MTD-model [10], DAR(s) [11],
BCNAR(s) [12], BiCNAR(s) [13], PCNAR(s) [14].

3 Statistical analysis for parsimonious models

constructed by the first approach

3.1 Markov chain MC(s, r) of order s with r partial
connections

The MC(s, r) proposed by Yu. Kharin in 2004 [5] is determined by the following par-
simonious reparametrization of the (s+ 1)-dimensional transition probability matrix:

pJs+1
1

= pj1,...,js,js+1 = qj
m0

1
,...,j

m0
r
,js+1 , (7)
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where Js+1
1 = (j1, . . . , js+1) ∈ As is the (s + 1)-dimensional index vector; r is the

number of connections (1 ≤ r ≤ s); M0
r = (m0

1, . . . ,m
0
r) ∈ M is some integer-valued

vector with r ordered components, 1 = m0
1 < m0

2 < . . . < m0
r ≤ s, called the template

of connections; Q =
(
qJr+1

1

)
Jr+1

1 ∈Ar+1
is an (r + 1)-dimensional stochastic matrix. If

r = s, we have the general MC(s)-model.
In [4, 5, 6] the following probabilistic properties of the MC(s, r)-model are found.

Theorem 1. The MC(s, r) defined by (7) is an ergodic Markov chain iff there exists

i ∈ N such that min
Js1 ,J

2s+i
s+i+1∈As

∑
Js+is+1∈Ai

s+i∏
k=1

qj
k+m0

1−1
,...,j

k+m0
r−1

,jk+s
>0. Stationary probability

distribution π∗Js1 satisfies the equations: π∗
Js+1

2

=
∑
j1∈A

π∗Js1 qjm0
1
,...,j

m0
r
,js+1, Js+1

1 ∈ As.

Corollary 1. For a stationary Markov chain the stationary probability distribution has

the multiplicative form: π∗Js1 =
s∏
i=1

π∗ji, J
s
1 ∈ As, if π∗jr+1

=
∑
j1∈A

π∗j1qJr+1
1

, Jr+1
2 ∈ Ar.

Corollary 2. If Q is doubly stochastic:
∑
j1∈A

qJr+1
1
≡ 1,

∑
jr+1∈A

qJr+1
1
≡ 1, then the

stationary probability distribution is uniform: π∗Js1 ≡ N−s.

Introduce the notation: δij is Kronecker symbol; F
(
J i+s−1
i ;Mr

)
=(ji+m1−1,..., ji+mr−1)

is the selector-function;

νJr+1
1

(Xn
1 ;Mr) =

n−s∑
t=1

δF(Xt+s−1
t ;Mr),Jr1

δxt+s,jr+1 (8)

is the frequency statistic for the template Mr ∈M ; µJr+1
1

(Mr) = P{F
(
X t+s−1
t ;Mr

)
=

Jr1 , xt+s = jr+1} is the probability distribution of the (r + 1)-tuple; the dot used in-

stead of any index means summation on all its values: µJr1•(Mr) =
∑

jr+1∈A
µJr+1

1
(Mr);

µ̂Jr+1
1

(Mr) = νJr+1
1

(Xn
1 ;Mr) /(n − s) is the frequency estimator for the probability

µJr+1
1

(Mr), J
r+1
1 ∈ Ar+1, Mr ∈M .

Theorem 2. If the template of connections M0
r is known, then the maxi-

mum likelihood estimator (MLE) for the matrix Q is Q̂ =
(
q̂Jr+1

1

)
Jr+1

1 ∈Ar+1
:

q̂Jr+1
1

=
{
µ̂Jr+1

1
(M0

r )/µ̂Jr1 ·(M
0
r ), if µ̂Jr1• (M0

r )>0; 1/N else
}

. Under the stationarity con-

dition,
{
q̂Jr+1

1
: Jr+1

1 ∈Ar+1
}

are asymptotically (n→∞) unbiased and consistent with

covariances Cov
{
q̂Jr+1

1 ,, q̂Kr+1
1

}
= σq̂

Jr+1
1 ,Kr+1

1

/(n−s)+O(1/n2),

σq̂
Jr+1

1 ,Kr+1
1

= δJr1 ,Kr
1
qJr+1

1

(
δjr+1,kr+1 − qKr+1

1

)
/µJr1•

(
M0

1

)
, Jr+1

1 , Kr+1
1 ∈ Ar+1.
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Moreover, the probability distribution of the N r+1-dimensional composed random vector(√
n−s

(
q̂Jr+1

1
−qJr+1

1

))
Jr+1

1 ∈Ar+1
at n→∞ converges to the normal probability distri-

bution with zero mean and the covariance matrix Σq̂ =
(
σq̂
Jr+1

1 ,Kr+1
1

)
.

The consistent statistical test for the hypotheses H0 = {Q = Q0}, where Q0 =(
q0
Jr+1

1

)
Jr+1

1 ∈Ar+1
is some given matrix; H1 = H0, consists of the following steps.

1. Computation of the statistics νJr+1
1

(Xn
1 ;M0

r ), Jr+1
1 ∈ Ar+1, by (8).

2. Computation of the statistic
(
DJr1

=
{
jr+1 ∈ A : q0

Jr+1
1

> 0
})

ρ =
∑

Jr1∈Ar, jr+1∈DJr1

νJr1•(X
n
1 ;M0

r )
(
q̂Jr+1

1
− q0

Jr+1
1

)2

/q0
Jr+1

1
.

3. Computation of the P -value: P = 1 − GU(ρ), where GU(·) is the standard χ2-

distribution function with U =
∑
Jr1∈Ar

(∣∣DJr1

∣∣− 1
)

degrees of freedom.

4. The decision rule with an asymptotic significance level ε: if P ≥ ε, then to
conclude that the hypothesis H0 is true; otherwise, the alternative H1 is true.

Corollary 3. Under stationary MC(s, r) and contigual family of alternatives H1n =

{Q = Q1n}, where Q1n =
(
q1n
Jr+1

1

)
Jr+1

1 ∈Ar+1
, q1n

Jr+1
1

= q0
Jr+1

1

1 + dJr+1
1√

n− s ,
∑

jr+1∈A
dJr+1

1
q0
Jr+1

1
= 0,∑

Jr+1
1 ∈Ar+1

∣∣∣dJr+1
1

∣∣∣ > 0, if H1n is true, then at n → ∞ the power of the developed test

w → 1−GU,a (G−1
U (1− ε)), where GU,a(·) is the probability distribution function of the

noncentral χ2-distribution with U degrees of freedom and the noncentrality parameter

a =
∑

Jr+1
1 ∈Ar+1

µJr+1
1

(M0
r )d2

Jr+1
1

.

Introduce the notation: M is the set of all admissible templates Mr;

H(Mr) = −
∑

Jr+1
1 ∈Ar+1

µJr+1
1

(Mr) ln
(
µJr+1

1
(Mr)/µJr+1

1 •(Mr)
)
≥ 0 (9)

is the conditional entropy of the future symbol xt+s ∈ A relative to the past derived
by the selector F

(
X t+s−1
t ; Mr

)
∈ Ar, Mr ∈ M ; Ĥ(Mr) is the “plug-in” estimator of

the conditional entropy, which is generated by substitution of the estimators µ̂Jr+1
1

(Mr)

instead of true probabilities µJr+1
1

(Mr) in (9).

Theorem 3. If the order s and the number of connections r are known, then the MLE
M̂r = arg min

Mr∈M
Ĥ(Mr). Under the stationarity condition of the MC(s, r) the estimator

M̂r at n→∞ is consistent: M̂r
P−→M0

r .
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Let s ∈ [s−, s+] , r ∈ [r−, r+], 1 ≤ s− < s+ < ∞, 1 ≤ r− < r+ < s+. To estimate
parameters r, s we use the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [5]:

BIC(s, r) = 2(n− s)Ĥ(M̂r) + U ln(n− s), (10)

where U=
∑
Jr1∈Ar

(∣∣DJr1

∣∣− 1 + δµ̂Jr1•(M̂r),0

)
, DJr1

=
{
jr+1∈A : µ̂Jr+1

1
(M̂r) > 0

}
.

Consistent estimators ŝ, r̂ are determined by minimization: BIC(s, r)→ min
s,r

.

Theorem 4. If MC(s, r) is stationary, then the BIC-estimators r̂, ŝ at n → ∞, are
consistent.

3.2 Markov chain of conditional order MCCO(s, L)

Introduce the notation: l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s − 1} is some positive integer, K = N l − 1;
Q(1), . . . , Q(M) are M (1 ≤ M ≤ K + 1) different square stochastic matrices of the
order N :

Q(m) =
(
q

(m)
i,j

)
, 0 ≤ q

(m)
i,j ≤ 1,

∑
j∈A

q
(m)
i,j ≡ 1, i, j ∈ A, 1 ≤ m ≤M ;

< Jmn >=
m∑
k=n

Nk−njk ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Nm−n+1 − 1} is the numeric representation of the

multiindex Jmn ∈ Am−n+1; I{C} is the indicator function of the event C; 1 ≤ mk ≤M ,
1 ≤ bk ≤ s − L, 0 ≤ k ≤ K. It is assumed that sequences {mk} and {bk} are fixed,
min

0≤k≤K
bk = 1 and all elements of the set {1, 2, . . . ,M} are present in the sequence

m0, . . . ,mK .
Markov chain {xt ∈ A : t ∈ N} is called [7] the Markov chain of conditional order

(MCCO(s, L)), if its one-step transition probabilities have the following parsimonious
form:

pJs+1
1

=
K∑
k=0

I{< Jss−L+1 >= k}q(mk)
jbk ,js+1

.

The sequence of elements Jss−L+1 is called the base memory fragment (BMF) of the
random sequence; L is the length of BMF; the value sk = s − bk + 1 is called the
conditional order of Markov chain. Thus the conditional probability distribution of the
state xt+1 at time point t+ 1 depends not on all s previous states, but it depends only
on L+ 1 selected states

(
jbk , J

s
s−L+1

)
. Note that if L = s− 1, s0 = s1 = . . . = sK = s,

we have the full-connected Markov chain of the order s: MC(s). If M = K + 1, then
each transition matrix corresponds to only one value of the BMF, otherwise there exists
a common matrix which corresponds to several values of BMF.

Hence the transition matrix P of the Markov chain of conditional order is deter-
mined by d = 2(NL + 1) + MN(N − 1) independent elements, and the parsimony
coefficient (2) is

κ =
2(NL + 1) +MN(N − 1)

N s
≤1.

Methods and algorithms of statistical analysis for MCCO(s, L) are presented in [11].
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4 Statistical analysis for parsimonious models

constructed by the second approach

4.1 Jacobs – Lewis model

Jacobs – Lewis model is determined by a stochastic difference equation [9] (t > s):

xt = µtxt−ηt + (1− µt)ξt, (11)

where {ξt, ηt, µt} are independent random variables with probability distributions:

P{µt = 1} = 1−P{µt = 0} = ρ; P{ξt = k} = πk, k ∈ A,
∑
k∈A

πk = 1;

P{ηt = i} = λi, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s},
s∑
i=1

λi = 1, λs 6= 0. (12)

Number of parameters depends linearly on s: DJL=N+s−1; κ=(N + s−1)/N s≤1.
In [9] only moments and stationary distributions were analyzed. We proved [4]

probabilistic and statistical properties of the model (11), (12) by the MC(s)-model.

Theorem 5. Discrete-valued time series xt determined by (11), (12) is a homogeneous
Markov chain of the order s with the initial probability distribution πi1,...,is = πi1 · . . . ·πis
and the (s+ 1)-dimensional matrix of transition probabilities P(π, λ, ρ) =

(
pi1,...,is+1

)
:

pi1,...,is,is+1 = (1− ρ)πis+1 +
s∑
j=1

λjδis−j+1,is+1 , i1, . . . , is+1 ∈ A.

Corollary 4. Maximum likelihood estimators π̂,λ̂,ρ̂ by the data Xn
1 =(x1, . . ., xn)

′ are
determined by the solution of the maximization problem:

l(π, λ, ρ) =
s∑
t=1

lnπxt +
n∑

t=s+1

ln

(
(1− ρ)πxt + ρ

s∑
j=1

λjδxt−j ,xt

)
→ max

π,λ,ρ
.

Using these MLEs we had constructed [4] a consistent generalized probability ratio
test for hypotheses on the true values of parameters ρ, λ, π in (12).

4.2 Raftery model

Mixture Transition Distribution-model (MTD-model) was proposed in 1985
by A. Raftery [10] as a special parsimonious representation of the matrix P:

pi1,...,is,is+1 =
s∑
j=1

λjqij ,is+1 , i1, . . . , is+1 ∈ A, (13)
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where Q = (qi,k) is a stochastic (N × N)-matrix, 0 ≤ qi,k ≤ 1,
∑
k∈A

qi,k ≡ 1, i, k ∈ A,

λ = (λ1, . . . , λs)
′ is a discrete probability distribution, λ1 > 0.

The MTDg (generalized MTD)-model:

pi1,...,is,is+1 =
s∑
j=1

λjq
(j)
is−j+1,is+1

, i1, . . . , is+1 ∈ A, (14)

where Q(j) =
(
q

(j)
i,k

)
is a stochastic matrix for the j-th lag.

Number of parameters for the MTDg: DMTDg=s(N(N−1)/2+1)−1; κ=O(s·N2−s).
We have constructed a simple criterion for the ergodicity of the MTD-model and

found a useful property of the stationary probability distribution [4].

Theorem 6. For the MTDg-model (14), if ∃k ∈ N :
((
Q(1)

)K)
ij
> 0, ∀i, j ∈

A, then the s-dimensional stationary probability distribution satisfies the equation
(i1, . . ., is∈A):

π∗i1,...,is =
s−1∏
l=0

(
π∗is−l +

s∑
j=l+1

λj

(
q

(j)
ij−l,is−l

−
N−1∑
r=0

q
(j)
r,is−l

π∗r

))
.

Corollary 5. For the ergodic MTD-model (13) the 2-dimensional stationary probability
distribution of the random vector (xt−m, xt)′ is π∗ki(m) = π∗kπ

∗
i + π∗kλs−m+1(qki − π∗i ),

i, k ∈ A, 1 ≤ m ≤ s.

Based on Corollary 5 we have constructed statistical estimators λ̃, Q̃ by an observed
time series Xn

1 = (x1, . . . , xn)′ of the length n:

π̃i =
1

n− 2s+ 1

n−s+1∑
t=s+1

δxt,i; π̃ki(j) =
1

n− 2s+ 1

n−s+j∑
t=s+j

δxt−j ,kδxt,i;

zki(j)=π̃ki(s−j)/π̃k−π̃i, dki=q̃ki−π̃i, i, k∈A; λ̃j=
∑
i,k∈A

zki(s−j)dki/
∑
i,k∈A

d2
ki, j=1, . . ., s;

q̃ki =

{
s∑
j=1

π̃ki(j)/π̃k − (s− 1)π̃i, if π̃k > 0; N−1 else

}
. (15)

Theorem 7. For the ergodic MTD-model (13) the estimators Q̃, λ̃ determined by (15)
at n→∞ are consistent and asymptotically unbiased.

MLE Q̂, λ̂ are solutions of the nonlinear maximization problem:

l(Q, λ) =
n∑

t=s+1

ln
s∑
j=1

λjqxt−s+j−1,xt → max
Q,λ

. (16)

The estimators Q̃, λ̃ are used as initial values in the iterative computation of the
MLEs Q̂, λ̂ in (16). Generalized probability ratio test of the asymptotic size ε ∈ (0, 1)
for H0 = {Q = Q0, λ = λ0}, H1 = H0 is constructed as in the previous subsection.
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4.3 Binomial conditionally nonlinear autoregressive
model BiCNAR(s)

This model [13] is determined by the special (binomial) case of equation (5):

pi1,...,is,is+1 = C
is+1

N−1θ
is+1(1− θ)N−1−is+1 , is+1 ∈ A = {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}, (17)

θ = θ (Is1) = F
(
a′Ψ (Is1)

)
, Is1 = (i1, . . . , is)

′ ∈ As.

Here Ψ (Is1) =
(
ψ1 (Is1) , . . . , ψm (Is1)

)′
: As → Rm is a column-vector of m ≤ N s linearly

independent functions, e.g. polynomials, F(·): R1 → [0, 1] is some fixed cumulative
distribution function, e.g. logistic, normal of Cauchy:

Λ(ζ) =
1

1 + e−ζ
, Φ(ζ) =

1√
2π

ζ∫
−∞

e−
x2

2 dx, C(ζ) =
1

2
+

arctan(ζ)

π
, ζ ∈ R1,

a = (a1, . . . , am)′ is a column-vector of m unknown model parameters. Parsimony

coefficient for this model κ = m
(
N s(N − 1)

)−1 ≤ 1.
Introduce the notation: F−1(·) is the quantile function; XT

1 = (x1, . . . , xT )′ ∈ AT is
the observed time series of length T ;

θ̂(J) =
1

N − 1
·

T∑
t=s+1

xtI{X t−1
t−s = J}

T∑
t=s+1

I{X t−1
t−s = J}

, J ∈ As;

B = (bJ) is (N s × 1) – vector-column, bJ = F−1(θ̂(J)); H = (hJ,J ′) is some fixed
(N s × N s) – symmetrical nonnegatively defined matrix; Ψ = (Ψ(J)) is (m × N s)
matrix; Om is the zero m-vector.

Theorem 8. If F(·) satisfies the smoothness assumptions: 0<F(ζ)<1, 0<F′(ζ)<+∞,
F(·) and F−1(·) are twice differentiable, and |ΨHΨ′|6=0, then the Frequencies Based
Estimator (FBE)

â = (ΨHΨ′)−1ΨHB (18)

is consistent and asymptotically normal at T → +∞:

â
P→ a,

√
T (â− a)

D→ Nm(Om,ΣH),

ΣH = (ΨHΨ′)−1ΨHJ−1H(ΨHΨ′)−1,

where J is the Fisher information matrix.

Corollary 6. For the weight matrix H = J the FBE (18) is asymptotically efficient
(it attains the Cramer – Rao boundary at T → +∞).
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Proofs of Theorem 8 and its corollary are given in [13].
FBE (17) has the following significant advantages w.r.t. the MLE: 1) explicit ex-

pression of FBE w.r.t. the iterative computation of MLE; 2) fast iterative computation
of FBE if we extend the basis {ψi(·)}; 3) possibility to control the computational com-
plexity of FBE by variation of the matrix H.

Note in conclusion, that the developed method of FBE construction for the BiCNAR
is successively used for some other models of discrete-valued time series [14]: semibi-
nomial, Poisson, geometric, negative binomial conditionally nonlinear autoregressive
time series. The Binomial an Poisson conditional nonlinear autoregressive models are
also extended for discrete-valued spatio-temporal data [15].

Note also one more known parsimonious model constructed by the second ap-
proach [16] – INAR(p) time series.

5 Application of the developed algorithms of

computer data analysis

All algorithms developed in Sections 2-4 were tested on simulated data and illustrated
accordance with the proved theoretical properties. Here we give some results of com-
puter experiments with the developed algorithms on real data from applications. We
present here 4 examples.

5.1 Modeling of wind direction

The discrete-valued time series of the daily average wind speed at Malin Head (North
of Ireland) during the period 1961 – 1978 [9] xt ∈ {0, 1, 2}, N = 3, of the length
T = 6574 was fitted by the MC(s, r)-model for s = {1, 2, . . . , 7}, r = {1, 2, . . . , 7}.
Table 1 presents the values of the BIC for different pairs (s, r).

The best fitted model is the MC(3,2) with M̂r = (1, 3) and the transposed matrix

Q̂′ =

 0.27 0.08 0 0.22 0.04 0 0.21 0.02 0
0.73 0.86 0.63 0.78 0.82 0.52 0.79 0.72 0.43

0 0.06 0.37 0 0.14 0.48 0 0.26 0.57

 .

The fitted model MC(3, 2) detects significant dependencies in this data.
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Table 1: Modelling of the wind speed data

Model BIC Model BIC Model BIC Model BIC
MC(1,1) 8127.52 MC(4,2) 8139.12 MC(5,5) 8621.97 MC(7,1) 9041.43
MC(2,1) 8777.63 MC(4,3) 8164.79 MC(6,1) 9016.23 MC(7,2) 8163.07
MC(2,2) 8096.08 MC(4,4) 8332.77 MC(6,2) 8148.48 MC(7,3) 8197.91
MC(3,1) 8849.90 MC(5,1) 8984.10 MC(6,3) 8190.78 MC(7,4) 8323.19
MC(3,2) 8079.81 MC(5,2) 8129.83 MC(6,4) 8350.82 MC(7,5) 8599.09
MC(3,3) 8143.13 MC(5,3) 8177.92 MC(6,5) 8576.92 MC(7,6) 8973.15
MC(4,1) 8956.11 MC(5,4) 8349.62 MC(6,6) 8969.54 MC(7,7) 9575.64

5.2 Genomic sequencing

We used the drosophila genome sequence (www.fruitfly.org): N=4, T=5 · 105, s−=1,
s+ = 8, r− = 1, r+ = 8. The best fitted model is the MC(6, 3) with the template
M̂r=(1, 5, 6) and the matrix Q̂ visualized in Figure 3. Here on “x-axis” the values of M̂r-
prehistory are indicated, “y-axis” gives the values of one-step transition probabilities
to four states indicated by different levels of color.

Figure 3: The matrix Q̂ for the genomic sequencing
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5.3 Analysis of CG-patterns in genome

We took the complete Panthera tigris mitochondrion genome of the length T = 16990
(available from NCBI Nucleotide data base, ID EF551003.1) and extracted the binary
sequence xt of its CG-indicators: xt = 1 iff the t’th nucleotide is Guanine or Cytosine,
t = 1, . . . , T . Portion of “1” in XT

1 is known as CG-content and plays important role
in bioinformatics [11].

In order to evaluate individual and pairwise impact of the lagged variables X t−1
t−s on

xt we fitted the BCNAR(s)-model (up to s = 15) for N = 2 with the bilinear bases
{ψi(·)} and the Gaussian c.d.f. Φ(·).

Two fitted BCNAR-models for s = 10; 15 respectively, are (ζt = (−1)xt):

P{xt|xt−1, . . .} = Φ(−0.3962 + 0.0313ζt−1 + 0.0241ζt−3 + 0.033ζt−10+

+0.045ζt−3ζt−6 − 0.0576ζt−3ζt−10),

P{xt|xt−1, . . .} = Φ(−0.1319 + 0.022ζt−1 + 0.0269ζt−6 + 0.0248ζt−15−
−0.0434ζt−6ζt−15),

(19)

that are adequate according to BIC. It is seen that in the two fitted models of high
orders s = 10 and s = 15 the future state xt is significantly influenced by the past
states xt−i lagged by multiples of three (i = 3j), and even the closest predecessor
xt−1 has a weaker impact on xt. Note also that the pairs of the lagged variables in
these two models are more influential than the single lagged variables, i.e. the bilinear
basis catched some essential high-order statistical dependencies invisible to the linear
one. These identified properties of the bilinear models confirm the known in genetics
effect of statistical 3-periodicity of protein-coding fragments [11]; this fact indicates the
usefulness of the developed theory for statistical analysis of genetic sequences.

5.4 Dynamics analysis for the incidence rate of
children leukemia

Real medical data describes the incidence rate of children leukemia in n = 3 cites of
Belarus for T = 25 years after Chernobyl (normalization of the data was made by the
number of residents at the group of risk). We used the Poisson conditionally nonlinear
autoregressive spatio-temporal model [15].

Statistical estimators of the parameters obtained by T = 25 observations:

θ̂1 = (−0.06, 0.15)′, θ̂2 = (−0.01, −0.02, 1.51)′, θ̂3 = (0.07, 0.05, 0.82)′, (20)

e.g. for the site number s = 3 the estimator of expected incidence rate is

λ̂3,t = exp(0.07x3,t−1 · I{t > 1}+ 0.05x2,t + 0.82). (21)

Forecasting results are presented in Figures 4-6.
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Figure 4: Forecasting results for the site s=1 Figure 5: Forecasting results for the site s=2

Figures 6: Forecasting results for the site s = 3
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Abstract

Classical tests about covariance structure are examined in the situation when
the population distribution is non-normal and existence of the fourth order mo-
ments is assumed. Asymptotic distributions for test statistics are derived and
speed of convergence to the asymptotic distributions examined in a simulation
experiment.
Keywords: data science, covariance matrix, non-normality

Let X = (x1, ...,xn) be a sample of size n from a p-dimensional population xi ∼ Px

with
Exi = µ ; Dxi = Σ ; M4(xi) <∞.

Denote
x̄ = 1

n

∑n
i=1 xi ; S = 1

n−1

∑n
i=1(xi − x̄)(xi − x̄)′.

We are interested in testing hypotheses about the covariance structure:

H0 : Σ = Σ0, (1)

with a special interest to the hypotheses

H01 : Σ = Ip, (2)

H02 : Σ = σ2Ip, (3)

H03 : Σ = Λ, Λ− diagonal. (4)

Test H02 is called the sphericity test while H03 is the uncorrelatedness test. John
(1971,1972) proved that the test based on

U = 1
p
tr
[(

S
(1/p)trS

− Ip

)2]
is locally most powerful invariant test for sphericity H02. Nagao (1973) suggested test
statistics for H02

T2 = p2

2
tr
[(

S
trS
− 1

p
Ip

)2]
and for H03

T3 = n
2
tr
[(

SS−1
d − Ip

)2]
,
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where Sd is the diagonalized matrix S. In high-dimensional set-up ( p ≥ n) several
papers were published in the beginning of 2000-s for a normal population. Ledoit, Wolf
(2002) suggested for H01 the statistic

W = 1
p
tr
[
(S− Ip)

2
]
− p

n

(
1
p
trS
)2

+ p
n
.

For the tests (2)-(4) Srivastava (2005, 2006) constructed test statistics in high-
dimensional set-up for a normal population. We are going to construct test statistics for
non-normal populations in the situation when both, the number of variables p and the
sample size n are growing: p, n→∞, p/n < 1. The last assumption makes it possible
to rely on asymptotic normality and asymptotic chi-square distributions. Non-normal
populations have got much attention in last years. Yuan, Bentler (1999) study robust-
ness of likelihood ratio statistic for two non-normal populations, including elliptical
distributions. Srivastava et al (2011) consider some tests for the covariance matrices
with fewer observations than the dimension under non-normality, Harrar (2009) ex-
amines asymptotics for several tests under non-normality. Srivastava, Singull (2017)
consider tests in high-dimensional set-up using U -statistics. We derive expressions of
test-statistics for sphericity and uncorrelatedness tests and examine empirically speed
of convergence to the asymptotic distributions in simulation experiments.
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Abstract

We consider the problem of Hurst index estimation for solutions of stochastic
differential equations driven by fractional Brownian motion or mixed fractional
Brownian motion.
Keywords: data science, fractional Brownian motion, Hurst parameter

1 Introduction

Many modern models are described using stochastic differential equations (SDE) driven
by fractional Brownian motion or mixed fractional Brownian motion

Xt = X0 +

∫ t

0

f(s,Xs) ds+

∫ t

0

g1(s,Xs) dWs +

∫ t

0

g2(s,Xs) dB
H
s , t ∈ [0, T ], (1)

where T > 0 is fixed, X0 is an initial r.v., f , g1, and g2 are continuous functions
satisfying some regularity conditions, BH is a fBm with the Hurst index 1/2 < H < 1
and W is a standard Brownian motion. More results on parameter estimations for
stochastic differential equation (1) with g1 = 0 can be found in the book [4].

We focus on estimators of the Hurst index. Our goal is to construct strongly con-
sistent and asymptotically normal estimators of the Hurst parameter H from discrete
observations of a single sample path.

2 SDE driven by mixed fractional Brownian motion

Consider stochastic differential equation

Xt = x0 + θ

∫ t

0

Xs ds+MH
t , t ∈ [0, T ], (2)

where 0 < H < 1 and

MH
t = σ1Wt + σ2B

H
t , σ1, σ2 ∈ R. (3)

The process (3) is frequently called a mixed fractional Brownian motion. Moreover,
assume that W and BH are independent. Then equation (2) has unique strong solution.

The type of estimators depend on the value of H. If the Hurst index H is less
then 1/2 we construct one type estimators, if H is over 1/2 we construct another type
estimators.
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One can check that

V
(1)X
n,T =

n∑
i=1

(
XTi

n
−XT (i−1)

n

)2

−−−→
n→∞

{
+∞ if H < 1/2,

σ2
1T if H > 1/2.

This test allows us to decide to which interval belongs H. Thus, for H < 1/2 we set

Ĥ(1)
n = ϕ−1

n,T

(
1

n
V

(2)X
n,T

)
for n > T, Ĥ(2)

n =
1

2
− 1

2 ln 2
ln

(
V

(2)X
2n,T

V
(2)X
n,T

)
,

where

ϕn,T (x) = σ2
2

(
T

n

)2x (
4− 22x

)
, x ∈ (0, 1),

and ϕ−1
n,T is inverse of ϕn,T , x ∈ (0, 1), n > T . Then

Ĥ(i)
n

a.s.−−→ H for i = 1, 2.

When the Hurst index H belongs to the interval
[

1
2
, 1
)

the influence of Brownian

motion becomes too strong and the estimators Ĥ(1), Ĥ(2) stop converging. Therefore,
this Brownian motion effect should be reduced.

Thus, for H ∈ (1
2
, 3

4
) we apply statistics

H̃(1)
n =ϕ−1

n,T

(
1

n

n−1∑
k=1

[(
∆

(2)
n,kX

)2 − 1

2

n2−1∑
j=1−n2

(
∆(2)Xsnj +tnk

)2
])
, n > T,

H̃(2)
n =

1

2
− 1

2 ln 2
ln

(∑2n−1
k=1

[(
∆

(2)
n,kX

)2 − 1
2

∑n2−1
j=1−n2

(
∆(2)Xsnj +tnk

)2]∑n−1
k=1

[(
∆

(2)
n,kX

)2 − 1
2

∑n2−1
j=1−n2

(
∆(2)Xsnj +tnk

)2]
)
,

where

∆
(2)
n,kX =Xtnk+1

− 2Xtnk
+Xtnk−1

, tnk =
k

n
T, 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1,

∆(2)BH
snj +tnk

=BH
snj+1+tnk

− 2BH
snj +tnk

+BH
snj−1+tnk

, snj =
j

n3
T, j = 1− n2, ..., n2 − 1.

Then
H̃(i)
n

a.s.−−→ H, for i = 1, 2.

In the paper [2], the authors construct strongly consistent estimators of parameters
H and study asymptotic normality of the estimators of H. They used completely
different statistics to estimate the Hurst index 0 < H < 3

4
.
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3 Fractional model of type of Ait-Sahalia

Let us consider SDE

Xt = X0 +

∫ t

0

(a1X
−1
s + a2 + a3Xs + a4X

r
s ) ds+ σ

∫ t

0

Xβ
s dB

H
s , t ≥ 0 (4)

with the initial value X0 > 0, r ∈ (−1, 1), H ∈ (1
2
, 1), deterministic constants

a1, a2, a4 ≥ 0, a3 ∈ R, σ > 0 and β ∈ [1/2, 1). The original Ait-Sahalia interest
rate model was proposed first by Ait-Sahalia [1] with H = 1

2
. The special case of (4) is

CIR model. The conditions under which the CIR model has unique positive solution
were obtained in [3], [5, 6].

For the construction of the estimators of the Hurst index, we need this equation
to have a strongly positive solution. The existence of strongly positive solution of this
equation come down to the existence of strongly positive solution of equation

Yt = Y0 + (1− β)

∫ t

0

(
a1

Y
1+β
1−β
s

+
a2

Y
β

1−β
s

+ a3Ys +
a4

Y
β−r
1−β
s

)
ds+ (1− β)σBH

t , t ≥ 0 (5)

with Y0 > 0. Under conditions on coefficients mentioned above, equation (5) has a
strongly positive Hölder continuous of order H solution Y . Moreover, the process

Y
1

1−β
t is the solution of equation (4).

The equality Xt = Y
1

1−β
t allows us to construct estimators that are strongly consis-

tent and asymptotically normal.
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Abstract

The functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) records signals coming
from human brains, which show activities and states of brains. This measure-
ments result in a high-dimensional time series, and each dimension represents
a region of brains. In this paper, we propose a functional Gaussian graphical
model to describe the distribution and the correlation structure for this type of
high-dimensional time series data, and we find a quadratic discriminant analysis
can be effective on functional graphical model. There are two kernel estimators
introduced in our work to estimate the node set and the edge set of the functional
graphical model, and they are used in our discriminant functions. The simulation
study showed that this classification method outperforms other existing meth-
ods, and it demonstrated the idea of choosing tuning parameters with different
simulated data set. In addition, we present two real data applications. One is
an alcoholic condition detection with Electroencephalography (EEG) data col-
lected from electrodes placed on subject’s scalps, and the other is a resting state
detection using resting state fMRI data from the OpenfMRI database. In both
applications, our proposed methodology performs better than other competitive
methodologies.
Keywords: data science, classification, functional graphical model

1 Introduction

The advent of functional graphical model [1] has provided a new statistical model for
high-dimensional time series data such as Electroencephalography (EEG) data and
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data. While these two types of data
have different features, however, both of them are collected in a sequential form and
have high dimensions. To analyze these data, we need to consider the data collected
at a specific time point as a structured object and explore the correlation structure
of these data. Graphical model turns out to be an appropriate tool to describe the
distribution of the data, since the model can contain both vertex information as well
as the conditional correlation structure. This can significantly help us, for example, to
study the whole brain instead of separating it to different regions.

The classification problem then becomes significant once we can study the brain as
a whole object. Since both EEG data and fMRI data record signals from human brain
under different conditions, we may be interested about detecting human brain activities
or states via these data. Currently, some algorithms, both regression based algorithm
and optimization based algorithm, have been proposed to solve this problem. From the
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regression part, some logistic regression and sparse logistic regression model have been
applied for the whole brain classification problem. In the statistical learning aspect,
for example, [2] proposed a support vector machine for temporal classification in fMRI
data, and [6] has further developed a sparse version of support vector machine for
the whole brain classification problem. Moreover, [7] tried to design feature vectors of
the brain image data using independent component analysis and apply support vector
machine to this feature vector for classification. All these algorithms work well in their
application. However, there are some issues remaining unclear in all these methods.
The first one is how to vectorize and reduce the rank of the data. As we know, the
brain image data, especially fMRI data, usually come in a form of high dimensional
time sequence. At each scan, the data we can get is a 3 dimensional real-valued matrix,
which cannot be applied to support vector machine model directly. Vectorization is the
only way we can do to handle it, but it will lose the temporal information contained
in the original data and will result in a super high dimensional vector. Simply reduce
the rank of this vector with principle component analysis or independent component
analysis will be difficult to interpret. Second, all these classification methods treat the
high dimensional time sequence as repeated observation. This restricts the classification
can only be made at certain discrete time point. However, the brain activity is a
continuous procedure, so we should be able to do classification at any arbitrary time
point.

In this paper, we proposed a new classification method, primly for brain image
data but also fine for EEG data, to remedy the issues mentioned above. We tried
to capture the time varying property of these data by estimating a functional graph-
ical model with two Nadaraya-Waston estimators. These estimates are consistent in
non-parametric statistics according to [5] and [4]. We then constructed a discriminant
analysis classification with the estimators. The innovation of this work is that we pre-
served the spatial temporal information in model estimation. The dynamic of the model
can help to improve the performance of classification. To compare our classification
performance, we select two support vector machine based methods as benchmarks.

• Sparse SVM: Refer [6]

• ICA SVM: Refer [7]

The paper is formed in the following way. First, we introduce our functional graphical
model, and present our estimators for this model. Then, we propose a classification
basing on Bayes Classifier and Graphical Lasso. In simulation part, we use data gener-
ated from two different Brownian Motions to validate our method. Finally, we compare
our method with two other methods in two different real data analysis, one is EEG
data and the other is resting state fMRI data.
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2 Methodology

2.1 Functional Gaussian Graphical Model

We shall start describing our methodology from the extension of Gaussian Graphical
Model. Graphical model is a popular tool to present the distribution of some high-
dimensional data, especially some data having complicate correlation structures. We
refer [8] for the introduction of graphical models. A graphical model, G, consists of
two components, the node set V and the edge set E. While the node set contains all
the data information we observed, the edge set describes the underlying correlation
between each nodes. Besides the data distribution, we are more eager to know the
conditional correlation between each node. At this stage, Gaussian Graphical model
is the most popular option, since the edge set becomes to be the precision matrix
of the Gaussian distribution with the property that node i and j are conditionally
independent if and only if (i, j) th element of the precision matrix is 0. What we are
going to do here is extending the Gaussian graphical model into a functional setup.

Assume the graphical model G(t) = (V (t), E(t)) is changing smoothly with time
t. At a fixed time point t, our observation X ∈ Rp is a p-dimensional random vector,
representing the observations from each part of the model at this specific time point.
Further, we assume this vector, X, is coming from a multivariate normal distribution
N (µ(t),Σ(t)). Here, both µ(t) and Σ(t) are continuous functions with respect to time.
As a result, X(t) will be our node set V (t), and the inverse matrix of Σ(t) decides
the conditional correlation structure, E(t), at this time point since the model is basing
on the Gaussian assumption. We call G(t) is our functional Gaussian graphical model
defined on the continuous time interval. In the next part, we will present our methods
for estimating this functional graphical model with data observed at several time points.

2.2 Kernel Estimator

Before the description of methodology, let’s define the high-dimensional time series
data with the following notation. Suppose i = 1, ..., n and j = 1, ..., ni, which means
there are n total individuals and each individual has ni different observations. We
also assume the observations are taken at time point t1, t2, ..., td ∈ [0, 1]. At each time
point tk, k = 1, ..., d, we observe a p dimensional vector, Xij(tk), which represents the
j-th observation from the i-th individual. More specifically, the j-th observation from
i-th individual at time point k can be denoted by Xij(tk) = (X

(1)
ij (tk), ...., X

(p)
ij (tk))

T ,
i = 1, ..., n; j = 1, ..., ni; k = 1, ..., d. The table 1 shows the general structure of the
data.

To functionalize our model, we introduce a bounded continuous kernel function
defined on the interval [0, 1]. With the observations, we propose two kernel estimators
for the mean and covariance of the random vector X at any arbitrary time point t.
Here are some necessary notations:

X(tk) =
1∑
i ni

∑
i,j

Xij(tk), Σ(tk) =
1∑
i ni

∑
i,j

(Xij(tk)−X(tk))(Xij(tk)−X(tk))
T ,
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Table 1: Data Structure

Xi

Xi1

Xi1(t1) = (X
(1)
i1 (t1), ...., X

(p)
i1 (t1))T

...

Xi1(td) = (X
(1)
i1 (td), ...., X

(p)
i1 (td))

T

... ...

... ...

... ...

Xini

Xini(t1) = (X
(1)
ini

(t1), ...., X
(p)
ini

(t1))T

...

Xini(td) = (X
(1)
ini

(td), ...., X
(p)
ini

(td))
T

where K(·) is the kernel function. Our kernel estimators for mean and covariance
matrix are

µ̂(t) =
d∑

k=1

K(
|t− tk|
h

)X(tk)

/
d∑

k=1

K(
|t− tk|
h

)

Ŝn(t) =
d∑

k=1

K(
|t− tk|
h

)Σ(tk)

/
d∑

k=1

K(
|t− tk|
h

)

h is a tunning parameter here, which is approximately O(n−
1
5 ). These two estimators

then can be used to estimate the precision matrices of the functional Gaussian graphical
model and classification procedure. The kernel function here are Gaussian kernel,
Epanechnikov and Tri-cube kernels. We try all of them in our data applications. Some
other kernel functions used in data smoothing can also be considered.

To complete the model fitting procedure, we need to get the precision matrix of the
distribution. However, simply computing the inverse matrix of our second estimator
does not work well. There are two issues for that, one is the high cost of computation,
the other is the singularity of the inverse matrix. Hence, we use graphical lasso instead.
The precision matrix will be estimated with the following optimization procedure:

Θ̂(t) = argmax log det(Θ(t))− tr(Ŝn(t)Θ(t))− λ|Θ(t)|m6=l (1)

|Θ(t)|m 6=l is the L1 norm of the off-diagonal elements in the precision matrix. Among
all positive definite matrices, we find the optimizer of the loss function, and it is going
to be our estimate for the precision matrix Ω(t).

2.3 Binary Classification

Finally, we can describe our classification part. We start with a traditional binary
classification set up. Let Xij(tk), i = 1, ..., n; j = 1, ..., ni; k = 1, ..., d and Yij(tk), i =
1, ...,m; j = 1, ...,mi; k = 1, ..., d be two groups of observations. Suppose we get a new
sequence of observations, which is denoted by Z(t) = (z(t1), ..., z(tl)), l is any arbitrary
number, not necessarily equal to d. A quadratic discriminant analysis is applied to this
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new observation. Let µ̂1(t) and Ω̂1(t) be the estimated mean and covariance matrix for
group X at time t, and µ̂2(t) and Ω̂2(t) be the estimated mean and covariance matrix
for group Y. πq are the corresponding prior probabilities The discriminant function for
quadratic discriminant is

δ(z(t), q) = 1
2

log |Ω̂q(t)| − 1
2
[z(t)− µ̂q(t)]T Ω̂q(t)[z(t)− µ̂q(t)] + log πq

Then we think z(t) is from class 1 if δ(z(t), 1) ≥ δ(z(t), 2).
We then can present the posterior probability of the classification result in the

following way. Since P(Z ∈ Class1|Z = z) = E[I{Z ∈ class1|Z = z}], the posterior

probability is P̂ = 1
l

l∑
k=1

I{Z(tk) ∈ class1|Z(tk) = z(tk)}. I is an indicator function

here.

3 Simulation

In order to demonstrate the performance of our classification method, we apply it to
a data set generated from two different Brownian Motions. As time varying Gaussian
processes, the mean vectors and covariance matrices of these two Brownian Motions
are functions of time. Suppose we use µ1(t), µ2(t) and Σ1(t),Σ2(t) to denote the corre-
sponding mean vectors and covariance matrices of these two Brownian Motions, then

µ1(t) = (
t

100
, ...,

t

100
)T µ2(t) = (

5t

100
, ...,

5t

100
)T

Σ1(t) = [min(
it

500
,
jt

500
)]100×100 Σ2(t) = [min(

5it

500
,

5jt

500
)]100×100

For each Brownian Motion, we randomly generate 100 samples at each time point, and
the time points are equally spaced between 1 and 2, i.e. t = 101

100
, 102

100
, ..., 200

100
. Thus, we

have 200 individuals in total. Each individual is a 100 × 100 matrix, whose rows are
observations of that individual at a certain time point. The training set consists of 80
individuals from each group, and the remaining individuals are test set. The result in
table 2 shows that our method has a much better performance. However, there is no
difference between different kernel function in classification performance.

4 Real Data Analysis

4.1 EEG Data

In this section, we are going to apply our method to the Electroencephalography
(EEG) Data from the UCI Machine Learning Repository, https://archive.ics.uci.
edu/ml/machine-learning-databases/eeg-mld/eeg.data.html. Our EEG data set
arises from a large study to examine EEG correlates of genetic predisposition to alco-
holism. It contains measurements from 64 electrodes placed on the scalp sampled at
256 Hz (3.9-msec epoch) for 1 second. There were two groups of subjects: alcoholic
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Table 2: Classification Performance Comparison

Kernel Sensitivity Specificity Precision Accuracy

FGM
Gaussian 0.9 1 1 0.95
Epanechnikov 0.9 1 1 0.95
Tri-cube 0.9 1 1 0.95

Sparse SVM
Gaussian 0.75 0.8 0.7894 0.775
Epanechnikov 0.75 0.8 0.7894 0.775
Tri-cube 0.75 0.8 0.7894 0.775

ICA SVM 0.523 0.52 0.55 0.53

Table 3: Classification Performance Comparison: EEG Data

Kernel Sensitivity Specificity Precision Accuracy

FGM
Gaussian 0.958 0.917 0.92 0.938
Epanechnikov 0.938 0.938 0.938 0.917
Tri-cube 0.917 0.917 0.917 0.917

Sparse SVM
Gaussian 0.567 0.833 0.773 0.7
Epanechnikov 0.833 0.6 0.676 0.716
Tri-cube 0.833 0.6 0.676 0.716

ICA SVM 0.57 0.55 0.56 0.582

and control. Each subject was exposed to different conditions and their response in
terms of EEG data was collected. There were 122 subjects and each subject completed
120 trials. The electrode positions were located at standard sites (Standard Electrode
Position Nomenclature, American Electroencephalographic Association 1990). [9] de-
scribes in detail the data collection process. We apply our classification method to this
data set and record its performance. Further, we compared our results with some other
methods to check the efficiency of our functional graphical model.

The original EEG data set contains huge amount of observations, and we randomly
select 180 observations to evaluate our classification method. Among these 180 obser-
vations, half of them are from alcoholic group and the other half are from the control
group. The training set has 60 observations from each class, and the rest 60 observa-
tions are used as testing set.

In our results, we compute the sensitivity, specificity, precision and accuracy of our
classification research to demonstrate the efficiency of our method. Sensitivity is the
true positive rate, specificity is the true negative rate, precision is the positive predictive
rate and accuracy is the accuracy rate. The results are in 3. Our functional quadratic
discriminant analysis method outperforms the other two methods again. The difference
between classification accuracy is pretty similar to the simulation results. We can also
find that the choice of kernel function does not make a great difference in classification
result, although Gaussian kernel works slightly better in functional QDA.
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Table 4: Classification Performance Comparison: fMRI Data

Kernel Sensitivity Specificity Precision Accuracy

FGM
Epanechnikov 0.8 0.7 0.727 0.71
Uniform 0.7 0.6 0.636 0.65
Tri-cube 0.7 0.7 0.54 0.7

Sparse SVM
Epanechnikov 0.8 0.4 0.57 0.6
Uniform 0.7 0.5 0.53 0.6
Tri-cube 0.7 0.5 0.53 0.6

ICA SVM 0.57 0.55 0.56 0.582

4.2 fMRI Classification

In this section, we are heading to the most important topic and adopt all our tensor
based methods to a fMRI classification task. The data was obtained from the Open-
Neuro database. This project is a functional brain imaging study where 48 younger (20-
30 years old) and 36 older (65-75 years old) healthy participants underwent magnetic
resonance imaging after having adquate sleep or partial deprived sleep in a crossover
design. There are three experiments investigating emotional mimicry, empathy for
pain, and cognitive reappraisal, as well as resting state functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI). It also contains T1- and T2-weighted structural images and diffusion
tensor images. On the night before imaging, participants were monitored with ambu-
latory polysomnography and were instructed to sleep either as usual or only for three
hours. Participants came to the scanner the following evening. In this application, we
only use the resting state fMRI data, and try to identify whether patients have enough
sleeping or are under partial sleep deprivation with the data.

The fMRI data is pre-processed with the pipeline introduced by [7]. Temporal, spa-
tial correction and coregistration have been applied to the original scans with Matlab
tool box SPM 12.0. After data pre-processing, there are 70 scans from the group where
patients had adequate sleep, and another 70 scans from the group where patients did
not. We performaned a principle components analysis to reduce the dimension of data.
The table 4 shows that our functional graphical model classification works better than
others.

5 Conclusion

In this work, the functional Gaussian graphical model provides a semi-parametric way
to estimate the distribution of high-dimensional functional neuroimage data, while the
spatial temporal information contained in the data are well preserved. With some
appropriate choices of the tuning parameters and the kernel functions, the model es-
timates are proved to be consistent. Compared with regularized support vector ma-
chine [2], our classification method, which is based on this functional graphical model,
works much better with different kernel functions in the simulation as well as the real
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data applications.
In future, we are going to optimize our computation steps and speed up the whole

classification procedure. Currently, the procedure is not fast enough when the sample
size in the training set is too large. We hope to make it capable for big data applications
in which both the sample size and the data dimension are huge.
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Abstract

We consider complex valued linear blind source separation, where the objec-
tive is to estimate a subset of the latent sources. In order to measure the success
of the signal separation, we propose an extension of the minimum distance index
and establish its properties. Interpretations for the index are derived through
connections to signal-to-noise ratios and correlations. The interpretations are
novel also for the square real valued (original) case.
Keywords: blind source separation, latent source, minimum distance index,
data science

1 Introduction

In classic linear blind source separation (BSS), one assumes that the observation vectors
are linear mixtures of a collection of latent source variables. The linearity assumption
strikes a good balance between intricacy, mathematical tractability and interpretabil-
ity, and the model has been used successfully in a wide variety of contexts ranging
from signal processing and economics to biomedical applications. See, e.g., [1] for an
introduction.

Numerous algorithms for the linear BSS problem under various assumptions on the
sources have been proposed over the years, and a natural question is how to compare
them. As the theoretical properties of the methods are often difficult to derive, compar-
isons are often conducted using simulation studies, see for example [4, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14].
To enable the comparisons, a performance measure for the success of the methods,
called hereafter an index, is required. Popular indices considered in the literature in-
clude the Amari index, interference to signal ratio (ISR), mean square error (MSE)
and the minimum distance index (MDI), see [9] for a comparative study. MDI has the
advantage of both, being affine invariant and having a known asymptotic behavior, in
the case of real valued square mixing matrices, see [3, 5]. Therefore, in this paper, our
focus is on the minimum distance index.

In this paper, we extend the MDI to the case where only some of the sources, the
signals, are of interest to us, and the index should measure how well these signals
are recovered. Furthermore, in order to cover applications such as biomedical image
processing, where the observed signals can be complex valued, we work under the
assumption of complex valued variables. A real valued version of this extension was
proposed already in [13]. However, in contrast to the current paper, no theoretical
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justification for its properties was given in [13]. Similarly, a complex valued version
of the regular MDI (where no distinction between the signal and the noise was made)
was introduced in [6]. Moreover, the use of the minimum distance index is complicated
by the fact that there is no clear scale attached to its values, making interpretation
difficult. We provide a connection between the MDI and two commonly used statistics,
SNR and correlation. These interpretations are given in the complex valued case, and
the findings are novel also in the real valued case.

2 Complex valued blind source separation

Let x be an observable Cp-valued random vector that obeys the complex valued blind
source separation model,

x = Ωz = Ω
(
z>1 z>0

)>
, (1)

where Ω is a full-rank Cp×p-matrix and the latent Cp-vector z =
(
z>1 z>0

)>
, consists of

two parts. In this model, the Cd-vector z1 contains the signals of interest that we wish
to extract and the Cd0-vector z0, d + d0 = p, contains uninteresting noise. Depending
on the type of the problem, additional assumptions are imposed on the signal and
the noise. For example, independent component analysis (ICA) assumes that z1 has
independent marginals, second order separation (SOS) assumes that the signals and the
noise have some specific temporal structure. In several approaches, some assumptions
regarding the existence of the moments of z are also made.

The objective in Model (1) is to find a Cd×p transformation matrix Γ, such that the
transformed vector corresponds to the signal variables, Γx = z1, up to some class of
transformations. The goal is to simultaneously extract both, the transformation matrix
Γ and the source signals, by using only the information contained in the observable
x. Note that usually the transformation matrix Γ is not unique. For example, in
ICA, the independent components stay independent, if we apply heterogeneous scaling,
permutations or so-called phase-shifts to them. Thus in general, we have no guarantees
that two separate IC estimation procedures estimate the same population quantities,
which is something we need to consider when measuring the methods’ performances.
The minimum distance index discussed in the next section solves the issue by measuring
how close the gain matrix G = ΓΩ is to the matrix Id,p =

(
Id 0

)
∈ Rd×p, up to

heterogeneous scaling, permutations and phase-shifts.

3 Non-square complex valued MDI

In this section, we provide the mathematical background for the non-square complex
valued MDI. We begin with the concept of equivalent matrices in the sense that is
relevant in the context of BSS.

Definition 1. Let ∼ be a relation on Cd×p, defined by A ∼ B ⇐⇒ A = (PJD)B,
for some D ∈ Dd, J ∈ J d and P ∈ Pd, where Pd is the set of Rd×d permutation
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matrices, Dd is the set of Rd×d diagonal matrices with positive real valued diagonal
entries and J d is the set of Cd×d diagonal matrices with diagonal entries of the form
exp(θ1i), . . . , exp(θdi), where i is the imaginary unit. Furthermore, we use the notation
Cd for the set defined as Cd = {C ∈ Cd×d | C = PJD : P ∈ Pd,J ∈ J d,D ∈ Dd}.
Proposition 2. The relation ∼ is an equivalence relation on Cd×p.

The proof of Proposition 2 is omitted here as reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity
of the relation ∼ can be verified straightforwardly. We use the relation ∼ to partition
Cd×p into equivalence classes and denote matrices that are equivalent to the matrix A
as CA = {B ∈ Cd×p | A ∼ B}.

We next consider the shortest squared distance between the equivalence class CA
and the matrix Id,p =

(
Id 0

)
∈ Rd×p. The optimization problem can be formulated

as,

minimize ‖PJDA− Id,p‖2
F s.t. P ∈ Pd, J ∈ J d and D ∈ Dd, (2)

where ‖·‖F is the Frobenius norm. Note that this optimization problem is not solvable in
general, since the diagonal elements of matrices belonging to Dd are in the open interval
(0,∞). Hereby, we define the shortest squared distance between the equivalence class
CA and the matrix Id,p to be the greatest lower bound, that is,

% (A, Id,p) = inf
B∈CA

‖B− Id,p‖2
F = inf

C∈Cd
‖CA− Id,p‖2

F . (3)

The distance % (A, Id,p) defined above can be converted into a more applicable form
from the computational point of view, see the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let A ∈ Cd×p and Id,p =
(
Id 0

)
∈ Rd×p, d ≤ p. Furthermore, let

Ã jk = |Ajk|2/
∑p

h=1 |Ajh|2, if A has at least one nonzero element in row j and Ã jk = 0
if A has only zeros in row j. Then, the distance % (A, Id,p) defined in Eq. (3), coincides
with,

d− max
P∈Pd

{
Trace

(
PÃ

)}
,

where the trace of a non-square matrix is the sum of its main-diagonal elements.

Proof of Theorem 3. We find the greatest lower bound by allowing the matrix D to
have also zeros on the diagonal. Then, we combine the optimization variables J and D
by optimizing over a variable L ∈ Ld, where Ld is the set of all Cd×d diagonal matrices.
Now, since the Frobenius norm is orthogonally invariant, the objective function f can
be reformulated as follows,

f (P,L, Id,p) = ‖PLA− Id,p‖2
F =

∥∥P (LA−P>Id,p
)∥∥2

F
=
∥∥LA−P>Id,p

∥∥2

F
.

Next, write A = V+iW and L = Q+iR, where Q,R,V,W have real valued elements.
Now, since L is a diagonal matrix, we obtain the following form for f(P,L, Id,p):

d∑
j=1

p∑
k=1

[
Q2
jj

(
V2
jk + W2

jk

)
+ R2

jj

(
V2
jk + W2

jk

)]
− 2

d∑
j,k=1

(
QjjVjk −RjjWjk

)
Pkj + d.
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In the above formulation, we have applied the constraints that the off-diagonal elements
of Q and R are zero. Thus, the only remaining constraint is that P is a permutation
matrix. We proceed to verify the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker necessary conditions.

Assume that A has ` rows that have at least one nonzero element. The d − `
rows that contain only zeros give no contribution to the objective function and we
can without loss of generality permute A such that the ` first rows of A are the ones
with at least one nonzero element. Regardless of the optimal permutation matrix, the
partial derivatives with respect to the first ` diagonal elements of Q and R are,

∂f (P,L, Id,p)

∂Qjj

=

p∑
k=1

2Qjj

(
V2
jk + W2

jk

)
− 2

d∑
k=1

VjkPkj,

∂f (P,L, Id,p)

∂Rjj

=

p∑
k=1

2Rjj

(
V2
jk + W2

jk

)
+ 2

d∑
k=1

WjkPkj,

from which we can solve the solution candidates Q′jj and R′jj,

Q′jj =

∑d
k=1 VjkPkj∑p

k=1

(
V2
jk + W2

jk

) and R′jj =
−∑d

k=1 WjkPkj∑p
k=1

(
V2
jk + W2

jk

) , j ≤ `.

Since the last d − ` rows of A do not contribute to the objective function, we set
Q′jj = L′jj = 0 and Pjj = 1, when j > `. Using the property V2

jk + W2
jk = |Ajk|2

and since a permutation matrix has exactly one nonzero element 1 in every row and
column, we can reformulate the objective function for L′ = Q′ + iR′ as follows,

f (P,L′, Id,p) = d−
∑̀
j=1

∣∣Aj,π(P,j)

∣∣2 Pπ(P,j),j∑p
k=1 |Aj,k|2

−
d∑

j=`+1

0 = d−
d∑
j=1

Ãj,π(P,j)

such that π : Pd × {1, . . . , d} → {1, . . . , d} : P× j 7→ cj, where cj is the row-index for
the only nonzero element of the permutation matrix P in the column j. An equivalent
optimization problem is then to find a permutation for the rows of Ã, such that the
sum of the main-diagonal elements is maximized, that is,

min
P∈Pd

{
d−

d∑
j=1

Ãj,π(P,j)

}
⇐⇒ d− max

P∈Pd

{
Trace

(
PÃ

)}
.

We next present the minimum distance index (MDI) for non-square complex valued
mixing matrices. Note that this is an extension to the cases presented in [3, 5, 6].

Definition 4. Let Ω be the mixing matrix of the noisy IC model given in Eq. (1),
let Γ̂ be a corresponding unmixing estimate and let Ĝ = Γ̂Ω ∈ Cd×p. The minimum
distance index (MDI) for the estimate Γ̂ is given by,

MD(Γ̂) =
%
(
Ĝ, Id,p

)
√
d

=
1√
d

inf
C∈Cd

∥∥∥CĜ−
(
Id 0

)∥∥∥
F
.
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Remark 5. In previous formulations of the MDI in [3, 5, 6], the MDI was defined such
that % was scaled by 1/

√
d− 1. In the corresponding previous work, it was assumed

that every row of Ĝ has at least one nonzero element. In this paper, we consider the
more general situation allowing zero rows, yielding the scaling factor 1/

√
d.

As in [5], the trace maximization problem in Theorem 3 can be seen as a linear sum
assignment problem (LSAP). It can be solved, e.g., by the Hungarian method [11]. We
next establish some key properties of the proposed index.

Theorem 6. Let A ∈ Cd×p. Then, MD(A) ∈ [0, 1] and the MDI satisfies,

(i) MD(A) = 0⇐⇒ A ∼
(
Id 0

)
= Id,p,

(ii) MD(A) = 1⇐⇒ ∃B ∈ Cd×(p−d) : A =
(
0 B

)
,

(iii) the function f : c 7→ MD
[(
Id 0

)
+ c · off(A)

]
is increasing in c ∈ [0, 1] for all

matrices A that satisfy |Ajk| < 1 when j 6= k. (The function off(·) here sets the
main-diagonal elements of its argument equal to zero.)

Proof of Theorem 6. By Theorem 3, we have that MD2(A) = 1− 1
d

maxP{Trace(PÃ)},
where the elements of Ã are between zero and one. It follows from this formulation
that MD(A) ∈ [0, 1]. Next, we proceed to verify properties (i)–(iii).

First, assume that A ∼ Id,p. This gives us that Ã is equal, up to a permutation,
to Id,p. The maximal trace is then achieved by the permutation that places the only
nonzero elements 1 of the matrix Ã to the main-diagonal. Thus, maxP{Trace(PÃ)} =
d, which implies MD(A) = 0. Next, assume that MD(A) = 0. This assumption gives
us that maxP{Trace(PÃ)} = d. The corresponding trace can be d only when there
exists an element Ãjk in every row j such that k ≤ d and Ãjk = 1. Hereby, there has
to be exactly one nonzero element in the first d columns of A and the elements have to
be on different rows. Consequently, A is equivalent to Id,p. Thus, property (i) holds.

For property (ii), first assume that A =
(
0 B

)
. Then, the main-diagonal of Ãjk

contains only zeros, regardless of the permutation and regardless of the matrix B. Thus,
maxP{Trace(PÃ)} = 0, which gives us that MD(A) = 1. For the only if part, assume
that MD(A) = 1. This assumption gives us that Trace(PÃ) = 0 for the optimal P
and consequently for every other P as well. Thus, A =

(
0 B

)
, where B ∈ Cd×(p−d) is

arbitrary. Hereby, property (ii) holds.
For the final property (iii), assume that 0 ≤ c1 ≤ c2 ≤ 1. The requirement that

the absolute values of the off-diagonal elements of A are less than one ensures that the
permutation matrix that maximizes the trace is the identity matrix. Then,

[f(c2)]2 − [f(c1)]2 =
1

d

d∑
k=1

(
−1

c2

∑p
j 6=k |Akj|2 + 1

+
1

c1

∑p
j 6=k |Akj|2 + 1

)
≥ 0,

that is, the function f is increasing under the given conditions.
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4 Interpretation of the minimum distance index

The interpretation of the MDI presented in [3, 5] has been difficult, since its formulation
provided no clear way of directly interpreting its numerical values. While the extreme
values of 0 and 1 are by Theorem 6, respectively, indicators of a perfect and fully
unsuccessful separation, the intermediate values have been complicated to understand.

We next provide connections between the MDI and two easily interpretable statis-
tics, signal-to-noise ratio and correlation. Assume Model (1), where Cov(z) = Ip
(taken without loss of generality as the scales of the sources are confounded with the
scales of Ω). Assume furthermore that our aim is to extract only the d signal sources
z1 = (z1, . . . , zd) and for this we have obtained an estimate Γ̂ ∈ Cd×p, with the corre-
sponding gain matrix Ĝ = Γ̂Ω ∈ Cd×p.

The estimates of the signals are then equal to ẑ1 = (ẑ1, . . . , ẑd)
> = Ĝz and we

define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the correlation of the jth signal to be,

SNRj =
Var(ẑj)

Var(ẑj − zj)
and Corj = Cor(ẑj, zj).

We here use the version of SNR defined in [2]. The following theorem connects the three
statistics (MDI, SNR and correlation) under two different models for the gain matrix Ĝ:
homogeneous contamination where all of the elements of Ĝ deviate equally from those
of Id,p, and heterogeneous contamination where no structure for the contamination is

assumed besides the requirement that it applies only to the off-diagonal elements of Ĝ.
Let A(cj) = A(c1, . . . , cd) and H(cj) = H(c1, . . . , cd) denote, respectively, the arithmetic
and harmonic means of the values c1, . . . , cd.

Theorem 7. Assume Model (1), where Cov(z) = Ip. Then, under the homogeneous

contamination model Ĝ = Id,p + ε1d,p, where 1d,p is a d × p matrix full of ones and
Re(ε) > −1/2,

MD2(Ĝ ) =

(
p− 1

p

)
SNR−1

j = 1− |Corj|2 .

Under the heterogenous contamination model Ĝ = Id,p + B, where B ∈ Cd×p has zero
main-diagonal and |Bjk| < 1, j 6= k, we have

MD2(Ĝ ) = H(SNR1, . . . , SNRd)
−1 = 1− A(|Cor1|2 , . . . , |Cord|2).

Proof of Theorem 7. We consider the two models separately. Under the homogeneous
one, we have MD2(Ĝ) = 1 − 1

d
maxP{Trace(PG̃)}, where the diagonal elements of G̃

are equal to |1 + ε|2/[|1 + ε|2 + (p − 1) |ε|2] and the off-diagonal elements are equal
to |ε|2/[|1 + ε|2 + (p − 1) |ε|2]. The requirement that Re(ε) > −1/2 ensures that the
maximization over d × d permutation matrices is solved by Id and we get MD2(Ĝ) =
[(p− 1)|ε|2]/[|1 + ε|2 + (p− 1) |ε|2]. Consider then the signal-to-noise ratio SNRj of the

jth signal ẑj = Ĝj1z1 + · · · + Ĝjdzp. As the sources are uncorrelated and have unit
variances, we obtain

SNRj =
Var(ẑj)

Var(ẑj − zj)
=

∑p
k=1 |Ĝjk|2

|Ĝjj − 1|2 +
∑p

k 6=j |Ĝjk|2
=

(
p− 1

p

)
MD−2(Ĝ). (4)
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Table 1: Average SNRs and correlations corresponding to certain MDI-values.
MDI 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.0001

H(SNRj) 20 dB 40 dB 60 dB 80 dB√
A(|Corj|2) 1− 0.5 · 10−2 1− 0.5 · 10−4 1− 0.5 · 10−6 1− 0.5 · 10−8.

Similarly, for the correlation, we have Var(zj) = 1, Var(ẑj) = |1 + ε|2 + (p− 1) |ε|2 and
Cov(ẑj, zj) = 1 + ε, yielding,

|Corj|2 =
|Cov(ẑj, zj)|2

Var(ẑj)Var(zj)
=

|1 + ε|2
|1 + ε|2 + (p− 1) |ε|2

= 1−MD2(Ĝ),

proving the claim under the homogeneous contamination. The proof for the het-
erogeneous contamination proceeds in exactly the same manner and we provide
only the values for the key quantities. The squared MDI equals MD2(Ĝ) = 1 −
(1/d)

∑d
j=1(1 +

∑p
k 6=j |Ĝjk|2)−1. Using the general form for signal-to-noise ratio in (4),

we get 1 − (SNRj)
−1 = (1 +

∑p
k 6=j |Ĝjk|2)−1 which when combined with the expres-

sion for MD2(Ĝ) yields the claim for SNR. For the correlation we have Var(zj) = 1,

Var(ẑj) = 1 +
∑p

k 6=j |Ĝjk|2 and Cov(ẑj, zj) = 1, yielding |Corj|2 = (1 +
∑p

k 6=j |Ĝjk|2)−1

and establishing the final part of the claim.

Table 1 displays the connection between the MDI values and the average signal-to-
noise ratios and the correlations under the heterogeneous contamination model. In the
table, the signal-to-noise ratios have been converted to the standard decibel scale using
the transformation 10 log10(SNR). Interestingly, the table shows that the minimum
distance index of 0.1 can already be considered extremely good; it corresponds to the
high average SNR of 20 dB and to the almost perfect average correlation of 0.995.
Similarly, the index value of 0.01 can be considered to correspond to an almost flawless
separation.

5 Discussion

In recent years BSS has become a popular tool for dimension reduction and thus
the interest for models with non-square mixing matrices has grown considerably. To
facilitate comparisons of different BSS methods, we extended the popular MDI to the
complex valued non-square case. To give a better understanding of the MDI values
besides the extremes, we derived a connection between MDI, and SNR and correlations,
which provides the opportunity to better judge if a method is of practical use.

In future work, we will derive asymptotic properties of the extended MDI. Moreover,
we will explore whether variants of the index can be used in nonlinear BSS.
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Abstract

Probability density functions result in practice frequently from aggregation of
massive data and their further statistical processing is thus of increasing impor-
tance. However, specific properties of density functions prevent from analyzing a
sample of densities directly using tools of functional data analysis. Moreover, it
is not only about the unit integral constraint, which results from representation
of densities within the equivalence class of proportional positive-valued functions,
but also about their relative scale which emphasizes the effect of small relative
contributions of Borel subsets to the overall measure of the support. For practi-
cal data processing, it is popular to approximate first the input (discrete) data
with a proper spline representation. Aim of the contribution is to introduce new
class of B-splines within the Bayes space methodology which is suitable for rep-
resentation of density functions. Accordingly, the original densities are expressed
as real functions using the centred logratio transformation and optimal smooth-
ing splines with B-spline basis honoring the resulting zero-integral constraint are
developed.
Keywords: data science, simplicial spline, density function

1 Introduction

Probability density functions are non-negative functions, popularly represented with
a unit integral constraint. However, in some fields, e.g., in Bayesian statistics density
functions are considered in a more general setting, where any representation within the
equivalence class of proportional functions can be taken. This reflects better the basic
property of densities - their scale invariance. Accordingly, the sample space of densities
is formed by a set of equivalence classes of proportional positive functions. In this paper
a bounded support I = [a, b] ⊂ R of densities is considered which occurs frequently in
practice. Specific properties of density functions are captured by the Bayes space B2(I)
of functions with square-integrable logarithm [2, 5]; in a default setting the Lebesgue
reference measure is taken. The Bayes space B2(I) has structure of separable Hilbert
space which enables to construct an isometric isomorphism between B2(I) and L2(I),
the L2 space restricted to I. An isometric isomorphism between B2(I) and L2(I) is
represented by the centred log-ratio (clr) transformation [2]. It is defined for a density
f ∈ B2(I) as

clr(f)(x) = fc(x) = ln f(x)− 1

η

∫
I

ln f(y) dy,
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with η = b − a. The clr transformation induces an additional zero-integral constraint
that needs to be taken into account for computation and analysis on clr-transformed
density functions. As the clr space is clearly a subspace of L2(I), hereafter it is denoted
as L2

0(I). Although the clr transformed densities are standard real functions, their
constrained character calls for modification of methods for their approximation and
further statistical processing using methods of functional data analysis. This is also
the case of approximation using splines, described in a detail in the next section.

2 Optimal smoothing splines in L2(I)

Firstly we recall the basic knowledge about B-spline representation of splines, see
[3, 4, 12]. Let S∆λ

k [a, b] denote the vector space of polynomial splines of degree k > 0,
defined on a finite interval I = [a, b] with the sequence of knots ∆λ, where

∆λ := λ0 = a < λ1 < . . . < λg < b = λg+1.

It is known that dim
(
S∆λ
k [a, b]

)
= g + k + 1. Then every spline sk(x) ∈ S∆λ

k [a, b] in
L2(I) has a unique representation

sk (x) =

g∑
i=−k

biB
k+1
i (x) .

For this representation it is necessary to add some additional knots, e.g. such that

λ−k = · · · = λ−1 = λ0, λg+1 = λg+2 = · · · = λg+k+1. (1)

Vector b = (b−k, . . . , bg)> is called the vector of B-spline coefficients of sk(x), functions
Bk+1
i (x), i = −k, . . . , g are B-splines of degree k and form basis in S∆λ

k [a, b]. In matrix
notation it can be written as

sk(x) = Ck+1(x)b,

where Ck+1(x) =
(
Bk+1
i (x)

)g
i=−k is so called collocation matrix. It is known that

derivative of order l, l ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, of the spline sk(x) ∈ S∆λ
k [a, b] is a spline

sk−l(x) ∈ S∆λ
k−l[a, b] with the same knots. Using properties of B-splines the spline

derivatives can be written in matrix notation as

s
(l)
k (x) = Ck+1−l(x)b(l),

where b(l) ∈ Rg+k+1−l is given by b(l) = DlLlb
(l−1) = DlLl . . .D1L1b = Slb and

b(0) = b. Upper triangular matrix Sl = DlLl . . .D1L1 ∈ Rg+k+1−l,g+k+1 has full row
rank. Matrix Dj ∈ Rg+k+1−j,g+k+1−j is diagonal such that

Dj = (k + 1− j) diag (d−k+j, . . . , dg) , di =
1

λi+k+1−j − λi
∀i = −k + j, . . . , g

and

Lj :=

 −1 1
. . . . . .

−1 1

 ∈ Rg+k+1−j,g+k+2−j.
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Now we assume that data (xi, yi), a ≤ xi ≤ b, weights wi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n, sequence
of knots ∆λ, n ≥ g + 1, and a parameter α ∈ (0, 1) are given. The optimal smoothing
problem, [9, 10], which is in fact generalization of smoothing problem [3, 4], is defined
as a task to find a spline sk(x) ∈ S∆λ

k [a, b], which minimizes the functional

Jl(sk) =

∫ b

a

[
s

(l)
k (x)

]2

dx+ α

n∑
i=1

wi [yi − sk(xi)]2 . (2)

The choice of parameter l will affect smoothness of the resulting spline. Let us denote
x = (x1, . . . , xn)>, y = (y1, . . . , yn)>, w = (w1, . . . , wn)> and W = diag (w). The
functional Jl(sk) can be written in a matrix form as

Jl(b) = b>Nklb + α [y −Ck+1(x)b]>W [y −Ck+1(x)b] ,

see [9, 10] for details. The matrix Nkl = S>l MklSl is positive semidefinite, where

Mkl =


(
Bk+1−l
−k+l , B

k+1−l
−k+l

)
. . .

(
Bk+1−l
g , Bk+1−l

−k+l

)
...

...(
Bk+1−l
−k+l , B

k+1−l
g

)
. . .

(
Bk+1−l
g , Bk+1−l

g

)
 ∈ Rg+k+1−l,g+k+1−l

and (
Bk+1−l
i , Bk+1−l

j

)
=

b∫
a

Bk+1−l
i (x)Bk+1−l

j (x) dx

stands for scalar product of B-splines in L2(I) space. Matrix Mkl is positive definite,
because Bk+1−l

i (x) ≥ 0, i = −k + l, . . . , g are basis functions. Now the task is to find
a minimum of function Jl(b). It is obvious that this minimum fulfils the condition

∂Jl(b)

∂b>
= 0,

which can be written as a system of linear equations Gb = g with

G = α−1Nkl + C>k+1(x)WCk+1(x), g = C>k+1(x)Wy.

If this system is consistent, then there exists a solution which is given by b∗ = G−g,
see [10]. So finally s∗k(x) = Ck+1(x)b∗ is resulting optimal smoothing spline, i.e. spline
which minimizes functional (2).

3 Optimal smoothing splines in L2
0(I)

In this section the case of smoothing clr-transformed density functions is considered.
The task is find spline sk(x) ∈ S∆λ

k [a, b] which minimizes functional (2) and which
satisfies an additional condition ∫ b

a

sk(x) dx = 0. (3)
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There are two possibilities how to deal with this problem. The first approach, which
was published in [8], is based on using expression between coefficients of spline and its
derivative. The second possibility uses new B-spline basis functions which satisfy the
condition (3). This process is described in [7].

Now the first approach will be described in more details. Note that the spline

sk(x) =

g∑
i=−k

biB
k+1
i (x)

is a derivative of spline

sk+1(x) =

g∑
i=−k−1

ciB
k+2
i (x), (4)

if

bi = (k + 1)
ci − ci−1

λi+k+1 − λi
∀i = −k, . . . , g. (5)

For each spline sk(x) ∈ S∆λ
k [a, b] satisfying the condition (3) we have

0 =

∫ b

a

sk(x) dx = [sk+1 (x)]ba = sk+1(λg+1)− sk+1(λ0),

because a = λ0, b = λg+1. With respect to the definition and properties of B-splines,
the additional knots (1) and notation (4) we get

0 = sk+1(λg+1)− sk+1(λ0) = cg − c−k−1,

so that c−k−1 = cg. The relationship (5) between the vector b = (b−k, . . . , bg)> of B-
spline coefficients of sk(x) and the vector c = (c−k−1, . . . , cg)

> of sk+1(x), c ∈ Rg+k+2

such that c−k−1 = cg, can be written as

b = DKc̄,

where c̄ = (c−k, . . . , cg)> ∈ Rg+k+1. Matrices D and K are known, see [8]. So with this
relationship we are able to rewrite function Jl(b) as a function Jl(c̄). Then we find its
minimum c̄∗ and finally the vector of B-spline coefficients b∗ for optimal smoothing
spline which has zero integral is obtained by

b∗ = DKc̄∗.

The corresponding spline is given by s∗k(x) = Ck+1(x)b∗.

The second approach for finding optimal smoothing spline with zero integral, which
is presented in [7], uses new functions Zk+1

i (x) for k ≥ 0. They are defined by formula

Zk+1
i (x) :=

d

dx
Bk+2
i (x).
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More precisely for k = 0

Z1
i (x) =

{
1 if x ∈ [λi, λi+1)
−1 if x ∈ (λi+1, λi+2]

(6)

and for k ≥ 1

Zk+1
i (x) = (k + 1)

(
Bk+1
i (x)

λi+k+1 − λi
− Bk+1

i+1 (x)

λi+k+2 − λi+1

)
. (7)

Noteworthy, functions Zk+1
i (x) have similar properties as B-splines Bk+1

i (x), we
called them ZB-splines, for more details see [7]. Example of quadratic ZB-splines
Z3
i (x) is displayed in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Quadratic ZB-spline Z3
i (x) =

d

dx
B4
i (x) with equidistant knots 0, 1, 2, 3, 4.

From the perspective of L2
0(I) a crucial point is that integral of Zk+1

i (x) equals to
zero:

+∞∫
−∞

Zk+1
i (x) dx =

λi+k+2∫
λi

Zk+1
i (x) dx =

λi+k+2∫
λi

d

dx
Bk+2
i (x) dx =

=
[
Bk+2
i (x)

]λi+k+2

λi
= 0.

In the following, Z∆λ
k [a, b] denotes the vector space of polynomial splines of degree

k > 0, defined on a finite interval [a, b] with the sequence of knots ∆λ and having zero
integral on [a, b]. With respect to the condition of the zero integral it is clear that
dim

(
Z∆λ
k [a, b]

)
= g+ k, for more details see [7]. With the additional knots (1) we can

construct g+ k functions Zk+1
−k (x), · · · , Zk+1

g−1 (x), which are basis functions of the space
Z∆λ
k [a, b]. Then every spline sk(x) ∈ Z∆λ

k [a, b] has a unique representation

sk (x) =

g−1∑
i=−k

ziZ
k+1
i (x) .

In matrix notation it can be expressed as

sk (x) = Zk+1 (x) z,
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where Zk+1 =
(
Zk+1
i (x)

)g−1

i=−k, z = (z−k, . . . , zg−1)>. Next steps are similar as we used

in the first approach, the functional (2) is expressed as a function of variable z. Then
we find its minimum z∗ and finally the optimal smoothing spline with zero integral is
given by formula s∗k(x) = Zk+1(x)z∗.

Reduction of dimension for splines in L2
0(I) by one is a very natural consequence

of clr transformation of density functions. Note that this feature is present also for clr
coefficients of compositional data [1].

4 Simplicial splines in the Bayes space

Construction of splines directly in L2
0(I) has important practical consequences, however,

it is important also from theoretical perspective. Expressing B-splines as functions in
L2

0(I) enables to back-transform them to the original Bayes space B2(I) using inverse
clr transformation [2]. It results in simplicial B-splines (SB-splines), obtained from
(6), (7) as

ζk+1
i (x) =

exp[Zk+1
i (x)]∫

I
exp[Zk+1

i (y)] dy
, i = −k, . . . , g − 1, k ≥ 0.

Note that SB-splines ζk+1
i (x) fulfill the unit integral constraint. As a consequence,

it is immediate to define vector space C∆λ
k [a, b] of simplicial polynomial splines of degree

k > 0, defined on a finite interval [a, b] with the sequence of knots ∆λ. From isomor-
phism between C∆λ

k [a, b] and Z∆λ
k [a, b] it holds that dim

(
C∆λ
k [a, b]

)
= g + k. Moreover,

from isometric properties of clr transformation it follows that every simplicial spline
ξk(x) ∈ C∆λ

k [a, b] in B2(I) can be uniquely represented as

ξk(x) =

g−1⊕
i=−k

ci � ζk+1
i (x),

where � stands for powering operation in B2(I) [2]
The resulting simplicial splines can be used for representation of densities directly in

B2(I). This is an important step in construction of methods of functional data analysis
involving density functions, like for ANOVA modeling or for the SFPCA method.

5 Outlook

Once the sample of probability density functions is approximated using optimal
smoothing splines in L0(I), any from popular methods of functional data analysis [11]
can be applied by considering the zero integral constraint of the clr transformed den-
sities. These methods usually strongly rely just on a proper spline representation of
densities. Accordingly, simplicial functional principal component analysis [6] or com-
positional regression with functional response [13] were developed; they show a clear
way how also other methods could be adapted for this important class of functions.
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Abstract
We consider fractional Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process as well as fractional CIR-

process with Hurst index H ∈ (0, 1), and several approaches to the exact and
approximate option pricing of the asset price model that is described by the ge-
ometric linear model with stochastic volatility, where volatility is driven by frac-
tional Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process. We assume that the Wiener process driving
the asset price and the fractional Brownian motion driving stochastic volatility
are correlated. We consider three possible levels of representation and approxi-
mation of option price, with the corresponding rate of convergence of discretized
option price to the original one.

We can rigorously treat the class of discontinuous payoff functions of polyno-
mial growth. As an example, our model allows to analyze linear combinations of
digital and call options. Moreover, we provide rigorous estimates for the rates of
convergence of option prices for polynomial discontinuous payoffs f and Hölder
volatility coefficients, a crucial feature considering settings for which exact pric-
ing is not possible.
Keywords: F-Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process, F-CIR process, stochastic volatility,
data science

1 Model with stochastic volatility driven by frac-

tional Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process

These results are common with K. Ralchenko, V. Piterbarg, V. Bezborodov, L. Di
Persio, A. Yurchenko-Titarenko, S. Kuchuk-Jatsenko and partially are published in [1]-
[4]. We consider a financial market, characterized by a finite maturity time T , and
composed by a risk free bond, or bank account, β = {βt, t ∈ [0, T ]}, whose dynamic
reads as βt = eρt, where ρ ∈ R+ represents the risk free interest rate, and a risky asset
S = {St, t ∈ [0, T ]} whose stochastic price dynamic is defined over the probability space
{Ω,F ,F = {Ft}t∈[0,T ],P}, by the following system of stochastic differential equations

dSt = bStdt+ σ(Yt)StdWt, (1)

dYt = −αYtdt+ dBH
t , t ∈ [0, T ]. (2)

Here W = {Wt, t ∈ [0, T ]} is a standard Wiener process, b ∈ R, α ∈ R+, are constants,
while Y = {Yt, t ∈ [0, T ]} characterizes the stochastic volatility term of our model,
being the argument of the function σ. The process Y is Ornstein-Uhlenbeck, driven by
a fractional Brownian motion BH = {BH

t , t ∈ [0, T ]}, of Hurst parameter H ∈ (0, 1),
assumed to be correlated with W .
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We assume that payoff function f : R+ → R+ satisfies the following conditions:

(A)

(i) f is a measurable function of polynomial growth,

f(x) ≤ Cf (1 + xp), x ≥ 0,

for some constants Cf > 0 and p > 0.

(ii) Function f is locally Riemann integrable, possibly, having discontinuities of the
first kind.

Moreover we assume that the function σ : R→ R satisfies the following conditions:

(B) there exists Cσ > 0 such that

(i) σ is bounded away from 0, σ(x) ≥ σmin > 0;

(ii) σ has moderate polynomial growth, i.e., there exists q ∈ (0, 1) such that

σ(x) ≤ Cσ(1 + |x|q), x ∈ R;

(iii) σ is uniformly Hölder continuous, so that there exists r ∈ (0, 1] such that

|σ(x)− σ(y)| ≤ Cσ|x− y|r, x, y ∈ R;

(iv) σ is differentiable a.e. w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure on R, and its derivative is of
polynomial growth: there exists q′ > 0 such that

|σ′(x)| ≤ Cσ(1 + |x|q′),

a.e. w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure on R.

Lemma 1. (i) Equation (2) has a unique solution of the form

Yt = Y0e
−αt +

∫ t

0

e−α(t−s)dBH
s .

Moreover, for any α > 0 and any β < 2

E exp{α sup
t∈[0,T ]

|Yt|β} <∞.

(ii) Equation (1) has a unique solution of the form

St = S0 exp

{
bt+

∫ t

0

σ(Ys)dWs −
1

2

∫ t

0

σ2(Ys)ds

}
.

Moreover, for any m ∈ Z we have E(ST )m < ∞, and for any m > 0 it holds
E(f(ST ))m <∞.
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According to [5], fBm admits a compact interval representation via some Wiener
process B, specifically,

BH
t =

∫ t

0

k(t, s)dBs, k(t, s) = cHs
1
2
−H
∫ t

s

uH−
1
2 (u− s)H− 3

2du1s<t,

with cH = (H − 1
2
)
(

2HΓ( 3
2
−H)

Γ(H+ 1
2

)Γ(2−2H)

)1/2

. Denote also

X(t) = log S(t) = log S0 + bt− 1

2

∫ t

0

σ2(Ys)ds+

∫ t

0

σ(Ys)dWs.

Lemma 2. (i) The stochastic derivatives of the fBm BH equal to

DW
u B

H
t = 0, DB

u B
H
t = k(t, u).

(ii) The stochastic derivatives of Y equal to

DW
u Yt = 0, DB

u Yt = cHe
−αtu1/2−H

∫ t

u

eαssH−1/2(s− u)H−3/2ds1u<t.

(iii) The stochastic derivatives of X equal to

DW
u Xt = σ(Yu)1u<t,

DB
uXt =

(
−
∫ t

0

σ(Ys)σ
′(Ys)D

B
u Ysds+

∫ t

0

σ′(Ys)D
B
u YsdWs

)
1u<t.

Lemma 3. The laws of ST and XT are absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure.

Let us introduce the following notations: g(y) = f(ey), F (x) =
∫ x

0
f(z)dz and let

G(y) =
∫ y

0
g(z)dz, x ≥ 0, y ∈ R. Also, let

ZT =

∫ T

0

σ−1(Yu)dWu. (3)

Note that ZT is well defined because of condition (B), (i).

Theorem 1. Under conditions (A) and (B) the option price Ef(ST ) = Eg(XT ) can
be represented as

Ef(ST ) = E

(
F (ST )

ST

(
1 +

ZT
T

))
.

Alternatively,

Eg(XT ) =
1

T
E (G(XT )ZT ) .
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Consider the first approach to the numerical approximation of the solution for the
option pricing problem. Consider equidistant partition of the interval [0, T ]: ti =
ti(n) = iT

n
, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n. Then we define the discretizations of Wiener process W

and fractional Brownian motion BH :

∆Wi = W (ti+1)−W (ti) , ∆BH
i = BH (ti+1)−BH (ti) , i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n.

Discretized processes Y and X, corresponding to a given partition have the form

Y n
tj

= Y0e
−αtj + e−αtj−1

j−1∑
i=0

eαti∆BH
i ,

Xn
tj

= X0 + btj −
1

2n

j−1∑
i=0

σ2
(
Y n
ti

)
+

j−1∑
i=0

σ
(
Y n
ti

)
∆Wi

= X0 + btj −
1

2

∫ tj

0

σ2(Y n
s )ds+

∫ tj

0

σ(Y n
s )dWs, j = 0, . . . , n,

where we put Y n
s = Y n

ti
for s ∈

[
ti, ti+1

)
. Concerning the discretization of the term ZT

from (3), it has a form Zn
T =

∫ T
0

1
σ(Y ns )

dWs. Eventually we define Sntj = exp
{
Xn
tj

}
.

Theorem 2. Let conditions (A) and (B) hold. There exists a constant C not depending
on n such that ∣∣∣∣Ef(ST )− E

(
F (SnT )

SnT

(
1 +

Zn
T

T

))∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cn−rH .

Let us introduce the following notations: let the covariance matrix reads as follows

CX,Z =

(
σ2
Y

T
T σ2

Z

)
, and let σ2

Y
=
∫ T

0
σ2(Ys)ds, mY

= X0+bT− 1
2
σ2
Y

, σ2
Z

=
∫ T

0
σ−2(Ys)ds.

We assume additionally that the following assumption is fulfilled.

(C) ∆ = σ2
Y
σ2
Z
− T 2 > 0 with probability 1.

Theorem 3. Under conditions (A)–(C) the following equality holds:

Eg(XT ) = (2π)−
1
2

∫
R
G(x)E

(
(x−m

Y
)

σ3
Y

exp

{
− (x−m

Y
)2

2σ2
Y

})
dx

= (2π)−
1
2 E

(
(σ

Y
)−1

∫
R
G((x+mY )σY )xe−

x2

2 dx

)
.

(4)

Let σ
Y,n

=
∫ T

0
σ2(Y n

s )ds, m
Y,n

= X0 + bT − 1
2
σ2
Y,n

.

Theorem 4. Under conditions (A), (B), and (C) we have∣∣∣∣∣Eg(XT )− (2π)−
1
2

∫
R
G(x)E

(
(x−m

Y,n
)

σ3
Y,n

exp

{
− (x−m

Y,n
)2

2σ2
Y,n

})
dx

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cn−rH .
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Applying Theorem 3 and equality (4), we clearly see that the option price depends

on the random variable σ2
Y =

∫ T
0
σ2(Ys)ds. Therefore it is natural to derive the density

of this random variable. Since σ2
Y depends on the whole trajectory of the fBm BH on

[0, T ], we apply Malliavin calculus in an attempt to find the density.
Now we introduce additional assumptions on the function σ.
(D) The function σ ∈ C(2)(R), its derivative σ′ is strictly nonnegative, σ′(x) >

0, x ∈ R, and σ′, σ′′ are of polynomial growth.

Lemma 4. Under assumptions (B) and (D) the stochastic process

DBσ2
Y

||DBσ2
Y
||2H

=

{
DB
t σ

2
Y

||DBσ2
Y
||2H

, t ∈ [0, T ]

}
belongs to the domain Dom δ of the Skorokhod integral δ.

Denote η = (||DBσ2
Y
||2H)−1, l(u, s) = cHe

−αs ∫ s
u
eαvvH−1/2(v − u)H−3/2dv, κ(y) =

σ(y)σ′(y).

Theorem 5. (i) The density pσ2
Y

of the random variable σ2
Y

is bounded, continuous
and given by the following formulas

pσ2
Y

(u) = E

[
1σ2

Y
>uδ

(
DBσ2

Y

||DBσ2
Y
||2H

)]
, (5)

where the Skorokhod integral is in fact reduced to a Wiener integral,

δ

(
DBσ2

Y

||DBσ2
Y
||2H

)
= 2η

∫ T

0

κ(Ys)

(∫ s

0

u1/2−H l(u, s)dBu

)
ds−

∫ T

0

DB
u ηD

B
u (σ2

Y
)du.

(ii) The option price Eg(XT ) can be represented as the integral with respect to the
density pσ2

Y
(u) defined by (5) as follows:

Eg(XT ) = (2π)−
1
2T

∫
R
G(x)

∫
R

(x+ u/2−X0 − bT )

u3

× exp

{
− (x+ u/2−X0 − bT )2

2u2

}
pσ2

Y
(u)du.

2 Fractional CIR. Case k = 0

Consider the stochastic differential equation of the following form:

dXt = ãXtdt+ σ̃
√
XtdB

H
t , t ≥ 0, ã ∈ R, X0, σ̃ > 0, (6)

BH = {BH , t ≥ 0} is a fractional Brownian motion with H > 2/3.
It is known that if H > 2/3, the equation (6) has a unique solution until the first

moment of reaching zero, and the integral
∫ t

0

√
XsdB

H
s exists as a pathwise Riemann-

Stieltjes sums limit. Denote τ0 := inf{t > 0 : Xt = 0} and consider the trajectories
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of the process {Xt, t ≥ 0} on [0, τ0). After substitution Yt =
√
Xt and using the Ito

formula for integrals with respect to fractional Brownian motion, we obtain:

dYt =
dXt

2
√
Xt

=
ãXtdt

2
√
Xt

+
σ̃

2
dBH

t .

Denoting a = ã/2, σ = σ̃/2, we get

dYt = aYtdt+ σdBH
t

with the initial condition Y0 =
√
X0.

So, in the case of H > 2/3, the solution {Xt, t ∈ [0, τ0)} of the equation (6) is the
square of the fractional Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process until it reaches zero.

Let H ∈ (0, 1) be an arbitrary Hurst index, {Yt, t ≥ 0} be a fractional Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process, i.e. the solution of the SDE

dYt = aYtdt+ σdBH
t , t ≥ 0, a ∈ R, σ > 0,

and τ be the first moment of reaching zero by the latter.

Definition 1. The fractional Cox–Ingersoll–Ross process (with zero “mean” parame-
ter) is the process {Xt, t ≥ 0} such that for all t ≥ 0, ω ∈ Ω:

Xt(ω) = Y 2
t (ω)1{t<τ(ω)}.

Theorem 6. Let τ be the first moment of zero hitting by the fractional Ornstein–
Uhlenbeck process with parameters a ∈ R and σ > 0. Then, for 0 ≤ t ≤ τ , the
corresponding fractional CIR process satisfies the following SDE:

dXt = 2aXtdt+ 2σ
√
Xt ◦ dBH

t ,

where X0 = Y 2
0 > 0 and the integral with respect to the fractional Brownian motion is

defined as the pathwise Stratonovich integral.

The next natural question regarding the fractional CIR process is finiteness of its
zero hitting time moment. It is obvious that it coincides with the respective moment
of the corresponding fractional Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process {Yt, t ≥ 0}.

Let {Yt, t ≥ 0} be a fractional Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process, i.e. the solution of the
SDE

dYt = aYtdt+ σdBH
t , t ≥ 0, a ∈ R, σ > 0,

and τ be the first moment of reaching zero by the latter.
Y can be written explicitly as

Yt = eat
(
Y0 + σ

∫ t

0

e−asdBH
s

)
,

where the integral with respect to fractional Brownian motion is the limit of Riemann-
Stieltjes sums and can be defined by integration by parts:∫ t

0

e−asdBH
s = e−atBH

t + a

∫ t

0

e−asBH
s ds.
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Proposition 1. Let t ≥ s ≥ 0. Then covariance function RH(t, s) of the fractional
Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process Y can be represented in the following form:

RH(t, s) =
Hσ2

2

(
− eat−as

∫ t−s

0

e−azz2H−1dz + e−at+as
∫ t

t−s
eazz2H−1dz

−eat+as
∫ t

s

e−azz2H−1dz + eat−as
∫ s

0

eazz2H−1dz + 2eat+as
∫ t

0

e−azz2H−1dz

)
.

Let τ be the first moment of zero hitting by the fractional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck pro-
cess (and consequently by the corresponding fractional CIR process with zero “mean”
parameter).

Theorem 7. (1) If a ≤ 0, then P(τ <∞) = 1.

(2) If a > 0, then P(τ <∞) ∈ (0, 1), and we have the upper bound

P(τ <∞) ≤ C1

(
Y0

σ

) 1
H
−2

exp

(
− a2HY 2

0

σ2Γ(2H + 1)

)
,

where C1 > 0 is a constant.

3 Fractional CIR. Case k > 0

Consider the process Y = {Yt, t ≥ 0} that satisfies the following SDE until its first zero
hitting:

dYt =
1

2

(
k

Yt
− aYt

)
dt+

σ

2
dBH

t , Y0 > 0, (7)

where a, k ∈ R, σ > 0 and {BH
t , t ≥ 0} is a fractional Brownian motion with the Hurst

parameter H ∈ (0, 1).

Definition 2. Let H ∈ (0, 1) be an arbitrary Hurst index, {Yt, t ≥ 0} be the process
that satisfies the equation (7) and τ be the first moment of reaching zero by the latter.

The fractional Cox-Ingersoll-Ross process is the process {Xt, t ≥ 0} such that for
all t ≥ 0, ω ∈ Ω:

Xt(ω) = Y 2
t (ω)1{t<τ(ω)}.

Similarly to the case k = 0, the definition of the fractional CIR process is natural
as the following theorem holds:

Theorem 8. Let τ be the first moment of hitting zero by Y . For 0 ≤ t ≤ τ the
fractional CIR process satisfies the following SDE:

dXt = (k − aXt)dt+ σ
√
Xt ◦ dBH

t ,

where X0 = Y 2
0 > 0 and the integral with respect to the fractional Brownian motion is

defined as the pathwise Stratonovich integral.
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Just as in the case k = 0, let us consider the question of finiteness of the zero hitting
time moment by the fractional CIR process.

Theorem 9. Let k > 0, H > 1/2. Then the process {Yt, t ≥ 0}, defined by the equation
(7) (and consequently the corresponding fractional CIR process), is strictly positive a.s.

Let {BH
t , t ≥ 0} be the fractional Brownian motion with H < 1/2 and let a ∈ R,

σ > 0 be fixed. Consider the set of processes

Y := {Y (k) = {Y (k)
t , t ≥ 0}, k > 0},

such that

Y
(k)
t (ω) =

{
Y0 + 1

2

∫ t
0

(
k

Y
(k)
s (ω)

− aY (k)
s (ω)

)
ds+ σ

2
dBH

t (ω), if t < τ (k)(ω)

0, if t ≥ τ (k)(ω)
,

where τ (k) := inf{t ≥ 0|Y (k)
t = 0}.

Theorem 10. For all T > 0, P(τ (k) > T )→ 1, k →∞.
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Abstract

Some new results on the Brownian meander are considered.
Keywords: data science, Brownian meander, first passage time

A Brownian meander is a Brownian motion evolving under the condition that
min0≤s≤tB(s) > v. If the starting point B(0) = u and the critical level min0≤s≤tB(s) >
v differ one can write down the joint distributions

P

{ n⋂
j=1

(Bµ(sj) ∈ dyj)
∣∣∣ min

0<z<t
Bµ(z) > v,Bµ(0) = u

}
(1)

for yi > v, i = 1, . . . , n, 0 < s1 < . . . < sj < . . . < sn < t, as well as

P

{
max
0≤z≤s

Bµ(z) ≤ x
∣∣∣ min

0<z<t
Bµ(z) > v,Bµ(0) = u

}
(2)

for s < t, v < u < x.
Therefore also the first passage times

Tx = inf{s < t : B(s) = x} (3)

under the condition that min0≤s≤tB(s) > v and t < t′ can be explored.
This analysis becomes more complicated in the case where the Brownian meander

has drift, that is constructed by means of a drifted Brownian motion Bµ(t), t > 0,
µ ∈ R.

For this reason we need some simplifying assumptions such that u ↓ v (with even-
tually v = 0).

In this case however we need to analyze the convergence of the sequence of measures
(1) and, in particular to check the tightness of these probability measures.

An important result in this context is the proof that

lim
δ↓0

lim
u↓v

P
(

max
0≤z≤δ

|Bµ(z)−Bµ(0)| < η
∣∣∣ min

0≤z≤t
Bµ(z) > v,Bµ(0) = u

)
= 1 (4)

for all η > 0, which permits us to control the oscillations of the meander in the
neighborhood of the starting point.
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The analysis of the representation of the meander M as

P


∣∣∣Bµ

(
T µ0 + s(t− T µ0 )

)∣∣∣√
t− T µ0

∈ dy

 (5)

=
1

2

[
P
{
M−µ

√
t−Tµ0 (s) ∈ dy

}
+ P

{
Mµ
√
t−Tµ0 (s) ∈ dy

}]
for 0 < s < 1, as a generalization of the analogous representation for the driftless
meander is also considered. The T µ0 random time is defined as

T µ0 = sup{s < t : Bµ(s) = 0} (6)

The explicit distribution of T µ0 reads

P (T µ0 ∈ da)/da =
e−

µ2t
2

π
√
a(t− a)

+
µ2

2π

∫ t

a

e−
µ2y

2√
a(y − a)

dy

= E

(
1

π
√
a(W − a)

I(W≥a)

)
0 < a < t .

where W is a truncated r.v. with an absolutely continuous component in (0, t) with
density

fW (w) =
µ2

2
e−

µ2

2
w 0 ≤ w ≤ t

and a discrete component at w = t with mass

P (W = t) = e−
µ2t
2 .
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Abstract

In this article a semi-parametric class of skew-symmetric distributions is con-
sidered. We call this class as Power-Skew-Symmetric (PSS) distributions, being
obtained by considering a positive power of a distribution function symmetric
about 0. Based on U-statistics we develop two nonparametric tests for symme-
try in the PSS class. Performances of the proposed tests are evaluated using
efficacy and empirical power.
Keywords: efficiency, empirical power, semi-parametric class, skew-
distributions, U-statistics

1 Introduction

In the literature parametric/nonparametric classes of skew-symmetric distributions
have been generated by introducing an additional parameter to a class of symmet-
ric distributions. Azzalini (1985) introduced a class of skew-symmetric distributions
based on normal distribution and Gómez et. al (2006) have generalized this class by
introducing one more addition parameter. Further extensions based on t, Lapalce,
Cauchy, Uniform, Logistic distributions have been considered by Gupta et. al (2002)
and their distributional properties have been studied by Nadarajah and Kotz (2003,
2006). Mudolkar and Hutson (2000) have proposed Epsilon-Skew normal family by
using normal density and a skewness parameter ε.

Lehmann (1953) proposed a family of distributions

FF (x, α) = {Fα(x), α ∈ (0,∞)} (1)

where F is a distribution function. In the context of testing the null hypothesis that
F is the true distribution one may confine to the class (1) and the subclass of (1) with
α 6= 1 is referred to as the class of Lehmann alternatives. If F is absolutely continuous
then the corresponding density function is

ϕF (x, α) = αf(x) {F (x)}α−1 , x ∈ R, α > 0. (2)

The class (1) is used for data analysis by considering F to be a specified parametric
family (usually taken to be symmetric), for example Durrans (1992), Gupta and Gupta
(2008), Pewsey et. al (2012).

In this article we consider
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{Fα(x);F is symmetric about 0 , α ∈ (0,∞)} . (3)

called the Power Skew Symmetric family of distributions and is denoted by PSS.
Thus the family of all distribution functions which are positive powers of a continuous
symmetric distribution function symmetric about 0. It is a semiparametric family.

It is to be noted that a member of PSS is symmetric if and only if α = 1. Based on
U-statistics theory, We propose two nonparametric tests for testing symmetry in PSS
class.

In section 2 the class of PSS is defined and some of its properties, graphs of Distri-
bution Function (DF), Probability Density Function (PDF) for certain members gener-
ated from some well know symmetric models are given. Two U-statistics type statistics
for testing symmetry in this class (α = 1) are proposed in section 3. Asymptotic null
distributions of the proposed statistics are discussed in section 4. The efficacies of the
tests are derived in section 5. In section 6, empirical powers of the proposed tests are
computed for different subclasses of PSS generated from some well known symmetric
models.

2 The Class of Power-Skew-Symmetric Distribu-

tions

In this section we define the class of Power-Skew-Symmetric(PSS) distributions and
study some of its properties.

Let F (t) = P (T ≤ t) be the distribution function of random variable (r.v.) Y and
F (t−) = P (Y < t). If F (.) is continuous at t the F (t) = F (t−). The distribution
function F (or the r.r. Y ) is said to be symmetric about 0 if F (t) = 1−F (t−),−∞ <
t <∞. The class PSS is defined as,

PSS = {Fα(x) : x ∈ R, F is symmetric about 0} . (4)

In the following we show that (F (.), α) constitutes the parameter for the class PSS .
If G(.) ∈ PSS then G(x) = Fα(x) for some distribution function F symmetric about
0 and some α > 0 . To be precise G(x) is GF,α(x), but for notational simplicity, unless
otherwise required, we write it as G(x), The class PSS is a semi-parametric family and
it can be extend by introducing the location and the scale parameters. In the following
we shall show that (F (.), α) constitutes the parameter for the PSS class.

Lemma 1. (F (.), α) constitutes the parameter for the class PSS
Proof. For if, Fα1

1 (x) = Fα2
2 ,∀x, then we have,

F1(x) = F
α2
α1

2 (x),∀x. (5)

We note that if F is symmetric about 0 then Fα(x)is symmetric about 0 if and only
if α = 0. Hence as F1(.) and F2(.) are symmetric about 0, (4) holds if and only if
α1 = α2, which in turn also implies F1(x) = F2(x),∀x.
Hence the proof.
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In the following we give some of the properties of members of PSS class distribu-
tions. Let X be an r.v. with continuous distribution function (DF) Fα(x) (denoted by
X ∼ Fα(x)).

P.1: If X ∼ Fα(x) then −X ∼ 1− Fα(−x).

P.2: If X ∼ G(.) ∈ PSS, then G(0) = (1/2)α for any F (.) symmetric about 0.

P.3: Let X ∼ Fα(say) , Y ∼ F (.) and Gα(.) be the distribution function of X then

i) The probability density function ofX is given by gα(x) = αFα−1f(x). provided
it exists.

ii) The supports of Gα(.) and F (.) are the same.

iii) X is stochastically larger(sampler) than Y according as α ≤ 1(α ≥ 1).

iv) The inverse function of the CDFs satisfy the relation,

G−1
α (u) = F−1

(
u(1/α)

)
, 0 < u < 1, α > 0.

P.4: (Gupta and Gupta (2008)) If the Xi ∼ PSS(F, αi), i = 1, 2, ..., n are independent
X(n) = max(X1, X2, ..., Xn) ∼ PSS (F,

∑n
i=1 αi).

The graphs of DF and PDF of the PSS distributions generated from Cauchy, Laplace,
Logistic, Normal and Uniform distributions for some values of α are given in the Ap-
pendix.

3 Proposed Classes of Tests

Let X1, X2, ..., Xn be be independent identically distributed random variables with
common DF ∈ G ∈ PSS. The problem of interest is to test the hypothesis H0: G is
symmetric about 0 against the alternative H1: G is not symmetric about 0, that is to
test

H0 : α = 1 against H1 : α 6= 1. (6)

Here F is a nuisance parameter.
Motivated from Mehra et. al (1990) and Rattihalli and Raghunath (2012), we propose
two U-test-statistics to test the above hypothesis. The kernel function depends on a
constant to be chosen so as to maximize the efficacy of the test. This is possible as the
efficacies of the tests do not depended upon nuisance parameter F (.). The two U-test
statistics are given by

Ta =

∑
C1
ψa(xi, xj)(
n
2

) (7)

Sb =

∑
C2
ψb(xi, xj, xk)(

n
3

) (8)
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where the summations C1 and C2 are respectively over the
(
n
2

)
,
(
n
3

)
combinations of

integers from {1, 2, .., n} and

ψa(xi, xj) =


a if min{xi, xj} > 0

1(−1) if xixj < 0, xi + xj > (<)0
−a if max{xi, xj} > 0
0 otherwise,

(9)

ψb(xi, xj, xk) =


b if x(1) > 0

1(−1) if x(1) < 0 < x(2)(x(2) < 0 < x(3)), x(1) + x(3) > (<)0
−b if x(3) < 0
0 otherwise,

(10)
where x(i) is the rth order statistic from a sub-sample of size 3.
A test rejects H0 in favour of H1 for the large absolute value of the corresponding

test statistic.

4 Asymptotic null distribution of the proposed test

statistics

Since the statistics Ta and Sb are one sample U-statistics, then from the theorem of
Hoeffding (1948), we have the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let σ2
a = V ar [EH0(ψa(X1, X2)|X1 = x1)]. Then under the H0√

n [Ta − EH0(Ta)] converges in distribution as n→∞ to N(0, 4σ2
a) r.v.

Thus to obtain the asymptotic null distribution of Ta, it is enough to find
E [ψa(X1, X2)], EH0 [ψa(X1, X2)|X1 = x1)] and are obtained in the following.

E[Ta] = E[ψa(X1, X2)]

= aP [X(1) > 0] + P [X(1) < 0 < X(2), X(1) +X(2) > 0]

− P [X(1) < 0 < X(2), X(1) +X(2) < 0]− ap[X(2) < 0]

= a{P [E1]− p[E4]}+ P [E2]− P [E4]

and the probabilities of the above events are,

P [E1] =
(
1− 2−α

)2

P [E2] = 21−α − 2α

∫ 1/2

0

(1− u)αuα−1du

P [E3] = 2α

∫ 1/2

0

(1− u)αuα−1du− 21−2α

P [E4] = 2−2α.
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It is to be noted that, the above probabilities do not depend on the underlying sym-
metric model F (.).

Thus we get,

νa(α) = E[ψ1(X1, X2)] = a(1− 21−α) + 21−α + 22α−1 − 4α

∫ 1/2

0

(1− u)αuα−1du. (11)

Under H0 : α = 1, we have,
EH0 [Ta] = 0.

Further,

EH0 (ψa(X1, X2)|X1 = x1) =

{
2F (x1)−

(
a+1

2

)
when x1 ≤ 0(

a−3
2

)
+ 2F (x1) when x1 ≥ 0

(12)

Hence the asymptotic variance 4σ2
a is,

4σ2
a = 4V ar[EH0(ψa(X1, X2)|X1 = x1)]

= 4

{∫ ∞
0

[(
a− 3

2

)
+ 2F (x1)

]2

dF (x1) +

∫ 0

−∞

[
2F (x1)−

(
a+ 1

2

)]2

dF (x1)

}
.

(13)

Thus,

4σ2
a =

(
1

3
+ a2

)
. (14)

Similarly the asymptotic distribution of Tb is given by,

Theorem 2. Let σ2
b = V ar[EH0(ψb(X1, X2, X3)|X1 = x1)]. Then under H0

√
n[Sb −

EH0(Sb)] converges in distribution as n→∞ to N(0, 9σ2
b ) r. v.

The expectation and asymptotic variance of Tb are given by,

νb(α) = b
[
(1− 2−α)3 − 2−3α

]
+ 3

{
2−α(1− 21−α + 2−2α)

−α
∫ 1/2

0

((1− u)α − 2uα)(1− u)αuα−1du

}
. (15)

Under H0 : α = 1, we have,
EH0 [Sb] = 0.

It is easy to verify that,

EH0 (ψb(X1, X2, X3)|X1 = x1) =

{
2F (x1)− 2F 2(x1)−

(
b+2

4

)
when x1 ≤ 0(

b+2
4

)
+ 2F 2(x1)− 2F (x1) when x1 ≥ 0

(16)

The asymptotic variance 9σ2
b is given by,

9σ2
b = 9

(
b2

16
+

b

12
+

1

20

)
. (17)

In the next section we obtain the constants ‘a’ and ‘b’, so that the efficacies of the tests
are maximal.
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5 Efficacies of the proposed tests

Let T = {Tn} be a sequence of test statistics for testing the hypothesis that H0 : θ = θ0

against the suitable alternative. Let E(Tn) = µn(θ) and V ar(Tn) = σ2
n(θ). Under

certain regularity conditions (see Randles and Wolfe (1979)) the efficacy of T is given
by,

eff [T ] = lim
n→∞

µ′n(0)√
nσn(0)

. (18)

By considering Tn = Ta, µn(θ) = νa(α), where νa(α) is given in (10) and

ν ′a(α)|α=1 = (2− a) ln(1/2)− (3/2)− 4

∫ 1/2

0

(1− u) ln(u(1− u))du,

The efficacy of Ta is,

eff 2[Ta] =
3 [(2− a) ln(1/2)− (3/2)− 4I1]2

(3a2 + 1)
(19)

where I1 =
∫ 1/2

0
(1− u) ln(u(1− u))du.

The optimal value a∗ of a is obtained by solving (d/da)eff 2(Ta) = 0 and verifying
(d2/(da2))eff 2(Ta) < 0 at the solution obtained. Here the value obtained is,

a∗ =
2 ln(1/2)

24I1 + 9− 12 ln(1/2)
, (20)

where I1 is define above and by numerical integration it can be shown that I1 =
−0.7983. Hence from (19) we have,

a∗ = 0.7528.

Thus the efficacy of Ta∗ is,
eff 2[Ta∗ ] = 0.763.

Similarly, the efficacy of the test Tb is,

eff 2[Sb] =
15 [8I2 − (2b+ 1)3 ln(1/2)]2

(60b2 + 80b+ 48)
(21)

where I2 =
∫ 1/2

0
(1− u)[(3u− 1) + 2(2u− 1) ln(1− u) + (5u− 1) ln(u)]du = 0.1122 (by

numerical integration).
The optimal value of b∗ of b is,

b∗ =
8I2 − ln(1/2)

2 ln(1/2)
. (22)

Substituting the value of I2 in (21), we get,

b∗ = 0.1476.

and
eff 2[Sb∗ ] = 0.7912.

The efficacy of the test Sb∗ is more than that of Ta∗ .
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6 Monte-Carlo Simulation

In this section we carry out the empirical power study to assess the performances of
the proposed test statistics Ta∗ and Sb∗ . For simulation study samples were drawn
from G(.), when F corresponds to Cauchy, Laplace, logistic, normal, triangular and
uniform.

Under H0 test statistics Ta∗ and Sb∗ are asymptotically normal with mean 0 and
variances given in (13) and (16) respectively. Then corresponding to the size γ, the
criteria for rejection are

a) to reject H0 if |Ta∗| ≥ Z(γ/2)2σa∗√
n

b) to reject H0 if |Sb∗ | ≥ Z(γ/2)3σb∗√
n

An empirical power study for both the tests was carried out for moderate sample size
n = 25 with γ = 0.05. The results based 10000 Monte Carlo simulations are tabulated
in Table 1.

Table 1: Empirical Powers of Ta∗ and Sb∗ for various values of alpha with γ = 0.05
and number of Monte Carlo simulations 10000.

α Tests Cauchy Laplace Logistic Normal Triangular Uniform

0.1 Ta∗ 1.0 0.7846 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Sb∗ 0.9943 0.505 0.9949 0.9947 0.9964 0.9951

0.5 Ta∗ 0.7578 0.6319 0.7597 0.756 0.7344 0.7569
Sb∗ 0.3447 0.3561 0.6493 0.3462 0.3532 0.3425

0.95 Ta∗ 0.0550 0.0617 0.0586 0.0550 0.0558 0.0526
Sb∗ 0.0610 0.0600 0.0611 0.0610 0.0542 0.0567

0.99 Ta∗ 0.0495 0.0515 0.0587 0.0499 0.0509 0.0488
Sb∗ 0.0581 0.0549 0.0588 0.0581 0.0561 0.0581

1.0 Ta∗ 0.0488 0.0480 0.0460 0.0495 0.0503 0.0480
Sb∗ 0.0555 0.0514 0.0508 0.0514 0.0558 0.0549

1.01 Ta∗ 0.0543 0.0493 0.0543 0.0572 0.0530 0.0495
Sb∗ 0.0587 0.0545 0.0556 0.0569 0.0564 0.0555

1.05 Ta∗ 0.0548 0.0546 0.0601 0.0569 0.0588 0.0548
Sb∗ 0.0615 0.0589 0.0571 0.0598 0.0573 0.0615

1.5 Ta∗ 0.4329 0.4159 0.4349 0.4410 0.4347 0.4380
Sb∗ 0.1920 0.2246 0.1919 0.191 0.1957 0.1907

2.0 Ta∗ 0.9002 0.7016 0.9008 0.9016 0.8785 0.8988
Sb∗ 0.4989 0.4274 0.497 0.4953 0.4984 0.4989

2.5 Ta∗ 0.9928 0.7751 0.9924 0.9932 0.9918 0.9944
Sb∗ 0.7685 0.487 0.7759 0.7849 0.7913 0.7719

3.0 Ta∗ 1.0 0.7859 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Sb∗ 0.9273 0.5004 0.9285 0.9225 0.9318 0.9283
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Table 2: *
Graphs of the Empirical Powers of Ta∗ (solid line) and Sb∗(longer dashing line) for

various values of alpha.
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From the table 1 and the above graphs we observe the following.

a) The proposed test statistics are maintaining the level of significance.

b) the empirical powers of Sb∗ are larger in the neighborhood of the null. Ta∗ performs
better when we move away from the null hypothesis.

7 Conclusion

In this article we have considered a semi-parametric class of skew-symmetric dis-
tributions called Power-Skew-Symmetric (PSS) distributions. We have developed
two tests for symmetry, based on the theory of U-Statistics for testing symmetry in
this class. The kernel functions depend on arbitrary constants, which are chosen so
that efficacies of the test are maximal. Though they are asymptotic tests, based on
simulation study, from Table 1, we observe that for each test the attained levels for
all the models are almost equal to the nominal level. The efficacy of the test Sb∗ is
higher than that of Ta∗ . As expected the empirical powers of Sb∗ are larger in the
neighborhood of the null, of course Ta∗ is better than Sb∗ if the values of α are much
away from the null value 1.

Remark: Similar to the class PSS of power skew-symmetric distribution functions
one can define the PSSs the class of power skew-symmetric survival functions, by
considering the survival functions instead of the distribution functions. All the related
properties and tests can be obtained in the similar way. Properties related to maximum
of random variables will be now related with minimum of random variables.
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Appendix

Graphs of the DF and PDF of Power-skew-symmetric distributions derived from various
F (.)s, with α = 1.5 (longer dashing line), α = 0.5 (dotted line) and α = 1 (solid line).
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Abstract

We study the question of validity of central limit theorems for empirical spec-
tral functionals of stationary stochastic processes and fields.
Keywords: data science, asymptotic normality, spectral estimate

Given observations of a real-valued stationary random field X(t), t ∈ Zd, on a
sequence of hypercubes LT = [−T, T ]d = {t ∈ Zd : −T ≤ ti ≤ T, i = 1, ..., d}, we
consider spectral functionals

JT (ϕ) =

∫
S

IhT (λ)ϕ (λ) dλ,

where S = (−π, π]d and IhT (λ) is the second-order periodogram based on the tapered
values {hT (t)X (t) , t ∈ LT}. We suppose that the taper hT (t) factorises and satisfies
some standard conditions.

Suppose that all order moments exist and the field X (t) has spectral densities of
all orders fk (λ1, ..., λk−1) ∈ L1(Sk−1), k = 2, 3, ...

To derive central limit theorems for the spectral functionals JT (ϕ) we can use the
approach based on calculation and evaluation of their cumulants. Within this approach
conditions for the asymptotic normality of (appropriately normalized) functional JT (ϕ)
can be stated in terms of conditions on spectral densities fk (λ1, ..., λk−1) and functions
ϕ, in particular, under the conditions of their integrability.

For Gaussian and linear fields, it is possible to state central limit theorems for
the functionals JT (ϕ) under the conditions of integrability of the following form: the
spectral density of the field f(λ) ∈ Lp and ϕ(λ) ∈ Lq , where 1

p
+ 1

q
≤ 1

2
.

We state next, for long-range dependent Gaussian random fields, the asymptotic
normality result for the functional JT (ϕ) under the conditions prescribing behavior of
the spectral density at the point of singularity.

Theorem 1. Let X(t), t ∈ Zd, be a zero-mean stationary Gaussian random field
with spectral density f(λ), λ ∈ S, such that for some 0 < αi < 1, i = 1, .., d,
f(λ) = O(

∏d
i=1 |λi|−αi) as λi → 0, and ϕ(λ) = O(

∏d
i=1 |λi|αi) as λi → 0. The sets

of discontinuities of functions f(λ) and ϕ(λ) have Lebesgue measure zero, and these
functions are bounded for δ ≤ |λ| ≤ π for all δ > 0. Then

T d/2(JT (ϕ)− EJT (ϕ))
D−→ N(0, σ2) as T →∞, (1)

where σ2 = 2(2π)de(h)
∫
S
f 2(λ)ϕ2(λ)dλ, and the factor e(h) depends on the taper func-

tion.
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We give conditions on the taper under which the statement (1) can be strengthen to

the form T d/2(JT (ϕ)−J (ϕ))
D−→ N(0, σ2) as T →∞, where J (ϕ) =

∫
S
f (λ)ϕ (λ) dλ.

We state also the conditions of asymptotic normality for nonlinear functionals of
the periodogram, namely, for the spectral functionals of powers of a periodogram:

J
(k)
T (ϕ) =

∫
S
ϕ (λ)

(
IhT (λ)

)k
dλ.

The main analytic tool used in the proofs in order to evaluate of the asymptotic
behaviour of cumulants of spectral functionals is the generalized Hölder inequality.

Statistical analysis based on second-order information (covariance and spectrum)
is not always sufficient or not sufficiently good in some situations and one needs to
consider higher-order information, higher-order moments/cumulants and higher-order
spectra. Statistical techniques based on higher-order moments and spectra are of
great demand in many fields of applications, which include: geophysics, astronomy,
oceanography, communications, image processing, fluid mechanics, plasma physics, as-
trophysics, turbulence, economics and finance. In particular, some motivations behind
the use of higer-order spectra in signal processing are: to detect and characterize non-
linearities, to detect signal from Gaussian and non-Gaussian noise. The investigation
of various statistical problems in the mentioned areas leads to the consideration of
functionals of higher order spectral densities

Jk (ϕ) =

∫
S

ϕk (λ1, ..., λk−1) fk (λ1, ..., λk−1) dλ1 · · · dλk−1,

for an appropriate function ϕk.
We study the estimators for Jk (ϕ) based on tapered periodograms of higher orders.

We introduce also some modifications of such estimators intended to reduce a bias
of estimators. And within one more approach we construct the estimators for higher
order spectral functionals recursively.

We consider the application of asymptotic results for empirical spectral functionals
to the problems of parameter estimation in the spectral domain. Central limit theorems
for spectral functionals serve as the main tool to derive asymptotic properties of so-
called minimum contrast estimators.

The presentation is partly based on the results obtained jointly with N. Leonenko
and F. Avram. Applications for minimum contrast parameter estimation for several
models of long-range dependent Gaussian fields are presented in the paper [1].
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Abstract

Robust computationally fast Huber’s MQn-estimates of scale are designed
to approximate the highly robust and efficient Qn-estimate of scale proposed
by Rousseeuw and Croux (1993). The parameters of this approximation are
tuned to provide high robustness and efficiency of these M -estimates of scale for
the Student distributions—the dependencies between the values of the estimate
parameter and distribution shape parameter are written out and tabulated. The
comparative study of robust estimates is performed by computation of their
asymptotic efficiencies and breakdown points. A special attention is payed to
the particular cases of the Gaussian and Cauchy distributions.
Keywords: data science, robust analog, Student distribution

1 Introduction

Estimation of scale is one of the most important problems in statistics (Hampel et al.,
1986; Huber, 1981). First of all, there are two natural goals in statistics: constructing
measures of distribution location and spread, although the role of scale is secondary as
compared to location: generally, the problem of estimation of scale is subordinated to
the problem of estimation of location. However, we may enlist a number of important
reasons for the direct use of scale estimates: (i) data standardizing, (ii) detection of
outliers in the data, (iii) estimation of correlation, and (iv) estimation of regression.

Here, we restrict ourselves to robust estimation of scale. In present, one of the best
robust estimates of scale is given by the Qn-estimate (Rousseeuw and Croux, 1993).
This robust estimate is defined as the first quartile of the pair-wise distances between
observations:

Qn = c{|xi − xj|}(k),

where the factor c provides the consistency of estimation, k = C2
h, h = [n/2] + 1. The

Qn-estimate is robust with the breakdown point ε∗ = 0.5 highest possible and high
efficiency 82% at the Gaussian. Its drawback is the high asymptotic computational
complexity: generally, it takes O(n log n) of computational time.

Much more common, Huber’s robustM -estimates Ŝ of scale are given by the implicit
estimating equation (Huber, 1981)∑

χ(xi/Ŝ) = 0, (1)

where χ(x) is an estimating (score) function commonly even and nondecreasing for
x > 0. The classical particular cases of M -estimates of scale are: the standard deviation
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s =
√
n−1

∑
x2
i with χ(x) = x2 − 1, the mean absolute deviation d = n−1

∑ |xi| with
χ(x) = |x| − 1 and the median absolute deviation MAD = medi|xi| with χ(x) =
sgn(|x| − 1) (the parameter of location is set to zero here).

In this work, we use the approximations of the Qn-estimate of scale by low-
complexity and computationally fast robust MQn-estimates of scale of high efficiency
(Smirnov and Shevlyakov, 2014) with the parameters tuned for the Student distribu-
tions. This family of distributions comprises distributions with relatively heavy tails
with the important particular cases, such as the Cauchy and Gaussian (the limiting
case) distributions.

An outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, general results
on the approximation of the Qn-estimate of scale by MQn-estimates of scale are given.
In Section 3, the particular case of the Student distributions is considered. In Section 4,
some conclusions are drawn.

2 Approximation of the Qn-estimate by

MQn-estimates

The notion of the influence function IF (x;S, F ) that defines a measure of the sensitivity
of an estimate functional S = S(F ) at a distribution F to the perturbation at a
point x is one of the central in robust statistical analysis (Hampel et al., 1986). It is

important that the asymptotic variance V (Ŝ, F ) of the estimate Ŝ is expressed through
the influence function

V (Ŝ, F ) =

∫
IF (x;S, F )2 dF (x) .

Moreover, in the class of Huber’s M -estimates of scale (1), the influence function
IF (x;S, F ) is proportional to the estimating function χ(x):

IF (x;S, F ) ∝ χ(x).

Basing on this result, it is possible to construct an M -estimate with any admissible
influence function, in particular, with the influence function of the Qn-estimate of scale.
This idea is used for constructing the approximation of the Qn-estimate of scale by an
M -estimate of scale.

The sought approximation, namely the estimating function χ(x) for MQn-estimates
of scale, naturally depends on the underlying distribution density f(x) shape: the
explicit result gives the following form of this connection (Smirnov and Shevlyakov,
2014)

χα(x) = cα − 2f(x)− 1

3
α2f ′′(x), (2)

where the constant cα is chosen from the condition of consistency and α is a tuning
parameter. So, we call M -estimates with estimating function χα as MQn-estimates.

In what follows, we apply Equation (2) to the Student distribution densities in order
to design computationally fast highly robust and efficient MQn-estimates of scale .
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3 MQn-estimates for the Student distributions

3.1 Estimating functions for robust MQn-estimates

In order to get the estimating function of MQn-estimates of scale, we substitute the
expression for the Student distribution density

f(x) =
Γ(k+1

2
)√

kπΓ(k/2)(1 + x2/k)
k+1

2

, k = 1, 2, . . . ,

into Equation (2) and compute the constant cα determined from the condition of con-
sistency ∫

χα(x)f(x) dx = 0.

The formula for this consistency constant cα(x) is given by

cα(x) =
Γ4(k+1

2
)Γ(k + 1/2)

21−2kπ3/2k3/2Γ3(k)

(
1− α2(k + 1)(2k + 1)

24k(k + 2)

)
.

It can be shown that the tuning parameter α lies in the interval [0, 1/
√

2]. The results
of computation are presented in Table 1, so, a potential user may choose a consistency
constant and thus with Equation (2) an MQn-estimate.

We skip the general formula for the estimating function χα(x)—it is rather cum-
bersome; in the particular case α = 0, it has the form

χ0(x) =
Γ4(k+1

2
)Γ(k + 1/2)

21−2kπ3/2k3/2Γ3(k)
− Γ2(k+1

2
)

2−kπ
√
kΓ(k)(1 + x2/k)

k+1
2

.

The breakdown point of MQn-estimates of scale for the Student distributions with
the tuning parameter α lying in [0, 1/

√
2] is given by

ε∗ = 1− Γ2(k+1
2

)Γ(k + 1/2)

2−kπ1/2k3/2Γ3(k)
− Γ2(k+1

2
)

2−kπ1/2kΓ2(k)
(

2− α2(k+1)
3k

) (1− α2(k + 1)(2k + 1)

24k(k + 2)

)
.

The maximum possible breakdown point equal to 50% is attained at k = 1 and α = 0
(see Fig. 1). With increasing α, the breakdown point is decreasing for any k; with
given α and increasing k, the breakdown point also is decreasing.

3.2 Asymptotic efficiency of robust MQn-estimates

The asymptotic efficiency eff(Ŝα) of MQn-estimates of scale with the estimating func-
tion χα(x) is computed by the following formula

eff(Ŝα) =
1

V (Ŝα, F )J(F )
,
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Figure 1: Breakdown Points of MQn-Estimates of Scale, k = 1
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Table 1: Consistency Constant cα(x) for MQn-Estimates of Scale
k, α 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

1 0.318 0.318 0.317 0.316 0.314 0.312 0.309 0.305
2 0.417 0.416 0.415 0.414 0.411 0.408 0.405 0.401
3 0.459 0.459 0.458 0.456 0.454 0.451 0.447 0.442
4 0.483 0.483 0.482 0.480 0.477 0.474 0.470 0.465
5 0.498 0.498 0.497 0.495 0.492 0.488 0.484 0.479
6 0.509 0.508 0.507 0.505 0.502 0.499 0.494 0.489
7 0.516 0.516 0.515 0.512 0.510 0.506 0.501 0.496
8 0.522 0.522 0.520 0.518 0.515 0.512 0.507 0.502
9 0.526 0.526 0.525 0.523 0.520 0.516 0.511 0.506
10 0.530 0.530 0.528 0.526 0.523 0.519 0.515 0.509
20 0.547 0.546 0.545 0.543 0.540 0.536 0.531 0.525
30 0.553 0.552 0.551 0.549 0.545 0.541 0.536 0.530
40 0.555 0.555 0.554 0.551 0.548 0.544 0.539 0.533
50 0.557 0.557 0.555 0.553 0.550 0.546 0.541 0.535
∞ 0.564 0.564 0.562 0.560 0.557 0.552 0.547 0.541

where V (Ŝα, F ) is the asymptotic variance of MQn-estimates of scale given by Equa-
tion (1), which takes the following form

V (Ŝα, F ) =

∫
IF (x;Sα, F )2 dF (x) =

∫
χ2
α(x) dF (x)[∫

xχ′α(x)dF (x)
]2 ,

J(F ) is the Fisher information for scale

J(F ) =

∫ [
x
f ′(x)

f(x)
+ 1

]2

dF (x) =
2k

k + 3
.

The explicit expression for the asymptotic efficiency has been derived, but it is cum-
bersome and thus not written out; its numerical values are presented in Table 2.

4 Conclusions

1. The class of MQn-estimates of computationally fast and highly robust M -
estimates of scale close in efficiency to the highly efficient and robust Qn-estimate
of scale is thoroughly studied for the Student distributions: explicit formulas
are derived for the consistency constants, asymptotic efficiencies and breakdown
points of those estimates.

2. The efficiency of the consideredMQn-estimates are in the range 80%−100%, their
breakdown points lie in the range 25% − 50%—this means that MQn-estimates
are highly efficient and robust.
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Table 2: Asymptotic Efficiency of MQn-Estimates of Scale
k, α 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

1 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.998 0.995 0.989 0.979
2 0.984 0.985 0.986 0.988 0.991 0.993 0.995 0.996
3 0.962 0.962 0.964 0.967 0.971 0.976 0.981 0.986
4 0.942 0.943 0.945 0.948 0.953 0.958 0.965 0.972
5 0.926 0.927 0.929 0.932 0.937 0.944 0.939 0.948
6 0.913 0.914 0.916 0.920 0.925 0.931 0.939 0.948
7 0.903 0.903 0.906 0.909 0.915 0.921 0.929 0.939
8 0.894 0.895 0.897 0.901 0.906 0.913 0.921 0.931
9 0.887 0.888 0.888 0.890 0.894 0.906 0.914 0.924
10 0.881 0.881 0.884 0.887 0.893 0.900 0.908 0.918
20 0.849 0.849 0.852 0.855 0.861 0.867 0.876 0.886
30 0.836 0.837 0.839 0.843 0.848 0.855 0.863 0.874
40 0.830 0.830 0.832 0.836 0.841 0.848 0.856 0.867
50 0.826 0.826 0.828 0.832 0.837 0.844 0.852 0.862
∞ 0.808 0.809 0.811 0.814 0.819 0.825 0.834 0.844

3. The asymptotic complexity of MQn-estimates is of order O(n), much smaller
than O(n log n) of the Qn-estimate.

4. Note that in the case of the Cauchy distribution, the MQn-estimate is just the
maximum likelihood estimate of scale with efficiency 100% and the breakdown
point 50%; in the other limit case, for the Gaussian distribution, the efficiency
and breakdown point are equal to 80.8% and 29.3%, respectively.
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Abstract

A fixed sample size procedure for selecting the t best system components is
considered. The probability requirement is set to be satisfied under the indiffer-
ence zone formulation. In order to minimize the average losses from misclassifi-
cation, we use loss function which is sensitive to the number of misclassifications.
The upper bound of the corresponding risk is derived for location parameter dis-
tributions. The risk function for the Least Favorable Configuration is derived in
an integral form for a large class of distribution functions.
Keywords: data science, risk, least favorable configuration

1 Introduction

Consider the following replacement policy. Fixed number of system components should
be replaced by new ones. There are given k competing items and the goal is to select the
most reliable t out of them. The true values of the reliability parameters are not known
but they are estimated by a singe test. On the basis of test estimates X1, . . . , Xk, we
want to partition the set of item parameters θ1, . . . , θk into two disjoint subsets such
that the first subset contains the k − t smallest θi, and the second subset contains the
remaining t largest θi, where 1 ≤ t < k. We denote X(i) the observation corresponding
to θ[i]. The parameters in the second subset are called “best”.

The natural single stage procedure selects t items with largest parameters on the
basis of parameter estimators [4]. The usual approach for this problem is in term of
probability of correct selection (PCS). The procedure used should guarantee that the
PCS is at least some specified value P ∗ whenever the true parameter configuration lies
in some subset of parameter space. When the monotonicity property on PCS holds,
the problem is to find the parameter configuration for which PCS reaches its minimum.

In a decision theoretic approach, the formulation is in term of a loss function and
associated risk (average loss). Under a 0-1 loss function, the probability of a correct
selection and the risk ρ are connected through, PCS = 1−ρ. Thus all decision theoretic
formulations in terms of risk can be translated into the “PCS-language”. More sensitive
loss functions will be discussed in this paper. Their construction is based on a metric
for partial rankings.

The optimum properties of the natural decision procedure for selecting the best
single population are derived by Bahadur and Goodman [3]. Lehmann [10], Eaton [7],
and Alam [1] have extended the results for more general problems and families of
distributions. The problem is further discussed by Gupta and Miescke [8], Gupta and
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Panchapakesan [9], Ng et al. [2]. The general partition problem stated by Bechhofer [4]
is to classify the set of populations into a fixed number of categories. The general case
is treated from a decision theoretic point of view by Sobel [12] and Sobel [13]. If the
risk is a monotone function, the problem of its evaluating is reduced to a problem of
determining the parameter configuration for which the risk is maximal.

2 Decision procedure

2.1 Natural Decision Procedure

Let X = (X1, . . . , Xk) be estimators of the items unknown reliability parameter vector
θ = (θ1, . . . , θk) in a set Θ. It is assumed that Xi has distribution function F (x− θi).

The Natural Decision Procedure divides the coordinate values of θ into two disjoint
subsets according to the ranking of the observed vector X. Denote Λ = {λ} the action
space for the selection problem containing all partitions λ = (λ1, λ2) of {1, . . . , k} where
λ1 has k − t elements and λ2 has t elements.

For each λ = (λ1, λ2) ∈ Λ, let

Bλ = {x ∈ χ : xi ≤ xj, for all i ∈ λ1, j ∈ λ2}.

For each x ∈ χ, let H(x) = {λ ∈ Λ : x ∈ Bλ} and n(x) be the number of elements in
the set H(x) so that n(x) ≥ 1. The decision rule ϕ∗λ(x) is defined by

ϕ∗λ(x) =

{
1/n(x) if λ ∈ H(x),
0 if λ 6∈ H(x).

Thus ϕ∗ = {ϕ∗λ}λ∈Λ.
This decision function ϕ∗ divides the parameters θ1, . . . , θk into two ordered subsets.

The first subset contains the k− t smallest parameters, and the second subset contains
the remaining t largest parameters. The procedure does not state any preferences
among members of the same subset.

After the t best parameters have been selected, evaluation of the loss from incorrect
partitioning can be made. Let θ[1] ≤ θ[2] ≤ . . . ≤ θ[k] denote the ordered θi, i = 1, . . . , k.
We assume that it is not known which parameter is associated with θ[i].

The parameter θ[k−t] divides the parameters into two ordered subsets so that the
parameters θ[1], . . . , θ[k−t] form the first subset, and the parameters θ[k−t+1], . . . , θ[k]

form the second subset. When the parameters are selected using their true (unknown)
values, we say that a correct selection has been made. This partition of the parameters
is called the true one.

We require the usual type of invariant assumptions regarding sample space, Θ, Λ
and F (x; θ). For more explicit treatment of symmetry and invariance see Lehmann [11].

2.2 Loss function

Let l(θ, λ) denote the loss if we terminate selection with action λ ∈ Λ when θ is the true
value of the parameter vector. Calculate nij the number of items which are in the ith
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category according the true partition and in the jth category according λ (i, j = 1, 2).
Define the loss function by

l(θ, λ) =
2∑
i=1

2∑
j=1

|ci − cj|nij, (1)

where c1 = (k − t)(k − t+ 1)/2 is the mean of the k − t numbers in the first category
and c2 = t(2k − t + 1)/2 is the mean of the t numbers in the second category of true
partition. Thus the loss function counts the number of misclassified parameters and
equals to two times the number of parameters which are among last t largest and are
placed in the first subset by action λ.

The motivation for the use of the loss function (1) comes from a metric for partially
ranked data induced by Spearman’s footrule. Partial rankings from the same type
correspond a set of partitions which is a coset space of the permutation group. Metrics
on permutation group induce metrics on its cosets spaces which preserve the invariant
properties. Several such metrics for partial rankings are constructed by Critchlow [5].
The idea of using metrics on permutations in the decision theoretic formulation has
also been mentioned by Diaconis [6].

The function (1) computes the Spearman’s footrule distance between two partial
rankings using the “pseudo-ranks” ci and cj instead the ordinary ranks. The construc-
tion of l(θ, λ) implies that the loss function is a right invariant in the sense

l(θτ, λτ) = l(θ, λ).

2.3 Expected loss (risk)

Assuming that all partitions of the parameters are equally likely to observe, the risk
function for ϕ ∈ D is

ρ(ϕ∗, θ) = E[l(θ, λ)] =
2∑
i=1

2∑
j=1

|ci − cj|ENij, (2)

where Nij is the random variable corresponding to nij.

Theorem 1. The risk function ρ(ϕ∗, θ) defined by could be expressed by

ρ(ϕ∗, θ) =
k∑

m=k−t+1

k−t∑
l=1

P{X(m) = X[l]}. (3)

2.4 Preference Zone and Least Favourable Configuration

The indifference Zone approach, proposed by Bechhofer [4], consists of dividing the pa-
rameter space into two regions, the so called Preference Zone (PZ) and its complement
the Indifference Zone. We discuss distributions with location parameter.
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Definition 1. For 0 < δ <∞, the subset PZ ∈ Θ defined by

PZ = {θ ∈ Θ : θ[k−t+1] − θ[k−t] ≥ δ} (4)

is called the Preference Zone.

The procedure used should guarantee that the risk of decision ϕ asserted from the
observations is at most some specified value P ∗ whenever θ lies in PZ. So the Preference
Zone represents a subset of parameter values where we have a strong preference for a
correct selection. The Indifference Zone approach is directed towards the performance
of Natural Decision Procedure for configurations in the PZ.

The Least Favourable Configuration (LFC) of the parameters is that one from PZ
for which the risk reaches its maximum. For two-category problem with parameter of
location we prove in Theorem 3 that

LFC :
{
θ[k] − θ[k−t+1] = 0; θ[k−t+1] − θ[k−t] = δ; θ[k−t] − θ[1] = 0

}
. (5)

The risk ρ(ϕ∗, θ) for LFC is expressed by (3) is

ρ(ϕ∗, LFC) = t

k−t∑
l=1

P{X(k) = X[l]}.

3 Upper Bound of the Risk Function

Define

γm,s =

{
θ[m] − θ[s], s = 1, . . . ,m− 1;
θ[s] − θ[m], s = m+ 1, . . . , k.

Then the following Theorem holds.

Theorem 2. For all m = k− t+ 1, . . . , k, the risk function ρ(ϕ∗, θ) defined in (2) is a
strictly decreasing function in γm,1, . . . , γm,k−t and nonincreasing in γm,k−t+1, . . . , γm,k
for any parameter configuration from the Preference Zone (4), where

Theorem 3. With LFC defined in (5) we have

ρ(ϕ∗, θ) ≤ ρ(ϕ∗, LFC)

for all parameter configurations from the Preference Zone (4).

Now, the risk function for LFC is stated for the case k − t ≤ t.

Theorem 4. The risk function ρ(ϕ∗, LFC) for LFC defined in (5) is

k−t−1∑
y=0

∫ (
t− 1

y

)
[F (x)]y[1−F (x)]t−1−y[

k−t−y−1∑
m=0

(
k − t
m

)
[F (x+δ)]m[1−F (x+δ)]k−t−m]dF (x).

The risk function ρ(ϕ∗, θ) is decreasing in δ. Thus we can choose δ∗ to be the
smallest δ > 0 such that ρ(ϕ∗, LFC) ≤ P ∗. For all δ > δ∗, ρ(ϕ∗, θ) will be less than
P ∗ for all parameter configurations (4) specified by δ.
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Abstract

Let (X1, . . . , Xn) and (Y1, . . . , Yn) be two sets of independent discrete ran-
dom variables. Explicit upper and lower bounds for the total variation distance
between distributions of these sets are obtained in terms of some functions of
distributions of separate components Xk and Yk, k = 1, . . . , n. The cases of
identical (inside each set) and arbitrary distributions of random variables are
considered. Results may be used to estimate the sample sizes necessary or suffi-
cient for testing two hypotheses with given sum of error probabilities.
Keywords: data science, total variation distance, hypotheses testing

1 Introduction

Let S be a countable set; let P = {ps}s∈S and Q = {qs}s∈S be probability distributions
of random variables X and Y with values in S correspondingly. The total variation
distance between probability distributions P and Q (or random variables X and Y ) is
defined by

dTV(P,Q) = dTV(X, Y )
def
= sup

A⊆S
|P (A)−Q(A)| = 1

2

∑
s∈S
|ps − qs|. (1)

The value 1−dTV(P,Q) is an exact low bound for the sum of error probabilities of two
kinds in a problem of testing two simple hypothesis on the observation Z:

H0 : Z has distribution P ,
H1 : Z has distribution Q.
So, estimates of total variation distance between distributions of sets of independent

random variables (X1, . . . , Xn) and (Y1, . . . , Yn) considered as a function on n may
be used to draw objective conclusions on the sample size necessary or sufficient to
distinguish simple hypotheses on such distributions.

Recently the upper and lower estimates of the total variation distance between
samples (X1, . . . , Xn) and (Y1, . . . , Yn) of independent identically distributed observa-
tions were obtained in [1, 2]. Under some conditions these estimates has the order
dtv(X1, Y1)

√
n with coefficients depending on the distributions of X1 and Y1. In the

general case the upper bound cannot be smaller than dtv(X1, Y1)n.
Here we state lower and upper estimates of the total variation distance between the

distributions of sets (X1, . . . , Xn) and (Y1, . . . , Yn) of independent random variables for
cases of identically (within each set) or arbitrary distributed random variables. The
domains of applicability of our inequalities are wider than that of [1, 2].
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2 Identically distributed components

It is easy to see that if P and Q are probability distributions on a countable set S and
CP,Q = {x ∈ S : P (x) > Q(x)}, then dtv(P,Q) =

∑
x∈CP,Q(P (x)−Q(x)). Put

v = v(P,Q) = min{P (CP,Q), Q(CP,Q), P (Ω \ CP,Q), Q(Ω \ CP,Q)},

then 0 < v ≤ 1
2
(1− dtv(P,Q)), and these estimates are best possible.

Theorem 1. Let X1, . . . , Xn be independent random variables with the same distri-
bution P on the countable set S, Y1, . . . , Yn be independent random variables with the
same distribution Q on S and dtv(P,Q) = ε > 0. Then

dtv((X1, . . . , Xn), (Y1, . . . , Yn)) ≥ e−4/nv(1−v)

2(1 + 2/n)

√
v

1− v
(
Φ
(
2ε
√
n
)
− 1

2

)
,

where v = v(P,Q) ∈ [ 2
n
, n−1

2n
) and Φ(x) = 1√

2π

∫ x
−∞ e

−u2/2du is a standard normal
distribution function.

Remark 1. The difference Φ (2ε
√
n)− 1

2
does not exceed 1

2
and is equivalent to ε

√
2n/π

for ε
√
n→ 0. The estimate of theorem 1 cannot be larger than 1

4
; for n > 2ε−2 ln 2 the

known low estimate (see, e. g., [3, 4]])

dtv((X1, . . . , Xn), (Y1, . . . , Yn)) ≥ 1− 2e−nε
2/2,

is nontrivial and tends to 1 as n→∞.

Theorem 2. Let X1, X2, . . . and Y1, Y2, . . . be independent random variables taking
values 1, . . . , N :

P{Xt = k} = pk, P{Yt = k} = rk, k ∈ {1, . . . , N}, t = 1, 2 . . . , dtv(X1, Y1) = ε.

Then

dtv((X1, . . . , Xn), (Y1, . . . , Yn)) ≤ ε
√
n

(
1√

SX +
√
SX + ε

+
1√

SY +
√
SY + ε

)
,

where SX =
∑

k : pk<rk
pk, SY =

∑
k : rk<pk

rk.

Remark 2. Upper bound may be very large if SX or SY is very small, but in such
cases the total variation distance between (X1, . . . , Xn) and (Y1, . . . , Yn) also may be
large. For example, if N = 3, p1 = r2 = ε, p2 = r1 = 0, p3 = q3, then dtv(X1, Y1) =
ε, SX = SY = 0 and

dtv((X1, . . . , Xn), (Y1, . . . , Yn)) ≥ 1

2
(P{∃k : Xk = 1}+ P{∃k : Yk = 2}) ≥ nε(1− ε)n−1,

upper bound of theorem 2 in this case equals 2
√
nε.

Theorems 1 and 2 were proved in [6]. Another form of theorem 2 may be found
in [5].
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3 Arbitrary distributions of components

Theorem 3. Let X1, X2, . . . and Y1, Y2, . . . be independent random variables taking
values 1, . . . , N :

P{Xk = j} = p
(k)
j , P{Yk = j} = r

(k)
j , j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, k = 1, 2 . . . , n,

and ρk = ρ(Xk, Yk) = 1
2

∑N
j=1 |p

(k)
j − r(k)

j | > 0 (k = 1, . . . , n), S =
∑n

k=1 ρk. Then

dtv((X1, . . . , Xn), (Y1, . . . , Yn)) ≥ S

3(2 + S +
√

2n ln(n/S))
.

If ρ1 = . . . = ρn = ρ < 1, then the estimate takes the form

dtv((X1, . . . , Xn), (Y1, . . . , Yn))≥ nρ

3
(

2+nρ+
√

2n ln(1
ρ
)
)=

ρ
√
n

3
(

2√
n

+ρ
√
n+
√

2 ln(1
ρ
)
) .

Modifying the proof it is possible to obtain low bound which is arbitrary close to 1 for
fixed ρ and sufficiently large n.

Theorem 4. Let X1, X2, . . . and Y1, Y2, . . . be independent random variables taking
values 1, . . . , N :

P{Xt = k} = p
(t)
k , P{Yt = k} = r

(t)
k , k ∈ {1, . . . , N}, t = 1, 2 . . . , n,

ρt = ρ(Xt, Yt) = 1
2

∑N
k=1 |p

(t)
k − r

(t)
k |, t = 1, . . . , n, and

min
1≤t≤n

min{S(t)
X , S

(t)
Y } ≥ δ > 0, S

(t)
X =

∑
k : p

(t)
k <r

(t)
k

p
(t)
k , S

(t)
Y =

∑
k : r

(t)
k <p

(t)
k

r
(t)
k .

Then

ρ((X1, . . . , Xn), (Y1, . . . , Yn)) ≤ 1√
2δ

√∑n

t=1
ρ2
t .

Condition min1≤t≤n min{SX , SY } ≥ δ > 0 exclude cases mentioned in Remark 2.
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Abstract

The aim of paper is considering the problem of estimation of conditional
survival function in the case of right random censoring with presence of covariate.
Keywords: data science, conditional survival function, right random censoring

Let us consider the case when the support of covariate C is the interval [0, 1] and
we describe our results on fixed design points 0 ≤ x1 ≤ x2 ≤ ... ≤ xn ≤ 1 at which we
consider responses (survival or failure times) X1, ..., Xn and censoring times Y1, ..., Yn
of identical objects, which are under study. These responses are independent and
nonnegative random variables (r.v.-s) with conditional distribution function (d.f.) at
xi,Fxi(t) = P (Xi ≤ t/Ci = xi). They are subjected to random right censoring, that is
for Xi there is a censoring variable Yi with conditional d.f. Gxi(t) = P (Yi ≤ t/Ci = xi)
and at n−th stage of experiment the observed data is S(n) = {(Zi, δi, Ci), 1 ≤ i ≤ n},
where Zi = min(Xi, Yi), δi = I(Xi ≤ Yi) with I(A) denoting the indicator of event A.
Note that in sample Sn r.v. Xi is observed only when δi = 1. Commonly, in survival
analysis independence between the r.v.-s Xi and Yi conditional on the covariate Ci is
assumed. But, in some practical situations, this assumption does not hold. There-
fore, in this article we consider a dependence model in which dependence structure is
described through copula function. So let

Sx(t1, t2) = P (Xx > t1, Yx > t2), t1, t2 ≥ 0,

the joint survival function of the response Xx and the censoring variable Yx at x. Then
the marginal survival functions are Sx

X(t) = 1 − Fx(t) = Sx(t, 0) and Sx
Y (t) = 1 −

Gx(t) = Sx(0, t), t ≤ 0. We suppose that the marginal d.f.-s Fx and Gx are continuous.
Then according to the Theorem of Sclar (see, [1]), the joint survival function Sx(t1, t2)
can be expressed as

Sx(t1, t2) = Cx(S
X
x (t1), SXx (t2)) , t1, t2 ≥ 0, (1)

where Cx(u, v) is a known copula function depending on x, SXx and SYx in a general
way. We consider estimator of d.f. Fx which is equivalent to the relative-risk power
estimator [2,3] under independent censoring case.

Assume that at the fixed design value x ∈ (0, 1), Cx in (1) is Archimedean copula,
i.e.

Sx(t1, t2) = ϕ−1
x (ϕx(S

X
x (t1)) + ϕx(S

Y
x (t2))), t1, t2 ≥ 0, (2)
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where, for each x, ϕx : [0, 1]→ [0,+∞] is a known continuous, convex, strictly decreas-
ing function with ϕx(1) = 0. We assume that copula generator function ϕx is strict,
i.e. ϕx(0) =∞ and ϕ−1

x is a inverse of ϕx. From (2), it follows that

P (Zx > t) = 1−Hx(t) = Hx(t) = Sx
Z(t) = Sx(t, t) =

= ϕ−1
x (ϕx(S

X
x (t)) + ϕx(S

Y
x (t))), t ≥ 0, (3)

Let H
(1)
x (t) = P (Zx ≤ t, δx = 1) be a subdistribution function and Λx(t) is crude

hazard function of r.v. Xx subjecting to censoring by Yx,

Λx(dt) =
P (Xx ∈ dt,Xx ≤ Yx)

P (Xx ≥ t, Yx ≥ t)
=
H

(1)
x (dt)

SZx (t−)
. (4)

From (4) one can obtain following expression of survival function SXx :

SXx (t) = ϕ−1
x [−

t∫
0

ϕ
′

x(S
Z
x (u))dH(1)

x (u)], t ≥ 0. (5)

In order to constructing the estimator of SXx according to representation (5), we intro-

duce smoothed estimators of SZx , H
(1)
x and regularity conditions for them. We use the

Gasser-Müller weights

wni(x, hn) =
1

qn(x, hn)

∫ xi

xi−1

1

hn
π(
x− z
hn

)dz, i = 1, ..., n, (6)

with

qn(x, hn) =

∫ xn

0

1

hn
π(
x− z
hn

)dz,

where x0 = 0, π is a known probability density function (kernel) and {hn, n ≥ 1} is a
sequence of positive constants, tending to zero as n→∞, called bandwidth sequence.
Let’s introduce the weighted estimators of Hx, S

Z
x and H

(1)
x respectively as

Hxh(t) =
n∑
i=1

wni(x, hn)I(Zi ≤ t), SZxh(t) = 1−Hxh(t),

H
(1)
xh (t) =

n∑
i=1

wni(x, hn)I(Zi ≤ t, δi = 1). (7)

Then by pluggin estimators (6) and (7) in (5) we obtained the following intermediate
estimator of SXx :

SXxh(t) = 1− Fxh(t) = ϕ−1
x [−

t∫
0

ϕ
′

x(S
Z
x (u))dH(1)

x (u)], t ≥ 0.
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In this work we propose the next extended analogue of estimator introduced in [2,3]:

ŜXxh(t) = ϕ−1
x [ϕ(SZxh(t)) · µxh(t)] = 1− F̂xh(t), (8)

where µxh(t) = ϕ(SXxh(t))/ϕ(S̃Zxh(t)), ϕ(SXxh(t)) = −
t∫

0

ϕ
′
x(S

Z
xh(u))dH

(1)
xh (u),

ϕ(S̃Zxh(t)) = −
t∫

0

ϕ
′
x(S

Z
xh(u))dHxh(u). In order to investigate the estimate (8) we in-

troduce some conditions. For the design points x1, ..., xn, denote ∆n = min
1≤i≤n

(xi −
xi−1), ∆n = max

1≤i≤n
(xi − xi−1).

For the kernel π, let ‖π‖2
2 =

∫∞
−∞ π

2(u)du, mν(π) =
∫∞
−∞ u

νπ(u)du, ν = 1, 2.
Moreover, we use next assumptions on the design and on the kernel function:

(A1) As n→∞, xn → 1,∆n = O( 1
n
),∆n −∆n = o( 1

n
).

(A2) π is a probability density function with compact support [−M,M ] for some M >
0, with m1(π) = 0 and |π(u)− π(u

′
)| ≤ C(π)|u− u′|, where C(π) is some constant.

Let THx = inf{t ≥ 0 : Hx(t) = 1}. Then THx = min(TFx , TGx). For our results we

need some smoothnees conditions on functions Hx(t) and H
(1)
x (t). We formulate them

for a general (sub)distribution function Nx(t), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, t ∈ R and for a fixed T > 0.

(A3) ∂2

∂x2Nx(t) =
··
Nx(t) exists and is continuous in (x, t) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, T ].

(A4) ∂2

∂t2
Nx(t) = N

′′
x (t) exists and is continuous in (x, t) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, T ].

(A5) ∂2

∂x∂t
Nx(t) =

·
N
′
x(t) exists and is continuous in (x, t) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, T ].

(A6) ∂ϕx(u)
∂u

= ϕ
′
x(u) and ∂2ϕx(u)

∂u2 = ϕ
′′
x(u) are Lipschitz in the x−direction with a

bounded Lipschitz constant and ∂3ϕx(u)
∂u3 = ϕ

′′′
x (u) exists and is continuous in (x, u) ∈

[0, 1]× (0, 1].
We derive an almost sure representation result with rate.
Theorem 1. Assume (A1), (A2), Hx(t) and H

(1)
x (t) satisfy (A3)-(A5) in [0, T ] with

T < THx , ϕx satisfies (A6) and hn → 0, logn
nhn
→ 0, nh

5
n

logn
= O(1). Then, as n→∞,

F̂xh(t)− Fx(t) =
n∑
i=1

wni(x, hn)Ψtx(Zi, δi) + rn(t),

where

Ψtx(Zi, δi) =
−1

ϕ′x(S
X
x (t))

[

∫ t

0

ϕ
′′

x(S
Z
x (u))(I(Zi ≤ u)−Hx(u))dH(1)

x (u)−

−ϕ′x(SZx (t))(I(Zi ≤ t, δi = 1)−H(1)
x (t))−

−
∫ t

0

ϕ
′′

x(S
Z
x (u))(I(Zi ≤ u, δi = 1)−H(1)

x (u))dHx(u)],

and

sup
0≤t≤T

|rn(t)| a.s.= O((
log n

nhn
)
3/4

) .
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The weak convergence of the empirical process (nhn)1/2{F̂xh(·)−Fx(·)} in the space
l∞[0, T ] of uniformly bounded functions on [0, T ], endowed with the uniform topology
is the contents of the next theorem.

Theorem 2. Assume (A1), (A2), Hx(t) and H
(1)
x (t) satisfy (A3)-(A5) in [0, T ] with

T < THx , and that ϕx satisfies (A6).

(I) If nh5
n → 0 and (logn)3

nhn
→ 0, then, as n→∞,

(nhn)1/2{F̂xh(·)− Fx(·)} ⇒Wx(·) in l∞[0, T ].

(II)If hn = Cn−1/5 for some C > 0, then, as n→∞,

(nhn)1/2{F̂xh(·)− Fx(·)} ⇒W*
x(·) in l∞[0, T ],

where Wx(·) and W*
x(·) are Gaussian processes with means

EWx(t) = 0, EW*
x(t) = ax(t),

and same covariance

Cov(Wx(t),W
(
xs)) = Cov(W*

x(t),W
*
x(s)) = Γx(t, s),

with

ax(t) =
−C5/2m2(π)

2ϕ′x(S
X
x (t))

∫ t

0

[ϕ
′′

x(S
Z
x (u))

··
H x(u)dH(1)

x (u)− ϕ′x(SZx (u))d
··

H(1)
x (u) ],

and

Γx(t, s) =
‖π‖2

2

ϕ′x(S
X
x (t))ϕ′x(S

X
x (s))

{
∫ min(t,s)

0

(ϕ
′

x(S
Z
x (z)))

2
dH(1)

x (z)+

+

∫ min(t,s)

0

[ϕ
′′

x(S
Z
x (w))SZx (w) + ϕ

′

x(S
Z
x (w))]

∫ w

0

ϕ
′′

x(S
Z
x (y))dH(1)

x (y)dH(1)
x (w)+

+

∫ min(t,s)

0

ϕ
′′

x(S
Z
x (w))

∫ max(t,s)

w

(ϕ
′′

x(S
Z
x (y))SZx (y) + ϕ

′

x(S
Z
x (y)))dH(1)

x (y)dH(1)
x (w)−

−
∫ t

0

[ϕ
′′

x(S
Z
x (y))SZx (y) + ϕ

′

x(S
Z
x (y))]dH(1)

x (y)·

·
∫ s

0

[ϕ
′′

x(S
Z
x (w))SZx (w) + ϕ

′

x(S
Z
x (w))]dH(1)

x (w)}.
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Abstract

The problem of predicting the success of antegrade coronary arteries chronic
total occlusion recanalization, based on X-ray anatomical and clinical markers is
considered. The results of comparative analysis of the prediction accuracy based
on various machine learning algorithms are presented.
Keywords: data science, machine learning, recanalization

1 Introduction

Chronic total occlusion (CTO) of the coronary arteries is a frequently detectable type
of coronary lesion in patients with ischemic heart disease [1]. Successful restoration
of antegrade blood flow by interventional techniques allows to improve the quality of
life [2]. However, the indications for interventional CTO recanalization are based on the
clinical signs, without taking into account the technical complexity of this procedure
and the risk of possible failure of percutaneous coronary intervention.

The most important stage of CTO correction by interventional methods is the CTO
crossing by coronary wire; majority of unsuccessfully performed operations are due to
the inability to perform this manipulation. Minimization the frequency of unsuccessful
CTO crossing by coronary wire will optimize the treatment quality in this group of
patients as well as reduce the risk of possible complications.

Analysis of the literature has shown the absence of specific prognostic scales to
predict the success of antergrade CTO crossing by coronary wire. This fact as well as
the significance of the identified problem mean that it is critically important to develop
a system for predicting the success of antegrade coronary arteries CTO recanalization.

Various methods of machine learning such as logistic regression, decision tree and
random forest to predicting the success of antegrade chronic total occlusion recanaliza-
tion are used. Optimal parameters for methods were found and the maximal accuracy
was obtained on these parameters.

2 Materials and methods

The present study was retrospective, single-center, and included data from 395 patients
whom attempts of coronary arteries CTO recanalization were performed during the
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period from 2009 to 2018. Based on the success of the coronary wire passage through
the CTO zone all of the above-mentioned patients were divided into the 2 groups:
patients with successful (n1=292) and failed (n2=103) CTO recanalization.

77 clinical and X-ray anatomical markers are analysed.
First, the sample is divided: train data with 264 patients and test data with 131

patients. Then logistic regression with l1 regularization is trained on test data.
Feature selection was made using LASSO method [3]. Importance features are ones

with nonzero weights. The process repeats until the number of features decreases.
Various methods of machine learning such as logistic regression, decision tree and

random forest to predicting the success of antegrade chronic total occlusion recanal-
ization are used.

Selection of hyperparameters was made on a grid using cross validation. For evalu-
ating each set of hyperparameters train data is divided into 4 folds. Then model trains
on 3 folds and the last fold is used for testing. The process repeats 4 times; finally,
each part is used for testing. As a result, we got performance evaluation for given set
of hyperparameters with uniform using of data.

In table 1 grid parameters of methods are presented.

Table 1: Grid parameters of methods

Method Parameter Values Description
Logistic
regression

penalty ’l2’, ’l1’ used to specify regularization

C 0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.1,
1.2, 1.3, 1.4

inverse of regularization strength

Decision
tree

max depth 2, 4, . . . , 18 the maximum depth of the tree

criterion ’gini’, ’entropy’ function to measure the quality of
split

min samples split 2, 4, 6, 8 the minimum number of samples
to split inner node

mmin samples leaf 2, 4, 6, 8 the minimum number of samples
in leaf node

Random
forest

n estimators 10, 60, 110,
160, 210

number of trees in the forest

max depth 2, 3, 4, 5 the maximum depth of each tree
criterion ‘gini’, ’entropy’ function to measure the quality of

split
min samples split 2, 3, 4 the minimum number of samples

to split inner node
min samples leaf 2, 3, 4 the minimum number of samples

in leaf node
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3 Results

In table 2 importance features for classification of patients with successful and failed
CTO recanalization are presented. Features are ranked on a 0 – 100 scale in terms of
their potential importance.

Table 2: Features importance
Feature Importance
What coronary artery segment? 100
Blunt CTO stump 71
Soft tapered tip wires as first choice 61
Level of CTO complexity 48
Middle stiffness non-tapered tip wires as a first choice 44
Wire toughening and support 41
Number of wires used for CTO recanalization 35
Is the tortuosity in the CTO zone? 27
If yes, number of side branches 21

In table 3 results of the grid search for machine learning methods and the accuracy
patients classification with successful and failed CTO recanalization on train sample
are presented.

Table 3: Accuracy patients with successful and failed CTO recanalization
Method Best parameters Results on cross vali-

dation
Logistic regression penalty: ‘l2’

C: 0.8
0.7803

Decision tree criterion: ‘entropy’
max depth: 4
min samples leaf: 6
min samples split: 2

0.7771

Random forest n estimators: 60
criterion: ‘gini’
max depth: 2
min samples leaf: 3
min samples split: 3

0.7924

In figure 1 ROC curves and AUC values for logistic regression, decision tree and
random forest on test sample are presented. Logistic regression shows the best result
on the test sample.
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Figure 1: ROC curves
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Abstract

Double-censored stationary Gaussian time series are considered. Statistical
estimators of the model parameters are constructed by using the method of
moments for special auxiliary time series. Consistency of constructed estimators
are proved under some additional general conditions.
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Consider double-censored Gaussian time series xt. It means that instead of the exact
values x1, . . . , xT at the time moments T+

C = {t : xt ≥ c+} and T−C = {t : xt ≤ c−}
only random events are observed [2, 3]:

A+
t = {xt ∈ [c+,+∞)}, t ∈ T+

C ,

A−t = {xt ∈ (−∞, c−]}, t ∈ T−C ,
where c− and c+ are the lower and upper censoring levels (c− < c+), T is the length
of the observation process. In other words term “double-censored” means that at the
same time we have left and right censoring.

Let X = (x1, . . . , xT )′ ∈ RT be the vector of the exact observations. Then for
Gaussian time series the vectorX has a normal distribution L(X) = N (µ,Σ), where the
mathematical mean µ and the covariance matrix Σ depend on some unknown parameter
θ ∈ Θ ⊆ Rm of the time series model (e.g. for AR(p) model θ = (ϕ1, . . . , ϕp, σ

2),
where ϕ1, . . . , ϕp are the coefficients of the autoregression and σ2 is the variance of the
Gaussian innovation process) [1].

Define the auxiliary time series yt for the double-censored time series xt [3]:

yt =


xt, xt ∈ (c−, c+),
c−, xt ≤ c−,
c+, xt ≥ c+.

By using the method of moments for auxiliary time series yt the m values of the
second moments στ = E{xtxt+τ} for the initial time series xt can be estimated, i.e.
estimators σ̂τ , (τ ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m − 1}) can be found. By using σ̂τ and the method
of moments for initial time series xt estimators of the model parameters θ̂ can be
calculated. The consistency of the constructed estimators θ̂ are proved. Proposed
procedure obviously can be used for only left or only right censored data.

The example of this estimation procedure is proposed for the AR(2) model. Results
of this example is illustrated on figure 1. As we can see empirical variances of the
constructed estimators tend to zero and this result is agreed with consistency of the
constructed estimators.
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Figure 1: Dependence of empirical variances for the AR(p) coefficients on time series
length T (c− = 0, c+ = 2)
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Abstract

In this paper we perform a statistical analysis of the returns of Baltic mar-
ket indices. We construct symmetric α-stable, non-standardized Student’s t and
normal-inverse Gaussian models, using maximum likelihood method for the es-
timation of the parameters of the models. The adequacy of the modeling is
evaluated with the Kolmogorov tests for composite hypothesis. The results of
the study indicate that the normal-inverse Gaussian model provides the best
overall fit for the data.
Keywords: data science, market index, α-stable model

1 Introduction

Modeling of the returns of stock indices of developed and emerging markets always
has been significant and controversial topic, since principal models in financial theory
(mean-variance portfolio, capital asset pricing, prices of derivative securities) critically
rely on underlying stock returns distribution form. A summary of the literature, cov-
ering the history of mainstream models, one may find in [1, 5, 6, 9] and references
therein.

In our previous research [2] we have investigated the goodness-of-fit of ten major
models (normal, mixture of normals, Student’s t, logistic, exponential power, mixed
diffusion-jump model, normal-inverse Gaussian, scaled symmetrized gamma, α-stable
and symmetric α-stable) to five Standard & Poor’s stock market indices. These in-
dices covered the period of ten years (from 2006-04-28 to 2016-05-31). Only α-stable,
Student’s-t and normal-inverse Gaussian distributions properly described daily returns
of all five Standard & Poor’s indices.

In this paper we compare three above mentioned distributions, representing empiri-
cal returns of three Baltic market indices. These indices (OMX Tallinn, OMX Riga and
OMX Vilnius) are the components of the Nasdaq Baltic index family. They include
the shares listed on the Main and Secondary lists of the Baltic exchanges and reflect
the current status and changes in each market or the Baltic Market as a whole.

2 Candidate models

Non-standardized Student’s t-distribution (NSS) is a three-parameter general-
ization of classical Student’s t-distribution (”arguably the simplest and the most well
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known model for stock returns” [1]) with the density function

fNSS(x; ν, µ, σ) =
1

σ
fS

(
x− µ
σ

; ν

)
=

Γ
(
ν+1

2

)
√
πνσΓ

(
ν
2

) (1 +
1

ν

(
x− µ
σ

)2
)− ν+1

2

,

where fS(x; ν) is Student’s t-distribution (with ν > 0 degrees of freedom) probability
density function, µ is a location parameter, and σ > 0 is a scale parameter [1].

Symmetric Normal-Inverse Gaussian distribution (SNIG) has the density func-
tion [5]

fSNIG(x;α, µ, σ) =
ασeασ

π
√
σ2 + (x− µ)2

K1

(
α
√
σ2 + (x− µ)2

)
,

where K1(x) denotes the modified Bessel function of the third kind, α > 0 is a tail
heaviness (shape) parameter, µ is a location parameter, and σ > 0 is a scale parameter.
In order to standardize the NIG distrubution, we modify the parametrization of the
distribution by setting ᾱ = ασ. The modified (now scale-invariant) representaion
(MSNIG) has the density function (cf. [6])

fMSNIG(x; ᾱ, µ, σ) =
1

σ
fSMSNIG

(
x− µ
σ

; ᾱ

)
,

where fSMSNIG(x; ᾱ) stands for the standard MSNIG density,

fSMSNIG(x; ᾱ) =
ᾱeᾱ

π
√

1 + x2
K1

(
ᾱ
√

1 + x2
)

=
ᾱeᾱ

2π

∫ ∞
0

t−2e
− ᾱ

2

(
t+ 1+x2

t

)
dt.

Thus, the cumulative distribution function of SMSNIG distribution can be written in
terms of the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution Φ(x),

FSMSNIG(x; ᾱ) =

√
ᾱ

2π
eᾱ
∫ ∞

0

t−3/2 exp

(
− ᾱ

2

(
t+

1

t

))
Φ

(
x

√
ᾱ

t

)
dt.

Symmetric α-stable distribution (SαS) has the density function [4]

fSαS(x;α, µ, σ) =
1

σ
fSSαS

(
x− µ
σ

;α

)
=

1

πσ

∫ ∞
0

e−t
α

cos

(
x− µ
σ

t

)
dt,

where α ∈ (0, 2] is a stability parameter, µ is a location parameter, σ > 0 is a scale
parameter and fSSαS(x;α) stands for the standard SαS density. The cumulative dis-
tribution function for the standard SαS distribution is

FSSαS(x;α) =
1

2
+

1

π

∫ ∞
0

t−1e−t
α

sin(xt)dt.

We estimate parameters of these three models by the maximum likelihood method,
maximizing the log-likelihood function (ML),

l̂(Θ) =
1

n

n∑
k=1

log f(xk; Θ), (1)

where Θ is a vector of parameters. It is the most accurate (albeit time consuming)
method, if applied without parallel computing (cf. [3, 4]).
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3 Empirical data

The empirical data sets under consideration are daily logarithmic returns of Baltic
stock market indices beloging to the Nasdaq Baltic index family. The countries and
their representative indices are: Estonia (OMX Tallinn), Latvia (OMX Riga) and
Lithuania (OMX Vilnius) [8]. These indices include the shares listed on the Main and
Secondary lists of the Baltic exchanges and reflect the current status and changes in
each market or the Baltic Market as a whole. The data covers the period of ten years
(from 2009-07-01 to 2019-02-19) with the lengths of the series n = 4878.

4 Results

The estimated parameters of the models, obtained by maximizing the log-likelihood
function (1), can be found in Table 1. To quantify the goodness-of-fit of the model-

Table 1: Estimated parameters and goodness-of-fit statistics (”*” means rejected).

2009-2019 Estimated parameters, Θ̂ Goodness-of-fit st.

Index Model Shape Location Scale l̂(Θ) Dn(Θ̂) DP (n, Θ̂)

SαS 1.3951 0.0004 0.0040 3.4052 0.0152 0.0153

OMX Tallinn NSS 2.1349 0.0004 0.0048 3.4139 0.0141 0.0155

MSNIG 0.2520 0.0004 0.0049 3.4184 0.0092 0.0182

SαS 1.4922 0.0003 0.0055 3.1593 0.0179* 0.0152

OMX Riga NSS 2.1035 0.0003 0.0066 3.1686 0.0131 0.0149

MSNIG 0.3497 0.0003 0.0070 3.1713 0.0108 0.0208

SαS 1.3983 0.0004 0.0031 3.6432 0.0167* 0.0156

OMX Vilnius NSS 2.0108 0.0004 0.0037 3.6483 0.0161* 0.0153

MSNIG 0.1928 0.0003 0.0036 3.6480 0.0162 0.0191

ing, Kolmogorov tests are used. However, for a composite hypothesis testing (a model
belongs to a distribution family, and parameters of a model are estimated from the
sample we use to quantify the goodness-of-fit) the classical Kolmogorov test is not
applicable, since the limiting distribution of the Kolmogorov test statistics no longer
distribution-free. It is influenced by the law, corresponding to the null hypothesis, the
type and the number of parameters of the law, the method of parameter estimation.
Because of that, critical values DP (n, Θ̂) of Kolmogorov tests for composite hypotheses
are calculated (with the significance level P = 0.05) by Monte-Carlo methodology, pro-
posed by Lemeshko et al. [7]. Results of the comparison of the models are summarized
in Table 1.
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5 Conclusions and discussion

As we can see from Table 1, the symmetric α-stable model performed the worst. Two
time it was rejected. We can see that the non-standardized Student’s t and the modified
symmetric normal-inverse Gaussian distribution had better goodness-of-fit values.

The normal-inverse Gaussian outperforms alternative heavy-tailed models (note
that it corroborates with the recent findings, see [9]), while the non-standardized Stu-
dent’s t model provides the second best overall fit for the data (cf. [5]).

It should be noted that the four-parameter normal-inverse Gaussian family could
be reduced to the three-parameter symmetric normal-inverse Gaussian or modified
symmetric normal-inverse Gaussian model without much loss (cf. [9]). The problem
of stability of the distribution of returns over different time periods requires special
attention.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the growing number of destinations worldwide has opened up and
invested in tourism turning it into a key driver of socio-economic progress. Tourism is
a complex phenomenon which is becoming one of the world’s largest economic activities.
International tourist arrivals have increased from 25 million globally in 1950 to 1,323
million in 2017. International tourism receipts earned by destinations worldwide have
surged from US $ 2 billion in 1950 to US $ 1,340 billion in 2017. Tourism represents 7
% of the world’s export, has grown faster than world trade for the last five years [1].

The Tourism Statistics (TS) as part of the National System of Statistics is viewed
as basic framework for coordination of statistical information on tourism as product by
all types of stakeholders. The TS is a set of interconnected components comprising sta-
tistical sources, households surveys, tourism industry entities surveys, administrative
records, Balance of payments, National Accounts.

The multiplicity of information resources, kinds of tourism activity, indicators have
motivated the development of tourism satellite account, methodology for specialized
surveys. The first results of their use in Belarus indicated the appearance of signif-
icant problems: non-responses, enough high level of sample and non-sample errors,
discrepancies between data from these surveys.

This paper has the next parts: 1) main indicators and trends; 2) tourism satellite
account and possible information sources; 3) tourism households surveys; 4) tourism
establishment surveys.

2 Main indicators and trends

In 2014-2017 tourism contributes directly around 2.5 % of GDP, using to 6 % if indirect
impacts are also included (Travel and Tourism Economic Impact 2017 Belarus). Ex-
port revenues from tourism amount to approximately US $ 700-800 million annually,
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Table 1: Main tourism indicators
Indicators 2010 2015 2016 2017
Total domestic trips, thousand 79.0 836.8 1001.8 976.8
Total international arrivals, thousand 120.1 276.3 217.4 282.7
Trips of Belarus citizens, thousand 7464.2 6962.4 8339.6 9208.6
Tourism receipts, billion rubles 156.7 1129.6 136.6 165.9
Export by “trips”, million US $ 440.4 728.7 710.6 789.8
Import by “trips”, million US $ 621.5 901.1 806.1 992.2
Number of hotel and similar establishments 693 1014 1052 1072
Total international departures 414.7 736.7 495.8 727.5

equivalent to 1.5-2 % of total exports of goods and services. In 2017 11.1 million peo-
ple visited Belarus. 40 % of the clients in accommodation establishments were foreign
tourists (Table 1).

Main top markets of inbound tourism are Russian Federation, Poland, Lithuania,
Latvia, Ukraine. Main destinations of outbound tourism are Turkey, Egypt, Ukraine,
Bulgaria, Russian Federation.

The following tourism trends in Belarus are observed:

• the tourism industry has been growing consistently, international tourist arrivals
in 2017 grew by 30%;

• travel for holidays, recreation and over half of all international tourist arrivals
and departures; some 10 % of all international tourist trips are travel for business
and professional purposes;

• one of major tourism spheres is supporting international conferences, cultural
and sport events;

• low level of service, low quality of tourism industries, low development rates of
alternative kinds of tourism, low tourism efficiency;

• main statistical problems: careless, partial and discordant of information, data.

One of important directions of the tourism estimation is development of tourism
satellite account.

3 Tourism satellite account and possible informa-

tion sources

The multiplicity of stakeholders involved in the tourism system (international organi-
zations, national, regional, local administrations) implies different needs in terms of
typologies of information: from tourism demand to the economic role and impacts of
tourism; from statistical data to quantitative analyses. The final result is an enormous
and growing request for information which requires different methodologies. That is
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why it is necessary to increase efforts to harmonize methodologies, develop tourism
satellite account.

Nowadays the National Statistical Committee of the Republic of Belarus does
preparatory work on development of tourism satellite account. In 2017 Methodological
Recommendations for construction of Tourism satellite account (TSA) were adopted
[2]. Since 2017-2018, the first tables of this account are calculated. Their main aims
are:

• to measure the contribution of tourism to the national economy, in line with
the National Accounts framework, and thus allowing comparisons with other
economic domains (output and value added by tourism industry, employment,
tourism consumption, demand;

• to achieve total coverage in terms of visitors, their expenditures, and the in-
dustries serving visitors, as well as reasoned reconciliation of different statistical
sources involved, in order to ensure consistency among the data derived from
them;

• to become part of the system of information in which individual sources are
interconnected (for instance annual data are consistent with monthly or quarterly
data);

Two aspects of tourism are measured: a) consumption of commodities and services
by visitors (demand); b) production of tourist commodities and services by industries
(supply).

Tourism expenditures are accounted by kinds of activity: accommodation of visi-
tors, services of public catering entities, transports, tourism industry entities, sporting
and others. Consumption consists of visitors consumption, gross fixed capital formation
related to tourism and consumption of collective non marked services (education, mu-
seums, public health). Supply indicators include tourist product by kinds of activity;
observed unit is entity.

TSA consists of seven components: 1) domestic, inbound, outbound, national
tourism indicators (tables 1-4); 2) production account by tourism industries (table 5);
3) total domestic demand and supply (table 6); 4) employment (table 7); 5) gross fixed
capital formations related to tourism (table 8); 6) collective non marked services (table
9); 7) non-monetary indicators (number of hotels, accommodation capacity, arrivals,
departures and others).

TSA based on using of International Recommendations for Tourism Statistics 2008,
WTO technical manuals on TSA [3,4], National methodological recommendations, is
formed once in two years (since 2017). The main sources and instruments for formation
of TSA include tourism industry enterprises censuses and system of different surveys:
establishment, households samples.
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4 Tourism households surveys

The main aim is asking residents in their usual environment about tourism expen-
ditures, trips they have taken, after reference period. Two procedures to measure
domestic tourism can be used: 1) specifically designed surveys to estimate tourism
activity of the resident population through questionnaires or light telephone surveys
(CATI); questions in the latter case need to be simpler and direct; 2) the inclusion of
a “tourism module” – a set of interconnected questions to learn more about certain
characteristics of visitor behavior – as part of multipurpose surveys. In Belarus the
second procedure is used.

Since 1995 Sample Survey of Households (HH) is carried out at all country regions
and separately in Minsk. It has annually covered 0.2 % or 6000 HH. Territorial proba-
bilistic three-stage sample is used: at the first step sampling units are cities and rural
soviets; at the second step – local-polling districts in city and data of the soviet account
in rural soviets; at the third – HH. Procedure of selection of administrative and territo-
rial units repeats once in 10 years. Selection of polling districts and HH is carried out
annually. The methodology of weighing of the selective data is based on assignment
of each finite unit (HH) the corresponding weight: Bi = (p1p2p3)−1, where p1 is the
probability of selection of each city and rural soviet; p2 is the probability of selection
of each polling district in cities, zones in rural soviet; p3 is the probability of selection
of every HH within polling district or a zone.

The sample program assumes filling of some questionnaires (living conditions, edu-
cation, health, employment) and additional tourism module (trips, duration, tourism
expenditures). Daily and quarterly questionnaires include questions about expenses on
food and unfood, payment of services [5].

Since 2012 Labour Force Survey is conducted. Its purpose is to obtain empirical
statistics on the Labour Force, employed by kinds of activity, including tourism. Survey
object is the private households in urban and rural areas for each region; resident
persons aged 15 – 74 years. Territorial three-stage sampling, basic weights with different
probabilities, individual weights, calculated by two iterations, are used. Variables of
weighting include sex, age, region, rural/urban. Sampling frame is based on the 2009
census and includes sets of cities, village councils, census enumeration districts in each
selected city, villages, the household totality. Non-response weights are calculated using
the weighting classic method. There are 25 census enumeration districts in cities and
16 village councils [6].

Sample Survey of individuals at automobile roads checkpoints across the State border
is conducted (since 2015). Its main aims are to obtain statistical data on the volumes
of commodities, imported or exported by individuals and information on the tourism
expenditures and tourism trips. Two forms of blanks for inbound and outbound tourism
are used; frequency: twice a year in the II and IV quarters [7].
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5 Tourism establishment surveys
Purpose of the tourist establishment sample surveys is receipt of detailed information
on the tourism, production, employment in the informal sector, on the structure of
tourism industries.

Micro-entities Sample Survey provides information on the tourism micro-entities.
Its sampling frames include: 1) micro-entities, represented the state statistical reports
on the financial results for basic year (report 1-MP (micro)); 2) set of the private farms.
The first file is 80 thousand units; sample fraction depends on a character of the initial
information, namely: the size of total population, kind of economic activity, region.
The second array includes more than 2 thousand farms; it is observed completely.

The combination of univariate and multivariate samples is used. To receive optimal
sample size for i-th kind of activity and j-th region the author has developed the next
algorithm:

1. The set of observed variables is allocated (for example, the wages fund, volume
of production, revenues, profitability). Average, total values, variability of indi-
cators are calculated.

2. Statistician chooses sampling method: univariate or multivariate. It should be
executed one of three conditions for applying multidimensional sampling: a) vari-
ation coefficient is more than 100 %; b) survey objects are non-uniform on many
variables; c) the small size of total population (top limit – 30 – 40 units). Oth-
erwise univariate sampling should be used: random selection without allocation,
simple random sample, proportional and optimal allocation.

3. It is expediently to use univariate stratified sample, total population is divided
by rather homogenous groups. Then different variants of the sample size are
executed (minimal is 0.05N, maximal is 0.8N). Minimal error is a main criteria of
the determination of sample size. The choice of an optimum way of selection for
carrying out of particular survey depends on a survey object and character of the
auxiliary information, namely: degrees of uniformity, the sample size, presence of
the natural isolated groups. It is expedient to approve several sampling designs
for the same survey and to choose that from them which gives more precise
and unbiased estimates. It is expedient to use multivariate sample, selection
is carried out by cluster analysis: total population is partitioned using cluster
analysis on homogenous groups to k-variables, i.e. clustering; in each received
group the leading (basic) variable is determined and subsequent random selection
of units is performed. Optimal sample population is chosen for each cluster, where
standard errors of k-variables are criterias of productivity. If the error exceeds
admissible bounds, three methods of its reduction may be applied: increasing
sample population in cluster; additional stratification of the enterprises in cluster
to a leading variable; repetition of clustering [8,9].

Sample population is formed once a three-four years, sampling fraction is 20-21 %.
Extrapolation of sample data on the total population is carried out by three methods:
traditional group weights (HT); calibration (GREG- and SYN-estimators).
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Since 2015 Visitor Survey at collective accommodation establishment (VS) is con-
ducted .The main purpose is estimation of visitor expenditures: average expenditures
per day are measured. These expenditures consist of accommodation, food and bev-
erages, transport, car rental, recreation services, culture, others. Observed units are
visitors and accommodation establishments (hotels and similar); sampling frames are
collective accommodation establishments, represented in state statistical reports ((4-
tur (accommodation)). Establishment stratification is carried out by the main variable
– average value of bed-place [2].

6 Concluding remarks
The experience of construction of samples in Belarus has shown that the priority is given
to inclusion of a “tourism module” as part of multipurpose survey (Sample Survey of
Households Living Standards, Labour Force Survey, Micro-entitites Sample Survey);
main problems are connected with localization of the sample, non- responses (30-40 %),
the enough high level of errors. The use of combination of univariate and multivariate
samples, quasicausal samples, expert estimates, tertiary sources, increase of sample
size of Border surveys, updating existing questionnaires, carrying out special surveys
(transport, recreation) will provide more reliable information over larger number of
tourism demand and tourism supply indicators.
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The aim of this work is the analysis of the elliptic curve factorization method
by using probabilistic number theory apparatus. Particularly, the relationship
between the amount generated curves and the required boundary problem re-
search.
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1 Introduction

A new probabilistic number theory approach is defined by Erdos-Kac theorem [2] and
E. Kowalski point of view about it [3]. Erdos-Kac theorem connects the distribution
of the different large numbers prime divisors with the probability theory limit laws
formulas.

Theorem 1. (The Erdos-Kac theorem). For any n ≥ 1, if ω(n) is the amount of given
number different prime divisors, then for any real numbers a < b: lim

N→+∞
1
N
|{1 ≤ n ≤

N |a ≤ ω(n)−log logN√
log logN

≤ b}| = 1√
2π

∫ b
a
e−x

2/2dx is satisfied.

That is, the limit distribution of ω(n)−log logN√
log logN

, corresponds to the standard normal

distribution [2]. Hence the conclusion, that the amount of natural numbers n with
a small number of divisors is low, and the amount of natural numbers with a great
number of divisor is too.

This fact leads us to change the approach of factorization problem consideration.
It is possible that, based on the theorem 1, it is necessary to investigate and deepen
factorization methods based on probabilistic number theory. This approach, in turn,
seems quite natural also due to the fact that the best factorization methods, which
belong to the sub-exponential class, have probabilistic character.

2 Stochastic elliptic curves method

Among this class of factorization methods, we should single out method based on the
elliptic curves theory. This method provides the greatest interest due to a number of
features: the dependence of the method computational complexity primarily on the
factorized number smallest prime divisor, many ways of optimization, possibility of
parallelization.
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However ECM has a list of problems, such as the optimal number of curves after
using which it would be necessary to increase the method boundary problem. Correct
choice of this number can lead to a significant reduction in the time costs of the method
software implementation, as shown further.

It is important to estimate the dependence of the method computational complexity
as a function of the chosen boundary. First, we need to know the number of primes on a
given interval. The prime number theorem does not give exact estimation. Estimating
of prime numbers degrees – αi values, is not easy task either. All this is complicated
by the probabilistic nature of the method.

Proceeding from the foregoing, a theoretical assessment of this relationship, even if
it is possible, will be heuristic in view of the huge number of uncertainties. Thus, it
makes sense to use an empirical estimate.

Software that modeling the factorization process based on the theory of elliptic
curves was implemented. This software is based on the idea of the algorithm proposed
by Pomerance [1]. The input of the method software implementation is composite
numbers consisting of the two prime numbers product with a size of ∼ 105. For the
representativeness of the obtained results, for each case, 10 such composite numbers
were used as input, each of which was factorized 30 times. The cases with the initial
boundary: 100, 30, 6, 2, 1 were considered, these boundaries where chosen empirically
respectively to the size of factorized numbers. Obviously we can’t get 1-smooth number,
however when choosing boundary equal 1, we still got chance to factorize this number
by getting divisor as G.C.D. of curve’s discriminant and factorized number. Such
boundaries were chosen in the research process due to the gradual acceleration of
the software with a decrease of the initial boundary. Numbers were taken from the
interval, in increments of 500, as the number of curves used, after which the boundary
is increased. This is due to the fact that at step 500, obtained results fairly accurately
describe the overall efficiency of the method, while this interval length is quite enough
for a clear fixation of trend.

The dependence of the time spent on the software implementation work, the final
boundary and the number of curves used depending on the number of curves after
which the boundary is increased was investigated. Results are reflected in Fig. 1, Fig.
2 and Fig. 3 respectively.

Figure 1: The graph of the time consumed dependence on the number of curves, after
which the boundary is increased
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Figure 2: The graph of the final boundary dependence on the number of curves, after
which the boundary is increased

Figure 3: The graph of the curves number used for factorization dependence on the
number of curves, after which the boundary is increased

As can be seen from Figures 1 and 2, for all the cases considered, an increase in the
number of curves required to change boundary led to a decrease in time costs, as well as
to a decrease in the final boundary value. The final boundary with the increase in the
number of curves required for changing the boundary converged to its original value.
Thus, for numbers whose divisors consist of 5 decimal characters, it is almost always
possible to get a curve of b1-smooth order, or the fact that in this case 1 < g < n, where
g = G.C.D. (4a3 + 27b2) is satisfied. In such case, the discriminant of the generated
curve has a common divisor with a composite number n, different from 1.

It’s unlikely to obtain a curve of 1-, 2- or 6-smooth order, since it is a very strict
condition. Therefore, most likely for these cases, the second condition was satisfied.
Based on this, the percentage of the cases number in which the second condition was
satisfied was estimated (Figure 4).

Figure 4 shows, that for boundary b1 = 100 percentage of such cases fluctuates in a
range from 8% to 20%. In case, when b1 = 30 – from 19% to 34%, when b1 = 6 – from
28% to 38%. In cases when b1 = 2 and b1 = 1 the probability of getting b1-smooth
order curve is the lowest, as evidenced by the highest percentage of cases when the
divisor was detected using the curve discriminant. The percentage of such situations
ranges from 31% to 52% and 32% to 83% respectively. In addition, for the last two
boundaries the frequency of cases when the divisor was found by using a discriminant
increases with the number of curves, after which the boundary increases. This is due
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Figure 4: The graph of the finding the divisor by a discriminant of curve dependence
on the number of curves, after which the boundary is increased

to the fact that, if these boundaries remain unchanged, the probability that we will
get a curve of B1-smooth order, is much lower, so we will rather find a curve with the
suitable discriminant. This requires the use of a larger curves amount, as shown in
Figure 3. Thus, for first three cases, the total number of curves used ranges from 6000
to 9000, and their average value is close for all three cases. In the last two cases, the
average number of curves used is much greater.

So, for numbers whose smallest divisor is around 105 and less, it is much more
advantageous to increase the number curves used than the boundary to reduce the
time required for factorization process, even in cases of a minimal boundary. This is
possible due to the probability that the discriminant of the curve has a common divisor
with the specified composite number. This is indicated by the results obtained when
b1 = 1, was taken as initial boundary. In this case the percentage of these cases was
about 80%, while the time costs were the lowest. This is due to a significant increase
in the algorithm complexity with the growth of the boundary b1, much greater than
with increasing of the used curves number for given composite numbers.

However, we cannot exclude the cases when the curves whose order was b1- smooth
were received. These cases occurred for b1 = 2, and for b1 = 1, providing a good
executing time of program realization. Also despite the result we can’t really implement
them very far. The reason is that we can’t establish the fact that composite number
contains divisors less than 105.

The represented results are only the first steps in solving of used curves limit after
which boundary should be increased problem.
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ear functionals of solution to linear stochastic differential equation of Skorohod
are constructed. The formulas are exact for functional polynomial of second and
third degree and converge to the exact value of mathematical expectation.
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1 Introduction

An approximate calculation of mathematical expectation of nonlinear functionals from
solutions to stochastic differential equations is an urgent and, in the general case,
extremely difficult task. This is due to the large computational complexity of the
algorithms in which the approximations of the trajectories of solutions of stochastic
equations and the approximation of integrable functionals from the solutions must be
connected, which would ensure the approximation error sufficient for the convergence
of the method. In [1,2], an approach to solving this problem for some types of the
Ito equations by martingales was considered. The solution of the problem is simplified
in cases when a solution of the stochastic equation can be found explicitly, the cor-
responding approximations are obtained for some kinds of the linear Ito equations in
[3-6]. This paper is devoted to the construction of approximate formulas for calculating
the expectations of functionals of solution to the linear Skorohod equation.

2 The results

Let us consider a stochastic differential equation

Xt = X0 +

t∫
0

σ(s)XsδWs, (1)

where X0 = g
( 1∫

0

a(τ)dWτ

)
; Wt, t ∈ [0, 1], is canonical Wiener process defined on

probability space Ω = C0([0, 1]), Wt(ω) = ω(t); σ(s), g(u), a(τ) are deterministic
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functions,
1∫
0

σ2(s)ds < ∞; g(u) is differentiable necessary number of times, a(τ) ∈ L2([0, 1]),

1∫
0

a(τ)dWτ is stochastic Ito-Wiener integral.

The integral in right part of (1) is in the Skorohod sense because X0 not adapted
to the underlying filtration.

It is known [7,8] that the only solution to (1) is given by

Xt = X0(T−σt ) exp
{ t∫

0

σ(s)dWs −
1

2

t∫
0

σ2(s)ds
}
,

where T−σt is transformation on Ω defined by (T−σt )(s) = ω(s)−
t∧s∫
0

σ(τ)dτ.

In our case we get

Xt = g
( 1∫

0

a(τ)dWτ −
t∫

0

a(τ)σ(τ)dτ
)

exp
{ t∫

0

σ(s)dWs −
1

2

t∫
0

σ2(s)ds
}
.

so we can evaluate the moments

E[Xt] = E
[
g
( 1∫

0

a(τ)dWτ

)]
,

E[Xt1Xt2 ] = exp
{ t1∧t2∫

0

σ2(τ)dτ
}
×

E
[
g
( 1∫

0

a(τ)dWτ +

t1∫
0

a(τ)σ(τ)dτ
)
g
( 1∫

0

a(τ)dWτ +

t2∫
0

a(τ)σ(τ)dτ
]
≡ B(t1, t2);

E
[ 3∏
k=1

Xtk

]
=
∏
{ti,tj}

exp
{ ti∧tj∫

0

σ2(τ)dτ
}
×

E
[ ∏
{ti,tj}

g1

( 1∫
0

a(τ)dWτ ; ti, tj

)]
≡ C(t1, t2, t3),

where g1

( 1∫
0

a(τ)dWτ ; ti, tj

)
= g
( 1∫

0

a(τ)dW τ +
ti∫
0

a(τ)σ(τ)dτ +
tj∫
0

a(τ)σ(τ)dτ
)

;

a couple {ti, tj} in the product runs {t1, t2}, {t1, t3}, {t2, t3}.

Note that in calculating the moments we used the Girsanov transformation on the
Wiener space.
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Our main result is the next approximate formulas

I(F ) ≡ E[F (X(·))] ≈ In(F )− Jn(F ) + J(F ),

where

In(F ) = E
[
F
(
g
( n∑
k=1

ξk
1∫
0

a(τ)αk(τ)dτ −
(·)∫
0

a(τ)σ(τ)dτ
)
×

exp
{ n∑
k=1

ξk
(·)∫
0

σ(τ)αk(τ)dτ − 1
2

(·)∫
0

σ2(τ)dτ
})]

,

ξk =
1∫
0

αk(τ)dWτ ; {αk(τ)}, k = 1, 2, . . . , is an orthonormal bases in L2([0, 1]);

Jn(F ) =
4∑
l=1

Jn,l(F ) + ΛF (bn(·)) + F (0)(1−Bn(0, 1)),

Jn,1(F ) = −
1∫
0

1∫
0

An,1(u, v)4F (1[0,·](u)1[·,1](v))dudv,

Jn,2(F ) =
1∫
0

An,2(u)4F (1[0,·](u))du, Jn,3(F ) = −
1∫
0

An,3(v)4F (1[·,1](v))dv,

Jn,4(F ) = fn(0)fn(1)hn(0, 1)Gn(0, 1), An,1(u, v) = ∂2

∂u∂v
Bn(u, v),

An,2(u) = ∂
∂u
Bn(u, 1), An,3(v) = ∂

∂v
Bn(0, v), Bn(u, v) = fn(u)fn(v)Gn(u, v)hn(u, v),

Gn(u, v) = E
[
g
( 1∫

0

an(τ)dWτ + rn(u, v)
)
g
( 1∫

0

an(τ)dWτ + rn(v, u)
]
,

rn(u, v) =
n∑
k=1

( 1∫
0

a(τ)αk(τ)dτ
)( v∫

0

σ(τ)αk(τ)dτ
)

+

n∑
k=1

( 1∫
0

a(τ)αk(τ)dτ
)( u∫

0

σ(τ)αk(τ)dτ
)
−

u∫
0

a(τ)σ(τ)dτ,

hn(u, v) = exp
{ n∑
k=1

( u∫
0

σ(τ)αk(τ)dτ
)( v∫

0

σ(τ)αk(τ)dτ
)}
,

fn(u) = exp
{

1
2

n∑
k=1

( u∫
0

σ(τ)αk(τ)dτ
)2

− 1
2

u∫
0

σ2(τ)dτ
}

;

an(τ) =
n∑
k=1

1∫
0

a(s)αk(s)ds αk(τ);

bn(t) = E
[
g(

1∫
0

an(τ)dWτ +
n∑
k=1

1∫
0

a(τ)αk(τ)dτ)
t∫

0

σ(τ)αk(τ)dτ −
t∫

0

a(τ)σk(τ)
]
fn(t);

J(F ) =
4∑
l=1

Jl(F ) + ΛF (b(·)) + F (0)(1−B(0, 1)),

where J1(F ) = −
1∫
0

1∫
0

A1(u, v)4F (1[0,·](u)1[·,1](v))dudv,

J2(F ) =
1∫
0

A2(u)4F (1[0,·](u))du, J3(F ) = −
1∫
0

A3(v)4F (1[·,1](v))dv,

J4(F ) = h(0, 1)G(0, 1), A1(u, v) = ∂2

∂u∂v
B(u, v),

A2(u) = ∂
∂u
B(u, 1), A3(v) = ∂

∂v
B(0, v), B(u, v) = G(u, v)h(u, v),

G(u, v) = E
[
g
( 1∫

0

a(τ)dWτ +
u∫
0

a(τ)σ(τ)dτ
)
g
( 1∫

0

a(τ)dWτ +
v∫
0

a(τ)σ(τ)dτ
)]
,
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h(u, v) = exp
{ u∧v∫

0

σ2(τ)dτ
)
,

4F (x) = 1
2
(F (x) + F (−x), ΛF (x) = 1

2
(F (x)− F (−x)).

With some restrictions on F (X(·)), σ(s), g(u), a(τ) we have In(F ) → I(F )
Jn(F ) → J which implies that In(F ) − Jn(F ) + J(F ) → I(F ), while maintaining
accuracy for functional polynomials of second degree from the solution to (1).

The same approach we apply to construction of approximate formulas exact for
functional polynomial of third degree from solution to (1). Here we give the elementary
formula

J(F (X(·))) =

1∫
0

1∫
0

1∫
0

( ∂3

∂u1∂u2∂u3

C(u1, u2, u3)
)

ΛF (θ(u1, u2, u3); ·))du1du2du3+

3

1∫
0

1∫
0

( ∂2

∂u∂v
C(u, v, 0·)

)
ΛF (θ1(u, v); ·))dudv+

3

1∫
0

( ∂
∂u
C(u, 0, 0)·)

)
ΛF (a1[1,·](u) + a2 + a3))du− 5C(0, 0, 0)ΛF (0),

where θ(u1, u2, u3); t) =
3∑
j=1

aj1[0,t](uj), θ1(u, v); t) = a11[0,t](u) + a21[0,t](v) + a3,

a1, a2, a3− are the roots of the polynomial Q3(x) = x3 − x2 + 1
2
x+ 1

6
.
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Abstract

An adaptive control system with conflict flows of non-homogeneous requests is
considered in the paper. A mathematical model of the system is a vector Markov
sequence with a countable state space. Components of the Markov sequence
satisfy certain functional recurrence relations. The main result of the work is
a numerical research of the system by simulation. In particular, some sample
estimates for the mean sojourn time of a single request from different queues are
presented.
Keywords: data science, adaptive control system, conflict flow, non-
homogeneity

1 Introduction

The adaptive non-cyclic control system with two conflict flows of requests is investi-
gated here using computer-aided simulation. The algorithm controls the input flows
using information about queues lengths and the order of requests arrivals. Conflict-
ness of flows means here existence impossibility for the time intervals when requests
from different flows are serviced simultaneously. Each flow here consists of requests
of different types. In [1, 2], the authors showed the input flows can be approximated
by non-ordinary Poisson flows. Thus, two statistically independent flows Π1 and Π2

are serviced. Request arrival moments in the flow Πj occur with intensity of λj (for
j = 1, 2), and a group with k requests arrives with probability Qj(k) where

Qj(1) =
(

1 + αj +
αjβj

1− γj

)−1

= pj, Qj(2) = αj

(
1 + αj +

αjβj

1− γj

)−1

Qj(k) = αjβjγ
k−3
j

(
1 + αj +

αjβj

1− γj

)−1

, k ≥ 3,

αj, βj and γj are some parameters that have a certain physical meaning [1]. Let the
random variable ηj(t) determine the number of requests received by the flow Πj during
the time interval [0, t). Denote the probability P(ηj(t) = k) by the function Pj(t, k).
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In our previous work the following equality was obtained:

Pj(t, k) = e−λjt
[ k
2

]∑
n=0

αnj
(λjtpj)

k−n

n!(k − 2n)!
+

+ e−λjt
[ k
2

]∑
n=0

αnj

min{k−2n,n}∑
m=1

βmj

k−2n−m∑
l=0

γlj
(λjtpj)

k−n−m−lC l
m+l−1

(n−m)!m!(k − 2n−m− l)! , k ≥ 0.

The queue for each of the flows is assumed unlimited. The queueing system is
assumed lossless. The server state space is Γ = {Γ(1),Γ(2), . . . ,Γ(8)}. The following
graph specifies transitions of server states

The state Γ(3j−2) corresponds to the first stage of the service period for the j-th
flow. The service duration for one request from queue Oj (i.e. from the flow Πj) is a
constant value µ−1

j,1 . Let T3j−2 be the duration of the state Γ(3j−2). The state Γ(3j−1)

corresponds to the second stage of the service period for the j-th flow. The service
duration of one request in this state is the constant value µ−1

j,2 < µ−1
j,1 . The duration of

the state Γ(3j−1) is a random variable taking on the values kT3j−1, k = 1, nj, where nj
is the given maximum number of prolongations. The parameter Kj is the queue size,
above which there is the prolongation. The state Γ(3j) corresponds to the server setup
after servicing the j-th flow. The duration of the state is T3j. The service duration of
one request in the state Γ(3j) is µ−1

j,2 . The state Γ(6+j) corresponds to the first stage of
the service period for the j-th flow in the case when an instantaneous transition to the
state Γ(3j) is possible. The duration of the state Γ(6+j) is a random variable. Its largest
value is T3j−2. The constant values Tk, k = 1, 6, are defined by

T3j−2 = µ−1
j,1 + l3j−2θjµ

−1
j,1 , T3j−1 = l3j−1θjµ

−1
j,2 , T3j = l3jθjµ

−1
j,2 , (1)

where l3j−2 ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} = X, l3j−1, l3j ∈ {1, 2, . . .} and θj are parameters. The value
θj, 0 < θj ≤ 1, denotes the portion of the service time which needs pass before the
next request can begin its servicing. In case θj < 1, several requests can be serviced
simultaneously. The ratio (1) means that the server changes its state when the service
of some request is finished. The maximum possible number of served requests is 1+l3j−2

in the state Γ(3j−2), one is kl3j−1 for the state Γ(3j−1) and one is the integer part of the
number 1/θj for the state Γ(3j).
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2 Construction of the mathematical model

We observe the system at random time instants τi, i = 0, 1, . . . , or on intervals [τi, τi+1),
i ≥ 0. Here, the value τ0 is the initial moment of time, and τi, i > 0, are the moments
of server state change. Set y0 = (0, 0), y1 = (1, 0), y2 = (0, 1). For i ≥ 0 and j = 1, 2,
we define the following random variables and elements:

1. Γi ∈ Γ — the server state during the interval [τi, τi+1);

2. ηj,i ∈ X is the number of flow Πj requests that enter the system during the
interval [τi, τi+1), and ηi = (η1,i, η2,i);

3. η′i is a random vector. The vector η′i takes on the value y0 if no requests have
entered the system during the interval [τi, τi+1), otherwise the value yj if the
request (or requests) of the flow Πj is the first during the i-th interval;

4. κj,i ∈ X is the number of requests for the flow Πj in the system at time τi, and
κi = (κ1,i, κ2,i);

5. ξj,i is the maximum possible number of flow Πj requests that the system can
service during the interval [τi, τi+1), and ξi = (ξ1,j, ξ2,j).

An adaptive algorithm for conflict flow control is defined by a function u(·, ·, ·) : Γ×
×X2 × {y0, y1, y2} → Γ by virtue of the following recurrence relations

Γi+1 = u(Γi, κi, η
′
i) =

=



Γ(3j−2),
{[

Γi = Γ(3s)
]

& [(κj,i > 0) ∨ (κs,i ≥ Ks) ∨ (η′i = yj)]
}
∨

∨
{[

Γi = Γ(3j)
]

&[κs,i = 0]&[κj,i ≤ Kj]&[η′i = yj]
}
,

Γ(3j−1),
{

Γi = Γ(3j−2)
}
∨
{[

Γi = Γ(6+j)
]

&[η′i = yj]
}
,

Γ(3j),
{

Γi = Γ(3j−1)
}
∨
{[

Γi = Γ(6+j)
]

&[η′i 6= yj]
}
,

Γ(6+j),
[
Γi = Γ(3s)

]
&[κj,i = 0]&[κs,i < Ks]&[η′i = y0],

(2)

hereinafter in the work j, s = 1, 2, j 6= s, i ≥ 0. The queue length dynamics is
determined by functions vj(·, ·, ·, ·) : Γ×X2×X2×X2 → X and the following recurrence
relations

κj,i+1 = vj(Γi, κi, ηi, ξi) =

{
max{0, κj,i + ηj,i − ξj,i} if Γi ∈ Γ\{Γ(3),Γ(6)};
ηj,i + max{0, κj,i − ξj,i} if Γi ∈ {Γ(3),Γ(6)}. (3)

Relations (2) and (3) allow to us to study the vector sequence {(Γi, κi); i = 0, 1, . . .}.
The sequence is a probabilistic model of the queueing system for adaptive control of
conflict flows and for service of non-homogeneous requests. The properties of the vector
Markov sequence were investigated in [3, 4, 5]. In particular, the conditions for the
stationary probability distribution existence were obtained.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to derive analytically the important performance
characteristics of the system under study. Therefore, a computer-aided simulation
model is built to determine some important characteristics of the system. Simulation
results can be interpreted in terms of a transport intersection operation.
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3 System simulation model
The simulation takes places in the discrete time-scale {τi; i = 0, 1, . . .} and a realization
of the sequence {(Γi, κi); i = 0, 1, . . .} is generated together with all random objects
involved in equations (2) and (3). Besides that, arrival times are stored for all requests,
it allow to keep track of sojourn times of every request in the system. Denote by νj the
sample estimate for the mean sojourn time of requests from the flow Πj. The sample
estimate of the sojourn time of an arbitrary request is given by ν = λ1M1ν1+λ2M2ν2

λ1M1+λ2M2
.

Here M1 and M2 are the mathematical expectations of the number of requests in a
group and Mj = (1 + 2αj + αjβj(2/(1 − γj) + 1/(1 − γj)2))pj. The simulation model
is implemented as a program written in C++.

As an example, we present the computational results concerning the estimate of the
mean sojourn time of an arbitrary request in the system with the following parameters:
λ1 = 0.4, λ2 = 0.3, α1 = 1.1, β1 = 0.1, γ1 = 0.01, α2 = 1.1, β2 = 0.1, γ2 = 0.01. The
parameters of the adaptive algorithm are T1 = T4 = 5, T2 = T5 = 1, T3 = T6 = 2,
n1 = n2 = 7, K1 = K2 = 10, θ1 = θ2 = 1, µ1,1 = µ2,1 = 2/3, µ1,2 = µ2,2 = 1. The
parameters T1, . . . , T6 are given in seconds. The parameters λ1, λ2, µ1,1, µ2,1, µ1,2, µ2,2

have the measurement units of (seconds)−1. Other parameters are dimensionless. With
these parameters of adaptive flow control the sample estimate of the mean sojourn time
is 13.55 seconds.

The work was performed as the basic part of the states tasks in the sphere of
scientific activities on the Task No 2014/134 and supported by RFBR (project No
18-413-520005).
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Abstract

Epigenetic observations are represented by the total amount of reads from
a particular cell and the amount of methylated reads, making it reasonable to
model this data by a binomial distribution. There are numerous factors that
can influence probability of success from a particular region. We might also
expect spatial dependence of these probabilities. We incorporate dependence on
the covariates and spatial dependence of methylation probability for observation
from a particular cell by means of a binomial regression model with a latent
Gaussian field. We run Mode Jumping Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm
(MJMCMC) across different choices of covariates in order to obtain the joint
posterior distribution of parameters and models. This also allows to find the best
set of covariates to model methylation probability within the genomic region of
interest.
Keywords: Binomial regression, Gaussian field, epigenetic data, data science

1 Introduction

Natural epigenetic variation provides a source for the generation of phenotypic di-
versity, but to understand its contributions to such diversity and its interaction with
genetic variation requires further investigation [4]. Epigenetic changes are crucial for
the development and differentiation of various cell types in an organism, as well as
for normal cellular processes. High-throughput epigenetics experiments have enabled
researchers to measure genome-wide epigenetic profiles. Epigenome-wide association
studies (EWAS) hold promise for the detection of new regulatory mechanisms that
may be susceptible to modification by environmental and lifestyle factors [3]. At the
same time, epigenetic data are often spatially correlated with high noise levels, which
requires careful spatial-temporal statistical modeling.

A major task today is the development of models and statistical methods for linking
epigenetic patterns to genetic and/or environmental variables and interpreting them.
Due to the availability of data, our focus will be on the plant Arabidopsis. [1] previ-
ously analysed Arabidopsis data consisting of epigenetic observations on a set of 10
lines, which were separately propagated in a common environment for 30 generations.
These were compared with two independent lines propagated for only three generations
(because of missing ancestor). Their analysis aimed at global summaries of structures
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Figure 1: Left graph depicts epigenetic observations, where blue dots are total number
of reads, red dots - number of methylated reads, green line corresponds to 2 total
reads distinguishing the inference and the identification data, light blue line gives näıve
probabilities as rates, brown line - probabilities as the posterior mean of the probability
of success parameter from the posterior mode model. Right graph depicts barplots of
RM estimates [2] of marginal inclusion probabilities of the covariates.

but was based on individual and (site-wise) hypothesis testing methods combined with
FDR control methodology.

In this paper we limit ourselves to finding a pattern of signals appearing along
genome that significantly influences methylation probability. We additionally take into
account spatial dependence between the observations as well as the unexplained by
the exogenous variables variability of the epigenetic observations. This is done by
means of applying the MJMCMC algorithm developed by [2] to the Bayesian binomial
regression with a random walk of order one, denoted as RW (1), and independent
Gaussian, denoted as IG, latent processes.

2 Mathematical model

We model the number of methylated reads Yt ∈ {1, ..., nt} per position in the genome
(nucleobase) to be binomially distributed with the number of trials equal to the number
of reads for this position nt ∈ N and probability of success pt ∈ R[0,1] modeled via logit
link to the covariates Xt = {Xt1, ..., XtM}, t ∈ {t1, ..., tT}, where T is the total number
of genomic positions in the addressed genomic region. These covariates might be a
position within a gene, indicator of the underlying genetic structure, and others (our
choice of the covariates is given in Section 3). A latent Gaussian RW (1) process
δt ∈ R is included into the model in order to take into account spatial dependence
of methylation probabilities along the genome, whilst a latent independent Gaussian
process (IG) ζt is used to model the variance of the observations, which is not explained
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by the covariates. This gives the following model formulation:

Pr(Yt = y|nt, pt) =

(
nt
y

)
pyt (1− pt)nt−y, (1)

pt =
eβ0+

∑M
i=1 γiβiXti+δt+ζt

1 + eβ0+
∑M
i=1 γiβiXti+δt+ζt

, (2)

δt = δt−1 + εt, εt ∼ N(0, σ2
ε ), (3)

ζt ∼ N(0, σ2
ζ ), (4)

where βi ∈ R, i ∈ {0, ...,M} are regression coefficients of the covariates of the model
showing whether and in which way the corresponding covariate influences the probabil-
ity of methylation on average, γi ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ {1, ...,M} are latent indicators, defining
if covariate i is included into the model(γi = 1) or not (γi = 0), εt are the error terms
of RW (1) process δt, which are normally distributed with zero mean and variance σε

2.
Finally, σ2

ζ is the variance term of the IG process ζt. We then put the following priors
for the parameters of the model:

γi ∼ Bernoulli(q), βi|γi ∼ 1(γi = 1)N(µβ, σ
2
β), ψj ∼ log Γ(1, 5 · 10−5), j ∈ {1, 2}, (5)

where the log Gamma distributed ψ1 = log 1
σ2
ε,t

and ψ2 = log 1
σ2
ζ,t

are the scaled hyper-

parameters of the latent models, q = 0.5 is the prior Bernoulli probability of including a
covariate into the model. We perform analysis for the model defined by Equations (1)-
(5) by means of the MJMCMC algorithm [2]. The algorithm is capable of efficiently
moving in the defined model space by means of both accurately exploring the modes of
the probability mass and switching between these modes using large jumps combined
with local optimization and randomization [2].

3 Data description

The addressed data set consists of 1502 observations from the first chromosome of
Arabadopsis plant belonging to five predefined groups of genes. This data set was
divided into 950 observations (with more than 2 reads, see Figure 1) for inference and
552 observations (with less than 3 reads) for model based identification of methylation
probabilities for the positions with the lack of data.

Apart from the observations represented by the methylated versus total amount of
reads we have data on various exogenous variables (covariates). Among these covariates
we address the factor with 3 levels corresponding to whether the location belongs to
CGH, CHH or CHG genetic region, where H is either A, C or T and thus generating
two covariates XCGH and XCHH . The second group of factors indicates whether the
distance to the previous cytosine nucleobase (C) in DNA is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, from 6 to
20 or greater than 20 inducing six binary covariates XDT1, XDT2, XDT3, XDT4, XDT5,
and XDT6:20. We also include such 1D distance as a continuous covariate XDIST . The
third addressed group of factors corresponds to whether the location belongs to a gene
from a particular group of genes of biological interest. These groups are indicated as
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Ma, Mg and Md, yielding two additional covariates XMa , XMg . Additionally we have a
covariate XCODE indicating if the corresponding nucleobase is in the coding region of
a gene and a covariate XSTRD indicating if the nucleobase is on a ”+” or a ”-” strand.
Finally, we have a continuous covariate XEXPR ∈ R+ representing expression level
for the corresponding gene and interactions between expression levels and gene groups
XEXPR,a, XEXPR,g, XEXPR,d ∈ R+. Thus multiple predictors with respect to a strict
choice of the reference model in our example induced M = 17 potentially important
covariates.

4 Results and discussion

MJMCMC algorithm was run until around 10000 unique models (7.6% of the model
space) were explored. We parallelized the search on 10 CPUs. Default frequencies of
large jumps and corresponding local optimizers from [2] were used. Also the default
radiuses of proposals of global moves and local moves were addressed.

According to the marginal inclusion probabilities reported in the right graph of
Figure 1, only factors XCHG, XCGH and XCODE are clearly significant for inference on
the methylation patterns for the addressed epigenetic region, factors XMa and XMg also
have some significance. In Table 1 one can find marginal posterior model probability
and posterior means of the parameters for the best model in the explored subset of
models from the model space. Based on the best model we carried out computations of

Table 1: Posterior means for the best model in terms of marginal posterior probability
(PMP)

PMP β0 βCHG βCGH βCODE σ2
ε σ2

ζ

0.4276 -8.8255 2.4717 5.2122 6.4240 0.1332 0.8258

methylation probabilities of the locations in both the inference set and the identification
set. Furthermore, we compared the results with the näıve approach based on computing
the proportion of methylated reads, which is currently addressed in the biological
literature as a standard way to evaluate methylation probability of a given nucleobase.
These results are summarized in the left graph of Figure 1. The results show that the
näıve approach should not be trusted in the presence of spatially correlated data and
the corresponding to it probabilities are strongly biased.

In future it would be of interest to obtain additional covariates such as whether the
corresponding nucleobase belongs to a particular part of the non-coding gene region like
promoter, intron or tranposone, and whether the nucleobase is within a CpG island.
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Abstract

The problems of discriminant analysis of spatial-temporal correlated Gaussian
data were intensively considered previously (see e.g. Saltyte-Benth and Ducin-
skas (2005)). However, theoretical results were derived under the assumption of
statistical independence between observation to be classified and training sample.
In the present paper, we avoid this tough restriction. The problem of supervised
classifying of the spatial Gaussian time series (SGTS) observation into one of two
populations, is specified by different regression mean models and by common co-
variance function, is considered. In the case of complete parametric certainty
and with the fixed training sample locations, the formula of conditional Bayes
error rate is derived. In the case of unknown regression parameters and temporal
covariance matrix, their ML estimators are plugged into the Bayes discriminant
function. The asymptotic approximation of expected error rate is derived. This
result is multivariate generalization of previous ones.
Keywords: Gaussian random field, Bayes discriminant function, spatial corre-
lation, conditional Bayes error rate, actual and expected error rate

1 Introduction

It is known that for completely specified populations an optimal classification rule
in the sense of minimum misclassification probability is the Bayesian classification
rule (BCR). In practice, however, some or all statistical parameters of populations
are unknown. Training sample is used for the estimation of the parameters of both
populations. Then the estimators of unknown parameters based on training sample are
usually plugged in BCR. The expected error rate are usually considered as performance
measure for the plug-in classification rule. To obtain closed-form expressions for the
expected error rate are very cumbersome even for the simplest parametric structures of
populations. This makes it difficult to build some qualitative conclusions. Therefore,
asymptotic expansions of the expected error rate associated with plug-in BCR are
especially important.

Many authors have investigated the performance of the plug-in version of the BCR
when parameters are estimated from training samples with independent observations,
or training samples where observations are temporally dependent (McLachlan(2004)).
However, they did not analyze the error rate in classification of spatial-temporal data.
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The main objective of this paper is to classify T observations of spatio-temporal
GRF {Z(s, t) : s ∈ D ⊂ R2, t ∈ [0,∞)} where s and t define spatial and temporal
coordinates, respectively.

The model of observation Z(s, t) in population Ωl is

Z(s, t) = µl(s, t) + ε(s, t),

where µl(s, t) - deterministic spatio-temporal trend, l - class number.
We modeled large-scale variation as the linear parametric trend
µl(s, t) = β′lx(s)
where x(s) = (x1(s), ..., xq(s))

′ is vector of a spatial covariates and βl(t) is a q vector
of parameters. The error term is generated by univariate zero - mean stationary GRF
{ε(s, t) : s ∈ D ⊂ R2, t ∈ [0,∞)}, with covariance function defined by model for all
s, u ∈ D

cov{ε(s, t), ε(u, r)} = C(s, u; t, r).

In this paper we restrict our attention to the separable case
C(s, u; t, r) = R(s, u)Σ(t, r),
where R(s, u) denotes spatial correlation between observations in locations s and u

and Σ(t, r) denotes temporal covariance between observations at moments t and r.
We consider isotropic spatial correlation belonging to Mattern family (e.g. ex-

ponential model). Temporal dependence is described by the AR(p) models.
Let Sn = {si ∈ D; i = 1, ..., n} be a set of locations where training observation is

taken. Call it the set of training locations (STL). So Sn is partitioned into the union
of two disjoint subsets, i.e. Sn = S(1) ∪ S(2), where S(l) is the subset of Sn where
observations of Z(·) from Ωl are taken l = 1, 2. Let (S(l)) = nl, l = 1, 2, n = n1 + n2.
The partition of STL denoted by ξ = {S(1), S(2)} will be called the spatial labels design
(SLD) of training sample T .

Joint training sample M is stratified training sample, specified by n × T ma-
trix M =

(
M1

M2

)
, where Ml is the nl × T matrix of nl observations of vectors

Zi = (Z(si, 1), ..., Z(si, T ))′ from Πl = ΩT
l , where ΩT

l denotes the T -fold direct product
of from Ωl, l = 1, 2. Then for l = 1, 2 Zi ∼ NT (B′lxi,Σ), where xi = x(si), i = 0, ..., n
and Bl = (βl(1), ..., βl(T )).

Let B =
(
B1

B2

)
and X1 = (x1, ..., xn1)′, X2 = (xn1+1, ..., xn)′ and X = X1 ⊕X2.

Consider the problem of classification of the vector of T observations of Z at location
s0 denoted by Z0 = (Z(s0, 1), ..., Z(s0, T ))′ into one of two populations specified above
with the given joint training sample M .

Then the model of M is
M = XB + E, (1)

E is the n×T matrix of random errors that has matrix-variate normal distribution i.e.

E ∼ Nn×p(0, R⊗ Σ).

Here R = (rij; i, j,= 1, ..., n) denotes the spatial correlation matrix among observations
in STL.
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Denote by r0 the vector of spatial correlations between Z0 and observations in STL
i.e r0 = (r01, ..., r0n). Set

α0 = R−1r0, ρ = 1− r′0α0.

Notice that in population Ωl, the conditional distribution of Z0 given M = m is Gaus-
sian, i.e.

(Z0|M = m,Ωl) ∼ NT (µ0
lm,Σ0m). (2)

Then conditional squared Mahalanobis distance between populations for observa-
tion taken at location s = s0 is

∆2
0 = (µ0

1m − µ0
2m)′Σ−1

0m(µ0
1m − µ0

2m) = ∆2/ρ.

Let H = (Iq, Iq) and G = (Iq,−Iq), where Iq denotes the identity matrix of order q.
Under the assumption that the populations are completely specified and for known

prior probabilities of populations π1(s) and π2(s) (π1(s)+π2(s) = 1), the Bayes discrim-
inant function (BDF) minimizing the probability of misclassification (PMC) is formed
by log-ratio of conditional likelihood of distribution specified in (1)-(2), that is

Wm(Z0) =
(
Z0 −

(
m−XB)′α0 −B′H ′x0/2

)′
Σ−1B′G′x0/ρ+ γ (3)

where γ = ln(π1(s0)/π2(s0)).
In this paper prior probabilities at location s0 is assumed to be

π1(s0) =

n1∑
i=1

1

d(s0, si)

/ n∑
i=1

1

d(s0, si)
, π2(s0) = 1− π1(s0),

where d(·, ·) denotes the Euclidean distance function between locations.
This discriminant function is optimal under the criterion of minimum of misclassi-

fication probability (see McLachlan, 2004).
The probability of misclassification for WT (Z0) be called the Bayes error rate or

optimal error rate. Denote it by Pn.

Lemma 1. Bayes error rate for Wm(Z0) specified in (3) is

Pn =
2∑
l=1

πlΦ(Ql), (4)

where Ql = −∆0/2 + (−1)lγ/∆0.

2 The error rates for plug-in BDF

When estimators of unknown parameters are plugged into BDF, the plug-in BDF is
obtained. In this paper we assume that true values of parameters B and Σ are unknown.
Let B̂ and Σ̂ be the estimators of B and Σ based on M .
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The set of parameters that are to be estimated and the set of their estimators are
denoted by Ψ = {B,Σ} and Ψ̂ = {B̂, Σ̂}, respectively.

Then replacing Ψ by Ψ̂ in (4) we get the plug-in BDF (PBDF)

WM(Z0; Ψ̂) =
(
Z0 −

(
M −XB̂)′α0 − B̂′H ′x0/2

)′
Σ̂−1B̂′G′x0/ρ+ γ. (5)

Definition 1. The actual error rate for BPDF WM(Z0; Ψ̂) is defined as

P (Ψ̂) =
2∑
l=1

πlP ((−1)lWM(Z0; Ψ̂) > 0|M). (6)

Definition 2. The expectation of the actual error rate with respect to the distribution
of M designated as EM{P (Ψ̂)}, is called the expected error rate (EER).

So the EER for considered problem of Z0 classification by BPDF is specified by
EM{P (Ψ̂)}.

Let Φ(x) be the standard normal distribution function.

Theorem 1. Suppose that observation Z0 to be classified by BPDF specified in (6),
then the asymptotic approximation of EER based on second order Taylor expansion is

AER =
2∑
l=1

πlΦ(−∆0/2 + (−1)lγ/∆0) + π1ϕ(−∆0/2− γ/∆0)×

{Λ′RBΛ∆0/k + (T − 1)x′0GRBG
′x0/(k∆0) + (2γ2/∆0 + (T − 1)∆0)/(n− 2q)}/2. (7)

where Λ = X ′α0 − (H ′/2 + γG′/∆2
0)x0.
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Abstract

A problem of statistical analysis for homogeneous Markov chain is considered
for the situation with incomplete observations. The logarithmic likelihood func-
tion is constructed when there are multiple series of incomplete observations. A
consistent statistical estimator of transition probabilities matrix is constructed
using special form of the loglikelihood. A special case of multiple series of missing
values is analyzed. Theoretical results are illustrated by computer modelling.
Keywords: data science, incomplete observations, transition probabilities ma-
trix, Markov chain, estimation

1 Mathematical model

Markov chains are adequate models of discrete-valued time series in many applications:
genetics, psychology, finance, information protection [1, 2]. Unfortunately, in practice
this data are registered with special type of distortions - incomplete observations,
e.g. missing values. This situation is considered in the paper devoted to statistical
estimation of transition probabilities matrix.

Let a homogeneous first-order Markov chain xt ∈ A = {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} , t ∈ N,
with the state space A, an initial probability distribution π = (πi), πi = P {x1 = i} , i ∈
A, and the one-step transition probability matrix

P = (pij) , pij = P {xt+1 = j| xt = i} , i, j ∈ A,

be defined on the probability space (Ω,F , P ). This Markov chain is not fully observed
for T ∈ N sequential time units: event Bt = {xt ∈ At} is observed at time point
t ∈ {1, . . . , T}, where At ⊆ A is some given subset. In particular: if the cardinality
|At| = |A| = N , then xt is a missing value; if |At| = 1, then xt is exactly observed (in
this case, At is the singleton).

The problem is in construction of a consistent statistical estimator for the matrix
of one-step transition probabilities P based on the observed sequence of events X =
(B1, B2, . . . , BT ).

Introduce the notation: I(j) =
(
Bfj , Bfj+1, . . . , Blj

)
is the j-th subsequence (series),

j = 1, . . . , r, consisting of τj = lj − fj + 1 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T} consecutive events that
describe incomplete observations, for which |At| > 1; C(i) =

(
xli−1+1, xli−1+2, . . . , xfi−1

)
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is the i -th (i = 1, . . . , r + 1) subsequence (series) of Ti = fi− li−1− 1 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}
complete observations, for which |At| ≡ 1; l0 ::= 0, fr+1 ::= T + 1. Without loss of
generality, let us assume that the observation process begins and ends with complete
observations.

Lemma 1. The observed sequence of T events X = (B1, B2, . . . , BT ) allows the
following representation in the form of 2r+ 1 alternating subsequences

{
C(i)

}
,
{
I(j)
}

:

X =
(
C(1), I(1), C(2), I(2), . . . , C(r), I(r), C(r+1)

)
, (1)

where r, {Ti} , {τj} depend on T.

Proof. The representation (1) follows from the definition of the observation model and
on the introduced notation.

2 Construction of the Likelihood Function under

incomplete data

As it is known [3], in the case of complete observations, when X ≡ C(1) ≡ {x1, . . . , xT},
a consistent, asymptotically unbiased, asymptotically normal and effective estimator
of the matrix P = (pij) , i, j ∈ A, is the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE):

p̂ij =

{ ∑T−1
t=1 I{xt=i, xt+1=j}∑T−1

t=1 I{xt=i}
, if

∑T−1
t=1 I {xt = i} > 0,

1
N
, if

∑T−1
t=1 I {xt = i} = 0,

(2)

where I {A} is the indicator function of event A.

Theorem 1. For homogeneous Markov chain xt with incomplete observations satisfying
Lemma 1, the likelihood function admits the following representation:

L (P ) = πx1px1,x2 . . . pxf1−2,xf1−1

∑
if1∈Af1

· · ·
∑

il1∈Al1

pxf1−1,if1
pif1 ,if1+1

. . . pil1−1,il1
pil1 ,xl1+1

×

×pxl1+1,xl1+2
. . . pxf2−2,xf2−1

∑
if2∈Af2

· · ·
∑

il2∈Al2

pxf2−1,if2
pif2 ,if2+1

. . . pil2−1,il2
pil2 ,xl2+1

× · · ·×

×pxlr−1+1,xlr−1+2
. . . pxfr−2,xfr−1

∑
ifr∈Afr

· · ·
∑

ilr∈Alr

pxfr−1,ifr
pifr ,ifr+1

. . . pilr−1,ilr
pilr ,xlr+1

×

×pxlr+1,xlr+2
. . . pxT−1,xT .

(3)

Proof. Using the Markov property and Lemma 1, we have:

L (P ) ::= P {(x1, . . . , xf1−1) , (xf1 ∈ Af1 , . . . , xl1 ∈ Al1) , (xl1+1, . . . , xf2−1) ,

(xf2 ∈ Af2 , . . . , xl2 ∈ Al2) , . . . ,
(
xlr−1+1, . . . , xfr−1

)
,
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(xfr ∈ Afr , . . . , xlr ∈ Alr) , (xlr+1, . . . , xT )} =

πx1 · px1,x2 · · · · · pxf1−2,xf1−1
· P (τ1)

xf1−1,xl1+1
(Af1 , . . . , Al1) · pxl1+1,xl1+2

· · · · · pxf2−2,xf2−1
×

×P (τ2)
xf2−1,xl2+1

(Af2 , . . . , Al2)·· · ··pxlr−1+1,xlr−1+2
·· · ··pxfr−2,xfr−1

·P (τr)
xfr−1,xr+1

(Afr , . . . , Alr)×

×pxlr+1,xlr+2
· · · · · pxT−1,xT , (4)

where

P (τj)
xfj−1,xlj+1

(
Afj , . . . , Alj

)
=

∑
ifj ∈ Bfj ,

. . .
ilj ∈ Blj

pxfj−1,ifj
pifj ,ifj+1

. . . pilj−1,ilj
pilj ,xlj+1

, j = 1, . . . , r.

(5)
Expressions (4), (5) are equivalent to (3).

Corollary 1. The following representation for the loglikelihood function holds:

l(P ) = lnL(P ) = ln πx1 + ln px1,x2 + · · ·+ ln pxf1−2,xf1−1
+

+ln
∑

if1∈Af1

· · ·
∑

il1∈Al1

pxf1−1,if1
pif1 ,if1+1

. . . pil1−1,il1
pil1 ,xl1+1

+

+ln pxl1+1,xl1+2
+ · · ·+ ln pxf2−2,xf2−1

+

+ln
∑

if2∈Af2

· · ·
∑

il2∈Al2

pxf2−1,if2
pif2 ,if2+1

. . . pil2−1,il2
pil2 ,xl2+1

+ · · ·+

+ln pxlr−1+1,xlr−1+2
+ · · ·+ ln pxfr−2,xfr−1

+

+ln
∑

ifr∈Afr

· · ·
∑

ilr∈Alr

pxfr−1,ifr
pifr ,ifr+1

. . . pilr−1,ilr
pilr ,xlr+1

+

+ln pxlr+1,xlr+2
· · ·+ ln pxT−1,xT .

(6)

Introduce the notation:

Iτ =
{
I(j) : τj = τ

}
=

r⋃
j=1,τj=τ

I(j) (7)

is a collection of all those subsequences that contain exactly τ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T} incom-
plete observations; Lτ ::= |Iτ | is the number of such subsequences, 0 ≤ Lτ ≤ T − 1;

C =
r+1⋃
i=1

C(i) (8)

is a collection of all r+ 1 subsequences of complete observations; T (C) = |C| = ∑r+1
i=1 Ti

is a number of all complete observations; T (I) =
∑r+1

τ=1 τLτ = τ1 + · · ·+ τr is a number
of all incomplete observations.

The normalization condition follows from the accepted notation (1), (7), (8):
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r+1∑
i=1

Ti +
r∑
j=1

τj ≡ T. (9)

Corollary 2. Under notation (7) – (9) the loglikelihood function allows the following
decomposition on τ+ layers {Iτ}:

l (P ) = l0 (P ) +

τ+∑
τ=1

lτ (P ), (10)

where τ+ = max1≤j≤r τj is the maximal length for series {I(j)} of incomplete observa-
tions,

l0 (P ) = ln πx1 +
r+1∑
i=1

fi−2∑
t=li−1+1

ln pxt,xt+1 ,

lτ (P ) =
r∑

j=1,τj=τ

ln
∑

i1∈Af1 ,...,iτ∈Afτ

pxfj−1,i1pi1,i2 . . . pir,xlj+1
.

(11)

Proof. The expressions (10), (11) are obtained from (6) by grouping of terms, taking
into account the notation (7) – (9).

3 Family of statistical estimators for transition ma-

trix

MLE for P is defined as a solution of the maximization problem:

l(P )→ max
P

(12)

subject to the limitations:

0 ≤ pij ≤ 1,
N−1∑
j=0

pij = 1, i, j ∈ A. (13)

Note, first of all, if τ+ = 0 in (10), i.e. incomplete observation among x1, . . . , xT
are absent, then solving the problem (12) in this case:

l(P ) ≡ l0(P )→ max
P
,

we arrive at the known MLE (2). Consider the case τ+ = 1.

l (P ) = l0 (P ) + l1 (P )→ max
P
,

l1 (P ) =
r∑
j=1

ln
∑
i∈Aj

pxfj−1,ipi,xlj+1
.

(14)
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We write the Lagrange function for (13), (14):

L (P, {λi}) = l0 (P ) + l1 (P ) +
N−1∑
i=0

λi

(
1−

N−1∑
j=0

pij

)
.

We set up a system of equations:

∂L (·)
∂pks

=
1

pks

r+1∑
i=1

fi−2∑
t=li−1+1

I {xt = k, xt+1 = s} − λk+

+
r∑
j=1

∑
i∈Aj

(
I
{
xfj−1 = k, i = s

}
pi,xlj+1

+ pxfj−1,iI
{
i = k, xlj+1

= s
})∑

i∈Aj pxfj−1,ipi,xfj−1

= 0, k, s ∈ A.

Consider now the special case when Aj ≡ A, i.e. each incomplete observation is a
missing observation. According to (5), (11), in this case lτ (·) allows the presentation:

lτ (P ) =
r∑

j=1,τj=τ

ln
(
P τ+1

)
xfj−1,xlj+1

. (15)

Using (10), (15), to solve maximization problem (12) we consider a series of τ+ + 1
auxiliary problems:

P̂ (τ) : lτ (P )→ max
P

, τ = 0, 1, . . . , τ+. (16)

Solution of the τ -th problem in (16) is a matrix P̂ (τ) satisfying the matrix equation:

(P̂ (τ))τ+1 = Q(τ),

(Q(τ))kl =


∑r
j=1,τj=τ I{xfj−1=k, xfj+τj

=l}∑r
j=1,τj=τ I{xfj−1=k} , if

∑r
j=1,τj=τ

I
{
xfj−1 = k

}
> 0,

1
N
, if

∑r
j=1,τj=τ

I
{
xfj−1 = k

}
= 0,

(17)

To solve the matrix equation in (17) we use the Schur decomposition [4].
Finally, by τ+ + 1 auxiliary estimators (16) we construct a family of statistical

estimators:

P̌ =

τ+∑
τ=0

aτ P̂ (τ). (18)

The weight coefficients {aτ} in (18) are chosen taking into account the following con-
dition: ∑

aτ ≡ 1, aτ ∈ [0, 1]. (19)

Note, that consistency of the estimator (18), (19) follows [3] from consistency of
auxiliary estimators {P̂ (τ) : τ = 0, 1, . . . , τ+}.
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Figure 1: Mean square errors r0, r1, r when α = 0.4, ε = 0.6.

Figure 2: Mean square errors r0, r1, r when α = 0.3, ε = 0.9.

4 Results of computer experiments

Computer experiments were carried out on simulated data. Homogeneous binary
Markov chain of the first order xt ∈ A = {0, 1}, t ∈ N, of length T with the one-
step transition matrix

P =
1

2

(
1 + ε 1− ε
1− ε 1 + ε

)
, −1 ≤ ε ≤ 1,

with series of missing values of length τ ≤ 1 was simulated M times.
The matrix estimator (18), (19) is

P̌ = a0P̂ (0) + a1P̂ (1), a0 =
T1 + · · ·+ Tr+1

r + (T1 + · · ·+ Tr+1)
, a1 =

r

r + (T1 + · · ·+ Tr+1)
.
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In computer experiments we evaluated the mean square errors:

rτ = E
{
‖P̂ (τ)− P‖2

}
, τ = 0; 1; r = E

{
‖P̌ − P‖2

}
in dependence on the fraction of missing values α ∈ [0, 1] and on the parameter ε for
M = 100. The results of the experiments presented in Figures 1, 2 illustrate consistency
of the constructed statistical estimator (18), (19).
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Abstract

Models of count time series with denumerable states space with conditional
probability distributios generated by Bernoulli trial scheme ( Poisson (model
M1), Geometric (model M2), Negative binomial (model M3), Borel-Tanner
(model M4) ) conditionally nonlinear autoregressive time series are developed.
Consistent estimators for parameters of proposed models based on Markov prop-
erties are constructed. Algorithms for statistical forecasting of count time series
are developed. Results of computer experiments are given.
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1 Mathematical models of count time series with

denumerable state space and their probability

properties

Count time series are widely used in different applications: genetics, economics, in-
formation protection [1-4]. The case of finite states space is considered in [3]. In this
paper we develop our results from [3] to the case of denumerable states space.

Let in probability space (Ω,F , P ) a time series xt ∈ A = {0, 1, . . . } be defined. We
call it the conditionally nonlinear autoregressive time series if the conditional proba-
bility distribution of the random value xt under its prehistory {xt−1, xt−2, . . .} depends
only on s-prehistory X t−1

t−s = (xt−1, xt−2, . . . , xt−s)′ ∈ As for some depth s ∈ N :

P{xt = j|xt−1 = jt−1, xt−2 = jt−2, . . .} = P{xt = j|X t−1
t−s = Js1} = Q(j; Js1), (1)

where j ∈ A, Js1 ∈ As, Q(·; Js1) is some discrete probability distribution on A for each
Js1 ∈ As. We will assume that this function is parameterized in the following way:

Q(j; Js1) ::= q(j; θ(Js1)), j ∈ A, Js1 ∈ As. (2)

Here q(·; θ) is some fixed (standard) discrete probability distribution with some param-
eter θ ∈ R1, and θ = θ(Js1) is some function describing dependence of this parameter
on the s - prehistory in the form:
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θ = θ(Js1) ::= F

(
m∑
i=1

aiψi(J
s
1)

)
, (3)

where F (·) : R1 → R1 is some khown function; Ψ(u) = (ψ1(u), . . . , ψm(u))′ : As → Rm

are some base functions, ψi(·) : As → R1; a = (ai) ∈ Rm is some unknown column-
vector of parameters.

Consider four special cases of proposed model (1)–(3) for count time series [2]:

q(j; θ) =


θje−θ/j! for model M1

θ(1− θ)j, j ∈ A for model M2,
Cr
r+j−1θ

r(1− θ)j, j ≥ r for model M3,
e−jθrθj−rjj−r−1/(j − r)!, j ≥ r for model M4,

(4)

where r ∈ N is some fixed value.
We use in (3) the function F (z) = ez for the model M1, and the logistic cumulative

distribution function for the models M2 −M4:

F (z) = ez/(1 + ez), z ∈ R1. (5)

Lemma 1. Count time series determined by model (1)–(3) is the denumerable homo-
geneous Markov chain of order s with the states space A and the one-step transition
probabilities:

P{xt = j|X t−1
t−s = Js1} = q(j; θ(Js1)), j ∈ A, Js1 ∈ As, (6)

where q(·) is determined by (4) for the considered special cases.

2 Statistical estimation of model parameters

Give two auxiliary results.

Lemma 2. For model (1)–(3) the conditional mean is (Js1 ∈ As):

µ(Js1) ::= E{xt|X t−1
t−s = Js1} = M(θ(Js1)) =


θ(Js1) for M1,
(1− θ(Js1))/θ(Js1) for M2,
r(1− θ(Js1))/θ(Js1) for M3,
r/(1− θ(Js1)) for M4.

(7)

Lemma 3. For model (1)–(3) the following equations hold:

a′Ψ(Js1) = F−1(M−1(µ(Js1))) =


lnµ(Js1) for model M1,
− lnµ(Js1) for model M2,
− ln(µ(Js1)/r) for model M3,
ln((µ(Js1)− r)/r) for model M4,

(8)

where µ(·) is determined by (7).
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To construct statistical estimator for the unknown vector of parameters a = (ai) ∈
Rm in the models (1)–(5) we will use the approach based on the frequencies-based
estimators proposed in [3].

Introduce the notation: I{C} is the indicator function of the event C;

ν(Js1) =
T∑

t=s+1

I
(
X t−s
t−s = Js1

)
;

B
(
XT

1

)
= {Js1∈As : ν(Js1) > 0} =

{
J
s,(1)
1 , . . ., J

s,(K)
1

}
,

where K ≤ T − s and ν
(
J
s,(i)
1

)
≥ ν

(
J
s,(j)
1

)
for all i < j, (i, j = 1, . . ., K);K0 =

K0 (m,T, s) : N3 → N,m ≤ K0 (m,T, s) ≤ K, is a function nondecreasing w.r.t. m;

B0 =
{
J
s,(1)
1 , J

s,(2)
1 , . . ., J

s,(K0)
1

}
⊂B

(
XT

1

)
with the cardinality |B0| = K0.

Theorem 1. For model (1)–(3) under the observed realization XT
1 =

= (x1, x2, . . . , xT )′ ∈ AT the statistical estimator

µ̂(Js1) =
T∑

t=s+1

xtI(X t−s
t−s = Js1)/ν(Js1)

is a consistent estimator of µ(Js1) for T → +∞.

Theorem 2. For model (1)–(5) under the observed realization XT
1 =

= (x1, x2, . . . , xT )′ ∈ AT the statistical estimator

â = H−1C, (9)

is a consistent estimator of vector parameter a , where H =
∑

Js1∈B0
Ψ(Js1)ΨT (Js1),

C =
∑

Js1∈B0
F−1(M−1(µ(Js1)))Ψ(Js1) =

∑
Js1∈B0


ln(µ̂(Js1))Ψ(Js1) for M1,
− ln(µ̂(Js1))Ψ(Js1) for M2,
− ln(µ̂(Js1)/r)Ψ(Js1) for M3,
ln ((µ̂(Js1)− r) /r) Ψ(Js1) for M4,

and {µ̂(Js1)} are from Theorem 1.

3 Statistical forecasting of count time series

Theorem 3. For the model (1)–(3) under the observed realization XT
1 =

= (x1, x2, . . . , xT )′ ∈ AT and |H| 6= 0 the optimal forecasting statistic for the future
state xT+1 ∈ A that minimizes the mean square error of forecasting [2] is:

x̂T+1 =



⌊
θ̂
⌋

for model M1,⌊
(1− θ̂)/θ̂

⌋
for model M2,⌊

r(1− θ̂)/θ̂
⌋

for model M3,⌊
r/(1− θ̂)

⌋
for model M4,

(10)
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where θ̂ = F
(
â′Ψ(XT

T−s+1)
)
, byc means the floor function of y.

4 Results of computer experiments

Experiments were performed in R computer language. Figure 1 for model M1 illustrates
dependence of the Monte-Carlo estimate of the mean square error (MSE) for estimator
(9) from log2T with M = 100 replications.

Figure 1: Dependence of the mean square error from log2T
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Abstract

The problem of sequential testing of parametric hypotheses is considered.
Different models of data are analyzed for simple and also for complex hypotheses
setting. The approaches to performance characteristics (error probabilities and
expected sample sizes) calculation and to robustness analysis (under deviations
from the hypothetical model assumptions) of the sequential tests are developed.
Within these approaches, asymptotic expansions (w.r.t. the discretization pa-
rameter and the distortion levels) of the performance characteristics are obtained,
and the robustified sequetnial procedures are constructed.
Keywords: sequential test, stochastic data, error probability, expected number
of observations, distortion, robustness

1 Introduction

In computer data analysis of stochastic data to solve problems of hypotheses testing the
sequential approach [12] is intensively used [11]. In sequential approach the number of
observations is not fixed apriopi, but is a random variable that depends on observation
themselves. Due to the complicated scheme of the sequential inference, the performance
characteristics of sequential tests (error probabilities, expected number of observations)
are problematic to be calculated with a given accuracy even for basic hypothetical
models [10].

The second problem is that the sequential procedures constructed theoretically to
be optimal under the hypothetical model, in practice are applied to real data sets that
usually do not follow that hypothetical model exactly, the hypothetical model is often
distorted [1], [3], [9].

In this paper we present the results on performance and robustness analysis of
sequential statistical tests for different models of data, and on robust sequential test
construction.

2 Performance and Robustness

in Case of Simple Hypotheses

2.1 Independent homogeneous observations

Let on a probability space (Ω,F , P ) discrete random variables x1, x2, . . . be defined,
∀t ∈ N, xt ∈ U = {u1, u2, . . . , uM}, M < ∞, u1 < u2 < · · · < uM . Let these
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random variables be independent identically distributed, from a discrete probability
distribution with a parameter θ ∈ Θ = {θ0, θ1}:

P (u; θ) = Pθ{xt = u} = a−J(u;θ), t ∈ N, u ∈ U, (1)

a ∈ N \ {1}; J(u; θ): U ×Θ −→ N0 is a function satisfying
∑

u∈U a
−J(u;θ) = 1.

Consider two simple hypotheses w.r.t. the parameter θ:

H0 : θ = θ0, H1 : θ = θ1. (2)

Such a problem often appears in applications, where one of the two possible regimes
can be realized.

Introduce the notation:

Λn = Λn(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑n

t=1
λt;

λt = loga (P (xt; θ1)/P (xt; θ0)) = J(xt; θ0)− J(xt; θ1) ∈ Z.

To test hypotheses (2) by n (n = 1, 2 . . . ) observations consider the sequential
probability ratio test (SPRT) [12]:

dn = 1[C+,+∞)(Λn) + 2 · 1(C−,C+)(Λn), (3)

where 1D(·) is the indicator function of the set D. The decisions dn = 0 and dn =
1 mean stopping of the observation process and the acceptance of the appropriate
hypothesis. The decision dn = 2 means that it is necessary to make the (n + 1)-
th observation. In (3) the thresholds C−, C+ ∈ R, C− < C+ are the given values
(parameters of the test). According to [12], we use

C+ = [loga ((1− β0)/α0)] , C− = [loga (β0/(1− α0))] , (4)

where α0, β0 are given maximal possible values of the probabilities of type I and type
II errors respectively. In fact, the true values α, β for the probabilities of type I and
type II errors differ from α0, β0 [2].

For this model of data, the performance characteristics (error probabilities α, β
and the mathematical expectations of the sample size t0, t1 under the correspondent
hypothesis being true) are calculated in the explicite form in [3].

In the situation, where the assumption 1 does not hold, the approach to calculate
the performance characteristics is given in [2].

For the case of distorted observations, the correspondent asymptotic expansions
(w.r.t. one more extra parameter – the distortion level) are derived in [4]. The robus-
tified sequential test is constructed in [5].

2.2 Heterogeneous observations

Let x1, x2, ... be observations of time series with a trend:

xt = θTψ(t) + ξt, t = 1, 2, 3, ...,
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where ψ(t) = (ψ1(t), ψ2(t), ..., ψm(t))T , t ≥ 1, are the vectors of basic functions of
trend, θ = (θ1, θ2, ..., θm)T ∈ Rm is an unknown vector of coefficients, and {ξt, t ≥ 1} is
the sequence of independent identically distributed random variables, ξt ∼ N (0, σ2).

Consider two simple hypotheses (2).
Denote the accumulated log-likelihood ratio statistic: Λn = Λn(x1, x2, ..., xn) =∑n
t=1 λt, where λt = ln

(
pt(xt,θ1)
pt(xt,θ0)

)
is the log-likelihood ratio calculated on the observa-

tion xt, and pt(x, θ) is the probability density function of xt provided the parameter
value is θ.

To test these hypotheses, after n observations one makes the decision (3).
For this model of data, the approach to calculate the performance characteristics

of the sequential test is developed.
The situation where certain observations can be missed, is considered. The se-

quential test for this situation is constructed and its performance characteristics are
evaluated.

2.3 Observations forming a Markov chain

In [8] the situation, where observations are forming a homogeneous Markov chain, is
considered. For this situation, asymptotic expansions for performance characteristics
are derived. The robust sequential tests are constructed in [2] under distortions of the
factual values of the one-step transition probabilities matrices.

3 Performance and Robustness

in Case of Composite Hypotheses

Suppose a sequence x1, x2, . . . of i.i.d. random variables is observed from a continuous
ditribution with the p.d.f. p(x | θ), where θ ∈ Θ ⊆ R is an unknown value of random
parameter. Consider two composite hypotheses

H0 : θ ∈ Θ0, H1 : θ ∈ Θ1; (5)

Θ0,Θ1 ∈ Θ, Θ0 ∩Θ1 = ∅. Assume that the prior p.d.f. p(θ) is known.
One of the possible techniques to test the hypotheses (5) is using of weight functions

proposed by Wald [12]. Introduce the notation:

Wi =

∫
Θi

p(θ)dθ, wi(θ) =
1

Wi

· p(θ) · 1Θi(θ), θ ∈ Θ, i = 0, 1; (6)

Λn = Λn(x1, . . . , xn) = ln

∫
Θ
w1(θ)

∏n
i=1 p(xi | θ)dθ∫

Θ
w0(θ)

∏n
i=1 p(xi | θ)dθ

. (7)

For testing hypotheses (5), under the notation (6), (7) the following parametric
family of tests is used:

N = min{n ∈ N : Λn 6∈ (C−, C+)}, (8)
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d = 1[C+,+∞)(ΛN), (9)

where (8) gives the stopping rule, N is the random number of the observation, at which
the decision d is made according to (9); d = i means that the hypothesis Hi, i = 0, 1,
is accepted; C− < 0, C+ > 0 are parameters of the test, which are usually choosen in
practice according to (4).

In [7], expressions in the explicite form are derived for the special case of the data
distribution, and asymptotic expansions are constructed in the general case for the
performance characteristics, also under distortions. The robust sequential test [6] is
constructed by the minimax risk criterion.
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Abstract

We give a description of a portable system for continuous acquisition of the
brain electrical activity based on ARM microcomputers driven by Linux and
discuss some problems which arise while developing, implementing, and �ne-
tuning the system.
Keywords: data science, brain electrical activity, ARM microcomputer, contin-
uous acquisition

We developed, implemented, and �ne-tuned a portable system for continuous ac-
quisition of the electrical activity of a brain. The key features of the system consist
of the following: high sensitivity (µV); high-resolution measurement (discretisation up
to a hundred kHz per channel); presence of no �lters of the input signal in both the
analogue-to-digital converter and ampli�er modules; this results in the near absence
of analogue data loss while acquiring the real time brain bioelectrical activity. The
problem to prevent garbling of the input data due to intense electromagnetic pollution
of the environment was solved by making use of a multilayer shielding of the analogue
part of the system and by using an autonomous direct current power source to feed
the whole system.

We investigated the role which the brain cortex plays in formation of the nociceptive
reactions by means of analysis of the electroencephalogram and the evoked potentials
(EPs) acquired in the somatosensory S1HL and the anterior cingulate Cg areas of
cerebral cortex in the right hemisphere in immobilised Wistar male rats before the
intraperitoneal injection of a lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and at the 1st, 3rd and 7th days
after it upon an electrocutaneous stimulation of the tail. The stimulation of the rat
tail was by single rectangular current impulses. The EPs were then averaged. In [1, 2],
we give an example of dynamics of nociceptive EPs registered in the S1HL area of rat's
cerebral cortex. We thus came to the classical biostatistics problem to �nd whether
there was an e�ect of a single administration of a drug or not (see, e.g., [7]); to solve it,
we made use of the non-parametric Wilcoxon test; this test uses only the information
on the di�erences between values of the parameters and their signs, and there is no
need to make assumptions concerning the laws of distribution of the di�erences of the
parameters under investigation upon the action of the drug. The parametric tests
based on the normal approximations appear to be of little use in our case.

If one takes the laboratory animal as a �black box� whose input is some external
stimulus while the output yields a high-volume data �ow, then the aim of the experi-
ment consists of separating the response to the input stimulus in this �ow.
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Because of inevitable wear and outdating to which the computer and other labora-
tory equipment is subject to, we have to go through a severe upgrade and modernisation
of the system described in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].

The stimuli routed to an experimental animal via the constant current isolator
unit A365D (World Precision Instruments, Inc.) are now precision-controlled by a
Raspberry Pi 3B+ 64-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 microcomputer (shielded in a
metal enclosure) by means of its very well documented General Purpose Input/Output
(GPIO) interface; we use the wiringPi library. The start of acquisition of the electrical
activity of the rat brain is triggered by the synchronising impulse issued at a �xed
(maybe zero) time interval before the leading front of the stimulus impulse.

The acquisition of electrophysiological data with the use of a 16-channel analogue-
to-digital converter usbdux-fast (Incite Technology Ltd.), and the visualisation of the
acquired electroencephalogram and EPs are now carried out by another Raspberry Pi
3B+ microcomputer loaded with modi�ed Raspbian Stretch Linux with the COMEDI

project open-source drivers, tools, and libraries for data acquisition implemented as
core Linux kernel modules suitable for real-time tasks. This unit is complemented
by a high-speed SATA 2.5" hard disk drive of large enough capacity coupled with
X820 interface board by SupTronics Ltd. enclosed together in a metal heat-dissipating
electromagnetic shielding case.

The Motorola LapDock display/keyboard unit can be successfully used to operate
the whole system.

Since the libraries and the �rmwares source codes are open source, we succeeded in
implementing necessary corrections and revisions in minimal time.

The input electroencephalogram is visually monitored in real time with the use of
xoscope. In order to capture the data, we use ktimetrace; it permits to capture
samples from desired channels of our data acquisition device in a given time interval
starting either from an arbitrary time instant or from that governed by the external
synchronising signal and to save it to a �le while providing a real-time graphing display.
The data thus obtained form a text �le whose each row consists of numerical values
captured from the channels at the corresponding time instants. The size of the �le can
grow to an extremely large value, so we have to use the appropriate �le system (ext4).

A key feature implemented is visualisation of the electroencephalogram and the
results of averaging the EPs as the data are collected in the course of the experiment.

With the use of the FFTW library (developed in Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy) to implement the discrete Fourier transformation and a series of complex wavelet
transformations, we are able to observe and analyse the spectrum of the electroen-
cephalogram we acquire.

The complex of solutions we have used while developing and setting up this system
allow us to deal with a wide range of problems of electrophysiology, including elec-
tromyography, electrocardiography, electroencephalography, and recording of neuronal
activity in the brain.

All investigations were carried out on male Wistar rats in compliance with the GLP
principles.

The authors express a deep gratitude to Helio Chissini de Castro, Principal Software
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Engineer, KDE project <helio@kde.org>, who rewrote ktimetrace to make it working
on Raspbian Stretch.
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Abstract

In article investigates an open Markov networks with multiple types of cus-
tomers at a non-stationary regime. For �nding state probabilities of this networks
generalized the system of di�erence-di�erential equations (DDE) was compiled,
for the solution of which a modi�ed method of successive approximations was
proposed, combined with the method of the series. The properties of successive
approximations are described. Concrete examples of the use of open networks
in modeling the behavior of the Internet system when it is attacked by various
viruses are also presented.
Keywords: Markov network, data science, non-stationarity, di�erence-
di�erential equation

1 Introduction

The method of successive approximations is used to �nd the probabilities of the states
and expected revenues of the network systems in the case when the revenues from
transitions are deterministic and depend only on the state of the network. For the �rst
time in the area of queueing such a method was introduced by Harrison in [1] for a
closed Jackson network. Then this method was used to analyze other Markov networks
with various features [2-3]. As a result of the analysis of various networks, it was noted
that the Kolmogorov DDE system for the probabilities of network states in the general
case can be written as:

P (~d,~k,~l, t)

dt
= −Λ(~d,~k,~l)P (~d,~k,~l, t) +

n∑
i∗,j∗=0

Ψr∑
α,β,γ,θ,η=0

∞∑
m=0

1∑
b=0

Φi∗j∗αmβbγθη(~d,~k,~l)×

×P (~d+ Ii∗ − Ij∗ , ~k + Ĩα +mĨβ − bĨγ,~l + Ĩθ − Ĩη, t), (1)

where Ĩα - zero-vector of dimension Ψr, except for the component with the number
α, which equal 1, Ψ � some integer positive number , r � number of type customer,
Iα - zero-vector of dimension n, except for the component with the number α, which
equal 1, ~d - vector of dimension n with component di, where di - the number of service
lines in the i-th QS, ~k - vector of dimension Ψr with component kic, ãäå kic � the
number of positive customers of type in the i-th QS, ~l - vector of dimension Ψr with
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component lic, ãäå lic - the number of signals of type in the i-th queueing system (QS),
i = 1, n, c = 1, r.

Φi∗j∗αmβbγθη(~d,~k,~l) � transition intensity of the queueing network (QN) from state

(~d,~k,~l) in other, and this transition is characterized by the following parameters: i∗, j∗

characterize the number of QS in which the service line is broken or restored, respec-
tively, m � size of deleted group, β � number of component of vector ~k, which there is a
removal group of positive customers of the corresponding type from the corresponding
QS, α � number of corresponding component of vector ~k, in which there was a receipt of
a positive customer of the corresponding type in the corresponding QS and in the cor-
responding queue, γ � number of corresponding component of vector ~k, in which there
was a leave of a positive customer of the corresponding type from the corresponding
QS, θ, η � number of corresponding component of vector ~l in which arriving or deleting
of signal after delete positive customer of corresponding type in corresponding QS,
Λ(~d,~k,~l) � intensity of exit of state (~d,~k,~l). P (~d,~k,~l, t) � state probability (~d,~k,~l) in
moment time t.

Series
n∑

i∗,j∗=0

Ψr∑
α,β,γ,θ,η=0

∞∑
m=0

1∑
b=0

Φi∗j∗αmβbγθη(~d,~k,~l) is converge for all Markov QN.

This follows from that, what network state in all moment time is Markov chain with
countable number states, i.e. system of DDE (1) is special case of system of di�erential
equations for states probabilities of the Markov chain with continuous time, in which
Λ(~d,~k,~l) intensity of exit of state (~d,~k,~l), and sum of the series - sum of entry intensity
of this state.

2 Solution of the DDE system

The solution of the system (1) is:

P (~d,~k,~l, t) = e−Λ(~d,~k,~l)t

(
P (~d,~k,~l, 0) +

∫ t

0

eΛ(~d,~k,~l)x×

×
n∑

i∗,j∗=0

Ψr∑
α,β,γ,θ,η=0

∞∑
m=0

1∑
b=0

Φi∗j∗αmβbγθη(~d,~k,~l)×

×P (~d+ Ii∗ − Ij∗ , ~k + Ĩα +mĨβ − bĨγ,~l + Ĩθ − Ĩη, x)dx. (2)

Denote by Pq(~d,~k,~l, t) - respectively approximation P (~d,~k,~l, t) in the q-th iteration,

and Pq+1(~d,~k,~l, t) � solution of system (1) obtained by the method of successive ap-
proximations. Then from (2) it follows that

The solution of the system (1) is:

Pq+1(~d,~k,~l, t) = e−Λ(~d,~k,~l)t

(
P (~d,~k,~l, 0) +

∫ t

0

eΛ(~d,~k,~l)x×
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×
n∑

i∗,j∗=0

Ψr∑
α,β,γ,θ,η=0

∞∑
m=0

1∑
b=0

Φi∗j∗αmβbγθη(~d,~k,~l)×

×Pq(~d+ Ii∗ − Ij∗ , ~k + Ĩα +mĨβ − bĨγ,~l + Ĩθ − Ĩη, x)dx. (3)

We take the stationary solution as the initial approximation P0(~d,~k,~l, t) =

lim
t→∞

Pq(~d,~k,~l, t) = = P (~d,~k,~l) which satis�es the relation :

Λ(~d,~k,~l)P (~d,~k,~l) =
n∑

i∗,j∗=0

Ψr∑
α,β,γ,θ,η=0

∞∑
m=0

1∑
b=0

Φi∗j∗αmβbγθη(~d,~k,~l)×

×P (~d+ Ii∗ − Ij∗ , ~k + Ĩα +mĨβ − bĨγ,~l + Ĩθ − Ĩη). (4)

For successive approximations, the following statements are valid.

Theorem 1. Successive approximations Pq(~d,~k,~l, t), q = 0, 1, 2, ... , converge at t→∞
to the stationary solution of the system of equations (1).

Theorem 2. The sequence Pq(~d,~k,~l, t), q = 0, 1, 2, ..., constructed according to scheme

(4), for any zero approximation bounded in t P0(~d,~k,~l, t) converge at q → ∞ to the
unique solution of the system (1).

Theorem 3. Any approximation Pq(~d,~k,~l, t), q ≥ 1 representable as a convergent
power series

Pq(~d,~k,~l, t) =
∞∑
l=0

gql(~d,~k,~l)t
l, (5)

whose coe�cients satisfy the recurrence relations:

~gq+1l(~d,~k,~l) =
−Λ(~d,~k,~l)l

l!

{
P (~d,~k,~l, 0) +

l−1∑
u=0

(−1)u+1u!

Λ(~d,~k,~l)u+1
Dqu(~d,~k,~l)

}
(6)

~gq0 = P (~d,~k,~l, 0), ~g0l = P (~d,~k,~l, 0)δl0.

The proof of Theorems 1-3 is similarly as in [4].

3 Example of the queueing network

Consider examples of the QN, the DDE system for has the form (1).
First network is network with signals and batch removal customers. The network

description, it parameters and the DDE system for state probability is present in [4].
This system is a special case of the system (1)

Λ(~d,~k,~l) = λ+ + λ(s) +
n∑
i=1

µi,
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Φi∗j∗αmβbγθη(~d,~k,~l) =

(
δi∗j∗δ~d~1nδθηδ~l~0(δb1δαiδγj(λ

+
0ju(kj) + (µjp

+
jiu(ki))(1− δij)+

+
n∑
s=1

(1−δsi)(µipi0 +µip
−
is(1−u(ks)))+

n∑
j=1

(1−δij)λ(c)
0j qj0πjm+

n∑
s=1

(1−δjs)µjp−jsqs0πsm+

+u(m+ 1)µip
−
is(1− u(ks))qs0πsm + δb1δαiδβjδγsµip

−
ijqjsu(ks)

)
,

where δij =

{
1, i = j,
0, i 6= j.

, u(x) � Heaviside function.

This network applied at modeling of the operation of the Internet server, which is prone
to attacks of exploits.The QS is understood as the processor of user requests in this
server. Positive customers � the requests themselves, and signals (act as a negative
customer or the exploit) which transfer requests to the phishing site. Signals that act
as triggers are developer exploits that move requests from one developer to another.

Second network is G-network with unreliable nodes. The Network description, him
parameters and the DDE system for state probabilities is present in [5]. The system is
a special case of the system (1) has the form

Λ(~d,~k,~l) =
n∑
i=1

(
λ+

0iu(ki) + u(di)(λ
−
0i + µi + γi) + βi(di + 1)

)
,

Φi∗j∗αmβbγθη(~d,~k,~l) = δ0bδ0αδθηδ~1~0(δ0mδ0i∗γiu(dj)+

+δ0mδ0j∗βiu(1 − di)) + δi∗j∗(δ0mδ0αδ1bδγjλ
+
0iu(ki) + δ0mδiαδ0b× ×u(di∗)(µipi0 + λ−0i +

µi

n∑
j=1

p−ij(1− u(ki))) +δ0mδiαδ1bδγjµiu(di)p
+
iju(kj)+

+δ1mδiαδ0bδβjµiu(di)p
−
ij.

This model is also used at modeling Internet servers. Positive customer are user
requests, negative customer are the e�ect of a Botnet, which destroys the request in
the developer's queue. Under the in�uence of the DDOS-attack the handler fails, and
after repair by an engineer it recovers after a random time.
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Abstract

Processes in which the components of the vector of input actions are in
stochastic dependence are considered in the report. Such processes are called H-
processes. Computational studies have shown that H-processes occur in a space
of fractional dimension. An algorithm for estimating the dimension of the space
in which the process proceeds is proposed. Computational experiments were car-
ried out on the basis of the proposed algorithm. Experiments have shown that
the dimension of the space in which the H-process proceeds is not only fractional,
but also variable.
Keywords: data science, fractional dimension space, H-process

1 Introduce

While multidimensional memoryless processes are studying, ~u ∈ Ω(~u) ⊂ Rn � control
variables vector, ~x ∈ Ω(~x) ⊂ Rk - output variables vector, the following case can arise.
When the model is constructed according to the sample xi, ui, i = 1, s, as an example
Aα(~u(t), ~x(t), ~α), then if ~u ∈ Ω(~u) ⊂ Rn we can achieve an estimate ~xs /∈ Ω(~x), i.e.
outside the technological rules, even physically impossible ~x(~u) values. This fact can
be explained by following considerations.

Let the process proceeds in a single cube Ω(~u, x) = Ω(u1, u2, x) ⊂ R3. The process
range is ΩH(~u, x) ⊂ Ω(~u, x), representing the surface in the area Ω(~u, x) (Fig. 1), we
omit the in�uence of noise ξ(t) and measurement errors, for simplicity.

Figure 1: Scheme of the H-process
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Real values of the process variables may be known from the technological rules, for
example. Thus process takes place in some area Ω(u1, u2, x), in particular, a single
cube. If there are a stochastic dependence of input variables the process does not take
place in the area Ω(u1, u2, x), but only in its subarea ΩH(u1, u2u, x) ⊂ Ω(u1, u2, x).
True process area ΩH(~u, x) is always unknown, precisely this is the main complexity
when modelling this kind of processes, named H-processes, in other words, pipe process
(Fig.1). An example of such processes can be any processes in which the components
of the vector of input actions are stochastically dependent.

2 The processes in the changing fractional dimension

space

Let us give an example is concerned with the identi�cation of the memoryless system.
Let the object be described by the equation

x(~u) = f(u1, u2, u3), (1)

f(u1, u2, u3) ∈ R3 � input variable, x ∈ R1 � output variable. The traditional
way to build a model of this process is to de�ne a class of parametric operator
x̂(~u) = f̂(u1, u2, u3, α) and further estimate α parameters using a sample of obser-
vations (~ui, xi), i = 1, s. s � sample size.

Let the components of input variables vector ~u = (u1, u2, u3) are independent. In
this case, the process takes place in 4-dimensional space.

We assume that the components of input vector are in function dependence. For
example:

u2 = φ1(u1), u3 = φ2(u2) = φ2(φ1(u1)). (2)

Obviously, the researcher does not know about dependencies (2). Otherwise, the
researcher can make the substitution (2) in (1) and get the dependence of x on one
variable u1:

x(~u) = f(u1, φ1(u1), φ2(φ1(u1))). (3)

Equation (3) is easily reduced to the two-dimensional (4), when there is no depen-
dence of u3 on u2.

x(~u) = f(u1, φ1(u1), u3). (4)

From this we can conclude that, in the presence of functional dependencies between
the components of the vector, we obtain the dependences of x on u, in this case one-,
two-, three-dimensional.

Let us analyze the case related to H-processes. Let u3 and u2, have a stochastic
dependence. Remind, if the components of input vector are independent, the process
is described by a function of three variables. If two components of input vector are
functionally dependent, the process is described by a function of two variables. If two
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components of input vector are stochastically dependent the process is described by a
function of more than two variables, but less than three.

When the stochastic dependence of process input variables exists, it occurs in pipe
space with fractional dimension F λ.

Dimension calculation can be estimated F λ as (5), for example [1]:

dimF λ = (n+ 1)−
n−1∑
k=1

λk,k+1, λk,k+1 =

∑s
j=1(uks(u

k+1
j )− ukj )2

σ2(uk)
(5)

n � vector ~u dimension; λk,k+1 is the �strength� of the stochastically dependence between
uk and uk+1 (for example correlation between uk and uk+1); σ

2(uk) � random variance
uk; uks(u

k+1
j ) � non-parametric estimation of Nadaraya-Watson M{uk|uk+1}

Dimension calculation F λ can be estimated other ways.

3 The numerical studies of H-processes

The process is described by the function x = f(~u). Dimension of the vector ~u is 10.
The components of the vector of input actions are functionally dependent. It is

important to note that the dimension of the space in which the process proceeds de-
pends on the strength of the stochastic connection between the components of the
vector of input variables (this is the second term in (5)). To change the strength of the
stochastic connection, between the components of the vector of input variables on the
components of the vector of input variables is superimposed noize ξ(t). Considered 2
cases in the �rst ξ(t) = 0%, and in the second ξ(t) = 10%.

We construct a graph of the dependence between the sample size of observations
and the estimate of the dimension of the space in which the process takes place.

Figure 2: Estimation of dim F λ depending on the sample size

As can be seen from �gure 2, for small volumes of a sample of observations, the
algorithm does not accurately estimate the dimension of the space in which the process
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proceeds. With an increase in the sample size of observations (~ui, xi), i = 1, s, the
estimation accuracy increases, approaching 2, when ξ(t) = 0% or 3 when ξ(t) = 10%.

We construct a graph of the dependence between the sample size of observations
and the estimate of the dimension of the space in which the process takes place for the
case when the dimension of the vector ~u is 2. The components of the vector of input
actions are also in a functional dependence.

Figure 3: Estimation of dim F λ depending on the sample size

Figure 3 also shows that with an increase in the sample size of observations, the ac-
curacy of estimating the dimension of the space in which the process proceeds increases,
approaching 2, when ξ(t) = 0% or 2,1 when ξ(t) = 10%.

It should be noted that it is important for the researcher not the ability to determine
the dimension of the space in which such processes take place, but the ability to build
models of such processes.

4 Conclusion

Numerical researches proved that dimension of the H-process space is a variable quan-
tity. This may mean that in addition to formula (5), other procedures for the di-
mension calculating can be proposed. Obviously, di�erent formulas will give similar
results under identical conditions. This is due to the following factors: the in�uence of
interference, sample sizes, the location of samples in the observation space [1].
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Abstract

When the requirements to system integrity are not speci�ed (including dan-
gerous manufacture, �smart�equipment, robotic systems, arti�cial intelligence sys-
tems etc.) the questions are appeared: What time can pass before crossing of
conditional border of a possible critical loss of integrity? How to de�ne this con-
ditional time border quantitatively (to use preventive countermeasures in real
time)? The mathematical approach to solve a problem of predicting mean time
before critical integrity losses for complex system, when explicit quantitative re-
quirements to integrity are not speci�ed, is proposed.
Keywords: data science, integrity loss, prediction

1 Introduction

For modern complex systems there are often problems of predicting mean time before
critical integrity losses - it is understood as virtual crossing a conditional border of
integrity. System (element) integrity is de�ned as such system (element) state when
system (element) purposes are achieved with the required quality and safety. Reser-
voirs with water on coal mines may serve an example of system when quantitative
requirements to integrity are de�ned obviously. Filling reservoir above de�ned upper
border is inadmissible because of possible over�ow of the reservoir and mine �ood-
ing. And �lling of the reservoir below de�ned bottom border is inadmissible from the
point of view of readiness to �re-prevention actions. However at systems operation
in the conditions of uncertainty (for example, in dangerous manufacture) there are
cases when integrity borders are fuzzy or are not speci�ed. So, for enterprise equip-
ment the monitored values parameters are always to be kept within working ranges.
But really for some parameters there are deviations not only from working, but also
from normative borders. And thus critical integrity losses do not appear (emergencies,
failure, quality or safety losses), though long deviations from normative requirements
potentially conduct to integrity losses. The questions are: What time can pass be-
fore crossing of such conditional border of a possible critical loss of integrity? How to
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de�ne this conditional time border quantitatively (to use preventive countermeasures
in real time)? Similar questions are not only for dangerous manufacture, but also for
�smart�equipment, robotic systems, arti�cial intelligence systems. Integrity losses of
requirements to quality, reliability or safety at systems operation are critical indepen-
dent on borders which are speci�ed obviously or not speci�ed [1]. It is proposed the
mathematical approach to solve such problem.

2 Description of idea

The mathematical model, allowing to calculate the probability of integrity during given
prognostic period (Tgiven) should be selected. Analytical impression should reveal de-
pendability on frequency of dangerous in�uences (de�ning the beginning of in�uencing),
mean activation time, mean recovery time, time between the end of diagnostics and
the beginning of next diagnostics, diagnostics time. Considering that the prediction
is useful for such time Tgiven, for which it is possible to undertake preventive actions,
and this time practically equals to activation time (when �integrity�may be lost after
beginning of in�uencing), we de�ne values of these parameters as unknown and desig-
nate these by one unknown �x�.
Further, setting con�dence probability of integrity during given prognostic period we
solve the analytical equation to �nd unknown �x�. The maximum value of all revealed
solutions �x�gives more wide opportunities for a choice and use of adequate preventive
countermeasures against possible losses of integrity. This is the found solution.

3 Selected probabilistic model

For every element and whole system the next limited set of two elementary events is
proposed: �integrity is provided�(when from integrity point of view no additional ac-
tions are needed) and alternatively �integrity is lost�(when some actions are needed for
recovering lost integrity).
For calculation in point of given prognostic period Tgiven the probabilistic model �Pro-
tection against dangerous in�uences� [1] is selected. It allows to estimate technology
of periodical system diagnostics. During diagnostics the recovery of lost integrity is
initiated (if needed). The next metrics are used for probabilistic prediction: the prob-
ability P (Tinfl, Tactiv, Tbetw., Tdiag, Tgiven) of integrity during given prognostic period (if
all time during this given period element or system will be in elementary event �in-
tegrity is provided�) and the probability to lose integrity (if at least once during this
given period element or system will be in event �integrity is lost�) - as addition to 1
the probability of integrity.
If element or whole system is presented as �black box�the input data for probabilistic
prediction are the next: given prognostic period Tgiven; frequency of dangerous in�u-
ences on �black box� 1

Tinfl
(de�ning the beginning of in�uencing); mean activation time

Tactiv (when �integrity�may be lost after beginning of in�uencing); time between the
end of diagnostics and the beginning of next diagnostics Tbetw.; diagnostics time Tdiag.
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The next assumption is used: diagnostics time includes recovery time.
There are possible the next variants for technologies 1 and 2: variant 1 - the given
prognostic period Tgiven is less than established period between neighboring diag-
nostics (Tgiven < Tbetw. + Tdiag) - see Figure 1; variant 2 - the prognostic period
Tgiven is more than or equals to established period between ne ighboring diagnostics
(Tgiven ≥ Tbetw. + Tdiag).

Figure 1: Some elementary events (left - �integrity is provided�, right - �integrity is
lost� during Tgiven)

The next formulas for probability distribution function (PDF) of time between the
losses of element or system integrity are proposed under the condition of independence.
PDF for the model, variant 1: the probability of integrity is equal to

P(1)(t) = 1− Ωinfl(t) ∗ Ωactiv(t), (1)

where Ωinfl(t) - is the PDF of time between neighboring dangerous in�uences; Ωactiv(t)
- is the PDF of activation time. These PDF Ωinfl(t) and Ωactiv(t) may be exponential

PDF, Ωinfl(t) = 1 − e
−t

Tinfl , Ωactiv(t) = 1 − e
−t

Tactiv - see rationale in [1]. For di�erent
threats a frequency of dangerous in�uences for these PDF is the sum of frequencies of
every kind of in�uences.
PDF for the model, variant 2: the probability of integrity is equal to

P(2)(Tgiven) = N(
Tbetw + Tdiag

Tgiven
)P(1)N(Tbetw + Tdiag) + (

Trmn
Tgiven

)P(1)(Trmn), (2)

where N =
Tgiven

Tbetw+Tdiag
, Trmn = Tgiven − N(Tbetw + Tdiag). The probability of integrity

P(1)(t) is de�ned by (1).

4 Solution for �Black box�

The proposed method allows to estimate mean time before critical integrity losses of
element or system, presented as �black box�, for the given con�dence probability to
lose integrity Pconf (Tgiven). The found mean time before critical integrity losses is a
solution x0 of equation:

P (Tinfl, x, Tbetw, Tdiag, x) = Pconf (x) (3)
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concerning of unknown parameter x. For calculations the formulas (1) - (2) are
used. Tinfl is the mathematical expectation of PDF Ωinfl(t), it is de�ned by pa-
rameter statistics. The others parameters Tbetw., Tdiag in (3) are known. According
to properties of function P (Tinfl, Tactiv, Tbetw., Tdiag, Tgiven) the maximal x exists when
0 < P (Tinfl, x, Tbetw, Tdiag, x) < 1. I.e. the mean time before critical integrity losses is
equal to maximum X0 from all de�ned x0 as solution of (3).

5 Solution for complex system

The model above is applicable to the system presented as one element �Black box�.
The main result of such system modelling is the mean time before critical integrity
losses X0 depending on threats, periodic diagnostics and recovery time [1]. For a
complex system with parallel or serial structure integrated mean time before critical
integrity losses is estimated from X0i , de�ned for i-th element by using method for
�Black box�. Let's consider the elementary structure from two independent parallel
elements that means logic connection �OR�or series elements that means logic connec-
tion �AND�. The mean time before critical integrity losses X0 for system combined
from two independent elements is equal to X0 = 1

1
X01

+ 1
X02

for series connection and

X0 = X01 +X02 − 1
1

X01
+ 1
X02

for parallel connection.

It is correct for assumption that random values of time before critical integrity losses
are distributed exponentially with mean X0i.

Example. Let the frequency of dangerous in�uences is 1time a month (Tinfl =
1month), time between the end of diagnostics and the beginning of next diagnostics
is equal to 8 hours (Tbetw = 8hours). Diagnostics and recovery time is neglected
(Tdiag = 0). If con�dence probability is about 0.95, prognostic mean time before
critical integrity losses is equal to 222 hours for obligatory adequate reaction every 8
hours. For rare events 1time a year the level of probability to lose integrity is about
0.9996.
For con�dence probability of integrity about 0.99 estimated mean time before critical
integrity losses may be very hard. Therefore con�dence probability is recommended
to set on level from 0.8 to 0.99 in dependence on system or element importance and
possibilities for counteractions or from practice statistics. The approach is implemented
by the Joint-Stock Company �Siberian Coal Energy Company�which is the leading coal
producer in Russia and one of the world's largest coal companies [1].
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Abstract

The article deals with the problem of color image compression. A statistical
approach based on a restricted Boltzmann machine is investigated. An original
algorithm for learning the neural network is proposed. The algorithm implements
the annealing method. The e�ectiveness of training is based on the use of data
parallelization technology.
Keywords: restricted Boltzmann machine, annealing method, data compression,
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1 Introduction

As a result of the rapid development of the information society and the transition to
the era of the digital economy the problem of transferring large amounts of data arises.
Therefore, for their e�ective transmission, the problem of information compression
becomes urgent.

Compression can be performed without loss, for which di�erent data coding algo-
rithms are used. Or with losses, by constructing various types of informative statistics.
The latter allows to achieve a higher compression ratio. In particular, lossy compres-
sion can be applied when minor data loss is not critical. For example, in television
broadcasting, the blurring of an image or the complete loss of several frames is not
signi�cant.

One approach to solving the problem of compressing color images is associated with
the use of a restricted Boltzmann machine. However, the e�ectiveness of the solution
in this case essentially depends on the organization of the learning process.

The paper proposes an e�ective learning algorithm (which implements the ideology
of the annealing method), based on the technology of data parallelization.

2 Problem analysis

Consider the problem of compressing colored rectangular images. In the most general
form, it can be formulated as follows.

Let N color images be given. Each image is de�ned by a matrix of dimension nxm.
The elements of the matrix i, j are the pixels that describe the brightness value of the
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image at a given point {
P = {pij}, i = 1, n, j = 1,m

pij = (xij, yij, zij) ∈ ([0, 255])3
(1)

where xij, yij, zij - the content of the red, green and blue colors in a pixel pij.
It is required to develop an algorithm that implements image compression process

with minimal loss of information.
Consider the solution of the formulated problem using the restricted Boltzmann

machine. It is one of the varieties of recurrent neural networks. Traditionally restricted
Boltzmann machine is used to solve problems of compression, semantic search and data
cleaning [1]. The process of training such a network requires a lot of time. Therefore,
gradient methods (CD-n, PT-n-k and PCD) are usually used to train it. At the same
time, the last two are modi�cations of the base CD method.

Sometimes during sampling, an annealing method is used to improve the accuracy
of the gradient estimation [2]. However, the annealing method is not used directly as an
algorithm for training a restricted Boltzmann machine. It is considered that the learn-
ing process in this case is time consuming. However, with increasing computational
power of computers, this problem becomes less signi�cant.

It can be noted that the annealing method has several advantages:
- with an in�nitely large number of iterations (with a decrease in temperature

exponentially), the method converges almost certainly to the optimal solution, i.e

P ( lim
n→+∞

xn = x∗) = 1 (2)

where xn - state at the moment of the n-th iteration, x* - optimal solution;
- does not require di�erentiability of the optimized functional;
- is simple to implement (only meta-parameters and set of transitions are con�g-

ured);
- the problem of a local minimum is solved in a natural way with the help of high

temperatures.

3 Architecture of the restricted Boltzmann machine

Let us consider in more detail the architecture and features of the functioning of the re-
stricted Boltzmann machine. At the heart of the machine is the concept of a stochastic
neuron. The result of the stochastic neuron is the implementation of a random variable
with a certain distribution law. Depending on the distribution law in the neurons of
the input and hidden layers, there are several types of restricted Boltzmann machines.
In this case, the type Gauss-Bernoulli is considered. This choice was made on the basis
of the theorem of the universal approximation. This variant of a restricted Boltzmann
machine of Gauss � Bernoulli type is a universal approximator.

Formally, a restricted Boltzmann machine can be represented as a fully connected
bipartite graph G = (X,U), where X - vertex set - stochastic neurons, U - edges set -
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synaptic connections.{
X = X1 ∪X2, X1 ∩X2 = Ø

U = {u = (x1, x2)|∀x1 ∈ X1,∀x2 ∈ X2}
(3)

vertices of subset X1 - set the neurons of the input layer, X2 - output layer neurons.
The number of neurons in the input layer is determined by the size of the input

image. Since the input number is eight-bit, then in the hidden layer (for its lossless
coding) 8 binary neurons are required. Therefore, the number of neurons in the hidden
and the input layer to compress the image in k times was determined by the formula:|X1| = nm

|X2| =
8nm

k

(4)

To each vertex of the input layer we assign a set of parameters V B = {b} - vertex
o�sets and σ = {σ} - vertex variances, and to the vertices of the output layer - set of
parameters HB = {g} - vertex o�sets. The sizes of the sets are equal respectively

|V B| = |σ| = |X1|, |HB| = |X2| (5)

Each edge connecting a pair of vertices of the input and output layers will be
assigned a set of parameters W = {w} - the weights of the edges.

The size of the set is equal to the following value

|W | = |X1||X2| (6)

Thus, the described family of neural networks can be de�ned by four types of
parameters (see Fig 1):

RBM = (W,V B, σ,HB) (7)

In this case, a speci�c Boltzmann machine is speci�ed by �xing the values of the
parameters from the above sets. In fact, at the training stage, the neural network is
set up for an objective task.

Thus, the restricted Boltzmann machine functions in two main modes. In the
learning mode, the values of the parameters are calculated, which determine in the
family of machines a speci�c instance for solving an applied problem. In the working
mode, compression (encoding) of the image and its recovery (decoding) are performed.

4 Training a restricted Boltzmann machine

Consider the approach to the problem of learning a restricted Boltzmann machine using
the annealing method.

The following algorithm is proposed that implements the ideology of the method.
At the preliminary stage, initialization (setting the initial values) of the parameters

(W, VB, HB, σ), initial temperature T0 and cooling coe�cient α is performed.
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Figure 1: Gauss-Bernoulli RBM architecture

The main stage of the learning algorithm implements a procedure for sequentially
updating the values of the speci�ed parameters using a certain quality functional.

Describe the process to update settings in more detail. For simplicity, consider it
on the example of the set of parameters W. For other sets, this procedure is identical.

To the set of parameters W, we associate a segment Lw of length l. After that,
each element of the set W is sequentially placed in the center of the given segment.
To determine the direction of change of parameter values, we generate a base random
variable. If it is more than 0.5, then the value of the parameter increases, otherwise it
decreases.

New parameter values are de�ned as follows. A random permutation is generated,
the number of elements of which is equal to the number of elements of the set W. We
order the elements of the set W in accordance with the permutation and change the
values of the �rst Wp elements of the set. The new value of the parameter is determined
as a result of the implementation of a uniformly distributed random variable on the
segment, the ends of which are the current value of the parameter, and the end of the
segment towards which the change is made.

Similarly, actions are sequentially performed for the sets VB, HB, σ.
For newly obtained parameter values, the quality functional is calculated.
As the latter, it is proposed to use the following function:

F (W,V B,HB, σ) =
1

Nnm

N∑
i=1

nm∑
j=1

|xij − f−1(yij)| (8)

where yij - reconstituted input signal of restricted Boltzmann machine, f−1 - inverse
function of the preliminary transformation of input data.

Then a decision is made to move to a new state:
- if the value of the functional is greater than the current one, then we move to the

new state with probability:

P (y|x) = exp

(
−F (y)− F (x)

Ti

)
(9)

where x - current state, y - state selected for transition, F - minimized objective
function, Ti - temperature of i-th iteration
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- else we always move to a new state.
Further cooling takes place according to the rule:

Ti+1 = αTi (10)

After cooling, the obtained solution is checked for optimality:
the solution is optimal if during the last S iterations there has not been a transition

to a new state. If the solution obtained is optimal, then:
- stop algorithm,
- otherwise go to the next iteration.
Thus, as a result of the learning process in the parameter space, describing the

family of restricted Boltzmann machines, their speci�c values are �xed. This builds a
speci�c instance of the machine that best suits the objective task. And in this case,
you can go directly to the process of compressing images.

5 Experiments and results

The e�ectiveness of the approach was tested experimentally. For the compression prob-
lem, STL-10 dataset from the repository of Stanford University [4] was used. This is
one hundred thousand unmarked color images of 96x96 pixels. Each image is described
by 27648 integers (in the range from 0 to 255), specifying the content of red, green and
blue colors [5].

The experiments were carried out on a computer with a 4 core processor and a
nvidia 1060 3gb video card.

Measurement of operations time was performed using the function gettimeofday.
Before training, each input image was represented by three components: Red,

Green, Blue.
Received three data array dimension nxmxN, where nxm � image size, N - number

of objects in the dataset. Arrays were divided into blocks of lower dimension. The
blocks described the image from left to right, top to bottom.

Each block was processed by a separate neural network. This gave a number of
advantages:

- learning machines are completely independent. Each machine has its own param-
eters and its own training data. This allowed parallelizing the learning process;

- decomposition reduced the total number of tunable parameters, which reduced
the amount of computation.

For each i,j-th block element (i=1,n;j=1,m) arithmetic average was calculated. Then
it was subtracted from the initial values of the i, j-th element. As a result, the data
preprocessing was as follows:

f(xlij) =
1

3
(xlij − µij), l = 1, N (11)

where µij - arithmetic average of coordinate (i;j).
For the experiments, the images were divided into blocks of 12x12. The experiments

were carried out within the framework of one block by splitting it into mini blocks of
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16 elements. To calculate the training time, the experimentally obtained time was
multiplied by the number of blocks of 12x12 in the original images.

Each mini-block was processed on a separate Boltzmann machine. The input layer
of the machine contained the number of neurons equal to the size of the mini-block.

As a result of the experiments, the following main results were obtained.
At 32-fold compression, the loss was 15%, and the estimated training time was 2.2

days. These results are comparable to similar results obtained using gradient methods:
2 days and 20% loss [7]. This suggests the possibility of practical use of the approach
described in this paper for solving the problem of color image compression.

6 Conclusion

The article deals with the problem of color image compression. A statistical approach
based on a restricted Boltzmann machine is investigated. An original algorithm for
learning the neural network is proposed. The algorithm implements the annealing
method. The e�ectiveness of training is based on the use of data parallelization tech-
nology.

It was experimentally shown that with proper selection of parameters in the learning
algorithm and the use of parallelization technology, the learning process is carried out
in a reasonable time [7]. This allows us to make an assumption about the prospects of
using the idea of random search in the development of deep learning algorithms. With
the rapid development of computer technology, such algorithms can be e�ectively used
to train neural networks and, in particular, for a restricted Boltzmann machine.
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Abstract

Bee tra�c is the number of bees moving in a given area in front of a speci�c
hive over a given period of time. Video-based bee tra�c analysis has the potential
to automate the assessment of bee tra�c levels, which, in turn, may lead to the
automation of honeybee colony health assessment. In this paper, we evaluate
several convolutional networks to classify regions of detected motion as BEE or
NO-BEE in videos captured by BeePi, an electronic beehive monitoring system.
We compare the performance of several convolutional neural networks with the
performance of support vector machines and random forests on the same image
dataset.
Keywords: convolutional network, support vector machine, random forest, bee
tra�c, data science

1 Introduction

Many beekeepers watch bee tra�c to ascertain the state of their honey bee colonies,
because bee tra�c carries information on colony behavior. Bee tra�c patterns change
in response to stressors such as failing queens, predatory mites, and airborne toxicants.
While experienced beekeepers can tell changes in bee tra�c levels in stressed colonies,
they may not always be able to determine the exact causes of the changes without
hive inspections. Unfortunately, hive inspections disrupt the life cycle of bee colonies
and put additional stress on the bees. Since beekeepers cannot monitor their hives
continuously due to obvious problems with logistics and fatigue, a consensus is emerging
among researchers and practitioners that video-based analysis of bee tra�c levels can
become an integral component of electronic beehive monitoring and help extract critical
information on colony behavior and phenology without invasive beehive inspections and
considerable transportation costs.
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Figure 1: A sample of images from BEE1; the �rst 3 rows include images classi�ed as
BEE; the last 2 rows consist of images classi�ed as NO-BEE.

In this investigation, we focused on training and evaluating three types of classifers �
convolutional networks (ConvNets) [1], random forests [2], and support-vector machines
(SVM) [3] � to categorize motion regions detected by the video-processing algorithm
of BeePi, a multi-sensor electronic beehive monitoring system we designed and built in
2014 [4], and have been iteratively modifying since then [5].

Once mounted on top of a Langstroth beehive, a BeePi monitor captures a 30-
second 360x240 video every 15 minutes from 8:00 to 21:00 at a frame rate of 25 frames
per second. Each captured video is processed for motion detection. We experimented
with three motion detection algorithms available in OpenCV 3.0.0 (www.opencv.org):
KNN, MOG, and MOG2. Although all three algorithms performed on par, we found
that MOG worked slightly better than either KNN or MOG2, because it was less
sensitive to shadows.

The output of the motion detection module is a set of 32x32 image regions centered
around detected motion points. Fig. 1 gives a sample of detected motion regions. Each
detected motion region is classi�ed by a trained classi�er (e.g., a convolutional neural
network, a random forest, or an SVM) into two classes � BEE or NO-BEE. Thus, for
each video, the video processing algorithm returns an estimate of the number of bees
that moved in a given region in front the beehive over a 30-second period.

2 Image Data

The image dataset for this investigation was obtained from the videos captured by four
BeePi monitors placed on four Langstroth hives with Italian honeybee colonies. Two
monitors were deployed in an apiary in Logan, UT, USA and the other two � in an
apiary in North Logan, UT, USA from April 2017 to September 2017.

We randomly selected 40 videos from June and July 2017. The image dataset
was then obtained by using the MOG algorithm to automatically extract 54,392 32x32
motion regions from the videos (see Fig. 1). We obtained the ground truth classi�cation
by manually labeling the 54,392 32x32 images with two categories - BEE (if it contained
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at least one bee) or NO-BEE (if it contained no bees or only a small part of a bee). The
image dataset from the apiary in Logan, UT was used for model training and testing.
The image dataset from the apiary in North Logan, UT was used for model validation.

We executed the ANOVA and MANOVA analyses on the labeled image dataset
to determine whether its training (class 0), testing (class 1), and validation (class 2)
images are statistically signi�cantly di�erent. We used the following image features
as independent variables in our analysis � contrast, energy, and homogeneity. The
dependent variables were class 0, class 1, and class 2. The MANOVA analysis with 1
degree of freedom gave the Pillai coe�cient of 0.018588, the F value of 107.47, and
Pr(> F ) < 2.2e−16. The ANOVA analysis on contrast gave the mean squared value of
2.3607, the F value of 148.2, and Pr(> F ) < 2e− 16. The ANOVA analysis on energy
gave the mean squared value of 6.237, the F value of 313.2, and Pr(> F ) < 2e − 16.
The ANOVA analysis on homogeneity gave the mean squared value of 0.18043, the F
value of 152.2, and Pr(> F ) < 2e − 16. Since in all cases the P value is < 0.0005,
the three training, testing, and validation datasets are signi�cantly di�erent in terms
of contrast, energy, and homogeneity.

3 Experiments

We performed an exhaustive search for an optimal ConvNet by starting with 1 hidden
layer and 1 max pooling layer and varying the �lter size, the number of hidden layers,
and the number of nodes in each hidden layer. An addition of a hidden layer was
always followed with an addition of a max pooling layer with a kernel size of 2. All
hidden layers used the ReLU activation function and the adam optimizer. The learning
rate was set to 0.001; the loss function was the categorical cross entropy. All models
were trained for 50 epochs with a batch size of 50. Table 1 gives a summary of the
ConvNet architectures constructed with exhaustive search. Increasing the number of
hidden layers above 6 did not improve the results of the best performing 5-hidden layer
model.

Table 1: Best ConvNet models discovered through exhaustive search.
Num. HLs Test Loss Test Accuracy Valid Accuracy

1 0.09 97.93% 50.34%
2 0.03 99.31% 74.58%
3 0.03 99.34% 78.29%
4 0.02 99.46% 81.63%
5 0.03 99.32% 86.57%
6 0.03 99.51% 83.29%

We also designed several ConvNets by hand. The best performing manual ConvNet
had 8 layers: input, output, and 6 hidden layers. The �rst 7 layers use ReLU as their
activation function. The last layer uses sofmax and categorical cross entropy. The �rst
two hidden layers use batch normalization. The last 5 layers use a dropout with a keep
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probability of 0.5. Table 2 gives the confusion matrix of this ConvNet on the validation
dataset.

Table 2: Confusion matrix of best hand-crafted ConvNet.
No-Bee Bee Accuracy

No-Bee 1677 15 99.11%
Bee 1 1809 99.99%
Total Accuracy 99.54%

To obtain some standard machine learning benchmarks, we trained and tested SVMs
and random forests on the same image dataset. All SVMs used the linear kernel with
the max-iter parameter varying from 10 to 1000. The best performing SVM on the
validation dataset had a max-iter of 1000 and an accuracy of 51.13%. The confusion
matrix for this SVM is given in Table 3.

Table 3: Confusion matrix of linear SVM on validation dataset for max-iter 1000.
No-Bee Bee Total Accuracy

No-Bee 822 896 1718 47.84%
Bee 828 982 1810 54.25%
Total Accuracy 51.13%

We trained and valided random forests with 10, 50, 80, and 100 trees. The best
performing random forest on the validation dataset had 50 trees and achieved an ac-
curacy of 93.67%. In summary, random forests performed much better than the SVMs
and all the ConvNet models obtained through exhaustive search but were 6% below
the hand-crafted ConvNet.

Table 4: Confusion matrix of random forest with 50 trees on validation dataset.
No-Bee Bee Total Accuracy

No-Bee 1664 54 1718 96.85%
Bee 169 1641 1810 90.66%
Total Accuracy 93.67%
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Abstract

In this paper we consider n-dimensional mixed type stochastic di�erential
equations driven by multivariate fractional Brownian motions with Hurst indices
greater than 1

3 , standard Brownian motions and a drift term. Using a Taylor type
development we obtain an expansion of expectations Ptg = Eg(Xx

t ) for small t,
where Xx

t denotes the solution of the mentioned stochastic di�erential equation
with initial value x ∈ Rn, and g : Rn → R is a su�ciently smooth function.
Keywords: data science, fractional Brownian motion, asymptotic expansion,
stochastic di�erential equation

1 Introduction

We consider a mixed type stochastic di�erential equation

dXt = f(Xt)dt+ h(Xt)dWt + σ(Xt)dB
H
t , t ∈ [0, T ], (1)

where h = (h1, . . . , hd1), σ = (σ1, . . . , σd2), f : Rn → Rn, hi : Rn → Rn, σj : Rn → Rn

i = 1, . . . , d1, j = 1, . . . , d2 are su�ciently smooth functions with bounded derivatives,

Wt = (W 1
t , . . . ,W

d1
t )T , BH

t = (BH1
t , . . . , B

Hd2
t )T , W i

t and B
Hj
t , i = 1, . . . , d1, j =

1, . . . , d2, are independent one-dimensional standard Brownian motions and fractional
Brownian motions with Hurst indices Hj ∈ (1/3, 1), respectively. Denote by Xx

t the
solution of the equation (1) with an initial condition X0 = x ∈ Rn. Here, the solution
is understood as the solution of the corresponding integral equation with Ito integral
against Wt and pathwise Gubinelli rough path integral against BH

t .
Stochastic di�erential equations containing a drift term and both fractional Brow-

nian motions and Wiener processes are called mixed type stochastic di�erential equa-
tions. D. Nualart and G. Guerra [2] have proved the existence and uniqueness theorem
for equations containing Wiener process Wt and fractional Brownian BH

t motion with
Hurst index H > 1/2 combining Ito and Young integrals theory. Y. Mishura and G.
Shevchenko [8] have generalized the existence theorem for such equations to the case
when Wt and BH

t are not necessary independent. Reader can also �nd some gener-
alizations of existence theorems and some properties of mixed stochastic di�erential
equations and inclusions in the papers [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10].

The goal of this article is to study for small times the family of operators

(Ptg)(x) = E(g(Xx
t )) (2)
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corresponding to the solutions of general equations (1) assuming that a function g
is su�ciently smooth and has bounded derivatives. Asymptotic expansions of the
family (2) for the Stratonovich's type equation (1) have been studied in an article [11].
It is worth noting that the mentioned expansions for small times can be used to get
partial di�erential equations of Kolmogorov's type for the expectations of the solutions
of the equation (1) in some particular cases, see [11, Section 6].

2 Main results

On a probability space (Ω,F ,P) de�ne multivariate fractional Brownian motion Bt =

(B
(0)
t , . . . , B

(d)
t )T , where B

(0)
t = t and B

(1)
t , . . . , B

(d)
t , d = d1 + d2 are the components

of Wt and B
H
t taken in some �xed order. Let us de�ne a function F : Rn → Rn×(d+1),

F = (F0, F1, . . . , Fd) where F1, . . . , Fd are the components of h and σ, respectively,
taken in the same �xed order. The equation (1) can be formally re-written in new
terms as follows:

dXt = F (Xt)dBt, t ∈ [0, T ].

Note that the B
(1)
t , . . . , B

(d)
t are all the independent one-dimensional fractional

Brownian motions. Let us denote their Hurst indices as H1, . . . , Hd ∈ (1/3, 1), re-
spectively. Also let H0 = 1 and Hmin be the minimal value over all Hi, i = 0, . . . , d.
We choose and �x some H ∈ (1/3, 1/2] such that H < Hmin.

In the Chapter 4 of [1] the reader can �nd basic facts of rough path theory including
Gubinelli's derivative Y ′, the space D2H

Z of pairs (Y, Y ′) such that Y is controlled by Z
and rough path integral.

De�nition 1. We call a second order process over B the random process B : [0;T ]2 ×
Ω→ R(d+1)×(d+1) de�ned by the following equations:

Bs,t =
(
B(i,j)
s,t

)d
i,j=0

,

B(i,j)
s,t

L2

= lim
|P|→0

∫
P
B(i)
s,rdB

(j)
r ,

∫
P
B(i)
s,rdB

(j)
r =

∑
tk,tk+1∈P

B
(i)
s,tk
B

(j)
tk,tk+1

, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ d,

B(0,j)
s,t =

∫ t

s

B(j)
s,rdr

a.s
= lim
|P|→0

∑
tk,tk+1∈P

B
(j)
s,tk

(tk+1 − tk), 1 ≤ j ≤ d,

B(i,i)
s,t =

1

2

(
B

(i)
s,t

)2

− 1

2
(t− s)1{Hi=1/2}, 0 ≤ i ≤ d,

B(i,j)
s,t = −B(j,i)

s,t +B
(i)
s,tB

(j)
s,t , 0 ≤ j < i ≤ d

for each pair (s, t) ∈ [0, T ]2, where P = {s = t0 < t1 < . . . < tl = t} is an arbitrary
partition of the segment [s, t], |P| = max |tk+1 − tk|, 1{Hi=1/2} = 1 if Hi = 1/2 and 0
otherwise, and all the limits assumed to be independent of the sequence of P . Here,

the notations
L2

=,
a.s
= are used to show that the mentioned limits are understood in the

sense of L2(Ω,F ,P) and P-almost surely, respectively.
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Remark 1. For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ d the B(i,j)
s,t is the Ito integral which in fact coincides with

Stratonovich integral in view of the independence of B(i) and B(j), see [1, Section 5.2].

In turn, the B(i,i) corresponds to the Stratonovich integral
∫ t
s
B

(i)
s,rdB

(i)
r if Hi 6= 1/2 and

to the Ito integral otherwise. Finally, the formula B(i,j)
s,t = −B(j,i)

s,t +B
(i)
s,tB

(j)
s,t comes from

the integration by parts formula accurate for the Stratonovich integrals.

Remark 2. It is easy to see that Sym(Bs,t + 1
2
(t − s)IH) = 1

2
Bs,t ⊗ Bs,t where IH =

I(H0,...,Hd) = diag
(
1{H0=1/2}, . . . ,1{Hd=1/2}

)
.

The correctness of the de�nition above was clari�ed in [11]. Also, as it was shown
in the Proposition 2 in [11], (B,B) is a rough path and we can de�ne the rough path
integral against it.

De�nition 2. A process Xt is called a solution of equation (1) if (X,X ′) ∈
D2H
B ([0, T ],Rn) a.s. and the equality

Xt = X0 +

∫ t

0

F (Xs)dBs, t ∈ [0, T ],

holds a.s, where the integral on the right-hand side is understood as the rough path
integral against (B,B). Let x ∈ Rn. A solution Xt of equation (1) with the initial
condition X0 = x is called unique a.s. if for any other solution Yt of equation (1) with
the initial condition Y0 = x there holds P(Xt = Yt ∀t ∈ [0, T ]) = 1.

Remark 3. In case all the components of BH
t introduced in the equation (1) are sharing

the same Hurst indexH > 1/2, the de�nition above coincides with the de�nitions of the
solutions of the mixed type equations (1) considered in the articles [3, 2, 8, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10].
This fact follows from the Proposition 5.1 of [1].

For any Banach spaces U1 and U2 denote by C
k
b (U1, U2) the set of functions ϕ : U1 →

U2 which have continuous and bounded derivatives (in Frechet sense) up to k-th order.
The following statement is a reformulation of the Theorem 2.1 from [9].

Proposition 1. Let F ∈ C2
b (Rn,Rn×(d+1)), then for any x ∈ Rn there exists a unique

solution Xt of equation (1) with the initial condition X0 = x. Additionally, if Hi >
H∗ ≥ 1/2 for any i = 0, . . . , d, then Xt is H�older continuous with an exponent H∗ a.s.
and the integral in the de�nition of solution of equation (1) can be de�ned as the Young
pathwise integral.

Theorem 1. Let F ∈ C3
b (Rn,Rn×(d+1)), g ∈ C3

b (Rn,R). Then for any s, t ∈ [0, T ] the
following Ito's type formula holds a.s.

g(Xt) = g(Xs) +

∫ t

s

Dg(Xr)F (Xr)dBr +

∫ t

s

1

2
tr
(
(F (Xr)IH)TD2g(Xr)(F (Xr)IH)

)
dr,

where Xt is the solution of equation (1) with the initial condition X0 = x.

The proof of the theorem easily follows from the proof of the Theorem 2 in [11], the
De�nition 1 and the Remark 2.
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Let us denote B
(d+1)
t = t and follow the agreement that the integrals against B

(d+1)
t

should be understood in Lebesgue's sense. We will use the following notations

∆k[0, t] = {(t1, . . . , tk) ∈ [0, 1]k : 0 ≤ t1 < . . . < tk ≤ t}, k ∈ N,∫
∆k[0,t]

dB(Ik) =

∫ t

0

∫ tk

0

. . .

∫ t2

0

dB
(i1)
t1 . . . dB

(ik−1)
tk−1

dB
(ik)
tk
,

Ik = (i1, . . . , ik) ∈ Nk
d+1 := {0, . . . , d+ 1}k,

D
(i)
F =

n∑
j=1

Fji(·)
∂

∂xj
, i ∈ {0, . . . , d},

D
(d+1)
F =

1

2

d∑
k=0

1{Hk=1/2}

n∑
i,j=1

Fik(·)Fjk(·)
∂2

∂xi∂xj
,

D
(Ik)
F = D

(i1)
F . . . D

(ik)
F ,

Ptg(x) = Eg(Xx
t ), t ≥ 0,

where Xx
t is the unique solution of equation (1) with the initial condition X0 = x ∈ Rn.

Theorem 2. Let F ∈ C2N+2
b (Rn,Rn×(d+1)), g ∈ C2N+3

b (Rn,R), N ∈ N. Then for
any �xed H ∈ (1/3, 1/2] such that H < Hmin = min

i=0,...d
Hi the following asymptotic

decomposition holds

Ptg(x) = g(x) +
N∑
k=1

∑
Ik∈Nkd+1

t|HIk |(D(Ik)
F g)(x)E

(∫
∆k[0,1]

dB(Ik)

)
+O(t(N+1)H),

as t → 0, where |HIk | = Hi1 + Hi2 + . . . + Hik is the sum of the Hurst indices of the
processes B(i1), B(i2), . . . , B(ik).

The proof of the theorem is totally analogous to the proof of Theorem 3 in [11].
The key idea of that proof is to apply the Ito formula recursively N + 1 times and then
to estimate the obtained remainder term by using the classic estimate for rough path
integrals stated in the Theorem 4.10 of [1] and the �niteness of the (B,B) moments,
see [11, Proposition 2].
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Abstract

We study the fractional Vasicek model, described by the stochastic di�erential
equation dXt = (α−βXt) dt+γ dB

H
t , where B

H is a fractional Brownian motion.
We assume that the parameters x0 ∈ R, γ > 0 and H ∈ (0, 1) are known and
consider a problem of estimating α and β. Least squares, maximum likelihood
and alternative estimators are constructed, and their asymptotic properties are
established.
Keywords: data science, fractional Vasicek model, stochastic di�erential equa-
tion

1 Introduction

The standard Vasicek model was proposed and studied by O. Vasicek [6] in 1977 for the
purpose of interest rate modeling. It is described by the following stochastic di�erential
equation

dXt = (α− βXt) dt+ γ dWt, (1)

where α, β, γ ∈ R+, and W is a standard Wiener process. From the �nancial point of
view, β corresponds to the speed of recovery, the ratio α/β is the long-term average
interest rate, and γ represents the stochastic volatility. Now the Vasicek model is
widely used not only in �nance, but also in various scienti�c areas such as economics,
biology, physics, chemistry, medicine and environmental studies.

In our research we deal with the fractional Vasicek model of the form

dXt = (α− βXt) dt+ γ dBH
t , (2)

where the Wiener process W is replaced with BH , a fractional Brownian motion with
Hurst index H ∈ (0, 1). This generalization of the model (1) enables one to model
processes with long-range dependence. Such processes appear in �nance, hydrology,
telecommunication, turbulence and image processing.

2 Model description

Let (Ω,F,P) be a complete probability space. Let BH = {BH
t , t ≥ 0} be a fractional

Brownian motion on this probability space, that is, a centered Gaussian process with
covariance function

EBH
t B

H
s =

1

2

(
s2H + t2H − |t− s|2H

)
.
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We consider the continuous (and even H�older up to order H) modi�cation of BH
t that

exists due to the Kolmogorov theorem.
We study the fractional Vasicek model, described by the stochastic di�erential equa-

tion

Xt = x0 +

t∫
0

(α− βXs) ds+ γBH
t , t ≥ 0. (3)

We assume that the parameters x0 ∈ R, γ > 0 and H ∈ (0, 1) are known. Such
assumption can be made due to existence of many methods to estimate parameters
γ and H (for example, see [1] and [3, Remark 2.1]). The main goal is to estimate
parameters α ∈ R and β > 0 by continuous observations of a trajectory of X on the
interval [0, T ].

Following [2], for 0 < s < t ≤ T , de�ne

κH = 2HΓ (3/2−H) Γ (H + 1/2) , λH =
2HΓ(3− 2H)Γ(H + 1/2)

Γ(3/2−H)
,

kH(t, s) = κ−1
H s1/2−H(t− s)1/2−H , wHt = λ−1

H t2−2H .

De�ne also next stochastic processes

MH
t =

∫ t

0

kH(t, s) dBH
s , PH(t) =

1

γ

d

dwHt

∫ t

0

kH(t, s)Xs ds,

St =
1

γ

∫ t

0

kH(t, s) dXs, QH(t) =
1

γ

d

dwHt

∫ t

0

kH(t, s)(α− βXs) ds =
α

γ
− βPH(t).

3 Main results

Let us introduce the least squares estimators of the unknown parameters:

α̂
(1)
T =

(XT −X0)
∫ T

0
X2
t dt−

∫ T
0
Xt dXt

∫ T
0
Xt dt

T
∫ T

0
X2
t dt−

(∫ T
0
Xt dt

)2 , (4)

β̂
(1)
T =

(XT −X0)
∫ T

0
Xt dt− T

∫ T
0
Xt dXt

T
∫ T

0
X2
t dt−

(∫ T
0
Xt dt

)2 . (5)

Theorem 1 ( [5, Theorem 2.1]). Let H ∈ [1
2
, 1). Then the estimators α̂

(1)
T and β̂

(1)
T are

strongly consistent.

Since the discretization and simulation of α̂
(1)
T and β̂

(1)
T when H 6= 1/2 is quite

di�cult, we introduce alternative estimators:

β̂
(2)
T =

(
1

γ2HΓ (2H)T 2

(
T

∫ T

0

X2
t dt−

(∫ T

0

Xt dt

)2
))− 1

2H

, (6)

α̂
(2)
T =

β̂
(2)
T

T

∫ T

0

Xt dt. (7)
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Theorem 2 ( [5, Theorem 2.2]). Let H ∈ (0, 1). Then the estimators α̂
(2)
T and β̂

(2)
T are

strongly consistent.

In applications usually the observations cannot be continuous. The estimators α̂
(2)
T

and β̂
(2)
T can be discretized as follows.

Let h > 0. Assume that a trajectory of X is observed at times tk = kh, k =
0, 1, . . . , n. De�ne

β̂(3)
n =

 1

γ2HΓ (2H)n2

n n−1∑
k=0

X2
kh −

(
n−1∑
k=0

Xkh

)2
− 1

2H

, (8)

α̂(3)
n =

β̂
(3)
n

n

n−1∑
k=0

Xkh. (9)

Theorem 3 ( [5, Theorem 2.3]). Let H ∈ (0, 1). Then the estimators α̂
(3)
n and β̂

(3)
n are

strongly consistent.

Applying the analog of the Girsanov formula for a fractional Brownian motion
(see [2, Theorem 3]), we obtain next likelihood ratio:

ΛH(T ) = exp

{∫ T

0

QH(t) dSt −
1

2

∫ T

0

(QH(t))2 dwHt

}
= exp

{
α

γ
ST − β

∫ T

0

PH(t) dSt −
α2

2γ2
wHT

+
αβ

γ

∫ T

0

PH(t) dwHt −
β2

2

∫ T

0

(PH(t))2 dwHt

}
.

(10)

Now we can construct maximum likelihood estimators.

Theorem 4 ( [4, Theorem 3.1]). Let H > 1/2 and β is known. The MLE for α is

α̂
(4)
T =

ST + β
∫ T

0
PH(t) dwHt

wHT
γ. (11)

It is unbiased, strongly consistent and normal:

T 1−H
(
α̂

(4)
T − α

)
d
=N

(
0, λHγ

2
)
.

Theorem 5 ( [4, Theorem 3.2]). Let H > 1/2 and α is known. The MLE for β is

β̂
(5)
T =

α
γ

∫ T
0
PH(t) dwHt −

∫ T
0
PH(t) dSt∫ T

0
(PH(t))2 dwHt

. (12)

It is strongly consistent and asymptotically normal:

√
T
(
β̂

(5)
T − β

)
d−→N (0, 2β).
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Theorem 6 ( [4, Theorem 3.4]). Let H > 1/2. The MLEs for α and β equal

α̂
(6)
T =

∫ T
0
PH(t) dSt

∫ T
0
PH(t) dwHt − ST

∫ T
0

(PH(t))2 dwHt(∫ T
0
PH(t) dwHt

)2

− wHT
∫ T

0
(PH(t))2 dwHt

γ,

β̂
(6)
T =

wHT
∫ T

0
PH(t) dSt − ST

∫ T
0
PH(t) dwHt(∫ T

0
PH(t) dwHt

)2

− wHT
∫ T

0
(PH(t))2 dwHt

.

(13)

They are consistent and asymptotically normal:

T 1−H
(
α̂

(6)
T − α

)
d−→N (0, λHγ

2),
√
T
(
β̂

(6)
T − β

)
d−→N (0, 2β).

Theorem 7 ( [3, Theorem 4.2]). Let H > 1/2. The vector maximum likelihood esti-

mator
(
α̂

(6)
T , β̂

(6)
T

)
for vector parameter (α, β) is asymptotically normal:T 1−H
(
α̂

(6)
T − α

)
√
T
(
β̂

(6)
T − β

)  d−→ N
([

0
0

]
,

[
λHγ

2 0
0 2β

])
, T →∞, (14)

hence estimators α̂
(6)
T and β̂

(6)
T are asymptotically independent.
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Abstract

In the practice of a central bank, prudential indicators based on aggregated
macroeconomic and �nancial data [1] are used to analyze �nancial stability of the
banking system. There is an evidence that it's may be not enough to use aggre-
gated macroeconomic and �nancial data to identify situations of growing systemic
risks threatening economic and �nancial stability [2]. Obviously, the �nancial sta-
bility of the banking sector and the economy as a whole essentially depends on
the �nancial state (creditworthiness) of certain categories of enterprises, as well
as the level of credit risk for various sectors of the economy. For this reason,
�rm-level data is going to be more appealing for central banks. It's reported
that, in contrast to aggregated economic and �nancial data, microdata allow for
more �exible and di�erential analysis. This makes the statistical indicators of
solvency and �nancial stability based on microdata a useful complementary tool
for analysis of actual economic and �nancial processes.
Keywords: data science, �nancial stability, microdata, expert information

1 Issues of traditional methodology

In international practice microdata and macroeconomic indicators are used in various
applications related to the estimation of statistical credit risk models and probability
of default at the macro level and for individual companies. Depending on data and
indicators used, the following set of models may be applied [3]: 1) models based on
balance sheet data of companies; 2) models based on microdata and stock market
statistics; 3) models based on macroeconomic and stock market indicators; 4) credit
scoring models; 5) hybrid models that allow using both microdata and macroeconomic
indicators.

In [3] some of the models listed above are estimated on Belarusian data, and the
issues related to their application are reported. The most critical issues related to
practical application of the models proposed are the following: 1) lack of a mechanism
for formation stock prices that comes from insu�cient development of the �nancial
market; 2) lack of credit ratings for the majority of Belarusian companies.

All this does not allow applying models based on indicators of a stock market and
credit ratings. Another obstacle for the e�ective application of the models proposed is
a priori endogenous-exogenous structure dictated by the developed economies. Prob-
lems can arise from taking into account the properties of the Belarusian economy,
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as well as possible changes in the economic policy, for example, a gradual reduction
in issuing new loans for state programs. In this regard, the most promising type of
model for assessing the �nancial stability of the Belarusian economy is one based on
balance sheets microdata, as well as hybrid models incorporating macroeconomic and
prudential indicators.

The process of construction models based on microdata, however, is associated with
a number of speci�c issues. As noted above, microdata allow for more �exible and
di�erentiated analysis. Di�erentiated analysis of solvency involves the partitioning of
the set of companies from a particular sector of the economy into classes corresponding
to di�erent levels of credit risk. In this case, the most important issue is to identify
correctly the class corresponding to the state of default. To distinguish the companies
in the default, statistics on the defaults derived for the model estimation period is
necessary. The �rst issue related to models based on �nancial statements of companies
is the lack of actual statistics on the defaults. That makes it di�cult to unambiguously
formalize the de�nition of default and forces the researchers to replace actual statistics
with some proxies such as unpro�table companies frequency that cannot always be
justi�ed [3].

To solve this problem from the point of international experience, it is recommended
to use the data of the Credit Register of the National Bank of the Republic of Belarus.
The data are compiled on a daily basis and include the credit histories of the majority
of companies. In particular, it is may be used for construction of statistical indicators
of credit risk based on widely used criteria of default. An example of such indicator
is an estimate of probability of default as relative frequency of accounts with past due
payments. In the Basel framework default is de�ned as: "90 days past due on debt or
interest payment by a contract" [4].

The application of generally accepted criteria of default on microdata requires es-
timation of creditworthiness for di�erent categories of companies. For example, large
state-owned enterprises (SOE) have soft budget constraints with their positive (high
probability of �nancial support by government) and negative consequences (strength-
ening the relationship between the insolvency risk of enterprises, credit risk for banks
and �scal risks for the government) [3]. As SOE constitute a large part of the real sector
of the economy, these features like "soft budget constraints", which are not taken into
account, may signi�cantly bias the estimates of credit risk measures derived according
to international standards. Therefore, along with the generally accepted default cri-
teria, it is recommended to use alternative "expert" criteria taking into account the
speci�c features of credit risk assessment process in the Belarusian economy. To illus-
trate that, Figure 1 shows line plots of expert indicators of �nancial stability estimated
on a sample of companies in each quarter: an average integral statistical credit rating
based on cluster analysis (ind_rating, right scale) is compared with one indicator that
is purely statistical combination of some expert criteria (ind_best) and another one
estimated by IMF methodology (ind_imf) [7]. Obviously, both indicators have similar
dynamics to statistical rating, but IMF indicator di�ers in larger extent after the crisis
period of the 2016 year that shows that expert information may help to introduce some
corrections to statistical methodology.
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Figure 1: Comparative analysis of aggregated indicators of �nancial stability

2 Developed methodology and software

To assess the �nancial stability of the economy using microdata on a regular basis, it is
necessary to take into account the features of the Belarusian economy and possible risk
factors, as well as to develop methodology, modeling tools and software for calculating
economic and �nancial indicators, and applying for that statistical, machine learning,
and big data techniques.

As a part of this study, methodological, model and software tools intended to build
statistical indicators of the creditworthiness of the real sector of the economy and the
�nancial stability of the banking sector based on the �nancial statements of companies
and available expert information. To build these indicators, we used representative
sample of enterprises from the real sector of the economy that are mainly SOE and
generate a large part of revenues and pro�ts in Belarusian economy.

Unlike earlier studies [5, 6], in this research we also utilized available expert in-
formation in a form of economically reasonable criteria used in real practice to assess
�nancial state of the Belarusian enterprises based on their balance sheets statements.

Statistical indicators of creditworthiness at the micro and macro levels include the
following: statistical credit ratings of companies corresponding to the credit risk groups
(from 1 to 4); average credit rating for an economic activity; average credit rating for the
whole sample of companies which represent integral indicator of the creditworthiness
for the economy as a whole [6]. For a given set of expert criteria of default and
the proposed integral criteria, which take into account expert information, statistical
indicators of �nancial stability are calculated as estimates of the probability of default.
The proposed statistical methodology is implemented using statistical and machine
learning algorithms in Python programming language.

A joint econometric analysis of prudential and �nancial stability indicators of the
banking sector and the indicators based on microdata shows their signi�cant correla-
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tions, both at the level of the main industries, as well as at the level of the real sector
of the economy. In particular, the leading nature of the integral indicator of the cred-
itworthiness of the economy is revealed in relation to the capital adequacy ratio. An
estimate of the probability of default for the dominant integral criterion (covers over
50% of enterprises that are vulnerable according to at least one expert criteria pro-
posed) also demonstrates the leading dynamics with respect to the problem debt share
from borrowers (at the level of the banking sector). The discovered relations are im-
portant for validation of the proposed statistical indicators and their further practical
application. The advanced features of the proposed statistical indicators allow them to
be used as exogenous variables in more complex econometric models on extended data
sets. In case of fast retrieval of initial data, it can be used as independent indicators
for the vulnerabilities diagnostics of the banking sector with an aim of early warning
of systemic risks that threaten economic and �nancial stability.
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Abstract

The small sample size problem is often encountered in data analysis, espe-
cially for medical applications. It leads to unstable predictions when including or
excluding several observations could change prediction signi�cantly. Prediction
stability visualization and measure were proposed and applied to estimation of
acute pancreatitis severity. A simulation experiments were carried out to study
the stability of ridge-regression, SVM, random forest trained with various subsets.
Keywords: data science, small sample, prediction, acute pancreatitis severity

1 Introduction

Analysts in medicine face two contradictory problems due to the prohibition on dis-
closure and dissemination of personal data. Usually medical analysts deal with either
large amounts of poorly matched data (health facilities have a di�erent set of equip-
ment with various accuracy, also medical institutions can depersonalize data in di�erent
ways) or small amounts of data (from one medical institution).

When training predictive models on a small data set is required, the analyst deals
with the following challenges:

• Over�tting. With only a few data, the risk to over�t model is higher.

• Outliers. If you have millions of data, a couple of outliers will not be a problem.
But with only a few, they will de�nitely skew your results.

The work is devoted to the research of the in�uence of the training set on the pre-
diction results. As example, acute pancreatitis severity classi�cation task is considered.

2 Classi�cation task

Acute pancreatitis severity is classi�ed as mild, moderate or severe. Mild acute pancre-
atitis, the most common form, has no organ failure, local or systemic complications and
usually resolves in the �rst week. Moderately severe acute pancreatitis is de�ned by the
presence of transient organ failure, local complications or exacerbation of co-morbid
disease. Severe acute pancreatitis is de�ned by persistent organ failure [1].

The study was based on a retrospective analysis of 130 cases of acute pancreatitis:
47 cases from �Krasnoyarsk Regional Clinical Hospital� and 83 cases from RSBHI
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�Regional Interdistrict Clinical Hospital no. 20 named after I.S. Berzon� in the period
from 2015 to 2017.

The task is to estimate of acute pancreatitis severity by using patient clinical ex-
amination data D = {(x̄i, yi), i = 1, ..., 130}, where x̄ = {x1, ..., x27} is set of features
(Clinical Blood Analysis, Biochemical Blood Analysis, Ultrasound of pancreas, the
results of the examination of the patient) measured in 130 patients, y is acute pan-
creatitis severity determined by medical expert based on patient clinical examination
data de�ned by integer (1 - mild, 2 - moderate, 3 - severe).

The existing multi-class classi�cation task can be transformed to binary classi�-
cation task. One-vs.-rest strategy involves training a single classi�er per class, with
the samples of that class as positive samples and all other samples as negatives. One-
vs.-rest strategy requires the base classi�ers to produce a real-valued class probability;
class labels alone can lead to ambiguities, where multiple classes are predicted for a
single observation.

Thus, there are two problems of binary classi�cation:

• 1vsR: mild acute pancreatitis vs moderate and severe acute pancreatitis.

• 3vsR: severe acute pancreatitis vs mild and moderate acute pancreatitis.

The task 2vsR is excluded, since the moderate class is intermediate that requires
the construction of a more complex separating surface, which is not desirable in small
sample size conditions. For the study, three algorithms were chosen that allow the
construction of simple separating surfaces: Ridge Regression, SVM and Random Forest.

3 Algorithm description

For i-th observation from the initial training set we estimate prediction stability of
classi�cation method using the following algorithm:

1. A set of T training subsets is created such that each subset contains m di�erent
observations and do not contains i-th observation:

Si = {Si,1, ..., Si,T}, Si,T = ((x̄jt,k , yjt,k), k = 1, ...,m : jt,k 6= i), t = 1, ..., T. (1)

The m/n ratio can range from 0.5 to (n− 2)/(n− 1):

• If m/n is equal to (n − 2)/(n − 1), we deal with some analogue of the
leave-one-out cross-validation. Each pair of subsets is distinguished by one
observation. This variant allows to show how one observation can change
classi�er prediction and identify speci�c observations that are similar to
outliers.

• If m/n is smaller than (n − 2)/(n − 1), the impact of sample size can be
estimated. Changes in the classi�er predictions trained on subsets with sig-
ni�cant di�erences show how much information is contained in observations.
The smaller the changes, the less information the observations contain. And
the greater the changes, the greater the need to increase the training set.
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It is also possible to vary the parameter T (number of subsets):

• If m/n is equal to (n−2)/(n−1) training subsets contain (n-2) observations
and only (n-2) di�erent subsets can be formed. And accordingly, for small
initial training set (number of observations n allows to build n2 classi�ers
in limited time) it is possible to form a complete set of subsets.

• If ratio m/n is smaller then the number of possible variants becomes much
larger (even for su�ciently small training set size). It means that the number
T should be limited to some reasonable value, and T training samples for
i-th observation should be chosen randomly. At the same time, we note
that because the decision rule is tested for stability to a training set of
observations, there is no need to ensure the preservation of the di�erent
classes objects proportion in the training subsets and the initial training
set.

2. T modelsMi, i = 1, 2, ..., T are built using the training subsets Si to obtain matrix
of T predictions Pi = {pit,z, t = 1, ..., T, z = 1, ..., Z}, where Z is the number of
classes.

3. A convex hull of a set Pi of points is constructed according to the predictions of
the classi�ers Mi.

If the problem of binary classi�cation is solved, then there is a segmentHi containing
all predictions of classi�ers for the i-th observation. The beginning of the segment is
the minimum prediction, the end of the segment is the maximum prediction Hi =
[ai, bi] = [minPi,maxPi].

If the problem of multiclass classi�cation is solved, then there is such a convex hull
Hi containing all predictions of classi�ers (rows of the matrix Pi). In mathematics, the
convex hull of a set Pi of points in the Euclidean space is the smallest convex set that
contains Pi. Computing the convex hull means constructing an unambiguous, e�cient
representation of the required convex shape.

Chan's algorithm [2] is an optimal output-sensitive algorithm to compute the con-
vex hull of a set Pi of T points in two- and three-dimensional space. The algorithm
takes O(T log h) time, where h is the number of vertices of the output (the convex
hull). In the planar case, Chan's algorithm combines Graham scan algorithm with
time complexity O(T log T ) with Jarvis march algorithm with time complexity O(Th),
in order to obtain an optimal O(T log h) time.

The convex hull allows to display on a two-dimensional graph (for three classes) all
possible classi�er predictions based on di�erent training subsets. Figure 1 illustrates
the stability of various classi�ers predictions (Ridge Regression, Support Vector Ma-
chine, Random Forest) for new observation. For this observation a set of T = 500
training subsets (n = 130, m = 117) was generated to �t classi�ers. All three machine
learning algorithms do not classify the patient as a severe acute pancreatitis, but there
is ambiguity regarding classi�cation as mild acute pancreatitis. Random forest esti-
mates probability of mild class in the range [0.4, 0.7], it is signi�cantly less than the
predictions of the two other algorithms.
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Figure 1: The stability of predictions for new observation: points are predictions of
classi�ers trained on di�erent subsets of the training data, polygon is the convex hull
constructed by these points

4 Experimental results

The proposed visualization algorithm allows to view the spread of predictions for multi-
ple observations on a single graph. Figure 2 shows the stability of classi�ers predictions
for set of observations. In general random forest turns out to be a less stable algorithm,
in other words, the convex hull area is larger for most observations. At the same time
there is more compact area of observations with severe acute pancreatitis than in case
of Ridge Regression and SVM. The wide scatter of the some predictions for the Ridge
Regression and Random Forest indicates the presence of outliers. Note that the pre-
dictions scatter for patients with severe acute pancreatitis is higher than in others
cases.

Figure 2: The stability of predictions for set of observations. The severity estimated by
doctors are marked by the following colors: mild acute pancreatitis (green), moderate
acute pancreatitis (yellow), severe acute pancreatitis (red)
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5 Conclusion

Prediction stability visualization and measure were proposed and applied to estimation
of acute pancreatitis severity. Visualization allows to evaluate the spread of predictions
for multiple observations on a single graph and compare various machine learning
algorithms. This study can be useful to estimate the current dataset quality and to
justify the need dataset increasing.

Also the study shows the need for a combination of several algorithms for the
�nal forecast because di�erent methods have their advantages and disadvantages for
di�erent observations from various classes.
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Abstract

The report considers the case when multidimensional memoryless objects have
an unknown stochastic dependence between output variables, a training sample is
available. Such processes are called T-processes. Constructing a model for such
a process leads to solve a system of implicit functions. Moreover, the form of
these functions is unknown up to parameters. Therefore, practical application of
generally accepted parametric identi�cation theory is not possible. In this case,
we will use a piecemeal approach to predict output variables from known input
variables.
Keywords: data science, memoryless process, nonparametric modeling

1 Introduction

Suppose the object input variables vector is ~u = (u1, u2, . . . , um), output vector is
~x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) and training sample � {ui, xi, i = 1, s}. In this case, mathematical
description of the object can be represented as analogue of an implicit functions system
Fj(u, x) = 0, j = 1, n. The main feature of this case is that the dependency F (·) form
is unknown. In this way, it is advisable to use nonparametric methods [1]. Thus, the
identi�cation is reduced to solving a system of nonlinear equations Fj(u, x) = 0, j =
1, n, where ~us, ~xs - time vectors of components x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) with known u.

2 T-process nonparametric identi�cation

In general, the studied multidimensional system that implements a T-process can be
represented in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, the following notations are used: u(t) = (u1(t), . . . , um(t)) - m-
dimensional vector of input variable, x(t) = (x1(t), . . . , xn(t)) - n-dimensional vector
of output variables, ξ(t) - random noise acting on the object , t � time. For various
interaction channels, the dependence of j-th component vector x can be represented as
some dependence on certain components of the vector u.

A feature of the T-process modelling is that it is described by a system of implicit
stochastic equations 1:

Fj(u(t− τ), x(t), ξ(t)) = 0, j = 1, n, (1)
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Figure 1: T-process

where Fj(·) � unknown, τ � delay of a multidimensional system's various channels.
Since the delay vector is di�erent through various channels, but it is known, we will
omit it for simplicity.

Note that when constructing the models of a real technological and production
processes (complexes), we often deal with the vectors x and u in a form of certain
compound vectors [1]. Compound vector means a vector composed of some components
of the corresponding vector, in particular u<j> = (x2, x5, x7, x8) , or another set. In
this case, the system of equations takes the form F̂j(u

<j>, x<j>) = 0, j = 1,m

3 T-models

Analyzing the previous considerations, it is easy to see that mathematical description
of the process, shown on �gure 1, can be taken as a system of implicit functions:

Fj(u
<j>, x<j>) = 0, j = 1,m (2)

where u<j>, x<j> - compound vectors. The main feature conserned with modelling
such a process in the conditions of nonparametric uncertainty, is the fact that the type
of functions (2) is unknown. The system of models can be represented as follows:

F̂j(u
<j>, x<j>, ~u<j>s , ~x<j>s ) = 0, j = 1,m (3)

where ~u<j>s , ~x<j>s - time vectors (data array received at
the s-th time point), in particular ,~xs = (x1, . . . , xs) =
(x11, x12, . . . , x1s, . . . , x21, x22, . . . , x2s, . . . , xm1, xm2, . . . , xms), but F̂j(·), j = 1,m
also unknown. In the identi�cation theory, such problems are not only considered, but
also not posed. Usual way is choosing the parametric structure (3), but, unfortunately
it takes a long time to determine the parametric structure.

So, let input variables be inputted to the object u'. In this case, the evaluation of
the components of output variables vector x with known values u=u', as it was already
noted, leads to solving the system of equations (3). Since the dependence of output
variables x on the components of input variables vector is not known, it is reasonable
to apply the methods of non-parametric estimation [1].
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The problem is reduced to the fact that for a given value of input variables vector
u=u', it is necessary to solve the system (3) with respect to output variables vector.
The general scheme for solving such a system:

- �rst, the residual is calculated by the formula:

εij = Fj(u
<j>, x<j>(i), ~u<j>s , ~x<j>s ), j = 1,m (4)

where Fj(u
<j>, x<j>(i), ~u<j>s , ~x<j>s ) is taken in the form:

εj(i) = Fsj(u
<j>, xj(i)) = xj(i)−

∑s
i=1 xj[i]

∏<n>
k=1 Φ(

u′k−uk[i]

csuk
)∑s

i=1

∏<n>
k=1 Φ(

u′k−uk[i]

csuk
)

, (5)

where j = 1,m, < n > is dimension of a compound vector uk . Further, this notation
is used for other variables.

- next step is to evaluate the mathematical expectation:

xj = M{x|uj, ε = 0}, j = 1,m (6)

As an estimate (6), we take non-parametric Nadaraya-Watson regression:

x̂j =

∑s
i=1 xj[i]

∏<n>
k1=1 Φ(

uk1
−uk1

[i]

csu
)
∏<m>

k2=1 Φ(
ϕk2

[i]

csϕ
)∑s

i=1

∏<n>
k1=1 Φ(

uk1
−uk1

[i]

csu
)
∏<m>

k2=1 Φ(
ϕk2

[i]

csϕ
)

, j = 1,m (7)

where kernel functions Φ(∗) satisfy certain conditions [1].
Realizing this procedure, we obtain the values of output variables x when input

action on the object is u=u'. This is the main purpose of the constructed model,
which can be applicable in various control systems.

4 Application of the developed method

An object was taken, with �ve input variables u(t) = (u1(t), u2(t), u3(t), u4(t), u5(t)),
taking random values in the interval u(t) ∈ [0, 3] , and three output variables x(t) =
(x1(t), x2(t), x3(t)) [2]. For this object, let us generate a sample of input and output
variables based on the system of equations, that are unknown to the researcher (they
are necessary only to obtain training samples):


x1(t)− 2u1(t) + 1.5

√
u2(t)− u2

5(t)− 0.3x3(t) = 0;

x2(t)− 1.5u4(t)− 0.3
√
u5(t)− 0.6− 0.3x1(t) = 0;

x3(t)− 2u2(t) + 0.9
√
u3(t)− 4u5(t)− 6.6 + 0.5x1(t)− 0.6x2(t) = 0.

(8)

As a result, we obtain a sample of measurements ~us, ~xs, where ~us, ~xs - are time
vectors.

Let us present the results of a computing experiment with 5% noise acting on
the object output. In this case, the elements of training sample ~us, ~xs are used in
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the algorithms (5) and (6), and for exam input variables values u′k from the training
sample are submitted to the object input. The kernel smoothing cs will be an adjustable
parameter, which in this case we take equal to 0.3 (the value was determined as a result
of numerous experiments in order to reduce a quadratic error between an output of the
model and object), the kernel smoothing will be the same when calculated in formulas
(5) and (6), sample size is s=2000. Below �gures show the object outputs x1(t), x2(t)
and x3(t).

Figure 2: Predicted output x1 , without noise

In Figure 2 the �point� denotes the output variables values, and the �cross� denotes
the model output value. The �gures demonstrate a comparison of the true output
vector components values of the test sample and their predicted values obtained using
the algorithm (5) - (7) (For convenience, the �rst 20 sample points were shown in the
�gures).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we considered the identi�cation problem of memoryless multidimensional
objects with delay while components of the output vector have unknown stochastic in-
teractions. Such features are characteristic of complex technological processes with
many output variables. The identi�cation algorithm here is the above described pro-
cedures, which allows one to predict the output variables with known input variables.

The performed computing experiments showed high e�ciency of T-modeling in the
presence of random noise acting both on the object and in the measurement channels.
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Abstract

The report is devoted to the task of identifying signi�cant variables. There are
many algorithms for the selection of signi�cant variables, but they all have their
weaknesses. A new algorithm for extracting signi�cant variables based on non-
parametric algorithms has been proposed. The result of the proposed algorithm
is shown in the report.
Keywords: data science, memoryless process, signi�cant variable

1 Introduction

The identi�cation of many stochastic objects is often reduced to the identi�cation of
static systems [3]. The general scheme of the discrete-continuous process under study
is presented in the Figure 1:

Figure 1: The general scheme of the process under study

In �gure 1, the following notations: A is the unknown operator of the object, x(t)
is the output characteristic of the process, ~u is the vector of control actions, ξ(t) is the
interference (interference a�ects the accuracy of the reading of the output variables,
for example, if the interference is 5%, then this means that the read output variable
contains an error of up to 5%.).

The need to �nd signi�cant input variables that a�ect x(t) often arises in the study
of such processes. The process of diagnosing diseases can be cited as an example.
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If a technique for diagnosing any disease is not developed, then it is important to
understand which factors will be of greater importance for diagnosis.

This is the reason to recognize the relevance of research in this area.
There are two ways to assess the signi�cance of variables, direct and indirect [2].
A direct way to assess signi�cantly variables is discussed in the report. It is impor-

tant to note that the article discusses inertialess processes. For other types of processes,
the allocation of signi�cant variables may require additional actions.

The direct one is that it is necessary to �nd the vector of variables ~u =
(u1, u2, . . . , un), R(~u,~cs)→ 0, R(~u,~cs) � average model error.

The task is to select m (m < n) of the n variables. Several algorithms exist to
accomplish this task.

2 Del algorithm

The researcher should exclude u1 and calculate R(u2, . . . , un) the model constructed
using variables u2, . . . , un where R(u2, . . . , un) is the average classi�cation error. Then
R(u2, . . . , un) excluded in the same way and R(u1, u3, . . . , un), . . . , R(u1, . . . , un−1)
are calculated. The variable with the least degree of signi�cantly is by the rule:
maxR(u1, . . . , ui, . . . , un)→ minI(ui), ui is the variable with the least degree of signif-
icantly. This variable is excluded from the modelling process. n− 1 variables remains
after that. The algorithm must be repeated until there are m signi�cant variables left.

The number of iterations (L) performed for the selection of signi�cant variables is
calculated by the formula (1) with this approach.

L = n+ (n− 1) + (n− 2) + . . .+ (m+ 1) =
n−m∑
i=1

(n− i) (1)

3 Algorithm Ad

According to this algorithm is necessary estimate R(ui) for every ui . The signi�cant
variable is selected by the rule: minR(·)→ maxI(·), where R is the error of variable (·)
based model, I is the signi�cant of variable. Thus the �rst signi�cant variable will be
found. Variables u1, . . . , ui−1, ui+1, . . . un are alternately added to the variable found.
As a result, the researcher receives the appropriate sets of variables (ui, u1), . . . , (ui, un)
on the basis of which he calculates R(ui, u1), . . . , R(ui, un) . The essential set of vari-
ables is selected by the above rule again. This operation must be repeated until a set
of n variables is typed. The number of iterations done to select signi�cant variables is
equal to the number of iterations in the Del algorithm for this approach.

4 AdDel Algorithm

The considered algorithms of selection of essential variables are included in the class
of the so-called "greedy" algorithms. The problem with such algorithms is that when
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an optimal solution is obtained at each step, they do not provide a global optimum.
To partially eliminate the shortcomings of these algorithms, use the algorithm Ad-

Del. According to this algorithm, the researcher �rst �nds a1 the signi�cant vari-
ables using the Ad algorithm. Next, the researcher using the algorithm Del excludes
a2(a2 < a1) variables from the selected ones. This algorithm is repeated until a set
consisting of n variables is found.

It was proved that the presented algorithms for �nding signi�cant variables do not
always lead to a satisfactory result [1].

5 Algorithm for �nding signi�cant variables based on

the setting of the blur coe�cient parameter

A new method for �nding signi�cant variables was proposed - an algorithm for evalu-
ating signi�cantly of variables based on the setting of the blur coe�cient parameter.

Before using the algorithm for evaluating signi�cantly of variables based on the
setting of the blur coe�cient parameter, it is necessary to center and normalize the
elements of the vector u from the training set.

The nonparametric evaluation of the regression function from observations is (2)
[3]:

xs(~u) =

∑s
i=1 xi

∏n
j=1 Φ(

uj−uji
csj

)∑s
i=1

∏n
j=1 Φ(

uj−uji
csj

)
, (2)

xs(~u) is a non-parametric function estimate xs(~u) in the point ~u; Φ(·) is bell-shaped
function; s is the sample size of observations; ~cs is blur parameter vector.

The corresponding component of the vector ~cs is associated with each component
of the vector ~u as can be seen from (2). Further, based on the available training set, it
is necessary to �nd the optimal ~c∗s1,~c

∗
s1 . . .~c

∗
sn from the minimum condition (3):

σ(~cs) =

√√√√1

s

s∑
i=1

(xs(~ui,~cs)− xk)2 → min, (3)

and k 6= i.
After �nding the vector c∗s, sorting vector elements c∗s from lowest to highest to

highest should be produced. The chain of inequalities will turn out this way, for
example: |cs2 ∗ | < |cs9 ∗ | < |cs1 ∗ | < . . . < |cs4 ∗ | < |cs3 ∗ |. The component of the
vector ~u for which the corresponding element of the vector ~cs∗ was the largest, is the
candidate for the exception from the nonparametric estimation, as the least signi�cant.

Computational experiment. The object under study has 10 input variables and 1
output variable. The impact of interference is 5%. The sample size of observations is
1000. Optimization is performed using the Neddler � Midd algorithm (a deformable
polyhedron). The output variable is a�ected by two non-essential variables.

The object is described by the formula (4):
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x(~u) = 3.62u1 + 3.69u2 + 3.79u3 + 0.75u4 + 3.73u5)+ (4)

3.61u6 + 3.79u7 + 3.78u8 + 0.62u9 + 3.61u10

Note that the formula describing the object is unknown to the researcher. This
formula is used only for generating the sample.

The variables u4 and u9 are non-informative. Therefore, they should be excluded
according to the rule formulated above.

The results of the calculations are presented below.
At the tact 1 was found so components of vector:
~cs = {0.59; 0.55; 0.53; 1.26; 0.87; 0.56; 0.70; 0.69; 2.72; 0.51}, modeling error = 5.5%.
At the tact 2 was found so components of vector:
~cs = {0.83; 0.91; 0.43; 1.23; 0.90; 0.55; 0.53; 0.87;−; 0.75}, modeling error = 5.0%.
At the tact 3 was found so components of vector:
~cs = {0.70; 0.64; 0.58;−; 0.63; 0.69; 0.67; 0.65;−; 0.57}, modeling error = 4.3%.
At the tact 4 was found so components of vector:
~cs = {−; 0.76; 0.48;−; 0.69; 0.67; 0.59; 0.72;−; 0.58}, modeling error = 4.3%.
The symbol "-" denotes the absence of the components of the vector u when de-

scribing the process under study. Non-essential variables were excluded in the �rst
two tacts as shown in experiment. The elimination of the signi�cant variable u1, in
the third tact, led to an increase in the simulation error. Thus, the above method of
�nding signi�cant variables in the problems of identi�cation seems encouraging. This
is con�rmed by the results of numerous computational experiments.

6 Conclusion
A method for evaluating the signi�cantly of process variables has been proposed. The
results of using this method, which prove its e�ectiveness, were presented. The com-
plexity of the method lies in optimizing the vector of blur factors.

This variable selection method allows reducing the number of modelling errors and
eliminating non-essential variables. Studies can be applied in medicine for the diagnosis
of diseases or in little-studied technical processes.

This work was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian
Federation in the framework of the Federal target program ¾Research and development
on priority directions of development of the scienti�c-technological complex of Russia
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Abstract

Detecting subcropping mineralizations but also deeply buried mineralizations
is one important goal in geochemical exploration. The identi�cation of useful in-
dicators for mineralization is a di�cult task as mineralization might be in�uenced
by many factors, such as location, investigated media, depth, etc. We propose
a statistical method which indicates chemical elements related to mineralization.
The identi�cation is based on GAM models for the element concentrations across
the spatial coordinate(s). The log-ratios of the GAM �ts are taken to compute
the curvature, where high curvature is supposed to indicate mineralization. By
de�ning a measure for the quanti�cation of high curvature, the log-ratios can
be ranked, and elements can be identi�ed that are indicative of the anomaly
patterns.
Keywords: data science, spatial curvature, mineralization

1 Introduction

Identifying geochemical processes as mineralization is de�ned as the presence of higher
concentrations of particular chemical elements compared to the background concen-
tration. In other words, one would expect a rapid spatial change in the concentration
on top of the mineralization, depending on the type and extent of the mineralization.
Data coming from geochemistry are naturally compositional data, which are strictly
non-negative values, forming parts of a whole. Therefore, using log-ratios seems to be
an appropriate approach for constructing meaningful features that indicate mineraliza-
tion. The important information is re�ected in the ratios between the variables rather
than in the absolute values. Relative information might lead to a proper understanding
of the data.

The problem of identifying mineralization is of major interest in the project Up-
Deep [2], where TU Wien is the project partner responsible for developing statistical
methods. The exploration techniques might then even lead to suggestions considering
ore discoveries. In this project several data sets are available, and for the development
and illustration of the method we use a geochemical data set originating from Finland.
The data have been sampled along a linear transect, and concentrations of various
chemical elements have been measured in di�erent sample media.

The presented method is based upon the behavior of the curvature of log-ratios.
A big (absolute) value of the curvature corresponds to a rapid change of the log-ratio
in the area of interest, and this may indicate mineralization. In order to suppress
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the e�ect of measurement uncertainties, we use as a �rst step GAM models (see,
e.g., [4], [5]) to smooth the absolute concentrations ensuring su�cient smoothness.
Based on the curvature of the log-ratio of the smoothed concentrations, we then employ
an unsupervised learning method leading to a hitlist of log-ratios most suitable for
�nding mineralization.

The proposed method has been tested on the mentioned real data set, where the
mineralizations are even known, and the results seem to be reliable and promising.

2 Methodology

Smoothing splines, as developed by [3], are nowadays an indispensable tool in the
modern days statistician's toolbox. They have been used with great success in a variety
of areas and continue to this day to be a very active �eld of research.

Usually as a starting point one considers, for given data (x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn), the
following non-parametric model with Gaussian i.i.d. errors,

yi(xi) = f(xi) + εi, (1)

εi ∼ N (0, σ2), with i = 1, . . . , n. The presumably smooth linear predictor f is esti-
mated by solving the problem given by

max
f

n∑
i=1

ωil(yi|xi; f)− λ
∫

(f ′′(x))2dx, (2)

where f(x) = h(x)tβ for h being a B-spline basis, and l stands for log-likelihood
of the Gamma distribution, which is appropriate in this context since we deal with
positive concentrations of elements. Note, ωi represent prede�ned weights enforcing
the higher concentrations. The part λ

∫
(f ′′(x))2dx in (2) is important for controlling

the smoothness via the number of basis functions. The parameter λ is the smoothing
parameter controlling the trade-o� between �tting the data closely and having a smooth
model, and �nally f ′′ is the second derivative of f .

Using log-ratios of the obtained �tted values from the GAM model for a pair of
variables, we calculate the absolute curvature, denoted as κ(x). A big value of the
curvature indicates clear peaks in the log-ratio.

A further step is to de�ne a measure to rank the log-ratios according to their
curvature. For this purpose, we de�ne a threshold as mean plus standard deviation
of the curvature, marked as τ := µ + σ. This allows to determine the number J of
separated regions, obtained as half of number of points N crossing a threshold of its
curvature, as well as the length IJ of the interval of each region. A measure for the
quanti�cation of high curvature of particular log-ratio can be then de�ned as

c =
1

J

J∑
j=1

max
x∈IJ

(κ(x)− T )2
+, (3)
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where maxx∈IJ (κ(x)−T )2
+ is the highest distance of curvature subtracted from thresh-

old for Jth interval. The log-ratios of all pairs of variables can now be ranked according
to this value c, and log-ratios on top of the hitlist indicate the locations of potential
mineralization.

In the presentation we will show results from our data set, and also results from
other geochemical data sets. All these results indicate that the method indeed is able
to identify path�nder elements for mineralization. Note that our proposed approach
in unsupervised � thus it is not necessary to know the locations of the potential min-
eralization.
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Abstract

The object of this research in the queueing theory is the Functional-Strong-
Law-of-Large-Numbers (FSLLN) under the conditions of heavy tra�c in Multi-
phase Queueing Systems (MQS). FSLLN is known as a �uid limit or �uid approx-
imation. In this paper, FSLLN is proved for the values of important probabilistic
characteristics of MQS investigated as well for the total waiting time of a customer
and the waiting time of a customer.
Keywords: data science, multiphase queueing system, �uid limit

1 Introduction

At �rst FSLLN is considered when investigating the total waiting time of a customer in
MQS. The interest in the �eld of multiphase queueing systems was stimulated by the
theoretical values of the results as well as by their possible applications in information
and computing systems, communication networks, and automated technological pro-
cesses. The methods of investigation of single phase queueing systems are considered
in [2], [3], etc. The asymptotic analysis of models of queueing systems in heavy tra�c
is of special interest (see, for example, [4], [5], etc.). Papers [4], [5] and others desribed
the beginning of the investigation of di�usion approximation to queueing networks. In-
termediate models - multiphase queueing systems - are considered rarer due to serious
technical di�culties (see, for example, book [3]).

We present some de�nitions in the theory of metric spaces (see, for example, [1]).
Let C be a metric space consisting of real continuous functions in [0, 1] with a uniform
metric

ρ(x, y) = sup
0≤t≤1

|x(t)− y(t)|, x, y ∈ C .

Let D be a space of all real-valued right-continuous functions in [0,1] having left
limits and endowed with the Skorokhod topology induced by the metric d (under which
D is complete and separable). Also, note that d(x, y) ≤ ρ(x, y) for x, y ∈ D .

In this paper, we will constantly use an analog of the theorem on converging together
(see, for example, [1]):

Theorem 1. Let ε > 0 and Xn, Yn, X ∈ D. If P ( lim
n→∞

d(Xn, X) > ε) = 0

and P ( lim
n→∞

d(Xn, Y ) > ε) = 0, then P ( lim
n→∞

d(Yn, X) > ε) = 0
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We investigate here a k-phase queue (i.e., after a customer has been served in
the j-th phase of the queue, he goes to the j + 1-th phase of the queue, and, after the
customer has been served in the k-th phase of the queue, he leaves the queue). Let

us denote by tn the time of arrival of the n-th customer; by S
(j)
n � the service time of

the n-th customer in the j-th phase; zn = tn+1 − tn; by τj,n+j - departure of the n-th
customer from the j-th phase of the queue, j = 1, 2, · · · , k. Let interarrival times (zn) to

MQS and service times (S
(j)
n ) in each phase of the queue for j = 1, 2, · · · , k be mutually

independent identically distributed random variables. Next, denote byW
(j)
n the waiting

time of the n-th customer in the j-th phase of the queue; here Y
(j)
n =

∑j
i=1W

(i)
n stands

for the total waiting time of the n-th customer until the j-th phase of the queue,
j = 1, 2, . . . , k. Suppose that the waiting time of the customer in the j-th phase of the
queue is unlimited, the service principle of customers is "�rst come, �rst served". All
random variables are de�ned on the common probability space (Ω,F , P ). Let us de�ne
δj,n+1 = S

(j)
n−(j−1)−zn, Sj,n =

∑n−1
i=1 δj,i, S0,n ≡ 0, Ŝj,n = Sj−1,n−Sj,n, xj,n = τj,n−tn,

x0,n ≡ 0, x̂j,n+1 = xj,n − δj,n+1, x̂0,n ≡ 0, S
(0)
n = zn, Dzn = σ̂2

0, DS
(j)
n = σ̂2

j , j =

1, 2, . . . , k. Also, let us denote βj = (ES
(j)
n )−1, β0 = (Ezn)−1, αj = β0 − βj, α0 =

0, σ̃2
j = σ̂2

0 + σ̂2
j , σ

2
j = σ̂2

j + σ̂2
j−1, j = 1, 2, . . . , k. Assume the following condition to

be ful�lled β0 > β1 > · · · > βk > 0. Then

αk > αk−1 > · · ·α1 > 0. (1)

2 Main results

First of all, we present one of the main results of the paper, a theorem on FSLLN for
the total waiting time of a customer in MQS.

Theorem 2. If conditions (2) are ful�lled, then(
Y

(1)
n

σ̃1 · n
;
Y

(2)
n

σ̃2 · n
; . . . ;

Y
(k)
n

σ̃k · n

)
⇒ (α1;α2; . . . ;αk)

Proof. Using the following equation presented in [6], p. 718, we derive

x̂j−1,n = max
0≤l≤n

(x̂j−1,l − Sj,l) + Sj,n, x̂0,n ≡ 0, (2)

j = 1, 2, . . . , k and n ≥ k.
So, we obtain that, for each �xed ε > 0,

lim
t→∞

P

(
|Y (j)
n − x̂j,n|

n
> ε

)
= 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , k and n ≥ k. (3)

Next, using (2) we prove that for each �xed ε > 0

lim
t→∞

P

( |x̂j,n − Sj,n|
n

> ε

)
= 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , k and n ≥ k. (4)
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Thus, we derive (see (3))

x̂j,n − Sj,n = max
0≤≤n

(xj−1,l − Sj,l) ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , k, n ≥ k, .x̂0,n ≡ 0.

Then,
x̂j,n ≥ Sj,n, j = 1, 2, . . . , k. (5)

Hence, (see again (3)) for j = 1, 2, . . . , k

x̂j,n ≤ max
0≤l≤n

(x̂j−2,l − Ŝj−1,l) + max
0≤l≤n

Ŝj,l + Sj,n ≤ x̂j,n + max
0≤l≤n

Ŝj,l − Ŝj,n

≤ . . . ≤
j∑
i=1

{max
0≤l≤n

(Ŝi,l − Si,n} =

j∑
i=1

{max
0≤l≤n

(Ŝi,l}+ Sj,n

≤
k∑
i=1

{max
0≤l≤n

(Ŝi,l}+ Sj,n, j = 1, 2, . . . , k, n ≥ k.

(6)

Finally, according to (7), we have

x̂j,n ≤
j∑
i=1

{max
0≤l≤n

(Ŝi,l}+ Sj,n, j = 1, 2, . . . , k, n ≥ k. (7)

Next, denote cn =
k∑
i=1

{max
0≤l≤n

(Ŝi,l}. We assume that Sj,0 ≡ 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , k. So,

cn ≥ 0. From (6) and (8) we get

|x̂j,n − Sj,n| ≤ cn, j = 1, 2, . . . , k, n ≥ k. (8)

Therefore, using (9) we achieve, for each �xed ε > 0, that

P

( |x̂j,n − Sj,n|
n

> ε

)
≤ P

(cn
n
> ε
)
≤

k∑
j=1

P

max
0≤l≤n

Ŝj,l

n
>
ε

k

 , (9)

j = 1, 2, . . . , k, n ≥ k.
Now we prove that, if conditions (2) are satis�ed, then for each �xed ε > 0,

lim
n→∞

P

max
0≤l≤n

Ŝj,l

n
> ε

 = 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , k, n ≥ k. (10)

max
0≤l≤n

Ŝj,l

n
, j = 1, 2, . . . , k, n ≥ k have a negative drift (see conditions (2)). Thus, (11)

follows from the strong law for Ŝj,n, n ≥ 1, j = 1, 2, . . . , k (see [4]). Consequently, (11)
is proved. However, we obtain for each �xed ε > 0, that

lim
n→∞

P

(
|Sj,n
n
− αj| > ε

)
= 0, ; j = 1, 2, . . . , k, n ≥ k. (11)
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So, for each �xed ε > 0

P

(
|Y

(j)
n

n
− αj| > ε

)
≤ P

(
|Y

(j)
n

n
− x̂j,n

n
| > ε

3

)
+ P

(
| x̂j,n
n
− Sj, n

n
| > ε

3

)
+ P

(
|Sj, n
n
− αj| >

ε

3

)
, j = 1, 2, . . . , k.

(12)

Using (10)-(12) we prove that, for each �xed ε > 0,

lim
n→∞

P

(
|Y

(j)
n

n
− αj| > ε

)
= 0, ; j = 1, 2, . . . , k. (13)

The proof is complete.

Next, the theorem of FSLLN on the waiting time of a customer is proved similarly
as Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 3. If conditions (2) are ful�lled, then(
W

(1)
n

σ1 · n
;
W

(2)
n

σ2 · n
; . . . ;

W
(k)
n

σ1 · n

)
⇒ (α1;α2 − α1; . . . ;αk − αk−1).

Proof. Using (14), we get that

P

(
| |W

(j)
n

n
− αj − αj−1| > ε

)
≤ P

(
|Y

(j)
n

n
− αj| >

ε

2

)
+

+ P

(
|Y

(j−1)
n

n
− αj−1| >

ε

2

)
, j = 1, 2, . . . , k, n ≥ k.

(14)

Thus, a further proof of Theorem 2.2 is similar to that of Theorem 2.1. The proof
is complete.
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Abstract

The three integrals, total probability formula and Bayes' formula connected
with the multidimensional-matrix Gaussian distribution are presented. These re-
sults can be used in the various tasks of the statistical decision theory, particularly
in the dual control theory.
Keywords: data science, multidimensional-matrix Gaussian distribution, dual
control theory

1 Introduction

Integrals related to the probability distributions are the part of the statistical decision
theory. One example of using of the statistical decision theory is the dual control
[4], [2]. Some integrals related to the vector Gaussian distribution are developed in
the paper [2]. More complicated problems in the framework of the statistical decision
theory require generalizations of the results of the paper [2] in various directions. In this
paper, such generalizations for the multidimensional-matrix Gaussian distribution are
developed. The three integrals, total probability formula and Bayes� formula related
to the multidimensional-matrix Gaussian distribution are presented.

2 The integrals related to the multidimensional-

matrix Gaussian distribution

The random q-dimensional matrix ξ = (ξīq), īq = (i1, i2, , ..., iq), iα = 1, 2, ...,mα,
α = 1, 2, ..., q, is distributed according to the normal or Gaussian law if its probability
density is de�ned by the following expression [3]:

f(ξ) =
1√

(2π)rq |dξ|
exp

(
−1

2
0,2q
(
d−1
ξ (ξ − νξ)2

))
, ξ ∈ Erq , (1)

where: νξ, dξ are the parameters of the Gaussian multidimensional-matrix distribu-
tion, herewith νξ = (νξ,̄iq), īq = (i1, i2, , ..., iq), iα = 1, 2, ...,mα, α = 1, 2, ..., q, is the
mathematical expectation of the random q-dimensional matrix ξ and dξ = (dξ,̄iq ,j̄q),
īq = (i1, i2, , ..., iq), j̄q = (j1, j2, , ..., jq), iα, jα = 1, 2, ...,mα, α = 1, 2, ..., q, is the disper-
sion matrix of the random q-dimensional matrix ξ; d−1

ξ is the matrix (0, q)-inverse to
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the matrix dξ; |dξ| is the determinant of the matrix dξ; rq =
q∏
i=1

mi is the number of the

elements of the matrix ξ ; Erq is the rq-dimensional Euclidean space; īq = (i1, i2, , ..., iq),
j̄q = (j1, j2, , ..., jq) are the multi-indexes either of which contains q indexes.

The mathematical expectation of the random q-dimensional matrix ξ is the q-
dimensional matrix with the same size as the matrix ξ. It is de�ned by the expression

νξ = E(ξ) =
(
E(ξīq)

)
= (νξ,̄iq), īq = (i1, i2, ..., iq), iα = 1, 2, ...,mα, α = 1, 2, ..., q,

so that νξ,̄iq = E(ξīq), E is the symbol of the mathematical expectation [3].
The dispersion matrix dξ of the random q-dimensional matrix ξ is the 2q-dimensional

matrix de�ned by the expression

dξ = E
(
(ξ − νξ)2

)
=
(
E
(
(ξīq − νξ,̄iq)(ξj̄q − νξ,j̄q)

))
= (dξ,̄iq ,j̄q),

īq = (i1, i2, ..., iq), j̄q = (j1, j2, ..., jq), iα, jα = 1, 2, ...,mα, α = 1, 2, ..., q,

so that dξ,̄iq ,j̄q = E
(
(ξīq − νξ,̄iq)(ξj̄q − νξ,j̄q)

)
, E is the symbol of the mathematical

expectation, and (ξ − νξ)2 =
(
(ξīq − νξ,̄iq)(ξj̄q − νξ,j̄q)

)
is the (0, 0)-rolled square of the

matrix ξ [3].
The determinant |dξ| of the matrix dξ is de�ned as the determinant of the two-

dimensional matrix d̃ξ,q,0,q that is the (q, 0, q)-associated matrix with the 2q-dimensional
matrix dξ [3].

We have proved the following equalities connected with the function (1):∫
Erq

exp

(
−1

2
0,2q(Aξ2) + 0,q(Bξ)

)
dξ =

√
(2π)rq |A−1| exp

(
1

2
0,2q(A−1B2)

)
,

∫
Erq

0,q(Cξ)exp

(
−1

2
0,2q(Aξ2) + 0,q(Bξ)

)
dξ =

=
√

(2π)rq |A−1| exp
(

1

2
0,2q(A−1B2)

)
0,q
(
C 0,q(A−1B)

)
,∫

Erq

0,2q(Uξ2)exp

(
−1

2
0,2q(Aξ2) + 0,q(Bξ)

)
dξ =

=
√

(2π)rq |A−1| exp
(

1

2
0,2q(A−1B2)

)
0,2q
(
U
(
A−1 + 0,0(0,q(A−1B))2

))
,

where: ξ = (ξīq), īq = (i1, i2, , ..., iq), is the q-dimensional (m1 ×m2 × ...×mq)-matrix;

rq =
q∏
i=1

mi is the number of the elements of the matrix ξ; B = (bīq), C = (cīq) are the q-

dimensional (m1 ×m2 × ...×mq)-matrices of the parameters; A = (aīq ,j̄q), U = (uīq ,j̄q)
are the 2q-dimensional (m1 × m2 × ... × mq × m1 × m2 × ... × mq)-matrices of the
parameters that are positive-de�nite and symmetric relative their q-multi-indexes īq,
j̄q; A

−1 is the matrix (0, q)-inverse to the matrix A; |A−1| is the determinant of the
matrix A−1.
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3 The total probability formula for the

multidimensional-matrix Gaussian distributions

Theorem 1. (the total probability formula for multidimensional-matrix Gaussian dis-
tributions). Let ξ is the q-dimensional (m1×m2×...×mq)-matrix, x is the p-dimensional

(s1 × s2 × ... × sp)-matrix, rq =
q∏
i=1

mi is the numbers of the elements of the matrix

ξ, rp =
p∏
i=1

si is the numbers of the elements of the matrix x, f(ξ) is the probability

density of the matrix ξ, f(x/ξ) is the conditional probability density of the matrix x,
Rrq is the rq-dimensional Euclidean space. If in the total probability formula

f(x) =

∫
Erq

f(x/ξ)f(ξ)dξ (2)

the probability density f(x/ξ) is represented in the form

f(x/ξ) =
1√

(2π)rp |dx|
exp

(
−1

2
0,2q(Sξ2) + 0,q(V ξ)− 1

2
W

)
,

and probability density f(ξ) is represented in the form

f(ξ) =
1√

(2π)rq |dξ|
exp

(
−1

2
0,2q(d−1

ξ ξ2) + 0,q
(

0,q(d−1
ξ νξ)ξ

)
− 1

2
0,2q(d−1

ξ ν2
ξ )

)
,

then the probability density f(x) (2) (total probability formula) determine by the ex-
pression

f(x) =
1√

(2π)rp|dx||dξ||A|
exp

(
−1

2
0,2q(A−1B2)− 1

2
C

)
,

where
A = d−1

ξ + S,

B =0,q (d−1
ξ νξ) + V,

C =0,2q (d−1
ξ ν2

ξ ) +W,

|dx|, |dξ|, |A| are the determinants of the corresponding multidimensional matrices, and
A−1 is the matrix (0, q)-inverse to the matrix A.

We denote that the matrices dξ, d
−1
ξ , S, A, A−1 are 2q-dimensional symmetrical

relative their q-multi-indexes, νξ, V , B are q-dimensional, dx is the 2p-dimensional
symmetrical relative its p-multi-indexes, W , C are zero-dimensional (scalars).
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4 The Bayes� formula for the multidimensional-

matrix Gaussian distributions

Theorem 2. (Bayes� formula for multidimensional-matrix Gaussian distributions).
Let ξ is the q-dimensional (m1 ×m2 × ... ×mq)-matrix, x is the p-dimensional (s1 ×
s2×...×sp)-matrix, rq =

q∏
i=1

mi is the numbers of the elements of the matrix ξ, rp =
p∏
i=1

si

is the numbers of the elements of the matrix x, f(ξ) is the probability density of the
matrix ξ, f(x/ξ) is the conditional probability density of the matrix x, Rrq is the rq-
dimensional Euclidean space. If in the Bayes� formula

f(ξ/x) =
f(x/ξ)f(ξ)∫

Erq
f(x/ξ)f(ξ)dξ

(3)

the probability density f(x/ξ) is represented in the form

f(x/ξ) =
1√

(2π)rp |dx|
exp

(
−1

2
0,2q(Sξ2) + 0,q(V ξ)− 1

2
W

)
,

and the probability density f(ξ) is represented in the form

f(ξ) =
1√

(2π)rq |dξ|
exp

(
−1

2
0,2q(d−1

ξ ξ2) + 0,q
(

0,q(d−1
ξ νξ)ξ

)
− 1

2
0,2q(d−1

ξ ν2
ξ )

)
,

then the posteriori probability density f(ξ/x) of the random vector ξ determined by the
Bayes� formula (3), haves the following form

f(ξ/x) =
1√

(2π)rq |A−1|
exp

(
−1

2
0,2q
(
A
(
ξ − 0,q(A−1B)

)2
))

,

where A = d−1
ξ + S, B =0,q (d−1

ξ νξ) + V .
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Abstract

Currently, the most popular speech recognition systems are based on unit
selection � decision tree algorithms. In literature, new speech synthesis meth-
ods based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM) are proposed. In this paper, an overview of speech synthesis and their
realization called LSTM is given. Directions for further investigations are high-
lighted.
Keywords: data science, speech synthesis, neural network

1 Introduction

Much e�ort is given by scientists and engineers for human speech modelling at least for
half of a century. The state-of-the-art methods applied to speech modelling are a con-
catenative synthesis, formant synthesis, articulatory synthesis, HMM-based synthesis,
sine-wave synthesis. The literature review reveals that speech synthesis beyond the typ-
ically used techniques is extended towards exploring Deep Neural Networks (DNNs).
Deep learning-based synthesizers use Arti�cial Neural Networks (ANNs), which are
trained on recorded human speech data. One of the types of DNN is Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) architecture called Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) network [1].
These days RNN and LSTM networks are used by researchers for speech synthesis.
They are used for English and several other languages and show good results. The
goal of this research is the overview of these results. A comparison of the e�ectiveness
of using LSTM networks for speech synthesis collected from the literature for di�erent
languages is given in this paper. Neural networks are not used for Lithuanian speech
synthesis. Lithuanian speech synthesis systems are implemented using unit selection -
decision tree algorithms that are one of the concatenative synthesis methods. In this
paper, the possibilities of using LSTM networks for Lithuanian speech synthesis are
discussed.

2 Recurrent Neural Networks and LSTM

Recently ANNs and especially DNNs are successfully used for solving machine speech
problems [2], [3], [4]. RNN is a type of neural network designed for capturing informa-
tion from sequential or time series data [2]. RNN is the repetition of simple units, which
takes as an input the past, new input and produces a new prediction and connects to
the future. Due to the fact that this network has short term memory, it does not work
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Figure 1: Concept Scheme of Vanilla LSTM network

well for longer sequences. This disadvantage is known as the Vanishing Gradient Prob-
lem [5]. One of the most common RNN architectures which solve this problem is the
LSTM network. It is the type of RNN designed to work with long data sequences. It
uses a mechanism called gates. Gates are used for learning which information to forget
or add to the hidden state. LSTM network was presented in 1997 [1]. These days it is
the most used RNN architecture. This architecture is also called Vanilla LSTM. The
graphical representation of the LSTM network is given in Fig. 1.

The Vanilla LSTM network is RNN network where a repeating module contains
three interacting gates. The module is called the LSTM cell. Denote state of LSTM
cell of current time by Ct, input of current time by Xt, output of previous time by
ht−1. First gate of the LSTM cell is called forget gate ft, and is given by: ft =
σ(Wf ·Xt +Rf · ht−1 + bf ), where Wf -input weights, Rf - recurrent weights, bf - bias.
It is a sigmoid layer with outputs between 0 and 1. It takes ht−1 and Xt and for each
number in the cell state Ct−1 returns a number where 0 means completely forget and
1 means completely keep the value.

Second gate is called input gate it. It decides what new information we will store
in the cell state. At �rst, this sigmoid layer decides which values will be updated
according to formula it = σ(Wi ·Xt + Ri · ht−1 + bi), then tanh layer creates a vector
of new candidate values C̃t = tanh(WC ·Xt + RC · ht−1 + bC). At this step previously
calculated values are combined by multiplying old state by ft (forgetting the values),
then it ∗ C̃t is added (the new candidate values scaled by how much we decided to
update each state value) Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ C̃t.

Third gate is called output gate ot. At �rst, sigmoid layer decides which parts of
the cell state will go to output ot = σ(Wo ·Xt +Ro · ht−1 + bo). Before outputting the
cell state is run through tanh layer and values are pushed between -1 and 1. Finally,
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Table 1: Speech Synthesis using di�erent DNN architectures
Reference Network architecture Data Set Results

Salah Al-
Radhi et
al. [9], 2017

LSTM: 4 feed-forward hidden
lower layers of 1024 hyperbolic
tangent units each, followed by
a single LSTM hidden top layer
with 512 units.

US English female (SLT);
speaker from the CMU-
ARCTIC database.

Improved naturalness of the speech synthe-
sized signi�cantly over DNN baseline. Object
of synthesis: sentences.

Wu and
King [8],
2016

Simpli�ed LSTM architecture
(uses only the forget gate, has
signi�cantly fewer parameters
than the vanilla LSTM). 256
units (e.g., LSTM blocks) in
the recurrent layer.

A corpus from a British
male speaker divided into
three subsets: training,
development and testing
(2400, 70 and 72 utter-
ances).

Forget gate can learn the temporal structure of
speech; its activations have a high correspon-
dence with phone boundaries. For this task,
the forget gate is the only critical component
of the LSTM; other components can be omit-
ted with no reduction in naturalness. Object
of synthesis: sentences.

Zen and
Sak [10],
2015

Unidirectional LSTM RNNs
with a recurrent output layer.
The architecture of the LSTM:
1 forward-directed hidden
LSTM layer with 256 memory
blocks.

US English speech data
from a female professional
speaker. The training and
development data sets con-
sisted of 34 632 and 100 ut-
terances, respectively.

LSTMs produced signi�cantly better speech
than DNNs. Object of synthesis: Utterances.

Zen et al.
[7], 2016

LSTM-RNNs was 1 x 128-unit
ReLU layer followed by 3 x
128-cell LSTMP layers with 64
recurrent projection units with
a linear recurrent output layer.

Speech data from a fe-
male professional speaker,
26 languages.

The LSTM-RNN-based SPSS systems with
proposed optimizations surpassed the HMM-
based SPSS systems in speed, latency, disk
footprint, and naturalness on modern mobile
devices. Experimental results also showed that
the LSTM-RNN-based SPSS system with the
optimizations could match the HMM-driven
unit selection TTS systems in naturalness in
13 of 26 languages. Object of synthesis: Ut-
terances.

Fan et al.
[6], 2014

Hybrid system of DNN
and BLSTM (Bidirectional
LSTM): lower hidden layers
with a feed-forward structure
which is cascaded with upper
hidden layers with a BLSTM.

Female, American English,
native speaker, both pho-
netically and prosodically
rich. The corpus consisted
of 5,000 training utterances
(around 5 hours) and 200
extra utterances were used
for testing.

Hybrid system can outperform either the con-
ventional, decision tree-based HMM, or a DNN
TTS system, both objectively and subjec-
tively. Object of synthesis: sentences.

sigmoid layer and tanh layer values are multiplied and we output only the parts which
were decided ht = ot ∗ tanh(Ct). More deteiled LSTM description is presented in [11].

3 LSTM for Speech synthesis

LSTM is successfully used for di�erent speech synthesis applications. In this section
overview of using LSTM networks for speech synthesis is given. Overview is presented
in Table 1.
Based on analysed references we can make the following conclusions: 1) it is di�cult to
compare the quality of synthesis among di�erent experiments because they use di�erent
evaluation systems and criteria (both objective and subjective), 2) it is obvious that
most of the experiments and LSTM applications are made for the English language.
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4 Further investigations

Speech synthesis using LSTM networks according to recent articles outperforms sta-
tistical methods and traditional Neural Network implementations. In addition, it
gives more �exibility for signal transformations, and most signi�cant among them are:
adding the emotions to synthesized speech and voice conversion. In further investiga-
tions, LSTM networks will be used for Lithuanian speech synthesis and later for adding
intonation and emotions to synthesized speech.
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Abstract

Two Poisson signals detectors that use the results of number of events' ac-
counts accounting or time intervals between the neighboring events measurements
are described. It is displayed the both detectors could provide the close detection
characteristics.
Keywords: data science, Poisson �ux, decision theory

1 Introduction

It is in common practice to describe di�erent random �uxes by Poisson distribution.
The most applicable they are for the tasks in applied physics, radio physics, radio and
optical location where they are usually named as a simplest �ux of homogenous events
or a stationary (constant distribution parameter) Poisson �ux (SPF). Depending the
sample values being analyzed, the SPF could be represented by Poisson law of accounts'
distribution or the exponential law of the distribution of intervals between neighboring
events. It can be assumed that both ideas have the right to practical application.
Indeed, the constant intensity λ of the SPF:

λ =
m

T
, (1)

where m is the number of events that are detected within the interval T . So, it is
possible to select m or T as a variable �xing the alternative that leads to obvious
equivalency of two interpretations of the same random process. If we �x T counting of
events will be terminated just at the moment T [1, 2]. In the opposite case the time
measurement procedure should be stopped by m events registration [3].

The theory and practice of hypotheses testing use the �rst idea in common. Nev-
ertheless, the second one was grounded enough for practical use [4]. Moreover, it was
o�ered to explore the testing of a simple hypothesis about the parameter of an ex-
ponential distribution to build an optimized detector [5] for the goals of super weak
optical signals at the level of single photons that are just the events of the Poisson
process. Such a procedure is considered below.
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2 Main part

It is known that the decision-making algorithm consists in comparing likelihood ration
or its logarithm with a de�nite threshold. In this case, we have the series of intervals
t1, . . . , tm between the consecutive events that are independent sample values belonging
to the exponential distribution

f(t) = λe−λt, t > 0, λ > 0. (2)

To make a decision, a simple hypothesis H0 that λ = λ0 is veri�ed, against a simple
alternative H1, that the distribution parameter λ = λ1 > λ0. The logarithm of the
likelihood ratio in this case is [5]:

ln l(t1, . . . , tm) =
m∑
k=1

ln
λ1e

−λ1tk

λ0e−λ0tk
= m ln

λ1

λ0

− (λ1 − λ0)
m∑
k=1

tk. (3)

This gives us the rule of a decision selection

ln
λ1

λ0

− (λ1 − λ0)
m∑
k=1

tk ≥ ln c0 (4)

or
1

m

m∑
k=1

tk ≤
1

λ1 − λ0

(ln
λ1

λ0

− 1

m
ln c0) =

1

λ1 − λ0

ln
λ1

λ0c
1/m
0

= c, (5)

where c0 and c are the thresholds of decision making.
In accordance with (5) the rule of a decision selection for �xed in advance the size

of the retrieval could be given in the next way: the hypothesis H1 is true (λ = λ1) if [6]

S0.1 =
1

m

m∑
k=1

tk ≤
1

λ1 − λ0

ln
λ1

λ0c
1/m
0

= c, (6)

otherwise the hypothesis H0 is true (λ = λ0).
Thus, the algorithm for testing the hypothesis on the parameter of the exponential

probability distribution is reduced to comparing the arithmetic mean of sample values
with the decision rule threshold

c =
1

λ1 − λ0

ln
λ1

λ0c
1/m
0

, (7)

where value of c should be stated in accordance with the selected quality criterion of
the decision rule.

To �nd such criteria it is necessary to determine conditional probabilities of errors
of the �rst and second kind (noting that the optimal decision-making algorithm (6)
contains the sum of m independent exponentially distributed random variables). It is
known that the sum of m independent exponentially distributed random variables has
a χ2 distribution with 2m degrees of freedom [5] and its parameter λ = 1

2
. Because
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λ > 0 and the hypothesis H0(λ = λ0) is under checking in contra the simple hypothesis
H1 (λ = λ1), in the considering case the random variable 2λ

∑m
k=1 tk is χ

2 distributed
with 2m degrees of freedom. Thus, the errors of the �rst (α) and second (β) kinds
could be calculated as

α = P{2λ0

m∑
k=1

tk ≤ 2mλ0c|H0} =
Γ(m, 2mλ0c)

Γ(m)
, (8)

β = P{2λ1

m∑
k=1

tk > 2mλ1c|H1} = 1− Γ(m, 2mλ1c)

Γ(m)
, (9)

where Γ(m) is a gamma function and Γ(m, 2mλic) is incomplete gamma function.
It is necessary to outline that the random variables

∑m
k=1 tk and 2λ

∑m
k=1 tk are

both distributed with the law χ2 with 2m degrees of freedom but they have di�erent
parameters. And arithmetic mean is not apparently presents in (8) and (9) that could
make the practical realization more complete.

For the Neumann-Pierson criterion under de�ned error of the �rst kind (8) could be
conversed in the threshold (χ2

1−α is a percent point of χ2 distribution with 2m degrees
of freedom)

c =
1

2mλ0

χ2
1−α. (10)

The threshold (10) is independent from λ1.
If m � 1 and taking into account asymptotic normality of χ2 distribution it is

possible to represent the errors (8) and (9) in the view:

α ≈ Φ(2
√

2mλ0c− 2
√
m), (11)

β ≈ 1− Φ(2
√

2mλ1c− 2
√
m), (12)

where Φ(x) = 1√
2π

∫ x
−∞ e

− z2
2 dz is the integral of probability.

The power of the decision selection rule:

D = 1− β ≈ Φ(2
√

2mλ1c− 2
√
m). (13)

The expression (12) gives us the threshold of decision that is dependent on the
known m and λ0:

c ≈ (
√
m− 1

2
Φ−1(1− α))2

2mλ0

. (14)

Then, the power of the decision selection rule will be

D ≈ Φ(2
√
m(
√
kλ − 1)−

√
kλΦ

−1(1− α)), (15)

where Φ−1 is the reverse function of the integral of probability, and kλ =
λ1

λ0

is the

ratio of parameters of the exponential law meeting alternative of hypothesis (distance
between the hypothesis and alternative).
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It is possible to �nd the indicators of decision making quality in di�erent way using
the asymptotic normality of arithmetic mean distribution of samples. In this case
the indicators could be calculated through the integrals of probability [6] (sinistral
decision). In this way the error of the �rst kind is

α = P (−∞ < S0.1 < c) = Φ{
c− 1

λ0

1
λ0
√
m

} = Φ{cλ0

√
m−√m}. (16)

And the threshold of decision depends on the level of the given error of the �rst
kind, number of events, and intensity λ0:

c =
1

λ0

(1− 1√
m

Φ−1{1− α}). (17)

In the same way the power of the rule of decision selection could be de�ned as

D = Φ{√m(kλ − 1)− kλΦ−1{1− α}}. (18)

It is necessary to stress the di�erence in the D expressions for χ2 distribution (15)
and for Gauss distribution (18).

Now, let's consider the optimal algorithm of decision making when in the rule (4)
dividing by m abandoned [3], and the rule (4) transmit in

m ln
λ1

λ0

− (λ1 − λ0)
m∑
k=1

tk ≥ ln c0 (19)

m∑
k=1

tk ≤
m ln λ1

λ0
− ln c0

λ1 − λ0

= c. (20)

According (20) the rule for �xed sample volume m is the following: the alternative
H1 is true and λ = λ1 if

S0.2 =
m∑
k=1

tk ≤ c, (21)

and hypothesis H0 is true and λ = λ0 if the opposite to (21) inequity is held. Thus, the
considering algorithm of hypothesis on the parameter of the exponential distribution
checking reduces to comparison of the sum of the sample values with the threshold of
the decision rule.

Because the sum of independent random variables that �uctuate in accordance with
exponential law with parameter λ is subordinated to gamma distribution with the
parameters λ and m, the error of the �rst kind for m � 1 when gamma distribution
runs to Gauss distribution and integrals of probability [6] are applicable (sinistral
decision)

α = P (−∞ < S0.2 < c) = Φ{
c− m

λ0√
m
λ0

} = Φ{ cλ0√
m
−√m}. (22)
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The threshold of decision will be equal to

c =

√
m

λ0

(
√
m− Φ−1{1− α}) =

√
m

λ0

(1− 1√
m

Φ−1{1− α}). (23)

Its value depends on the stated error of the �rst kind, sample volume, and parameter
of the exponential distribution. For these conditions power of decision is the same as
it was earlier (18).

3 Conclusion

The comparative analysis of two algorithms displayed that for close enough hypothesis
and alternative the di�erence of powers of the decision making rules are absent or
acceptable. For big distance the di�erence could become inadmissible. At ones, under
direct application of Gaussian approximation to gamma distribution the power of rule
doesn't exceed one for Gaussian approximation of χ2 distribution.
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Abstract

Data on credit histories may be very helpful for analysis of vulnerability of
private sector to monitor �nancial stability in central banks. In National Bank
of Belarus, there are credit register including vast database of credit histories
of most companies and individuals on daily basis. These data may be used for
estimating some useful risk measures such as Probabilities of Default (PD), Loss
Given Default (LGD), etc. To construct aggregated measures from daily data
special algorithms are developed. The event of default is de�ned according to
Basel methodology. Some issues related to estimation of the risk measures are
solved through analysis of the data distribution. The constructed measures can
be further used for analytical reporting and statistical models estimation using
supervised learning techniques.
Keywords: data science, credit history, �nancial stability

1 The issues and the data

This study is devoted to a problem of assessment �nancial vulnerability and credit
risk of non�nancial companies on microdata. Some research projects based on analysis
of companies' balance sheets data have been already conducted in National Bank of
Belarus [1, 2, 3]. In these projects some analytical and program tools to estimate
companies �nancial risks were proposed. Statistical credit ratings were estimated on a
set of �nancial ratios with cluster analysis algorithm. Unsupervised learning technique
was applied because of the lack of real data on defaults. Estimated credit ratings showed
close connections with various expert �nancial indicators used in �nancial stability
reports. But still it was hard to validate the results of classi�cation due to the lack of
actual outcomes on defaults.

On contrarily, credit register data may be used to construct credit risk measures
entirely based on data. For example, probability of default may be derived as a fre-
quency of accounts with overdue payments that excess certain limit [4]. This approach
implies a de�nition of default in sense of Basel framework [5]. According to the Basel
de�nition, the event of default is de�ned as 90 days past due in the debt or interest
payments by a contract.

The credit register database collects information on credit contracts and collater-
als. All changes in contract information or in the history of payments, including debt
outstanding, overdue payments (by debt and interest) and group risks for reserves ac-
cumulation, are promptly reported by banks to the credit register of National Bank.
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All contracts are grouped by borrower (company or individual), type of credit contract,
currency, bank that issued the credit.

2 Aggregated measures of default

Now describe the structure of credit register data and corresponding aggregated mea-
sures of credit risk which are proposed in this research.

Let J(i, t) ⊂ J be the set of active credit contracts of a company with number i on
date t where J is a set of all credit contracts; I(t) ⊂ I be the set of companies that
has at least one active contract on date t where I is all set of companies in a sample;
a(i) ∈ {1, . . . , A} be the major economic activity of a company i; b(j) ∈ {1, . . . , B} be
a bank number that issued the credit with number j ∈ J .

There are indicators which changes are tracked by credit history: sjt is debt out-
standing, pjt is payments overdue. Given the information of the date of last change for
each indicator and corresponding amount, we may calculate a number of days overdue
for credit contract j on date t, that is denoted as djt. Actually, it's de�ned as a number
of days in the period when overdue payments pjt were greater than zero from particu-
lar date in the past to the last observed date. Also, there are data speci�c to a credit
contract which are currency, amount of credit issued s0

j . Further on, let sjt represent
so called Exposure at Default (EAD) on a contract j on date t.

Now de�ne the rule of default according to the Basel framework for a single con-
tract j:

bdjt = 1 if djt > 90, else bdjt = 0 (1)

which may be adopted for a company level by using a rule of maximum overdue days by
all contracts of a company i, that is dit = max

j∈J(i,t)
{djt}, and subsequent substitution to

formula (1). Note that here the overdue days are calculated based on overdue payments
as a whole including overdue payments by debt, interest and service. In fact, the rule
(1) means that there is a technical default on a contract, because the actual default
can only be a result of judicial procedure.

In reality, the rule (1) should be modi�ed to take into account an amount of overdue
payments: if they are too small or if the level of debt outstanding is too low, the positive
decision about default according to the rule (1) should be rejected. We can formulize
some additional conditions of default, for example, by requiring that overdue payments
pjt be greater than a particular amount or ratio of overdue payments pjt to amount
of credit s0

j be greater than some threshold η that can be expressed by a formula
pjt/s

0
j > η. For the thresholds expert assessments are usually taken, but we use data

driven approach with an aim to get these from distribution of the actual data.
Using the indicators derived above we can calculate Probability of Default (PD)

on date t on a level of a company i, an industry a or a bank b that are denoted as
pdit, pdat, pdbt, by calculating relative frequency of default occurrences on the data
according to the rule like (1).

Another one important characteristic we address is Loss Given Default (LGD) that
is, again, calculated on the data. For this task data on collaterals are used. Let K
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is a set of all available collateral contracts in database, K(i, t) ⊂ K is a set of active
collaterals that belong to company i as a pledger on date t. For each collateral contract
k on date t there are the following indicators: rkt � requirements on the collateral, ukt �
the amount of requirement that were reimbursed, v0

k � value of collateral. Again, let
b(k) ∈ {1, . . . , B} be a bank that issued a collateral contract k. Then, using the data
on collaterals we can calculate an approximation of LGD by applying a formula:

LGDkt = 1− ukt/rrt, (2)

which provides LGD on a level of a contract. Also we may generalize (2) by calculating
LGD on a level of a company, type of industry or a bank. Usually it's done on a level
of industry that could be get by aggregating ukt, rkt on a subset of active contracts
K(a, t) ⊂ K on date t that belong to companies which are from industry a.

To generalize, let de�ne aggregated indicators pdlt, lgdlt, eadlt, which are PD, LGD,
EAD on date t on a level of aggregation l ∈ {i, a, b}, that is on a level of a company,
an industry of a bank. The proposed indicators may be used for calculating expected
losses from credit portfolio that is expressed by a formula:

ELt =
∑
l

PDlt × LGDlt × EADlt, (3)

where the sum is done on a set of di�erent industries, types of credit contracts (prod-
ucts), or di�erent types of borrowers.

3 Applications of proposed measures

Credit register data may be very promising for monitoring �nancial stability of real
and banking sectors [6]. This research aims to apply data driven approach to un-
cover vulnerabilities in real time. Some traditional modeling techniques for panel and
macroeconomic data may also be applied on proposed risk measures derived from the
data.

We can propose further applications of the risk measures outlined above.
1. Analytical reporting for monitoring �nancial stability. It was the �rst intention

to do this research. It's expected that the methodology of calculating risk measures
developed on a test sample would be applied to the whole database to get timely reports
on the current situation.

2. Mathematical modeling of credit risk measures. For example, a logit model to
forecast probability of default of companies at one-year horizon could be developed
based on classi�cation variable derived from the data on overdue payments. The de-
veloped scoring model may help to validate scoring models of commercial banks.
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Abstract

In the modern world, systems providing human-machine interaction, human-
machine interfaces, are becoming increasingly important. The quality of opera-
tion of such interfaces consists of two components: the quality of the performance
of the hardware content and the e�ciency of the algorithms for processing incom-
ing information. This paper discusses the possibility to use operator heart rate
variation signal to predict errors in the task completion.
Keywords: human-machine interface, machine learning, biomedical information

1 Introduction

The widespread introduction of human-machine interfaces (HMI) raiseda number of
tasks, for solution of which it is necessary to develop new approaches for analyzing
and interpreting the information received from the operator. The range of application
of modern HMIs extends from medical applications for disabled people support, to
military systems, assisting the operator to perform tasks with high accuracy. Examples
of HMI based on di�erent principles are:

• non-invasive brain-computer interface;

• neuromuscular interface;

• oculographic interface.

Di�erent interfaces use registration of various physical parameters of a human opera-
tor body: electroencephalograms, electromyograms, pupil movements, and form device
control signals based on these signals. Di�erent interfaces are subject to various dis-
turbing signals and facts. While the in�uence of technical disturbances can be reduced
using various �lters, disturbances associated with the operator psycho-emotional state
require implementation of special methods.This report discusses the possibility to use
operator heart rate variation (HRV) signal to estimate the operator psycho-emotional
state in terms of number of errors made during the task ful�lment. All experiments on
moving object control were using oculographic interface.
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2 Accounting for individual information in the oculo-

graphic interface

The work uses data obtained from the oculographic interface, based on contactless
recording of eye movement. Tracking the eye movement, the device de�nes which
objects the user's attention is focused on, the position of the pupil and analyzing the
patterns of the movements, forms commands for performing the necessary actions by
managing technical system. In motor disorders rehabilitation of various etiologies this
can be a willed chair or exoskeleton. Management of interaction between a patient and
electronic-mechanical devices, light switches and so on is possible using oculographic
interface as well.

The speci�c components that interfere with the operation of the oculographic in-
terface, in addition to technical reasons, are refocus operator's attention to outsider
objects; involuntary eye movements. Psycho-emotional andpsychosomatic state of the
operator can be determined with the help of appropriate tests and instrumental obser-
vations at the stage of building the command generation algorithm. This information
can be used to increase performance of the task completion. Psycho-emotional and
psychosomatic state can be controlled on-line by recording HRV or other informative
signal. In this case, performance of the task completioncan be improved on-line.

3 Heart rate variability as a predictor ofthe manage-

ment process performance

HRV is an important indicator characterizing the psychosomatic state of a person. In
this work, we study dependence between changes in HRV and number of errors made
by the operator.

Figure 1: Individual HRV in dynamics
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Figure 1 shows an individual HRV signal, recorded for operator who made one
mistake in Test 1. Calibration is the period when an operator gives di�erent commands
without managing the systemto tuneoculographic interface.One can see a pronounced
increasein the heart rateduring the Test 1 stage with the gradual stabilization of HRV
at the control level in the 3rd test. We assume that the HRV can serve as a predictor
of successful performance of the task.

An important property of ergatic systems is human adaptation during the interac-
tion of the software and hardware of the complex and the operator [3-4]. To identify
the individual characteristics of the user's HRV during the task completion, an analy-
sis of time periods was performed during which non-stationary signal fragments were
detected. This indicator was chosen primarily as re�ecting the total time during which
active changes in the HRV parameters. The data were preprocessedto zero mean and
unit variance. The spectral power of HRV in low frequency (LF) and in high frequency
(HF) ranges were estimated for di�erent stages of the task completion. These esti-
mations were made separately for three groups of operators: operators, who made no
mistakes during the task completion � �without errors� group (11 operators), operators,
who made one mistakes during the task completion � �1 error� group (10 operators),
and operators, who made two mistakes during the task completion � �2 errors� group
(10 operators). The results are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: a) Dynamics of the SPM HF / LF ratio during the experiments; b) The ratio
of the lifetime of nonstationary fragments of HRV in the LF and HF ranges

From Figure 2b one can see, that the ratio of LF / HF for the time period during
which non-stationary fragments of HRV were identi�ed for the 2nd and 3rd tests was
signi�cantly lower than in the control, not di�ering for the �rst test. In other words,
from arrival to arrival, there was an increase in activity in the HF range relative to the
initial state.

The dynamics of the ratio of the total power of non-stationary fragments re�ected
reduction in their severity in the LF components during the �rst test. For the subse-
quent tests, no di�erences were identi�ed, which re�ects the restoration of the balance
between HF and LF regulatory in�uences.

Figure 3 shows mean HRV values with 95 % con�dence intervals at di�erent stages
for operators in three groups mentioned above. One can observe that at calibration
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Figure 3: The results of the analysis of the average HRV for three groups of operators

stage all three groups have di�erent mean HRV values. For the group �without mis-
takes�, the mean HRV is stable with small in group variance. This group does not
demonstrate signi�cant deviations in psycho-emotional state. In group �1 error� one
can observe sharp decrease in the mean values of HRV at test stages. Decrease in HRV
values characterizes the acceleration of the heart rate. The third �more than 2 errors�
con�rms the trend found in the group �1 error�.

In the last two groups HRV variance is higher than in group �without mistakes� as
at calibration stage, so at three test stages. Because in all groups number of subjects
are practical the same, the di�erence in variance justi�es the links between mean VHR
valueand quality of the task performance.

4 Conclusion

In the report, we discuss the possibility to use HRV signal to predict individual per-
formance of the task completion. Data obtained in experiments with oculographic
interface were used. Strati�cation of operators by the number of errors made dur-
ing the task completion helped to demonstrate links existing between VHR value and
quality of the task performance.

According to the analysis of the parameters of HRV, a decrease in the power spectral
density in the HF and LF ranges is shown. The ratio of LF / HF for the time period
during which non-stationary fragments of HRV were identi�ed for the 2nd and 3rd
tests was signi�cantly lower than in the control, not di�erent for Test 1.
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Abstract

The paper identi�es the necessary steps in preparing for the formation of a
satellite environmental-economic account: an analysis of the legislative, method-
ological, institutional and information bases. The possible di�culties in their
analysis are considered.
Keywords: data science, environmental-economic accounting, system formation

1 Introduction

Today it is not enough just to analyze economic, social, or environmental systems
separately. Requirements for the results of analysis at the macro level are complex.
In turn, the introduction of the system of environmental-economic accounting (SEEA)
contributes to the expansion of the system of national accounts through additional
satellite accounts of environmental topics, that is, the integration of economic and
environmental data.

For the formation of a satellite account of SEEA, it is necessary to analyze the
legislative, methodological, institutional and information bases.

2 Legislative base

The signi�cance of the legislative base cannot be denied. Despite the fact that scientists
can work autonomously, the presence of legislative justi�cation, the consolidation of
the need for such information greatly facilitate public understanding of the work done
by the researcher.

The legislative base is considered in accordance with the thematic area within which
it is planned to form a satellite account. And if, for example, the Law on Environmental
Protection and the Law on State Statistics are present in the practice of most countries
of the world, then legislative consolidation of SEEA accounts is mainly observed only
in developed countries. In particular, the Regulation of the European Parliament and
the European Council No. 691/2011 �On European environmental economic accounts�
works in the EU countries. In Belarus, the issue of forming the SEEA is re�ected in
the Strategy for the development of state statistics for the period up to 2022, which
can be attributed to the �rst step on the way to legislative �xation of this issue.
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3 Methodological base

The methodological base is the international statistical standard �System of
Environmental-Economic Accounting Central Framework� (SEEA-CF), other method-
ological guidelines developed by international organizations in various areas of SEEA
(for example, water resources, energy resources, agriculture, forestry and �sheries),
scienti�c researches.

Based on SEEA-CF [1], as the leading document in the �eld of environmental-
economic accounting, it should be noted that all the accounts of SEEA are divided into
three groups: physical �ow accounts; asset accounts; environmental activity accounts
and related �ows. Each of the groups represents the issues of accounting for natural
resources and related activities.

Physical �ow accounts characterize the involvement of a resource from the environ-
ment in economic activity. In SEEA-CF, accounts of �ows of energy resources, water
resources and �ows of materials are de�ned. Methodologically, physical �ow accounts
can be called quite a�ordable, since their coverage is limited to involvement in the econ-
omy. Therefore, with the quality of primary accounting and proper consolidation of
information, their formation, both in physical and in monetary terms, is more possible.

Asset accounts are formed for the purpose of accounting for a speci�c natural as-
set, for example, mineral and energy resources, land resources, timber resources and
other biological resources. The fundamental di�erence in this case is the physical and
monetary estimate for the components of the account. The asset account in physical
terms is wider than the asset account in monetary terms for the amount of an asset
that is not involved in commercial activities.

Environmental activity accounts and related �ows capture issues of environmen-
tal expenditure analysis, environmental taxes and subsidies, environmental goods and
services. This group of accounts is the �most economic�. They are formed only in
monetary terms. Their formation is directly linked to the system of national accounts
and depends largely on the quality of the SNA.

Despite the fact that SEEA-CF is the leading methodological document in the for-
mation of environmental-economic accounts, it does not limit the actions of researchers
to the question of its expansion and the addition of new satellite accounts. For exam-
ple, FAO as the leading international organization in the area of agriculture, forestry
and �sheries along with recommendations from SEEA-CF o�ers to produce an account
of the physical �ows of timber resources [2].

At the same time, if you intend to introduce SEEA accounts into the national
practice and use a structure that is comparable at the international level, special care
must be taken, since the structure of the accounts in di�erent methodological sources
may be di�erent. In particular, compared to SEEA-CF, FAO o�ers a slightly di�erent
structure for the forest land asset account and the timber asset account. Also, as
compared with SEEA-CF, signi�cant di�erences are observed in the structure of the
water resource �ow account recommended in the additional UN guideline SEEA-water
[3].

A very urgent task in the present development of SEEA methodology is ecosystem
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accounts. Ecosystem accounts, unlike SEEA-CF accounts, characterize environmental
services and assets from the point of the ecosystem as a whole, rather than a speci�c
resource.

The de�nition of ecosystem services o�ered in the guideline on experimental ecosys-
tem accounting [4] is rather di�use and characterizes them as a contribution to the
bene�ts used by society in economic and other activities.

In 2013, the �rst full version of the Common International Classi�cation of Ecosys-
tem Services (CICES), according to which all ecosystem services fall into three cate-
gories: provisioning services, regulating services and cultural services. On the example
of forest resource accounts, provisioning services include picking berries and preying of
game animals; regulating services � carbon dioxide absorption, protection from wind
erosion; cultural services � the use of forest for aesthetic, research and educational
purposes.

Ecosystem assets include complex systems consisting of both biotic and abiotic
components.

In contrast to the accounts formed in accordance with SEEA-CF, methodological
approaches to the formation of ecosystem accounts are not currently accepted as a
standard because of the multiplicity of existing approaches to their formation and are
additionally called experimental.

Analyzing the methodological base recommended at the international level, in or-
der to further introduce into national practice, it is also necessary to keep in mind
its nationalization, that is, harmonization with the current national legislation and ac-
counting system. It is also recommended to develop and approve national methodology
for the formation of accounts in order to make the future results of the construction of
natural economic accounts transparent.

4 Institutional base

The analysis of the institutional base is another important step in exploring the pos-
sibilities of forming the SEEA. Depending on the complexity and thematic direction,
a SEEA account may be formed within the same department or interdepartmental
working group.

The issue of interdepartmental communications never loses its relevance, despite
its clarity. Thematic interdepartmental working group is a convenient platform for
discussing methodological features, searching for new information sources, as well as
verifying results. In addition, it facilitates the exchange of experience and the dis-
semination of the results obtained. At the same time, world practice shows that the
national statistical o�ce acts as a coordinator of work in such interdepartmental work-
ing groups. Despite the wide involvement of various organizations in the process of
forming the SEEA, this area in most countries is still considered to be more statistical
and requires precise coordination and popularization. In Belarus today there are two
interdepartmental working groups for the SEEA implementation in national practice:
on water accounts and on forest accounts.
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5 Information base

Finally, the analysis of the information base is the �nal stage on the way of preparing
for the formation of the SEEA. Information sources for the formation of a satellite
account can be thematic o�cial statistical information or administrative data (data
from departmental reporting, monitoring, inventories, registries, etc.). When analyzing
the existing information base, it is necessary to determine the sources of information,
their quality and assess the coverage of the account with the obtained data.

Sources and quality of data are determined through interdepartmental interaction
using approximate account layouts. Questions of inadequate data quality often emerge
during the formatting of accounts, with the result that measures should be taken to
improve them. At the same time, the duration of the data quality improvement process
can reach up to a year or more.

After determining the sources, the coverage of the account by data is estimated.
As a result of such an assessment, the researcher understands where additional eval-
uation is required to form an account in full. Methods for additional evaluation are
determined by the researcher independently and subsequently re�ected in the national
methodological paper.

When assessing the information base, it is necessary to note the particular di�culty
in compiling of physical �ow and asset accounts in monetary terms. Most often, the
valuation of natural resources in monetary terms requires additional research and,
accordingly, the involvement of additional sources of information.

The considered stages of the analysis of the legislative, methodological, institutional
and information bases are a necessary basic work in the formation of the satellite
account of the system of environmental-economic accounting. They are universal for
any SEEA satellite account. The only di�erence is the time spent studying them,
depending on the complexity of the area being researched.
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Abstract

We consider count data models in case of sparse asymptotics. Then a consis-
tent estimator of expected frequencies does not exist for any reasonable metric.
Moreover, a plug-in estimator of a structural distribution is also inconsistent.
Assuming that some auxiliary information on expected frequencies is available,
we construct a consistent estimator of the structural distribution.
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1 Introduction

Let us consider multinomial sampling scheme

Y = (y1, . . . , yn), Y ∼Multinomialn(N,P ), P = (p1, . . . , pn) ∈ Pn,

in case of sparse asymptotics: n → ∞ and P = P (n), N = N(n) → ∞. Here Pn is
the unit (n− 1)-simplex of probabilities P .

De�ne occupation statistics :

Vm = Vm(n) :=
n∑
j=1

I{yj = m}, m = 0, 1, . . . .

Here and in the sequel I{·} denotes an indicator function.
The statistic V0 (V + = V +(n) := n − V0) is the number of empty (respectively,

nonempty) boxes. In linguistics, V + (V0) is the size of a vocabulary or the number of
observed (respectively, unseen) word tokens.

Khmaladze (1988) [3] proposed speci�cations of sparse asymptotics by introducing
sampling schemes with large number of rare events (LNRE). They are based on the
following assumptions:

lim
n→∞

V1(n)

N(n)
> 0, (1)

and

V +(n)→∞, lim
n→∞

V1(n)

V +(n)
> 0. (2)

De�nition. ( [3]) A multinomial sampling scheme with large number of rare events
is said to be in zone (d1) (in zone (d2)) i� condition (1) (respectively, (2)) is satis�ed.

Note that (1) implies (2).
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In the LNRE model, a consistent estimator of probabilities P does not exist for
any reasonable metric [3, 5, 2]. Sometimes much less informative characteristics of a
model are su�cient for inference. For instance, if the cell numbering is irrelevant for
statistical inference, all useful information about the cell probabilities P is contained
in their structural distribution. Structural distributions are widely used in quantitative
linguistics.

Klaassen and Mnatsakanov (2000) [5] (cf. Khmaladze & Chitashvili (1989) [4]
and Khmaladze (1988) [3]) de�ned the (empirical) structural distribution Gn as the
empirical distribution of the "observations" N · P ,

Gn :=
1

n

n∑
j=1

δNpj . (3)

Here and in what follows δa denotes the Dirac measure centered at a. The basic
assumption is that Gn (weakly) converges to a probability distribution G, i.e.,

Gn
W→ G, n→∞. (4)

From the viewpoint of latent distribution modelling it is more natural to reserve the
term structural distribution for the distribution G and to refer to Gn as the empirical
structural distribution.

Khmaladze (1988) [3] has noticed that a natural (plug-in) estimator of G obtained
by substituting yj for Npj (j = 1, . . . , n) in (3) generally yields an inconsistent es-
timator. Consistent estimators of structural distribution based on grouping or ker-
nel smoothing are provided by Klaassen & Mnatsakanov (2000) [5], van Es & Ko-
lios (2003) [2] and van Es et al. (2003) [1] under some smoothness conditions, see
assumption (U) below.

Assumption (U) ( [5, 1]). The sequence of distribution densities

fn(u) :=
n∑
j=1

npj I

{
j − 1

n
< u ≤ j

n

}
, u ∈ (0, 1],

uniformly converges to a continuous distribution density f .
Assumption (U) implies an approximate latent distribution model with a latent

variable Z ∼ f :

pj =

∫ j/n

(j−1)/n

f(u)du+
εj
n
, j = 1, . . . , n, max

j
|εj| → 0.

In this study, we deal with a Poisson sampling scheme and construct a consistent
estimator of structural distribution of expected cell frequencies.
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2 Consistent estimator of structural distribution

We consider a sparse hierarchical Poisson (independent) sampling scheme with a spar-
sity rate τ :

[Y |Λ] ∼ Poissonn(τΛ), Λ ∼ Q(n), Λ := (λ1, . . . , λn),

where τ = τ(n) is a positive convergent sequence, the components of Y = (y1, . . . , yn)
are mutually independent, the conditional distribution of yj given Λ is Poisson(τλj),

the components of Λ are also mutually independent with λj ∼ Qj = Q
(n)
j , j = 1, . . . , n,

and λ+ = n, λ+ :=
∑n

j=1 λj.
Actually, we are interested in cases where τ → 0.
The Poisson sampling scheme is used as an approximation to that of multinomial

under the LNRE condition and can be obtained from the latter via Poissonization [2, 1].
When Qj ≡ Q1 and τ ≡ 1, we get a Poisson mixture model considered in [6].

Similarly as in (3), de�ne

Gn :=
1

n

n∑
j=1

Q
(n)
j (5)

and assume (4), i.e., Gn
W→ G as n→∞. The limiting distribution G is called structural

distribution for the rate τ . In the Poisson mixture model, G = Q1.

Assumptions (P):

(P1) Let {∆`, ` = 1, . . . , L} be a partition of {1, . . . , n} such that n` := |∆`| ≥ nmin
where τ nmin →∞, and, for some parametric family of distributions F (Θ) := {Fθ, θ ∈
Θ}, Θ ⊂ k,

1

n`

∑
j∈∆`

Q
(n)
j

W→ Fθ` , θ` ∈ Θ,

as n → ∞ uniformly with respect to ` = 1, . . . , L. Moreover, for some distribution H
on Θ,

1

n

L∑
`=1

n`δθ`
W→ H.

(P2) Distributions of the family F (Θ) are uniformly continuous in weak topology
with respect to θ ∈ Θ.

(P3) There exist estimators θ̂` := θ̂(y(j), j ∈ ∆`) of θ` which are consistent uni-
formly over {` = 1, . . . , L}, i.e., for each ε > 0,

{ max
`=1,...,L

|θ̂` − θ`| > ε} → 0.

Proposition. Let assumptions (P) be satis�ed. Then

Ĝ :=
L∑
`=1

Fθ̂`
n`
n
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is a consistent estimator of the structural distribution (for the sparsity rate τ)

G =

∫
Θ

FθH(dθ).

Examples:
(a) Latent distribution model (cf. assumption (U)):

λj = n

∫ j/n

(j−1)/n

f(u)du, Q
(n)
j = δλj , j = 1, . . . , n,

f is a continuous probability density on [0, 1].

(b) Poisson regression and related models. When λj = µ(j/n), j = 1, . . . , n,
where µ(u), u ∈ [0, 1], is a nonnegative continuous function that integrate to 1,
we have a nonparametric Poisson regression model with the explanatory variable
x, xj := j/n, j = 1, . . . , n. For a negative binomial regression model, one can take
Qj ∼ Gamma(µ(j/n), ν), where Gamma(a, ν) denotes Gamma distribution with the
mean a and the shape parameter ν, and µ(u), u ∈ [0, 1], is the same as above (cf. [8]).

In [7], zero in�ated negative binomial regression model and the empirical Bayes
method have been applied to estimate the structural distribution of words in Lithuanian
texts.
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Abstract

The paper is devoted to the maximum likelihood estimation in the regression
model of the form Xt = θG(t) + Bt, where B is a Gaussian process, G(t) is a
known function, and θ is an unknown drift parameter. The estimation techniques
for the cases of discrete-time and continuous-time observations are presented.
As examples, models with fractional Brownian motion, sub-fractional Brownian
motion and two independent fractional Brownian motions are considered.
Keywords: data science, fractional Brownian motion, discrete observation, con-
tinuous observation, drift parameter

1 Introduction

We study rather general model where the noise is represented by a centered Gaussian
process B = {Bt, t ≥ 0} with known covariance function, B0 = 0. We assume that
all �nite-dimensional distributions of the process {Bt, t > 0} are multivariate normal
distributions with nonsingular covariance matrices. We observe the process Xt with a
drift θG(t), that is,

Xt = θG(t) +Bt,

where G(t) =
∫ t

0
g(s) ds, and g ∈ L1[0, t] for any t > 0. The paper is devoted to the

estimation of the parameter θ by observations of the process X. We consider the MLEs
for discrete and continuous schemes of observations. The results presented are based
on the recent articles [2, 1, 3].

2 Drift parameter estimator for discrete-time

observations

Let the process X be observed at the points 0 < t1 < t2 < . . . < tN . Then the vector
of increments

∆X(N) = (Xt1 , Xt2 −Xt1 , . . . , XtN −XtN−1
)>

is a one-to-one function of the observations. We assume in this section that the in-
equality G(tk) 6= 0 holds at least for one k.

Evidently, vector ∆X(N) has Gaussian distribution N (θ∆G(N),Γ(N)), where

∆G(N) =
(
G(t1), G(t2)−G(t1), . . . , G(tN)−G(tN−1)

)>
.
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Let Γ(N) be the covariance matrix of the vector

∆B(N) = (Bt1 , Bt2 −Bt1 , . . . , BtN −BtN−1
)>.

Then one can take the density of the distribution of the vector ∆X(N) for a given θ
w. r. t. the density for θ = 0 as a likelihood function:

L(N)(θ) = exp

{
θ(∆G(N))>(Γ(N))−1∆X(N) − θ2

2
(∆G(N))>(Γ(N))−1∆G(N)

}
.

The corresponding MLE equals

θ̂(N) =

(
∆G(N)

)> (
Γ(N)

)−1
∆X(N)

(∆G(N))
>

(Γ(N))
−1

∆G(N)
. (1)

Theorem 1 (Properties of the discrete-time MLE [2]). 1. The estimator θ̂(N) is unbi-
ased and normally distributed:

θ̂(N) − θ ' N
(

0,
1

(∆G(N))>(Γ(N))−1∆G(N)

)
.

2. Assume that
varBt

G2(t)
→ 0, as t→∞.

If tN → ∞, as N → ∞, then the discrete-time MLE θ̂(N) converges to θ as N → ∞
almost surely and in L2(Ω).

3 Drift parameter estimator for continuous-time

observations

In this section we suppose that the process Xt is observed on the whole interval [0, T ].
We investigate MLE for the parameter θ based on these observations.

Let 〈f, g〉 =
∫ T

0
f(t)g(t) dt. Assume that the function G and the process B satisfy

the following conditions.

(A) There exists a linear self-adjoint operator Γ = ΓT : L2[0, T ]→ L2[0, T ] such that

cov(Xs, Xt) = EBsBt =

∫ t

0

ΓT 1[0,s](u) du = 〈ΓT 1[0,s], 1[0,t]〉.

(B) The drift function G is not identically zero, and in its representation G(t) =∫ t
0
g(s) ds the function g ∈ L2[0, T ].

(C) There exists a function hT ∈ L2[0, T ] such that g = ΓhT .
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Note that under assumption (A) the covariance between integrals of deterministic func-
tions f ∈ L2[0, T ] and g ∈ L2[0, T ] w. r. t. the process B equals

E

∫ T

0

f(s) dBs

∫ T

0

g(t) dBt = 〈ΓTf, g〉.

Theorem 2 (Likelihood function and continuous-time MLE [2]). Let T be �xed, as-
sumptions (A)�(C) hold. Then one can choose

L(θ) = exp

{
θ

∫ T

0

hT (s) dXs −
θ2

2

∫ T

0

g(s)hT (s) ds

}
(2)

as a likelihood function. The MLE equals

θ̂T =

∫ T
0
hT (s) dXs∫ T

0
g(s)hT (s) ds

. (3)

It is unbiased and normally distributed:

θ̂T − θ ' N
(

0,
1∫ T

0
g(s)hT (s) ds

)
.

Theorem 3 (Consistency of the continuous-time MLE [2]). Assume that assumptions
(A)�(C) hold for all T > 0. If, additionally,

lim inf
t→∞

varBt

G(t)2
= 0,

then the estimator θ̂T converges to θ as T →∞ almost surely and in mean square.

Theorem 4 (Relations between discrete and continuous MLEs [2]). Let the assump-
tions of Theorem 2 hold. Construct the estimator θ̂(N) from (1) by observations XTk/N ,
k = 1, . . . , N . Then

1) the estimator θ̂(N) converges to θ̂T in mean square, as N →∞,

2) the estimator θ̂(2n) converges to θ̂T almost surely, as n→∞.

4 Application of estimators to various models

4.1 Model with fractional Brownian motion and power drift

Let 0 < H < 1 and α > −1. Consider the process

Xt = θtα+1 +BH
t , (4)

where BH =
{
BH
t , t ≥ 0

}
is a fractional Brownian motion with Hurst index H.

Theorem 5 ( [2]). If α > H − 1, the model (4) satis�es the conditions of Theorem 1.
The estimator θ̂(N) in the model (4) is L2-consistent and strongly consistent (provided
that limN→∞ tN = +∞). If α > 2H − 3

2
, the conditions of Theorems 2, 3 and 4, are

satis�ed. The estimator θ̂T is L2-consistent and strongly consistent. For �xed T , it can
be approximated by discrete-sample estimator in mean-square sense.
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4.2 Model with subfractional Brownian motion

Let 0 < H < 1. Consider the model

Xt = θt+ B̃H
t , (5)

where B̃H =
{
B̃H
t , t ≥ 0

}
is a subfractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter H.

Theorem 6 ( [2]). Under condition tN → +∞ as N → ∞, the estimator θ̂(N) in the
model (5) is L2-consistent and strongly consistent. If 1

2
< H < 3

4
, then the random

process B̃H satis�es Theorems 2, 3, and 4. As the result, L(θ) de�ned in (2) is the
likelihood function in the model (5), and θ̂T de�ned in (3) is the MLE. The estimator is
L2-consistent and strongly consistent. For �xed T , it can be approximated by discrete-
sample estimator in mean-square sense.

4.3 The model with two independent fractional Brownian mo-

tions

Consider the following model:

Xt = θt+BH1
t +BH2

t , (6)

where BH1 and BH2 are two independent fractional Brownian motion with Hurst indices
H1, H2 ∈ (1

2
, 1).

Theorem 7 ( [3]). Under condition tN → +∞ as N → ∞, the estimator θ̂(N) in the
model (6) is L2-consistent and strongly consistent. If H1 ∈ (1/2, 3/4] and H2 ∈ (H1, 1),
then the random process BH1 +BH2 satis�es Theorems 2, 3, and 4. As the result, L(θ)
de�ned in (2) is the likelihood function in the model (6), and θ̂T is the maximum
likelihood estimator. The estimator is L2-consistent and strongly consistent. For �xed
T , it can be approximated by discrete-sample estimator in mean-square sense.
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Abstract

Consider a multinomial scheme with N outcomes. We suggest a set of N − 2
new statistics which along with the Pearson statistic are jointly asymptotically
independent. Limit distributions of these statistics are found.
Keywords: data science, Pearson statistic, multinomial scheme

1 Introduction

Suppose that independent identically distributed trials with N outcomes having prob-
abilities p1, . . . , pN (p1 + . . . + pN = 1, pi > 0) are performed. Denote by νi = νi(n)
the frequency of the j-th outcome in the �rst n trials. The Pearson statistics

X(n) :=
∑N

i=1
(νi−npi)2

npi
is widely used to test the hypothesis H(): �probabilities of out-

comes constitute a vector = (p1, . . . , pN)�, because the distribution of X(n) for n→∞
converges to the standard chi-square distribution with N − 1 degrees of freedom de-
noted here by χ2

N−1 [1]. We suggest a set of N − 2 new statistics (polar coordinates
of the vector of frequencies in some basis) which along with the Pearson statistic are
jointly asymptotically independent. Limit distributions of these statistics are found.

2 Main results

Theorem 1. Suppose that vector p = (
√
p1,
√
p2, . . . ,

√
pN) and v1, v2, . . . , vN−1 form

an orthonormal basis of RN . Put

Yi =

((ν1 − np1√
np1

,
ν2 − np2√

np2

, . . . ,
νN − npN√

npN

)
, vi

)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1

αN−2(n) = arcctg
YN−1√

Y 2
1 + . . .+ Y 2

N−2

= arccos
YN−1√

Y 2
1 + . . .+ Y 2

N−1

,

αN−3(n) = arcctg
YN−2√

Y 2
1 + . . .+ Y 2

N−3

= arccos
YN−2√

Y 2
1 + . . .+ Y 2

N−2

,

αN−4(n) = arcctg
YN−3√

Y 2
1 + . . .+ Y 2

N−4

= arccos
YN−3√

Y 2
1 + . . .+ Y 2

N−3

,

. . .
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α2(n) = arcctg
Y3√

Y 2
1 + Y 2

2 + Y 2
3

= arccos
Y3√

Y 2
1 + . . .+ Y 2

4

,

α1(n) = 2arcctg
Y2 +

√
Y 2

1 + Y 2
2

Y2

=

arccos Y2√
Y 2

1 +Y 2
2

, Y1 ≥ 0,

2π − arccos Y2√
Y 2

1 +Y 2
2

, Y1 < 0,

and if the denominator of the formula for αi is zero we put αi = 0. Then the
limit distribution of (X(n), α1(n), . . . , αN−2(n)) is a distribution of a random vector
ρ2, α1, . . . , αN−2 with independent components such that ρ2 ∼ χ2

N−1, α1 ∼ U [0, 2π] and
for all i ∈ {2, . . . , N−2} a density pαi(x) of a random variable αi distribution is de�ned
by

pαi(x) =


Γ
(
i+1
2

)
√
πΓ
(
i
2

) sini−1 x, 0 ≤ x ≤ π.

0.

For N ≥ 3 put

T1(n) = arctg

(√
p3(p1 + p2 + p3)
√
p1p2

· ν2p1 − ν1p2

(ν1 + ν2)p3 − (p1 + p2)ν3

)
,

T2(n) = arccos
νN − npN

(1− pN)
√
npNX(n)

.

Example 1. If N ≥ 3 then α1 is de�ned and T1(n) = arctan(tan(α1(n)). Hence the
limit distribution of a vector (X(n), T1(n)) is a distribution of a vector (ζ1, ζ2) with
independent components such that ζ1 ∼ χ2

N−1, ζ2 ∼ U [−π
2
, π

2
]. If N ≥ 4 then α1 and

αN−2 = π−T2(n) are de�ned, and the limit distribution of a vector (X(n), T1(n), T2(n))
is a distribution of a vector (ζ1, ζ2, ζ3) with independent components such that ζ1 ∼
χ2
N−1, ζ2 ∼ U [−π

2
, π

2
]. The density of ζ3 is equal to

Γ
(
N−1

2

)
√
πΓ
(
N−2

2

) sinN−3 x for x ∈ [0, π] and

0 otherwise.
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Abstract

We discuss the results of experiments with the well-known NIST Statistical
Test Suite designed for testing the hypothesis on the uniformity and independence
of binary sequence elements. In particular, we investigate conditions on the pa-
rameters of piecewise merging of two linear recurrent sequences under which such
combined sequences successfully pass all tests of the NIST package.
Keywords: data science, pseudorandom sequence, statistical test

1 Introduction

Generators of random and pseudo-random sequences are used in di�erent �elds of
science and technology, including the cryptography. The most strict conditions on the
quality of generated sequences are used in cryptography: to ensure the information
security it is necessary for the generated sequences to be indistinguishable (or to be
di�cult to distinguish) from the equiprobable Bernoulli sequences. So the development
and investigation of methods to test the closeness of the binary sequence properties to
that of the equiprobable Bernoulli sequence is an actual problem.

2 Statistical test packages

In practice the testing of statistical qualities of random sequences (the quality is
the higher the closer the characteristics of the tested sequence are to that of ran-
dom equiprobable sequence) begins with the application of some statistical test pack-
ages. There are several popular packages of statistical tests which are distributed with
open source codes (e. g. TESTU01 see [4], DIEHARD see [1], NIST see [3], SPRNG
see [2]), or with closed source codes (e. g. Crypt-X http://www.isrc.qut.edu.au /re-
source/cryptx/). These packages allow to perform the analysis and testing of random
sequences and have signi�cant intersections in the sets of tests.

3 Main results

From the statistical test packages listed above, the NIST statistical tests package was
selected as one of the most popular, fully documented and actively used for generator
certi�cations.

The NIST Statistical Test Suite consists of 15 tests �developed for the randomness
testing of the binary sequences� (word-for-word from the manual). These 15 tests are
listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: List of NIST Statistical Tests
Number Test Name

1 Frequency
2 Block Frequency
3 Runs
4 Longest Run
5 Binary Matrix Rank
6 Discrete Fourier Transform
7 Non-overlapping Template Matching
8 Overlapping Template Matching
9 Universal
10 Linear Complexity
11 Serial
12 Approximate Entropy
13 Cumulative Sums
14 Random Excursions
15 Random Excursions Variant

For testing the sequence it is divided into several su�ciently long blocks and for
each statistical test a set of P -values corresponding to these blocks are produced. The
sequence is considered as accepted by the test if the corresponding P -values look like
independent random variables with the uniform distribution on [0, 1], in particular,
satisfy some statistical test of uniformity, and is considered as rejected by the test
otherwise.

The critical values of statistics in the NIST Statistical Test Suite were computed
by means of limit theorems, and it was recommended that analysed sequences should
have su�ciently large lengths. All segments sequences that we have tested were of
33, 554, 431 = 225 − 1 bit length. The signi�cance level α = 0.01 determining the rule
of acceptance/rejection of the hypothesis was selected by default.

We have tested the following types of pseudo-random sequences by the NIST Test
Suite (a brief description of the test results are given in brackets):

• pseudo-random sequences generated by linear shift registers of the maximal pe-
riod with feedbacks given by the following primitive polynomials of degrees 25
and 27 over GF(2):

f(x) =x25 + x3 + 1,

g(x) =x27 + x5 + x2 + x+ 1,

h(x) =x27 + x19 + x18 + x17 + x11 + x6 + 1,

m(x) =x27 + x26 + x25 + x24 + x23 + x22 + x21 + x20 + x19 + x17

+ x15 + x13 + x11 + x9 + x7 + x5 + x3 + x+ 1

(the segments of the pseudorandom sequences obtained by the linear shift regis-
ters with the g(x), h(x) and m(x) polynomials have successfully passed all the
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tests from the NIST Test Suite except for The Binary Matrix Rank Test, The
Discrete Fourier Transform Test and The Linear Complexity Test, where the
P -values were less than 10−6, with the signi�cance level α = 0.01, the sequence
corresponding to the polynomial f(x), in addition to the listed tests, did not pass
the Tests for the Longest Run-of-Ones in a Block (P -value 6 ·10−6) and Maurer's
"Universal Statistical Test� (P -value 1.91 · 10−4))

• pseudo-random sequences generated by the linear shift registers with additive
noise (the only test from the NIST Test Suite that detects nonrandomness in the
disjoint 225 − 1 bit segments of output sequences of linear shift registers with
polynomials f(x), g(x), h(x), m(x) perturbed by the Bernoulli noise sequence
with parameter 1

4
, turned out to be The Discrete Fourier Transform Test (the

corresponding P -values were smaller 10−6));

• �ltered output sequences of linear shift registers of the maximal period (failed to
pass a number of tests of NIST Test Suite, corresponding P -values in many cases
were smaller than 10−6);

• pseudo-random sequences obtained by merging of outputs of two linear shift reg-
isters of maximal periods: A) the output sequence of the �rst register {x1, x2, . . .}
corresponding to the polynomial f(x) was divided into adjacent segments of
L1 = 25 bits, the output sequence of the second register {y1, y2, . . .} correspond-
ing to the polynomial g(x) was similarly divided into segments of L2 = 27 bits;
the tested sequence {z1, z2, . . .} of the �rst type was constructed by merging of
obtained segments of two sequences:

{zk}
2L1−1+

[
2L1−1
L1

]
L2

k=0 = {x1, . . . , xL1 , y1, . . . , yL2 , xL1+1, . . . , x2L1 , yL2+1, . . .};

B) the output register sequences were divided into adjacent segments of a variable
lengths according to the following rule:

{w1, w2, . . .} = {x1, . . . , xL1 , y1, . . . , yL∗1 , xL1+1, . . . , xL2 , yL∗1+1, . . . , yL∗2 , . . .},

where L1 = 25, L∗k = 16+23xLk−3 +22xLk−2 +2xLk−1 +xLk , Lk+1 = 16+23yL∗k−3 +
22yL∗k−2 + 2yL∗k−1 +yL∗k , k ≥ 1 (the A type sequences had passed all tests with the
exception of Discrete Fourier Transform Test: for this test P -values were smaller
than 10−6, while the B type sequences had passed all the tests with P -values
being as a rule essentially larger than α = 0.01);

• pseudo-random sequence generated by AES, each byte of the encrypted sequence
was replaced by the corresponding bit depending on the byte value (four non-
overlapping segments of the length 225−1 bits of the initial sequence of the length
227 − 4 bits passed all the tests from the NIST Test Suite in the aggregate);

• output sequence of shrinking generators composed of two linear shift registers;
two tested sequences were obtained by extracting from the output sequence of the
�rst linear shift register (with feedback polynomial g(x)) all bits corresponding
to the nonzero bits in the output sequence of the second linear shift register (with
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feedback polynomial f(x) for the �rst type test sequence and the polynomial h(x)
for the second one). The �rst type sequence passed all the tests from the NIST
Test Suite with the signi�cance level α = 0.01. The second type sequence passed
all the tests except for the Serial Test: for this test P -values turned out to be
smaller than 10−6. Maybe this is the consequence of coincidence of orders of the
source and control sequences.

Also three series of experiments for following binary sequences having some di�erent
probabilistic structures were performed:

• pseudo-random sequences generated by AES, these sequences are considered as
almost perfect;

• output sequences of linear shift register with primitive polynomial of degree 32
�ltered by the equiprobable Boolean function corresponding to the �rst bit of
nonlinear substitution in AES;

• non-equiprobable sequences obtained from the AES pseudo-random sequences by
replacement each byte with bit such that the probability of 1 is 127

256
.

In each series of experiments 128 binary sequences of length 220 were generated, the
above 15 tests of the NIST package were applied to each sequence and the statistics
values of these tests were saved, after which sample correlation statistics matrices were
constructed.

Large correlations of statistics of Frequency, Cumulative Sums, Random Excursions,
Random Excursions Variant, Runs tests were observed. So, these tests cannot be
considered as independent.

4 Conclusions
The set of experiments with di�erent non-random pseudo-random sequences showed
that the NIST Test Suite may detect some deviations of properties of analyzed se-
quences from that of ideal Bernoulli sequences, but may fail to detect non-randomness
of deterministic sequences with not very complex arti�cial irregularities.
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Abstract

The paper discusses the use of adaptive models for short-term forecasting of
currency rates. As a criterion for the randomness of the movement of the levels
of the dynamic range of currency rates, the criterion of turning points was used.
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1 Introduction

One of the objectives of a statistical study of macroeconomic indicators is to analyze
the dynamics of the rates of major foreign currencies. This is due, �rst of all, that the
valuation of assets in the corresponding period of time, the indicators of their dynamics
depend on the emerging exchange rates. This paper discusses the methodology and
main results of the analysis and prediction of market �uctuations in exchange rates
using adaptive methods [1].

The work was performed on the basis of the data of the National Bank of the
Republic of Belarus for 2016�2017. about the daily exchange rates of the US dollar,
euro and Russian ruble to the Belarusian denominated ruble. At �rst glance, the
dynamics of national currencies seems to the researcher a chaotic process, in which
there is no regularity In such conditions, it is very important to �nd statistical methods
and forecasting methods that, if they do not quantify the foreign currency exchange
rate for the upcoming period (for example, a day), then at least indicate the direction
of its dynamics (growth, decrease or stabilization). As the analytical practice in this
area shows, the use of traditional approaches to modeling the dynamics does not give
good results.

Before embarking on the mechanism of the relationship between successive values
of the exchange rate, an attempt was made to �nd out if the original series are not
completely random. As criteria of randomness, the criterion of turning points was
used. The number of turning points in the test row is compared with their number in
a completely random row, and on this basis it is concluded whether the row is random
or not.

2 Techniques for building a predictive model

There were 124 turning points in the range of the Belarusian ruble / euro exchange
rate under study from July 1, 2016 to September 13, 2017. The test showed that for
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all the considered rows the observed number of turning points is signi�cantly less than
it should theoretically be for a random series. Criterion for turning points:

Pforecasted(n) = 2(n− 2/3− 1.96
√

(16n− 29)/90,

Pforecasted(440) = 274 > Preal = 124.

Consequently, the random nature of changes in the levels of this series is not con�rmed.
For a number of dynamics of the Belarusian ruble exchange rate, there were 113 turning
points for the same period against the dollar, and 120 turning points for the Russian
ruble. In other words, this criterion indicates that these series are not entirely random:
they can conceal some pattern of movement forward. When building a predictive model,
the choice was made in favor of the class of adaptive models. In this connection, we
will make some transformations of the initial series. First, from the initial levels of the
dynamic series we move on to their �rst di�erences. Secondly, we replace the di�erences
by the values kt = sign(∆yt) according to [2].

Further analysis of the series is reduced to the analysis of alternation or preservation
of characters. Three options are possible:

• supply and demand contribute to the preservation of the mark of the growth rate;

• expectation of a change in the direction of movement of the course causes a
change in the sign of growth;

• future course direction is completely random.

The model should catch which of the three situations prevails recently, and give a
forecast for the next moment. To build a model, we use the values Mt = ktkt−1. In
order to �nd out which situation is more often encountered recently, one can apply the
exponential smoothing method of the series Mt:

St = αMt + (1− α)St−1 = St−1 + α(Mt − St−1).

Here, St can be considered as a forecast one step further, i.e. as a prediction of the
value ofMt made at time t−1, then the value ofMt−S(t−1) is a prediction error, and
the new forecast St is obtained by adjusting the previous forecast taking into account
its error. This is the adaptation of the predictive model.

The value of Mt = ∆yt∆yt−1/|∆yt∆yt−1| is a modi�ed correlation coe�cient, so
St is an adaptive correlation coe�cient [2]. Therefore, the value of St resulting from
the averaging of ones and zeros will be a fractional number from the interval [−1, 1],
therefore, the value Mt at the moment t + 1 will be de�ned as Mt+1 = sign(St). A
positive Mt+1 means the preservation of the sign of the increment that occurred at
time t, and the negative one means a change. The forecast of the sign of the currency
exchange rate increase at the moment t + 1 is de�ned as sign(∆yt+1) = sign(Mt+1kt).
This model is capable at di�erent times to re�ect either positive or negative correlation
of neighboring increments. It from time to time adapting to the observations, as if
changes its properties to the opposite.
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3 Evaluation of forecast results

If the prediction turned out to be correct, the payo� is equal to the di�erence |xt+1−xt|,
and if the prediction is wrong, then |xt+1 − xt| will be the size of the damage.

The criterion for estimating the results of forecasting is the average gain (or loss)
from currency operations per unit of time (that is, per day) per dollar or cumulative
gain for a certain period of model operation. In addition, a series of absolute and
relative indicators are calculated:

• L is the number of the winnings (predictions of the sign of a currency rate in-
crease);

• M is the number of erroneous predictions of the growth sign, i.e. the number of
losses;

• PL = L/(L+M) is the portion of the predictions of the growth mark that came
true;

• PM = M/(L+M) is the portion of erroneous predictions of the growth sign;

• SPR is the sum of winnings (i.e., only winnings are summed up) in foreign ex-
change transactions for the entire study period of the forecast model functioning,
which will be denoted by T (measured in national currency);

• SLOS is the amount of losses in foreign exchange transactions for the period T
(in national currency);

• SPR− SLOS is balance, net winnings (in national currency);

• R = SPR/SLOS is the ratio of the amount of winnings to the amount of losses;

• REL = SPR/(SPR+SLOS) is the portion of the realized opportunities (SPR+
SLOS is the maximum possible gain).

4 Findings

Thus, we showed that even the simplest statistical model can be useful for solving such
a di�cult task as forecasting currency rates. The proposed approach to short-term
forecasting allows you to quickly make a decision on current currency transactions.
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Abstract

The method of statistical classi�cation of biological cells, treated with car-
bon nanotubes, based on images of cell surface obtained with an atomic force
microscope (AFM) is proposed. Each scan line of the original AFM image is
considered as a random sequence realization, and the discrete Fourier transform
is applied to compute its spectral features. After smoothing, the map of spectral
estimates is formed. The informative features are computed as the medians for
the set of the spectrogram values. Classi�cation of four classes of cells (control
and treated with carbon nanotubes, after 1 hour and 24 hours of incubation) was
carried out by the obtained informative features using the decision trees method.
The proposed method provides a su�ciently high accuracy classi�cation of cell
states after the treatment with carbon nanotubes.
Keywords: data science, AFM-image, carbon nanotube, cell surface, classi�ca-
tion

1 Introduction

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a modern method of biomedical research which al-
lows studying the relief and the physicomechanical properties of biological cell surfaces
at nanoscale level, it makes possible the determination of their type and condition
based on complex statistical data [1,2,3].

The aim of this paper it to solve the problem of the statistical classi�cation of
AFM-images (the microscale maps of cell surface mechanical properties) of biological
cells (glial cells) treated with carbon nanotubes.

The samples of rat glioma cell (C6 cell line) treated with the DNA-single-walled
carbon nanotube (NT) complex (incubation time was 1 and 24 hours) were kindly pro-
vided by the Biophysics Department of Physics Faculty of Belarusian State University.
The structure and distribution of mechanical properties over the cell surface change in
time dependent on treatment of cells with NT. Images of cell surfaces were recorded
using AFM NT-206 in Research Laboratory of the Gomel State Medical University. For
the analysis, the maps of lateral forces of the cell surface of size of 2.5 µm × 2.5 µm
(256 × 256 points) were used. AFM-images were processed by the software developed
by us using the �tw library [4].
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2 Mathematical model

The AFM-image of cell surface is a two-dimensional array z=z(x,y), where x is the
vertical coordinate, y is the horizontal coordinate, x,y ∈ {1,2,...,N}; z is the value of
the sliding friction force at the point (x, y). An AFM-image of size of N × N points
can be considered as a set of N one-dimensional arrays z = z(y)(x) of N points each,
located at a distance of a scanning step along the y axis (N is an even number, in
experiments N=256).

Original AFM-images were normalized by dividing the values z(x,y) by 103. Instead
of the initial values of z at each y were considered z′ is the di�erences between adjacent
values along the x axis, divided by the value of the standard deviation for each line:

z′(x, y) =
z(x+ 1, y)− z(x, y)√

D(y)
, x ∈ {1, 2, ..., N − 1}.

The data obtained in this way corresponds to four classes: Ω1 - NT-1h (with NT,
after 1 hour), Ω2 - control-1h (without NT, after 1 hour), Ω3 - NT-24h (with NT, after
24 hours), Ω4 - control-24h (without NT, after 24 hours).

3 Informative features

Each one-dimensional array z = z(y)(x) with �xed y can be considered as an realization

of a random sequence z = z
(y)
x , x ∈ {1,2,...,N}, for which a discrete Fourier transform

can be applied:

X(y)(ωk) =
N∑
n=1

(z(y)
n − z̄(y))e−j

2πkn
N , k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1,

where z̄
(y)
n = 1

N

∑N
n=1 z

(y)
n is the sample mean on the x axis with �xed y, ωk = 2π k

L
is

frequency, L is the length of analyzed interval along the x axis.
Based on the sample spectrum X(y)(ωk), we calculated the periodogram

r(y)(ωk) = |X(y)(ωk)|2,
and, smoothing it using the Daniel window with a width of m (m=5), we obtained
spectral density estimates R(y)(ωk) [5]. Estimates R(y)(ωk) at k=N

2
+1,...,N-1 were

excluded from our consideration as they repeated the values at k=0,...,N
2
-2.

For each frequency ωk we calculated the medians of the spectral density using N
values along the y axis:

R̃(ωk) = Med{R(1)(ωk), ..., R
(N)(ωk)}, k = 0, ...,

N

2
− 1,

that were used as informative features of the original AFM image. We will call R̃(ωk) :
k = 0, ..., N

2
−1 as the spectrogram of AFM image of cell surface under this study. Values

R̃(ωk) : k = 71, ..., 128 were excluded from our consideration because the corresponding
periods Tk = 2π

ωk
were smaller than the scanning step.
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4 Statistical classi�cation

We used the decision trees algorithm for classi�cation, to build decision trees we used
the C&RT algorithm [6]. The choice of features for constructing a decision tree was
carried out using the Gini criterion [6]. Since the training sample is not large enough,
the choice of the optimal size of the classi�cation tree was determined using cross-
validation [7]. The examination sample size was 30% of the entire sample size.

5 Numerical results

The training sample size was consist of 51 observations (the AFM images of 256 × 256
dots). Examples of averaged spectrograms for pairs of classes {Ω1, Ω2} and {Ω3, Ω4}
are shown in Figure 1.

Table 1 presents the values of the accuracy of correct classi�cation.

6 Conclusion

The proposed statistical classi�cation method based on spectral features of the AFM
images presenting the maps of mechanical properties of rat glioma cells provides a
su�ciently high classi�cation accuracy of cell states after the treatment with carbon
nanotubes. The results can be used in the study of the e�ects of carbon nanotubes on
biological cells.
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Abstract

An internally homogeneous random �eld and the variogram are introduced,
and their properties are analyzed.
Keywords: internal homogeneity, random �eld, data science

1 Introduction

A number of publications is devoted to the analysis of internally stationary random
processes, e.g. [1] � [4]. The variogram is a major characteristic of internally stationary
random processes. The results of its properties studies and statistical properties of
its estimators are presented in [5] � [6]. Here the variogram analysis for internally
homogeneous random �elds is performed.

2 The variogram and an internally stationary random

�eld

Let X(t), t ∈ Rn, be a real valued homogeneous random �eld with the mathematical
expectation m = MX(t) = 0, t ∈ Rn, the covariance function R(t), t ∈ Rn, the
spectral density f(λ), λ ∈ Rn, and the correspondent spectral function F (λ), λ ∈ Rn.

De�nition 1. A random �eld X(t), t ∈ Rn, is called internally homogeneous, if

M{X(t+ h)−X(t)} = 0,

D{X(t+ h)−X(t)} = 2γ(h),

for all t, h ∈ Rn, function 2γ(h) is called the variogram, and γ(h) is the semivariogram.

Note that a homogeneous random �eld is also an internally homogeneous with

γ(h) = 0, 5(DX(t+ h)− 2 cov {X(t+ h), X(t)}+DX(t)) = R(0)−R(h).

Although, an internally homogeneous random �eld is not necessary to be homogeneous.
An internally homogeneous random �eld X(t), t ∈ Rn, that satis�es the condition

M{X2(t)} = D = const <∞,
is also a homogeneous random �eld.

For the real Gaussian random �eld, homogeneity and internal homogeneity are
equivalent.
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Theorem 1. If R(t), t ∈ Rn, is the covariance function of an homogeneous random
�eld, then R(t), t ∈ Rn, is non-negatively de�ned function. Vice versa, if R(t), t ∈ Rn,
is an even non-negatively de�ned function, then there exist the only one Gaussian
random �eld with zero mean and covariance function R(t), t ∈ Rn.

If R(t), t ∈ Rn, is an integrable covariance function, then the spectral function
F (λ), λ ∈ Rn, is absolutely continuous, and the spectral density

f(λ) =
1

(2π)n

∫
Rn

R(τ)e−i(λ,τ)dτ,

where (λ, τ) is the scalar product of vectors λ, τ ∈ Rn.
Note that the sums, the products and the limits of the non-negatively de�ned

functions are non-negatively de�ned; the sumes, the products and the limits of the
covariance functions are still covariance functions.

De�nition 2. The function γ(t), t ∈ Rn, is called conditionally negatively de�ned, if
for any natural m, m ≥ 1, arbitrary ti ∈ Rn, i = 1,m, and any non-zero real vector
(a1, . . . , am), such that

∑m
i=1 ai = 0, the inequality holds

m∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

aiajγ(ti − tj) ≤ 0.

Let X(t), t ∈ Rn, be real internally homogeneous random �eld with a �nite second
order moment and semivariogram γ(t), t ∈ Rn.

Theorem 2. The semivariogram γ(t), t ∈ Rn, of an internally homogeneous random
�eld X(t), t ∈ Rn, is a conditionally negatively de�ned function.

Proof. From the variogram de�nition we have

m∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

aiajγ(ti − tj) =
m∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

aiaj
1

2
D{X(ti)−X(tj)} =

=
1

2

m∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

aiaj(D{X(ti)} − 2R(ti, tj) +D{X(tj)}) =

=
1

2

(
m∑
i=1

aiD{X(ti)}
m∑
j=1

aj − 2
m∑

i,j=1

aiajR(ti, tj) +
m∑
i=1

ai

m∑
j=1

ajD{X(tj)}
)
.

As
∑m

i=1 ai = 0, then

m∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

aiajγ(ti − tj) = −
m∑

i,j=1

aiajR(ti, tj) ≤ 0.

The last inequality is valid due to Theorem 1.
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Note that

D

(
m∑
i=1

aiX(ti)

)
= −

m∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

aiajγ(ti − tj).

Theorem 3. Let γ1(t), γ2(t) be the semivariograms of internally homogeneous random
�elds X1(t), X2(t), t ∈ Rn, respectively. Then the function γ(t) = γ1(t)+γ2(t), t ∈ Rn,
is also the semivariogram of an internally homogeneous random �eld.

Proof of the theorem follows form Theorem 2.

Theorem 4. Let γ(t), t ∈ Rn, be the semivariogram of an internally homogeneous
random �eld X(t), t ∈ Rn. Then for any b > 0 the function bγ(t) is the semivariogram
of the internally homogeneous random �eld

√
bX(t), t ∈ Rn.

Proof of the theorem is based on the Theorem 2 statement.

Theorem 5. Let an arbitrary real function m(t) = m, t ∈ Rn, and an even condi-
tionally negatively de�ned real function γ(t), t ∈ Rn exist. Then there exist a prob-
ability space and a real Gaussian random �eld de�ned on it X(t), t ∈ Rn, so that
M{X(t)} = m and D{X(t+ h)−X(t)} = 2γ(h) for all h ∈ Rn.

Proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1 in [1] for random processes.

Corollary 1. The class of even conditionally negatively de�ned real functions coincides
with the class of real Gaussian homogeneous random �elds semivariograms.

Theorem 6. The continuous function γ(t), t ∈ Rn, is a semivariogram of an internally
homogeneous random �eld X(t), t ∈ Rn, with a �nite second order moment, if and only
if for any a > 0 the function e−a γ(t), t ∈ Rn, is non-negatively de�ned.

Proof. Necessity. From Theorem 5 there exist a probability space and a real Gaussian
random �eld X(t), t ∈ Rn, de�ned on it with M{X(t)} = 0 and D{Y (t) − Y (s)} =
2γ(t− s) for all t, s ∈ Rn. Note that the �eld X(t) is internally homogeneous.

Put Z(s) = e−i
√
a X(s) and �nd the correlation function for this �eld.

R0
Z(s, s+ t) = M

{
Z(s)Z(s+ t)

}
= M

{
ei
√
a (X(s+t)−X(s))

}
. (1)

From the characteristic function de�nition, and the �eld X(t) properties, the right-
hand side of (1) for any t ∈ Rn equals

ΨX(s+t)−X(s)(
√
a) = e−

a
2
D{X(s+t)−X(s)} = e−a γ(t), a > 0.

Hence, for any a > 0 the function e−a γ(t), t ∈ Rn, is a characteristic function. From
the Bokhner�Khinchin Theorem [7], e−a γ(t) is non-negatively de�ned.

Su�ciency. Let e−a γ(t), a > 0, t ∈ Rn, be a non-negatively de�ned function. Then
from the Bokhner�Khinchin Theorem this function is a characteristic function. Further
proof duplicates the su�ciency proof of Theorem 1 in [6].
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Corollary 2. Let γ(t), t ∈ Rn, be the semivariogram of an internally homogeneous
random �eld X(t), t ∈ Rn, satisfying the condition: M{X2(t)} < ∞ for any t ∈ Rn.
Then for any a > 0 the function e−a γ(t), t ∈ Rn is a correlation function of a random
�eld.

Theorem 7. If the semivariogram γ(t), t ∈ Rn, of the internally homogeneous random
�eld X(t), t ∈ Rn, with a �nite second order moment is a continuous function, then
the following statements are equivalent:

1. γ(t) is a conditionally negatively de�ned function;

2. e−a γ(t) is a non-negatively de�ned function for any a > 0, t ∈ Rn.

Proof follows from Theorem 6 in this paper and Theorem 1 in [6].

3 Semivariogram asymptotics

For homogeneous random �elds the covariance function R(t) goes to zero at |t| → ∞.
That is why the semivariogram γ(t)→ R(0), when |t| → ∞.

For internally homogeneous random �elds that do not have �nite second moment,
the semivariogram γ(t)→∞ at |t| → ∞, and the covariance function does not exist.

Let further γ(t), t ∈ Rn, be the semivariogram of an internally homogeneous ran-
dom �eld, that has no �nite moments of the second order. Analyze the asymptotics of
the semivariogram γ(t) at t→∞.

Theorem 8. The semivariogram γ(t), t ∈ Rn, of an internally homogeneous random
�eld X(t), t ∈ Rn, can not increase at the in�nity faster than the function At2, where
A is a positive constant, t ∈ Rn.

Proof. Using the variogram de�nition, for any n ∈ N we have:

2γ(t) = M{(X(t)−X(0))2} = M


(

n∑
i=1

[
X

(
it

n

)
−X

(
(i− 1)t

n

)])2
 =

=
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

M

{[
X

(
it

n

)
−X

(
(i− 1)t

n

)] [
X

(
jt

n

)
−X

(
(j − 1)t

n

)]}
.

From the Cauchy�Bunyakovsky inequality we get:

2γ(t) ≤

≤
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

√√√√M

{[
X

(
it

n

)
−X

(
(i− 1)t

n

)]2
}√√√√M

{[
X

(
jt

n

)
−X

(
(j − 1)t

n

)]2
}

=

= n2 · 2γ
(
t

n

)
.
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Hence,
γ(t)

t2
≤ γ(t/n)

(t/n)2

Denote by A the maximum of the function γ(t)/t2 with t ≥ 1, then γ(t) ≤ At2,
t ≥ 1. From here we get the result of the Theorem.
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Abstract

Highly-loaded seaports have extremely complex and intensive marine vessel
tra�c, which generates large volumes of tra�c data. Meteorological conditions
and maritime vessel type in�uence maritime tra�c and they must also be taken
into account in order to train the model capable of recognizing the abnormal
movement of the sea transport. Real data often misses some data values, such as
type of vessel or its status. This paper reviews method of obtaining vessel tra�c
and meteorological data and �lling missing vessel type data in Rotterdam port
region. A deep multi-stacked LSTM neural network model is trained to �ll the
missing vessel type data. This model is trained with available vessel type data
and used to predict missing values. This paper describes creation and evaluation
of this model. Results of the experiment show it is expedient to use tra�c data
of a vessel in conjunction with meteorological data.
Keywords: data science, LSTM neural network, Vessel type detection, meteo-
rology

1 Introduction

Maritime transport is one of the most important and intense sectors of human activity,
accounting for about 90% of total trade. The high volume of vessel tra�c generates
large amounts of data, which overload various information systems and sensors [3].
Assistive systems are developed to facilitate the task, which extract the necessary
information from the big data. One of the systems is an unusual tra�c detection
system, which requires full data for accurate detection. Unfortunately, the data that
comes from di�erent systems such as AIS, radars or satellite systems, is not full at
all times [1]. The lack of such data prevents the creation of a su�ciently accurate
model for detection of unusual vessel tra�c. It is therefore necessary to develop smart
systems for �lling in the missing data, especially with the increased development of
new methods for the detection of unusual tra�c, which is essential for safety at sea [5].
This article o�ers a way to �ll in the missing data for missing vessel types, which would
allow for improved prediction of abnormal maritime tra�c. The �rst part of the article
introduces the developed method used to �ll in the missing vessel type information in
the data, and the second part describes the experiments with this method using vessel
tra�c data in the Rotterdam harbour. This research is continuous work in �eld of
abnormal maritime tra�c detection [4].
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2 Proposed Method

Deep neural neural network: The main purpose of the model being developed
is to determine the type of vessel by the available or received sets of vessel posi-
tions so that the missing information �elds can be �lled. The model input consists
of a sequence of vessel position vectors, and the model predicts the type of ves-
sels sailing under these sets. The model for vessel type prediction uses historical
sets of vessel position vectors sorted by time, which can be represented as follows:
XT = [XT−(n−1), XT−(n−2), . . . , XT−1, XT ], where XT is the set of the vessel's positions,
T is the sequence number of a vessel set, which was received at a certain time, n is the
prede�ned length of the set. The input vector X consists of the positioning elements
of the vessel, such as the latitude, longitude, heading, speed, time, state reported by
the vessel, weather conditions in the geographical location. We can describe the full
input vector as a matrix:

Xp
T =


X1

X2

...
Xp

 =


X1
T−(n−1) X1

T−(n−2)

X2
T−(n−1) X2

T−(n−2)

· · · X1
T−1 X1

T

X2
T−1 X2

T
...

. . .
...

Xp
T−(n−1) XP

T−(n−2) · · · Xp
T−1 Xp

T

 ,
Where p is the number of elements in the vessel's position vector. The output vector

consists of the predicted distribution of probability classes of vessel types calculated
by Softmax function. LSTM Deep Neural Network [2] with fully connected multilayer
percepron is used to train the model at work. The simpli�ed network architecture is
shown in Figure 1. The deep network architecture diagram shows a network structure
consisting of 6 constituent layers. The �rst layer is input layer In with a number of
inputs that equals to the length of the vessel's position sequence n. The input layer is
connected in series to the �rst n cells from A1 to an in LSTM (A) layer. The LSTM
layer may have more than n cells. The total number of cells is expressed in k when k =
n. LSTM (A) layer is connected in series to the LSTM (B) layer. Each output of layer
A is connected to Layer B inputs. The total number of cells in LTSM (B) is expressed
in k. Both LSTM layers use ReLu activation function. The last cell in B is connected
to the multilayer fully connected layer of perceptron. The layer of perceptron consists
of two hidden layers of neurons and one output layer. The hiddens layers use ReLu
activation function. A number j of outputs constitutes an output layer where each
output describes the probability of a particular class classi�cation, which is calculated
by Softmax function. Adam's stochastic optimizer with a training factor α = 0.001
and a decay factor δ = 10−6 are used for network training. The termination of epoch
training cycles is set in accordance with the validation set. The training uses the Sparse
Categorical Cross Entropy [2] for loss function. Data preparation: Duplicate posi-
tion entries are cleared out and then data is parsed based on desired data types. The
same actions are performed to meteorological data. Technical data �elds of a vessel are
assigned to each position vector of a vessel based on vessel MMSI identi�cator. Mete-
orological data is assigned to a position data vector by using the method of the closest
neighbor, depending on the closest time and geolocation of the forecast. Model train-
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Figure 1: Multi-Stacked LSTM deep neural network architecture

ing data is formed by joining all the data to one vector. Creation of Vector Sets:
After the preparation of data the vector sets that will be provided to train, validate
and test the model, are further formed. The data sets must correspond to the model
input matrix, which is described by formula above. To do this, the available vessel
data is grouped by their MMSI identi�er. All consecutive position of a vessel is cut in
sequences of 12 positions by step of 3 positions. All these formed sequences are used
to construct training matrix described in this article above.

3 Experiment and Results

To test proposed method Rotterdam harbour area was chosen. The data for model
training are collected from several sources such as AIS vessel tra�c monitoring sys-
tem, vessel parameter information system, meteorological observation system, and ge-
ographic information system. This information comes from several data sources. The
marine tra�c data was colected from ship�nder.co: Colected data is: geolocation,
speed, direction and type of vessel, length, width, draft, etc. The Meteorological data
colected from worldweatheronline.com, provides meteorological data in given geoloca-
tions: wind direction and speed, wave, swell and other data of a particular location in
3h intervals. Two separate set was formed to test in�uence of meteorogical data. One
set with meteo data, another without. A total of 2.90 ∗ 107 vessel tra�c vectors were
collected in one set from the Rotterdam harbour from November 1, 2018 till November
30, 2018, of which 2.78∗107 do not have information about vessel type. This represents
95.88% of all available data. A set with vessel type information consists of 1.195 ∗ 106

vessel tra�c vectors from Rotterdam harbour. These vectors were collected and cre-
ated using the methods mentioned above, and they constitute 4.12% of all data. The
data are randomly divided into three sets: 50% of the data are used for training, 30%
for validation, and 20% for testing. Training data set is used to train models. Valida-
tion Set - is designed to select the number of LSTM layers in the model and LSTM
cells in the layer. The test set is used to evaluate accuracy of the �nal model. In this
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Table 1: Trend of classi�cation accuracy for di�erent network settings
Meteorological data excluded Meteorological data included

Layers Cells Accuracy Cells Accuracy
2 245 0.78 290 0.78
3 215 0.79 265 0.81
4 195 0.77 250 0.93

article precision, recall, and accuracy are calculated using a test set in order to evaluate
the accuracy of the classi�er for di�erent numbers of deep multi-stacked LSTM neural
network layers and cells. Table 1 �rst part shows the results of the experiment for
di�erent values of the model parameters without meteorological data. We see that the
best result was achieved using 3 LSTM layers made of 215 cells. Table 1 second part
shows the results of the experiment with meteorological data. Best result was achieved
using 4 LSTM layers with 250 cells.

4 Conclusion

According to the results of the experiment, the proposed method of combining vessel
tra�c data with meteorological data leads to an improved classi�cation. Based on the
results the best model con�guration is chosen, then checked using continued data with
classi�cation accuracy 0.93, recall 0.92, and precision 0.93.
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Abstract

Some new upper bounds for noncentral chi-square cdf are derived from the
basic symmetries of the multidimensional standard Gaussian distribution. The
proposed new bounds have analytically simple form compared to analogues avail-
able in the literature, and may be useful both in theory and in applications: for
proving inequalities related to noncentral chi-square cdf, and for bounding powers
of Pearson's chi-squared tests.
Keywords: data science, noncentral chi-square distribution, upper bound

1 Introduction

Let d ∈ N, µ = (µi)
d
i=1 ∈ Rd, λ = ‖µ‖2 =

∑d
i=1 µ

2
i . Then the cumulative distribution

function (cdf) of the noncentral chi-square distribution with d degrees of freedom and
noncentrality parameter λ is de�ned as follows:

f(x, d, λ) ::= P
{
‖ξ − µ‖2 ≤ x

}
, x ≥ 0. (1)

Here ξ ∈ Rd is a standard normally distributed random d-vector. For the central
chi-square cdf (λ = 0) we use brief notation f(x, d) ::= f(x, d, 0).

The function (1) plays an important role in mathematical statistics. In particular,
consider the classical problem of statistical hypothesis testing of null-hypothesis H0 :
L{yt} = p = (pi)

K
i=1 against point alternative hypothesis H1 : L{yt} = q = (qi)

K
i=1,

where {yt}Tt=1 are T observed i.i.d. random variables. If the signi�cance level α ∈ (0, 1)

is �xed, and H1 is contiguous to H0, i.e. T
∑K

i=1
(pi−qi)2

pi
→ λ > 0 as T →∞, then the

probability β of type II error of the standard Pearson's chi-squared test converges to
the value (1) with d = K − 1 and x = F−1

χ2
d

(1 − α). Hence the upper bounds for (1)

provide the lower bounds for asymptotic power of chi-squared test under contiguous
alternatives.

The function (1) is well studied analytically, being closely related to the generalized
Marcum functions [1, 2] and modi�ed Bessel function of the �rst kind [3]. Various
upper and lower bounds for (1) are also available in the literature [1, 4]. These bounds,
however, are analytically as complex as (1) itself, being based on complex transcen-
dental functions like modi�ed Bessel function [1] or the moments of truncated normal
distribution [4]. We present here some new upper bounds for (1). These bounds are of a
relatively simple analytical form and may be useful both in theory (proving inequalities
related to (1)) and in applications (bounding powers of chi-squared tests).
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2 Upper bounds for noncentral chi-square cdf

Since the value (1) is a standard Gaussian measure of a ball Bµ,
√
x of radius

√
x with

center µ, our idea is to construct upper bounds of the form

f(x, d, λ) ≤ P {ξ ∈ A} , Bµ,
√
x ⊂ A ⊂ Rd. (2)

Let Π1,Π2 ⊂ Rd be orthogonally complemented subspaces. Minkowski sums Ai =
Bµ,
√
x + Πi are cylindric sets containing Bµ,

√
x. Due to properties of standard normal

distribution, the events ξ ∈ Ai are independent and P {ξ ∈ Ai} = f(x, di, λi), where
di = dim Πi and λi is a squared norm of an orthogonal projection of µ onto Πi. The
set A = A1 ∩ A2 in (2) leads to the following upper bound.

Lemma 1. Let d = d1 + d2, λ = λ1 + λ2, λi ≥ 0, di ∈ N, i = 1, 2. Then the following
inequality holds:

f(x, d, λ) ≤ f(x, d1, λ1)f(x, d2, λ2). (3)

Since f(x, 1, λ) = Φ
∣∣∣√λ+

√
x√

λ−√x , where Φ(·) is the standard Gaussian cdf, we get from

(3):

f(x, d, λ) ≤ f(x, d− 1) · Φ
∣∣∣√λ+

√
x√

λ−√x . (4)

Repeated application of (3) also gives the following bounds:

f(x, d, λ) ≤
(

Φ

∣∣∣∣√λ/d+
√
x√

λ/d−√x

)d
, (5)

f(x, d, λ) ≤
(

Φ
∣∣∣√x−√x)d−1

Φ
∣∣∣√λ+

√
x√

λ−√x . (6)

Another way to construct covering set A in (2) is based on unitary invariance
of standard normal distribution. Namely, let us assume d ≥ 2, x ≤ λ, and de�ne
A1 = {w ∈ Rd : |‖w‖ −

√
λ| ≤ √x}, A2 = {c · w : c ≥ 0, w ∈ Bµ,

√
x}. According to

mentioned unitary invariance, the events ξ ∈ Ai are independent as well. It is easy

to see that P {ξ ∈ A1} = f(·, d)
∣∣∣(√λ+

√
x)2

(
√
λ−√x)2

, while A2 is a cone and P {ξ ∈ A2} equals
normalized Lebesgue measure of a spherical ball A2 ∩ Sd−1 of radius arcsin(

√
x/λ) (in

spherical metric). Hence we get:

Lemma 2. The following inequality holds for d ≥ 2, x ≤ λ:

f(x, d, λ) ≤ f(·, d)
∣∣∣(√λ+

√
x)2

(
√
λ−√x)2

· Γ(d
2
)

Γ(d−1
2

)
√
π

∫ arcsin(
√
x/λ)

0

(sin ρ)d−2dρ. (7)

Using the inequalities P {ξ ∈ A2} ≤ 1
2
, Γ(z + 1

2
)/Γ(z) ≤ √z, z > 0, and∫ ρ∗

0

(sin ρ)d−2dρ ≤
∫ ρ∗

0

(sin ρ)d−2d sin ρ

cos ρ∗
=

(sin ρ∗)d−1

(d− 1) cos ρ∗
,
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we obtain a weakened version of (7) having more explicit form:

f(x, d, λ) ≤ f(·, d)
∣∣∣(√λ+

√
x)2

(
√
λ−√x)2

·min

{
1

2
,

√
(x/λ)d−1

2π(d− 1)(1− x/λ)

}
, d ≥ 2, x ≤ λ. (8)

For even d the bound (7) has completely explicit form since central chi-square pdf
is integrable.

Corollary 1. The following inequalities hold for x ≤ λ:

f(x, 2, λ) ≤ 2

π
e−

1
2

(λ+x) sinh
(√

λx
)

arcsin
(√

x/λ
)
, (9)

f(x, 4, λ) ≤ 2

π
e−

1
2

(λ+x)

((
1 +

λ+ x

2

)
sinh

(√
λx
)
−
√
λx cosh

(√
λx
))

×
(

arcsin
(√

x/λ
)
− λ−1

√
x(λ− x)

)
. (10)

Combining (3) with (9), we get the following bounds for even d = 2k and x ≤ λ/k:

f(x, 2k, λ) ≤ e−
1
2

(λ+kx)

(
2

π
sinh

(√
λx/k

)
arcsin

(√
kx/λ

))k
, (11)

f(x, 2k, λ) ≤ 2

π
e−

1
2

(λ+kx) sinhk−1(x) sinh
(√

λ∗x
)

arcsin
(√

x/λ∗
)
, (12)

where λ∗ = λ− (k − 1)x. The bounds similar to (11), (12) can be obtained from (10)
for d = 4k.

3 Computer experiments

The four plots on the Figure 1 illustrate the upper bounds for (1) proposed in the
paper. On the plots A, B and D we see that the corresponding upper bounds are
strictly ordered for the chosen d and λ. This observation allows us to formulate the
following.

Conjecture 1. The upper bounds for (1) are ordered as follows:

1. �(6)≤(5)� for any x ≥ 0, d ∈ N, λ ≥ 0;

2. �(11)≤(12)� for any 0 ≤ x ≤ λ/k, d = 2k (even), λ ≥ 0;

3. �(10)≤(6)≤(11)� for any 0 ≤ x ≤ λ/2, d = 4, λ ≥ 0.

The inequality �(4)≤(6)� is not included in Conjecture 1, because it obviously fol-
lows from (5). The plot C allows to conjecture that for d ≥ 2 the upper bound (8) is
better than (4) for small x ≤ x∗ up to some x∗ ≤ λ, and vice versa for x∗ ≤ x ≤ λ.
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Figure 1: Noncentral chi-square cdf (1) (lower black lines) and its upper bounds (upper
broken lines)
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Abstract

The paper considers the problem of estimating the autoregressive parameter
in the �rst-order autoregressive with Gaussian noises, when the noise variance
is unknown. We propose the non-asymptotic technique for compensating the
unknown variance, and then, for constructing an estimator. The results of Monte-
Carlo simulations are given.
Keywords: data science, con�dence estimation, autoregression

1 Introduction

The problem of estimation with prescribed accuracy of the parameter of �rst-order
autoregressive process was considered in [1]. An approach on the base of sequential
analysis with a special choice of stopping time was proposed. The mean square accuracy
of the estimator was determined by the parameter of the procedure. To construct this
estimator, one needs to know the variance of the noises. In paper [3], authors proposed
a two-stage procedure to construct the estimator of an unknown parameter if the noise
variance is unknown. The �rst stage is used to obtain the upper bound of the variance.
It should be noted that if the absolute value of the autoregressive parameter is close
to unity then the estimate [3] exceeds manifold the variance. It implies increasing of
estimation time.

In [2], a modi�cation of the sequential estimation procedure ( [1]) was proposed. It
allows one to obtain an estimator of the autoregressive parameter with non-asymptotic
Gaussian distribution. We propose to use this estimator to construct a modi�ed two-
stage estimation procedure for AR(1) process with unknown noise variance.

2 Problem statement

Consider the �rst-order autoregressive model AR(1) de�ned as follows:

xk = θxk−1 + bεk, εk i.i.d. N (0, 1), k = 1, 2, . . . (1)

where θ and b are unknown real parameters. The problem is to construct an estimator
for θ with a prescribed mean-square deviation on the basis of observations {xk}.
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3 Two-stage sequential point estimator

We propose a modi�ed two-stage procedure to estimate parameter θ in model (1). At
the �rst stage, we construct the following statistics to compensate the unknown noise
variance

Γl(h) =
h

2(l − 2)

l∑
i=1

(
θ̂2i(h)− θ̂2i−1(h)

)2

. (2)

We use here as {θ̂j(h)} the improved sequential point estimates proposed in [2].
These estimates represent a special modi�cation of the least squares (maximum likeli-
hood) estimates. For each h > 0 we introduce the sequence of stopping instances

τj = τj(h) = inf

n ≥ 1 :
n∑

k=τj−1+1

x2
k−1 ≥ h

 , τ0 = 0, (3)

and de�ne the sequence of sequential estimates by the formula

θ̂j(h) =
1

h̃j

τj∑
k=τj−1+1

√
βkxk−1xk, (4)

where βk = 1 if k < τj and βτj = ατj , ατj is the correction factor, 0 < ατj ≤ 1, uniquely
de�ned by the equation

τj−1∑
k=τj−1+1

x2
k−1 + ατjx

2
τj−1 = h,

and

h̃j =

τj∑
k=τj−1+1

√
βkx

2
k−1.

According to [2],

mj(h) =
h̃j√
h

(θ̂j(h)− θ)

has Gaussian distribution N(0, b2), which, together with the inequality h̃j ≥ h let one

to construct the con�dence interval for θ̂j(h)− θ if b2 is known. Besides, {mj(h)} are
independent. It allows us to use Γl(h) as an estimator for b2 in model (1).

At the second stage, we construct an estimator for parameter θ. First, we introduce
a stopping time

τ = τ(H) = inf

{
n ≥ 1 :

n∑
k=τ2l+1

x2
k−1

Γl(h)
≥ H

}
(5)

and de�ne a sequential estimator by the following formula

θ̂(h, l,H) =
1

H̃

τ∑
k=τ2l+1

√
βk
xk−1xk
Γl(h)

, (6)
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where βk = 1 if k < τj and βτ = ατ , ατ is the correction factor, 0 < ατ ≤ 1, uniquely
de�ned by the equation

τ−1∑
k=τ2l+1

x2
k−1

Γl(h)
+ ατ

x2
τ−1

Γl(h)
= H,

and

H̃ =
τ∑

k=τ2l+1

√
βk
x2
k−1

Γl(h)
.

Note that, at he �rst stage, the parameter h can be small compared with H. As for
the parameter l, according to [3], it should be not less that 3, to provide the limited
expectation of the multiplier 1/Γl(h). However, we recommend to take l ≥ 10, which
makes estimator (2) more stable, even if we use small values of h.

Theorem 1. The stopping instant (5) is �nite with the probability one; the mean square
deviation of estimator (6) is bounded from above

E
(
θ̂(h, l,H)− θ

)2

≤ 1

H
. (7)

4 Simulation results

In this section, we report and discuss the results of Monte Carlo experiments. Selected
data obtained by the simulations are tabulated in Table 1 . For our study, we set
θ = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 0.99. For each θ, 100 replications were run. The quantities
recorded in Table 1 are: h � threshold in the sequential sampling rule at the �rst
stage; H � threshold in the sequential sampling rule at the second stage; θ � the
autoregressive parameter; Γ � the mean estimator for the parameter b2 obtained at the
�rst stage; θ̃ � the mean estimator for the parameter θ obtained at the second stage; σ̃2

� the mean square deviation for θ̃; N1 and N2 � the mean numbers of observations at
the �rst and at the second stages, correspondingly. The noise variance b2 = 0.81 in all
cases. We also compared our results with the estimator described in [3], here D � the
mean estimator for the parameter b2 obtained at the �rst stage; θ̂ � the mean estimator
for the parameter θ obtained at the second stage; σ̂2 � the mean square deviation for
θ̃; T � the mean number of observations at the second stage; at the �rst stage, the
number of observation was always taken equal to N1. The threshold parameter of the
procedure is equal to H.

The simulation demonstrates, that, for both procedures, the estimators of θ are in
good agreement with the real value of the parameter; the mean square deviation is
about 1/H, as Theorem 1 states. But the estimators of the noise variance b2 behave
di�erently: for our algorithm, they are in the interval [0.78, 1.1], while the real value
is 0.81; for the algorithm described in [3], the interval is [0.85, 180.7], so, the estimator
exceeds the real value more than 200 times if the autoregressive parameter is close to
the bound of the stability region. It implies the grows of the number of observations in
the same proportion. If the autoregressive parameter is close to zero then estimator [3]
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Table 1: Parameter estimation for AR(1) (the noise variance 0.81)

h H θ Γ θ̂ σ̂2 N1 N2 D θ̂ σ̂2 T
50 500 0.1 0.848 0.102 0.0016 1239 516 0.923 0.113 0.0008 522
50 500 0.3 0.969 0.297 0.0020 1174 540 0.915 0.297 0.0011 535
50 500 0.5 1.069 0.492 0.0025 965 501 1.082 0.499 0.0014 505
50 500 0.7 1.085 0.706 0.0020 675 341 1.603 0.704 0.0010 501
50 500 0.9 1.068 0.894 0.0026 259 128 4.459 0.899 0.0003 534
50 500 0.99 0.782 0.998 0.0017 40 12 180.7 0.989 3.9612 2380
100 1000 0.1 1.069 0.095 0.0010 3467 1306 0.822 0.102 0.0010 1000
100 1000 0.3 1.065 0.300 0.0009 2275 1205 0.887 0.304 0.0010 1003
100 1000 0.5 1.010 0.497 0.0011 1876 939 1.081 0.499 0.0011 1008
100 1000 0.7 0.968 0.701 0.0011 1279 616 1.592 0.703 0.0005 998
100 1000 0.9 0.990 0.897 0.0012 505 240 4.465 0.901 0.0002 1047
100 1000 0.99 0.765 0.998 0.0008 65 25 147.4 0.990 1.4631 3622

slightly outperforms estimator (6); the number of observations T is less then N2 for
about 25-30 per cent (1000 vs 1306).

So, our procedure can be used for the estimation of the autoregressive parameter
in AR(1). It should be noted that it can be applied even if the process is not stable,
unlike estimator [3].
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Abstract

The analysis of the probabilistic approach to solving the problem of the distri-
bution of primes in the generalized Artin's hypothesis is given. The foundations of
a computer approach to solving problems in the �eld of pure and applied number
theory are formulated. On the basis of the generalized Artin's hypothesis, it is
shown how probabilistic methods of nonlinear dynamic systems can be obtained
with su�ciently accurate solutions.
Keywords: data science, Artin hypothesis, computer proof

1 Introduction

An important problem in the theory of numbers is the description of the law of the
distribution of primes. This problem was solved by Hadamard and Valle-Poussin,
independently of each other, in 1896 [1]. They proved that the number of primes
(π(x)) is less than or equal to x is determined by the expression:

π(x) =

∫ x

2

dt

lnt
+O

(
xe−

c
2

√
lnx
)

(1)

where c is an absolute constant. This analytically proved form of representation of
the law of distribution of prime numbers has already become universally recognized in
the mathematical world. Yet two things should be noted. First, it was obtained on
the basis of the analytic zeta-Riemann function, which, until it is proved, adequately
describes the distribution of primes in a complex space. According to the Riemann
hypothesis, all the zeros of the zeta function are on the line passing through the point
equal to 1/2. This millennium hypothesis has not yet been proved. And this fact is the
basis for criticizing all the results obtained on the basis of the zeta-Riemann function.

The second circumstance is that simultaneously with this fact the dynamics of the

change of O
(
xe−

c
2

√
lnx
)
[2] is investigated. In [1, 5], an estimate of the entropy of

this estimate is obtained and it is proved that it is fractal in nature. These facts
are the basis for the formation of proposals on the need to study other models for
the distribution of prime numbers. Another problem related to the distribution of
prime numbers appeared in 1927, when the well-known mathematician Artin formed
a hypothesis about the distribution of prime numbers for which the natural number
a > 1 is given is their primitive root [1, 5].
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According to the Artin conjecture [5], the set of such prime numbers has the distri-
bution law π(x, a) in the form of the expression:

π(x, a) = c(a)π(x) (2)

where π(x) is the distribution of primes, and c(a) is a constant depending on a. So far,
despite numerous studies, this hypothesis has not been resolved. At the same time,
it is not known whether this is true for any values of a. If the hypothesis is correct,
the question remains how to evaluate the constant c(a) for each particular a and what
properties of the number a a�ect its value. Answers to these questions are still lacking.
In [1, 5] a detailed analysis of all research results in the �eld of the Artin hypothesis
solution is given.

It should be noted that the proof of Artin's hypothesis is important both from
a theoretical point of view in number theory, and from an applied rhenium point,
because its positive solution is important in cryptography, coding theory, and the
theory of dynamical systems. In [6], a generalized Artin hypothesis was formed for any
a > 1, i.e. and at the same time a may not be a primitive root. According to Artin's
generalized theory, the following equality is true:

π(x, a, i) = c(a, i)π(x) (3)

where a > 1, i is the index of the subgroup of the group (Z/pZ)∗ of primes in the classi-
�cation of prime numbers generated by the numbers a, c(a, i) is a constant. According
to the classi�cation built in [6]:

P(a, i) =

{
p ∈ P| (p− 1)

carda(p)
= i

}
(4)

where carda(p) is the length of the recursion xn+1 ≡ axn(modp) at x0 = 1, P is the set
of all primes.

It is not di�cult to show that for any a > 1 the equality:

∞∑
i=1

c(a, i) = 1 (5)

This means that primes are evenly distributed in classes P(a, i) for any a. By
uniformity is meant that within each class of primes P(a, i) a logarithmic law of the
distribution of primes is preserved. The constant c(a, i) determines the measure of
puncturing prime numbers based on the value a. If i = 1 then a is the primitive root
of all primes P(a, 1). For an arbitrary natural number x, the equality:

π(x, a, i) = c(a, i, x)π(x) (6)

Moreover, if x→∞, then c(a, i, x) tends to the limit value c(a, i). If we put i = 1
then c(a, 1) will be Artin's constant for primitive roots. In this case a 6= ±1, and a 6= k2

for none k ∈ N . This is true according to Fermat's theorem [3,4]. Wherein, a is the
primitive root of the group of residues (Z/pZ)∗ for any p ∈ P such that:

P(a, 1) =

{
p ∈ P| (p− 1)

carda(p)
= 1

}
(7)
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It is important to investigate the classes of primes P(a, i) for i > 1 since in this case
the positive integer a will be the primitive root for the subgroups of the group (Z/pZ)∗

with the index de�ned by the relations:

P(a, i) =

{
p ∈ P| (p− 1)

carda(p)
= inda(p)

}
(8)

where inda(p) = i is the index of the subgroup of (Z/pZ)∗. The classes of primes
P(a, i) have not yet been studied and the distribution of primes in these classes is not
known. In [1], an assumption was made that P(a, i) at i > 1 is proportional to P(a, 1)
with a factor of 1/i2. Since i > 1 is considered, in this case it is important to know the
distribution of prime numbers for the value a = k2. This is an important generalization
of Artin's hypothesis. At the same time, the probability of:

P (p ∈ P(a, i)) =

{
p ∈ P||P(a, i)|

|P| = c(a, i)

}
(9)

membership agrees exactly with the provisions of the theory of probability, and there-
fore, estimating c(a, i) on the basis of successive statistical tests and the law of large
numbers is parity.

The determination of c(a, i) for any a, i using analytical methods is unlikely in the
near term. However, the formation and development of experimental mathematics
[1, 2] opens up another way to solve this problem by using computer simulation of
nonlinear dynamic processes for the formation of classes of prime numbers.

2 Modeling of dynamic processes of distribution of

simple numbers in the generalized artin hypothesis

The process of modeling the distribution of primes in classes P(a, 1),P(1, 2), ...,P(a, k)
was reduced to choosing a set of consecutive primes from a set of a su�ciently large
sample of these classes. The number of primes analyzed at each interval of natural
numbers was chosen to be 500,000. This choice was largely due to the fact that it was
previously established that reducing this value leads to more signi�cant �uctuations in
estimates, although convergence to the limit over the entire set of any intervals, even
if they are not placed consistently, has the same character.

The process of statistical testing of p → P primes for checking their belonging
to class P(a, i) was reduced to calculating for the selected number p the recursive
procedure x0 = 1, xn+1 = axn(modp) until the pairs axl ≡ 1(modp) were reached at
some step i. Then carda(p) = i and according to Fermat's theory and the cyclic group
theorem the number p − 1 is divisible by i and then inda(p) = (p − 1)/carda(p) = i,
and therefore p ∈ P(a, i) and if i = 1, then a is the primitive root of the cyclic group
(Z/pZ)∗, and otherwise it is the primitive root of some subgroup. At i > 1, we obtain
the primitive roots of the subgroups of the (Z/pZ)∗ residue group with the index i > 1.

The study of the distribution law of prime numbers p on their belonging to P(a, i)
had the character of consistent statistical tests on the set of natural numbers contain-
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ing the �rst 500,000 primes. At the �rst stage, primes p were chosen from the set
p1, ..., p500000. With this x = p500000.

For each n ∈ {2, ..., x}, we had to solve two problems: check n for simplicity, and
if n = p ∈ P , then p − 1 was decomposed into simple factors, i.e. systematically
solved two non-simple problems of checking numbers for simplicity and decomposition
into simple factors. An e�ective algorithm for solving them was created based on
probabilistic methods in the theory of elliptic curves.

As a result of analyzing a ∈ {2, ..., x}, P(a, 1), ...,P(a, l) sets were obtained
for some l < x and absolutely exact values of their powers were calculated, i.e.
|P(a, 1)|, ..., |P(a, l)|, and then estimates of c(a, 1) = |P(a,1)|

π(x)
, ..., c(a, l) = |P(a,l)|

π(x)
were

obtained.
At the next stage, work was also carried out for primes from the interval as

{p500001, ..., p1000000} interval and the values of the c(a, 1), ..., c(a, l) constants were cal-
culated using the same scheme. At the same time l increases. The {p1, ..., p500000} and
{p500001, ..., p1000000} sequences were combined, and the estimates of the generalized
Artin constants were again calculated and the process of their re�nement was studied
on the basis of the theory of large numbers in probability theory. This procedure con-
tinued until x = p = 179424673 and this is a ten million prime numbers. It was found
that c(a, 1), ..., c(a, k) in probability converges to some values, the exact values of which
are irrational and possibly transcendental numbers. In the process of estimating the
c(a, i) constants, two important theorems were proved:

Theorem 1. For any a ∈ {2, 3, ..., k, ..} that is not a square, i.e. a 6= k2 The number
of non-empty classes of primes tends to in�nity at x→∞.

Theorem 2. For any a ∈ {2, 3, ..., k, ..} that is not a square, i.e. a 6= k2 The number
of prime numbers in P(a, i) tends to in�nity at x→∞.

These theorems are the basis of the convergence of a sequence of statistical tests

to marginal values. Since for any x ∈ N it is obvious that
⋃
i=1

P(a, i) = π(x) and

P(a, i)
⋂P(a, j) = φ at i 6= j, it follows from this that

k∑
i=1

c(a, i) = 1 and this is

true for all values of x → ∞. The review [5] provides an estimate of c(2, 1), which is
identi�ed by c(2, 1) in our sense, but c(2, 1) di�ers from the estimate of c(2, 1) starting
from the �fth decimal place and this is a theoretical error of the survey works.

For di�erent a ∈ {2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11}, the behavior of the c(a, i) constants is com-
plex group-theoretic and number-theoretic. The study of their dynamic properties is
beyond the scope of this work. It should be noted that the results of computer sim-
ulation of the processes of distribution of primes are calculated with an accuracy of
the eleventh decimal place for estimates of c(2, 1), c(3, 1), c(5, 1), c(6, 1), ... values. This
cannot be asserted for classes by the i ≥ 2 index. To achieve the same accuracy with
i ≥ 2, it is necessary to signi�cantly increase the number of prime numbers. With an
increase in the i class index P(a, i) more than three requirements and the volume of
the analyzed primes increases in accordance with the unexplored laws.
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3 Statistical analysis of the distribution of prime

numbers in classes

Probability-theoretic interpretation of the constant c(a) = π(x,a)
π(x)

at x → ∞. Consider

the probability space (Ω, F, P ) based on Ω = {ω1, ..., ωn, ...} = {p1, ..., pn, ...}. Obvi-
ously at x → ∞ the numbers are π(x) → ∞, π(x, a) → ∞, but π(x, a) = |P(a, 1, x)|,
π(x) = |P(x)|, c(a, 1, x) = |P(a,1,x)|

|P(x)| and at x → ∞ it is obvious that |P(a,1,x)
|P(x)| → c(a, 1)

is where x ∈ P , P → ∞, P(a, i, x) =
{
p|p ≤ x& (p−1)

carda(p)
= i
}

is at x → ∞
P(a, i, x)→ P(a, i). Thus c(a) = limπ(x,a)

π(x)
.

It follows from Artin's hypothesis that with c(a, 1) there is precisely the probabil-
ity of a random event P(a, 1) consisting of a choice of Ω = {p1, ..., pn, ..} of a prime
number p for which a is an original root of the cyclic group (Z/pZ)∗. To estimate this
probability, the law of large numbers and the method of successive statistical tests were
used. The essence of the method is that the �rst test group was reduced and calculated
for {p1, p2, ..., p500000} for each a ∈ {2, 3, ..., 16} evaluation of the values of c(a, i, x) at
x = p500000 for all possible values of i ∈ {1, 2, ..., k, ..}, that is, c̃1(a, 1, x), ..., c̃1(a, k, x), ...
was calculated on the next iteration, the same tests were performed for the second itera-
tion on the set {p500001, ..., p1000000}. c̃1(a, 1, x), ..., c̃k(a, 1, x), ... Estimates were obtained
at the same time c̃1(a, 1, x), ..., c̃k(a, k, x), ..., provided that the �rst and second samples
were combined and computed values and were determined by |c̃(a, i, x)− c̃(a, k, x)| ≤ ε
for all x. The main focus was on c(a, 1, x). As a result of some iterations, it was found
that for all a the estimates obtained:

P(x) = {p|p ≤ x} (10)

P(a, i, x) =

{
p|p ≤ x&

(p− 1)

carda(p)
= i

}
(11)

the order of the cyclic group of the subgroup (Z/pZ)∗. If l = p−1, then a is an original
root, and if l < p− 1 is the original form of the c(a) Artin measure, c(a, i) is a measure

of classes by P(a, i) in P . At that c(a, i) = |P(a,i)|
|P| and

∞∑
i=1

c(a, i) = 1.

This applies only to classes with indexes i = 1. For i ≥ 2 it is necessary to
increase the number of statistical tests. This is naturally due to the fact that the
classes P(a, i, x) for i ≥ 2 from numerical theorems contain less than prime numbers.
In [1] it is stated that this decrease should be of the order of 1/i2, but this is an
erroneous assertion. The degree of decline essentially depends on the properties of a
and requires a separate study. Case a ∈ {4, 9, 16} requires separate investigations,
because these numbers cannot be primitive roots of that number p, in accordance with
the Fermat theorem [3]. cannot be generating elements of groups (Z/pZ)∗. However,
they are generating elements of the subgroups of the group (Z/pZ)∗ with even indices.
All classes with odd indices are empty sets. Table 1 shows the constants for c(a, 1)
for all a except {4, 9, 16}. Analysis of the table. The table contains over a thousand
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columns. The analysis of these data is numerically theoretical and group-speci�c and
goes beyond the scope.

The simulation process of the dynamics of the formation of prime numbers was con-
structed on the following assumptions. Suppose that an ordered set of prime numbers
P = {p1, p2, ..., pk, ...} is given, whose elements are ordered in ascending order. All this
set was split into a subset of 500,000 primes. The number of 500,000 is due to the
limitations of MS Excel, as a statistical analysis tool, on a number of characteristics
of the process of generating prime numbers. Only one restriction is important. We
always select 500,000 consecutive primes of the set P . In the current version of Excel,
this number can be increased to one million. If you use a powerful computer, you can
choose a larger number instead of a million.

The implemented version of the study of dynamic processes for the formation of
primes includes the following indicators: the number of a simple number in the p in
the ordered set of P , the value of a simple number of p, the value of the recursion
length of the numbers carda(p) at the same value of a for all prime numbers P , the
index inda(p) of the index of the class, inda(p) = (p−1)

carda(p)
, the value of the residues

modulo any natural module n > 1, for all classes and any other analytic properties of
primes or factors of the decomposition of the number of p− 1 into simple factors. For

each simple multiplier pi in the p − 1 =
n∏
i=1

paii decomposition, one parameter of the

dynamic process of generating primes is presented, with separate indicators that can
be analyzed for any other indicators, the values for them are deducted by the modulus
of the natural number n > 1. The only exception is inda(p). The number of controlled
indicators analyzed in the Excel environment can be expanded.

According to the idea of experimental mathematics on the �rst iteration, we proceed
from hypothetically known data. But it is also the basis for obtaining experimental
information on the basis of which the analytical methods of the theory of numbers
yield an expanded representation of the hypothesis in the form Hi. It is possible that
at the same time the hypothesis can be corrected or even rejected as not true. From
the point of view of information technology in mathematics, the hypothesis Hi is used
to develop from the point of view of deepening the experimental mathematics of the
model of in-depth studies at the level I1.

The iterations process is continued until an analytically based solution of the gen-
erated hypothesis is obtained. Since the Artin generalized hypothesis is considered in
the paper, we present the results of the estimation of the constant c(a, i) for the case
a = 4 and i = 2. The number a = 4 is a perfect square, and therefore it cannot be
a primitive root. In terms of Artin's generalized hypothesis, this is as interesting and
important as in the case when a is an original root.

Based on the data presented in [6], we obtained estimates for c(a, i) for a = 2, ..., 10
and i = 1, 2, ...9, .... It is shown that their values are stable for class P(4, 2) ie class
with ind4(p) = 2 to within a fourth decimal place. They are presented in the table 1.

An analysis of the data in the tables shows that for these numbers Artin's hypothesis
is true on the set of primes |P| = 109.
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Table 1: The distribution of prime numbers in 1 to 9 classes in the generalized artin
conjecture
a P(a, 1) P(a, 2) P(a, 3) P(a, 4) P(a, 5) P(a, 6) P(a, 7) P(a, 8) P(a, 9)
2 0.3740 0.2805 0.0664 0.0467 0.0189 0.0498 0.0089 0.0351 0.0074
3 0.3739 0.2992 0.0666 0.0561 0.0190 0.0332 0.0089 0.0140 0.0074
4 0 0.5609 0 0.0935 0 0.0997 0 0.0701 0
5 0.3937 0.2657 0.0700 0.0664 0 0.0473 0.0094 0.0166 0.0078
6 0.3741 0.2805 0.0665 0.0748 0.0189 0.0498 0.0089 0.0140 0.0074
7 0.3741 0.2827 0.0664 0.0684 0.0188 0.0503 0.0089 0.0170 0.0074
8 0.2243 0.1683 0.1995 0.0281 0.0114 0.1496 0.0054 0.0211 0.0222
9 0 0.5983 0 0.1122 0 0.0666 0 0.0281 0
10 0.3741 0.2804 0.0665 0.0713 0.0189 0.0499 0.0089 0.0166 0.0074

4 CONCLUSIONS

The results of experimental mathematics in table 1 of the �rst iteration con�rm that
Artin's hypothesis is correct. The estimates of the constants are obtained with the
accuracy of the third decimal place. These tables con�rm Artin's generalized hypothesis

for a = 2, ..., 8 and the assumption that
∞∑
i=1

c(a, 2i) = 1. The results obtained are the

basis for constructing an analytical proof of Artin's hypothesis and its generalization.
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Abstract

The paper introduces the concept of smooth primes and their classi�cation,
depending on the properties of their simple factors, into perfectly smooth and
partially smooth. It is shown that in order to search for smooth primes and
their analysis, it is necessary to know how primes are distributed depending on
the number of simple factors (p − 1). The problem of constructing a measure
of smoothness is considered. Results are shown showing how the �rst 10 million
numbers (p− 1) are distributed by the number of simple factors.
Keywords: smooth number, data science, stochastic analysis

1 Introduction

At the moment, in number theory, there are many open problems that have not been
solved for decades or centuries. Unsolved problems in number theory signi�cantly
limit the development of mathematics in theoretical and applied aspects. One of the
fundamental problems is unproven hypotheses about prime numbers. According to
which law the numbers (p − 1) are distributed according to the number of simple
factors, is still unknown.

Prime numbers are widely used in public key cryptography, as well as directly related
to the problem of discrete logarithm, which is currently not solved either. There are no
e�cient algorithms that allow solving a problem with polynomial complexity. Silver,
Pohlig, and Hellman in [5] proposed an algorithm that promises polynomial complexity
when using numbers of a special type, called �smooth�. A more accurate description
of the algorithm is given in [1]. However, the authors begin the description of the
algorithm with a remark that it is not known that, for simplicity, we assume that the
prime number p is smooth, and b is its primitive root. Such an assumption greatly
simpli�es the solution of the problem. At the same time, the authors completely
ignore the rationale for such an assumption from the point of view, but how to �nd
such numbers and how great is the probability of their being in a certain interval and
what is the most important and what is the probability of such an option in the entire
problem of the discrete logarithm. In modern number theory there is no clear de�nition
of �smooth� numbers and their classi�cation, and the laws of their distribution are
completely unknown. This is especially important in modern cryptography. Along
with this, it is necessary to solve the problem of �nding smooth numbers of su�ciently
large dimension.
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2 The de�nition of the concept of smoothness of num-

bers and their classi�cation

The general form of the discrete logarithm equation is represented by the expression:
c ≡ bx(modm) and c, b, x,m ∈ N . There are four possible solutions to this equation:
1) set b, x,m, �nd c; 2) set c, b,m, �nd x; 3) set c, b, x, �nd m; 4) set c, x,m, �nd b.

The �rst equation is solved relatively simply, but it should be noted that if c = 1,
m is a prime number, m ∈ P, b is its primitive root and it is necessary to �nd the
distribution law of primes having the same primitive root b, then we come to the
solution of Artin's hypothesis(1927), π(x, a) = c(b) · π(x), where π(x, a) is the number
of primes p ≤ x with a primitive root b, c(b) is Artin's constant, and π(x) is the general
number of primes p ≤ x. However, this is true if x→∞.

The second problem is the discrete logarithm problem. As stated in [1] in general,
the problem may turn out to be algorithmically unsolvable. Ifm is a prime number, that
is m = p ∈ P, then the algorithm exists, but its complexity depends on the complexity
of factorization p− 1 =

∏k
i=1 p

αi
i , where pi are prime factors, k their number. In case if

the number to be factorized is a Sophie Germain number p = 2p̃+1 or p = 2αp̃+1, where
p̃ there is also a prime number, the solution of the discrete logarithm problem becomes
very complex in terms of computational costs. Note that if m the composite number
and does not belong to the �nal �elds F (2p) or F (pk), then non-simple algorithmic
problems arisen in [2]. Cases 3 and 4 are practically not considered in the literature.
It is easy to show that they are more complex than the discrete logarithm problem.

Pohlig and Hellman [5] proposed an algorithm for solving the problem of the discrete
logarithm, provided that it p is a simple smooth number. In [3], the problem of
smoothness is discussed. The authors note that there is still no clear interpretation of
the concept of smoothness. One option is that the decomposition p− 1 =

∏k
i=1 p

αi
i has

the property that pk < p̃, where the p̃ given prime number.
As noted above in the work [1], the author literally write: �for simplicity, we sup-

pose that (p − 1) is smooth and b its primitive root�. This is where a really compli-
cated problem arises. Since p can be arbitrarily large, it is not known how smooth
primes are distributed. A search algorithm is needed for a smooth prime number
of arbitrarily large size, and then to �nd its primitive root satisfying certain condi-
tions. This is especially important if it is related to cryptographic tasks. But this
is no less important from the point of view of the whole variety of problems formu-
lated in the �MathOver�ow� project for the discrete logarithm. For this reason, the
problem of the distribution of smooth primes on the set of all primes was consid-
ered. In the work of E. Kowalski [6] the Erdös-Kac theorem is given, which states
that for any natural number n ∈ [1;N ], for any real a < b, the following holds:

lim
N→∞

1
N
|{1 ≤ n ≤ N |a ≤ ω(n)−log logN√

log logN
≤ b}| = 1√

2π

∫ b
a
e−

x2

2 dx, where ω(n) the number

of prime dividers, without taking into account their degrees.
From the theorem it follows that by the number of simple factors in their factor-

ization on the set of natural numbers by the frequency of their appearance the natural
numbers n obey the normal distribution law. But the question arises to what extent
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is this true for numbers like (p− 1), where p ∈ P. On the basis of data related to the
solution by computer and analytical methods of the generalized Artin hypothesis, it
was established [7] that for smooth prime numbers p − 1 =

∏k
i=1 p

αi
i with increasing

k, the value ω(p − 1) obeys most likely the lognormal distribution law. It is possible
that this may turn out to be another distribution law, similar to a lognormal one. This
fact requires clari�cation. From the experimental data on the set of the �rst 10 million
primes it follows that smooth numbers are very rare. Therefore, Koblitz's statement
[1] �for simplicity, we suppose that (p− 1) is smooth . . . � is completely incorrect, since
the search for such a simple number may be more di�cult than solving the problems
of the discrete logarithm. In addition, to �nd a primitive root for p from ϕ(p − 1)
(Euler function) possible variants from the set of natural numbers {2, ..., p− 1} is not
at all easy, it follows from the theorem on the cyclic group [4]. For this reason, the
study of this problem is no less relevant than the solution of the problem of the discrete
logarithm. We present the results of a statistical analysis of the �rst 10 million primes
and decomposition (p − 1) into prime factors. On the horizontal axis, the number

Figure 1: Results of decomposition (p− 1) into simple factors

of simple factors is plotted, on the vertical, the number of the corresponding prime
numbers. Based on the obtained results, it can be seen that with increasing values of
prime numbers, the number of factors increases, from which it can be concluded that
the set of numbers (p− 1) does not obeys a normal distribution law. Figure 1 con�rms
that the lognormal form of distribution is clear.

Depending on the sequence of increasing simple factors, smooth numbers can be
classi�ed as follows:

1) Perfectly smooth primes - such numbers as for p−1 =
∏k

i=1 p
αi
i , pi = 2, 3, 5, ..., pk.

This means that all prime factors are consecutive prime numbers.
Pohlig and Hellman argue that such a type of smooth numbers will allow solving

the discrete logarithm problem using an algorithm with polynomial complexity [5].
However, along with the de�nition of a perfectly smooth number, the question arises
as to the number of such numbers. It may happen that the search for a smooth number
of large dimensionality will have a high algorithmic complexity, which in turn makes
the use of the Silver-Pohlig-Hellman algorithm impractical.

2) Partially smooth prime numbers. It is assumed that for such numbers the se-
quence of simple factors is not necessarily consecutive prime numbers, but the di�erence
between the consecutive factors should not be too large. Partially smooth primes can
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also be used for the algorithm of Silver, Pohlig, and Hellman, but its e�ectiveness will
depend on a measure of the smoothness of such numbers.

Among the �rst 10 million (p − 1), perfectly smooth numbers with more than 6
factors, there are no more than a few dozen. From this we can conclude that the
assumption of smoothness does not simplify the solution of the discrete logarithm
problem, but even complicates if we take into account the iterations for each factor
pαii with αi substantially more than 1 and systematic use of the Chinese theorem on
residuals with a large number of simple factors.

In conclusion, we note that this paper shows that when solving the problem of a
discrete logarithm, it is necessary to take into account the properties of some types
of prime numbers. To solve the problem of discrete logarithm using the Silver-Pohlig-
Hellman algorithm, an important point is the use of smooth numbers that must satisfy
(p− 1) > 10300. However, it is still not known how to �nd such numbers. This makes
the task di�cult to compute.

The next important factor in solving the discrete logarithm problem is a measure of
the smoothness of a prime number, since the speed of the algorithm execution directly
depends on this. The construction of a measure of smoothness and an analysis of the
algorithm depending on the smoothness of the number is a topic for further study. The
problem of constructing a measure of smoothness must be considered from two sides:
from the point of view of the di�erence between adjacent factors of simple smooth
numbers and depending on the exponent of each of the factors.
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Abstract

For operators de�ned on the Cartesian product of random and deterministic
continuous functions the interpolation polynomials of arbitrary �xed degree, co-
inciding at the given points with the original operator, are constructed. Formulas
of the linear interpolation and their applications for the approximation of speci�c
random operators, nonlinear with respect to the Wiener process, are considered.
Keywords: data science, random process, operator interpolation

1 Introduction

Let us denote by Ξ =
{
ξ(t, ω), t ∈ T, ω ∈ Ω

}
the set of random processes, de�ned

on the probability space {Ω,F , P}, by C(T ) the space of the deterministic functions
x(t), t ∈ T, continuous on T, where T is the time interval on R+ = [0,∞).

Let the operator F (ξ, x) = F
(
ξ(t, ω), x(t)

)
be de�ned on the Cartesian product of

Ξ × C(T ) and F : Ξ × C(T ) → Y, where Y is a set, whose elements have random or
deterministic nature.

We introduce vectors of the form rl(ξ, x) = {ξ − ξl, x − xl} and rlk(ξ, x) =
= {ξk−ξl, xk−xl}, where ξ, ξk are elements of the set Ξ, and x = x(t), xk = xk(t), xl =
= xl(t) are functions continuous on T, 0 ≤ l, k ≤ n. Let us denote by (rl, rlk) the scalar
product of rl and rlk : (rl, rlk) = (ξ − ξl)(ξk − ξl) + (x− xl)(xk − xl). Correspondingly
(rlk, rlk) is the square of vector length of rlk : (rlk, rlk) = (ξk − ξl)2 + (xk − xl)2.

We associate the operator F (ξ, x) and the points (ξk, xk) (k = 0, 1, . . . , n) with a
random algebraic operator polynomial Ln(F ; ξ, x) of the form

Ln(F ; ξ, x) = F (ξ0, x0) +
n∑
k=1

∫ 1

0

lnk
(
ξ(τ), x(τ)

)
dτF

(
ξ0 + τ(ξk − ξ0), x0 + τ(xk − x0)

)
,

(1)
where the integral on the variable τ in the equality (1) is understood as the Riemann�
Stieltjes integral for trajectories of random processes in this integral, and

lnk(ξ, x) =
(r0, r0k)(r1, r1k) · · · (rk−1, rk−1 k)(rk+1, rk+1 k) · · · (rn, rnk)

(r0k, r0k)(r1k, r1k) · · · (rk−1 k, rk−1 k)(rk+1 k, rk+1 k) · · · (rnk, rnk)
. (2)
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2 Operator interpolation formulas of other form

Now we consider another version of the polynomial of the form (1) for the opera-
tor F (ξ, x) that is di�erentiable by Gateaux. We denote by δF [ξ, x;h] the Gateaux
di�erential of this operator at the point (ξ, x) in the direction h = (h0, h1), where
h0 = h0(ω, t) is a random process from the set Ξ, h1 = h1(t) ∈ C(T ). The Gateaux
di�erential δF [ξ, x;h] of the operator F (ξ, x) in the direction h = (h0, h1) is de�ned by
the equality δF [ξ, x;h] = d

dλ
F (ξ+λh0, x+λh1)λ=0, λ ∈ [0, 1]. This di�erential is used

below only at the points (ξ, x) =
(
ξ0 + τ(ξk − ξ0), x0 + τ(xk − x0)

)
, τ ∈ [0, 1] and in

the directions h0k = (ξk − ξ0)lnk(ξ, x) and h1k = (xk − x0)lnk(x), where

lnk(x) =
(x− x0) · · · (x− xk−1)(x− xk+1) · · · (x− xn)

(xk − x0) · · · (xk − xk−1)(xk − xk+1) · · · (xk − xn)
(k = 1, 2, . . . , n),

and here we suppose that in (2) and in the fraction lnk(x), none of the factors in the
denominator vanish.

Let us denote by L̃n(F ; ξ, x) the operator polynomial of the following form

L̃n(F ; ξ, x) = F (ξ0, x0) +
n∑
k=1

∫ 1

0

δF
[
ξ0 + τ(ξk − ξ0), x0 + τ(xk − x0); h0k, h1k

]
dτ. (3)

Theorem. Random operator polynomials (1) and (3) are interpolational for the
operator F (ξ, x) and nodes (ξk, xk), i.e.

Ln(F ; ξk, xk) = L̃n(F ; ξk, xk) = F (ξk, xk) (k = 0, 1, . . . , n).

During applied problems solving are often limited by the formulas of the linear and
quadratic interpolation. In the linear case we use two nodes

(
ξ0(t), x0(t)

)
,
(
ξ1(t), x1(t)

)
and the formulas (1) and (3) take the form correspondingly

L1(F ; ξ, x) = F (ξ0, x0) +

∫ 1

0

l11

(
ξ(τ), x(τ)

)
dτF

[
ξ0 + τ(ξ1− ξ0), x0 + τ(x1− x0)

]
, (4)

L̃1(F ; ξ, x) = F (ξ0, x0)+

+

∫ 1

0

δF
[
ξ0 + τ(ξ1 − ξ0), x0 + τ(x1 − x0); (ξ1 − ξ0)l11(ξ, x), (x1 − x0)l11(x)

]
dτ, (5)

where

l11

(
ξ(τ), x(τ)

)
=

(
ξ(τ)− ξ0(τ)

)(
ξ1(τ)− ξ0(τ)

)
+
(
x(τ)− x0(τ)

)(
x1(τ)− x0(τ)

)(
ξ1(τ)− ξ0(τ)

)2
+
(
x1(τ)− x0(τ)

)2 ,

l11

(
x(τ)

)
=

x(τ)− x0(τ)

x1(τ)− x0(τ)
.

It is obvious that for linear on Ξ × C(T ) operators (4) and (5) the interpolation

conditions L1(F ; ξi, xi) = L̃1(F ; ξi, xi) = F (ξi, xi) (i = 0, 1) hold true.
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In the case, when the approximated operator F depends only on random process
ξ(t) the formulas (4) and (5) take the form

L1(F ; ξ) = F (ξ0) +

∫ 1

0

ξ(τ)− ξ0(τ)

ξ1(τ)− ξ0(τ)
dτF

(
ξ0 + τ(ξ1 − ξ0)

)
,

L̃1(F ; ξ) = F (ξ0) +

∫ 1

0

δF
[
ξ0 + τ(ξ1 − ξ0); ξ − ξ0

]
dτ. (6)

3 Some applications of formulas of the linear interpo-

lation

We construct the formulas of the linear interpolation for certain types of random pro-
cesses. Let

F (ξ, x) = X0e
σξ(t)+(r− 1

2
σ2)x(t), (7)

where X0 is a random variable independent on ξ(t) = ξ(ω, t); r and σ are arbitrary
given numbers, t ∈ T. When ξ(t) is a standard Wiener process W (t) and x(t) =
t, then F (W, t) = X(t) (see, for example [2], p. 524 or [3]) is the solution of the
stochastic di�erential equation with linear drift and linear volatility dX(t) = rX(t)dt+
+σX(t)dW (t), X(0) = X0.

For the random process (7) we construct the polynomial of the form (5) at the
nodes

(
ξ0(t), x0(t)

)
and

(
ξ1(t), x1(t)

)
, where ξi(t) is a stochastic process de�ned on the

space {Ω,F , P}, and xi(t) is a deterministic function continuous on T (i = 0, 1). The
Gateaux di�erential of the operator (7) at the point (ξ, x) in the direction h = (h0, h1)
can be calculated by the formula δF [ξ, x; h0, h1] = F (ξ, x)

[
σh0 +

(
r − 1

2
σ2
)
h1

]
. In

this case the integral in (5), when h0 = (ξ1 − ξ0)l11(ξ, x), h1 = (x1 − x0)l11(x), can be
calculated exactly, and the formula (5) can be transformed to the form

L̃1(F ; ξ, x) = F (ξ0, x0) +
[
F (ξ1, x1)− F (ξ0, x0)

]
×

×σ
(
ξ1(t)− ξ0(t)

)
l11(ξ, x) +

(
r − 1

2
σ2
) (
x1(t)− x0(t)

)
l11(x)

σ
(
ξ1(t)− ξ0(t)

)
+
(
r − 1

2
σ2
) (
x1(t)− x0(t)

) . (8)

Since for the operator (7) at every �xed function x(t) the Gateaux di�eren-
tial δF [ξ, x;h0] with respect to variable ξ is de�ned by the formula δF [ξ, x;h0] =
σh0(t)F (ξ, x), then the integral in (6) can be also calculated exactly and this interpo-
lation formula with the nodes ξ0 and ξ1 takes the form

L̃1(F ; ξ, x) = F (ξ0, x) +
[
F (ξ1, x)− F (ξ0, x)

] ξ(t)− ξ0(t)

ξ1(t)− ξ0(t)
. (9)

Interpolation formulas (8) and (9) can be used for the linear approximation of the
random processes F (ξ, x) of the form (7).

Similarly we are constructing the interpolation formulas of the form (8), (9) and for

the operator F (W ; t) = Y (t) = Xα(t), α ∈ R, where X(t) = X0e
σW (t)+(r− 1

2
σ2)t and X0
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is a random value or a given number. The mathematical expectation of this operator in
the case of stochastic independence of the initial condition X0 and the Wiener process

W (t) (see [3], [4]) is given by E
{
Y (t)

}
= E

{
Xα

0

}
eα[r−

1
2
σ2(1−α)]t.

The requirements of coincidence of the mathematical expectation and the variance
of the interpolated operator with the expectation and the variance of the correspond-
ing interpolation polynomial in the approximation problem of random functions are
natural. Let us illustrate the construction of such class of interpolation formulas on
the simplest examples.

We consider the interpolation polynomial (6) for the random process F (W ) =
= W 2(t). We take two deterministic functions x0(t) and x1(t) as interpolation nodes.
In this case

L̃1(F ;W ) = L̃1(W ) = −x0(t)x1(t) +
[
x0(t) + x1(t)

]
W (t). (10)

We choose the functions x0(t) and x1(t) such that the mathematical expectation and

dispersion of both F (W ) and L̃1(W ) coincide. Since E
{
F (W )

}
= E

{
W 2(t)

}
= t

and the dispersion of this process D
{
F (W )

}
= 2t2, then with the requirement of

coincidence of the mean values and dispersions of the random processes W 2(t) and

L̃1(W ) the nodes x0(t) and x1(t) have to be determined from the system of equa-

tions E
{
L̃1(W )

}
= t, D

{
L̃1(W )

}
= 2t2. From the equality (10) we obtain, that

E
{
L̃1(W )

}
= −x0(t)x1(t). Hence, x1(t) = − t

x0(t)
and correspondingly the formula (10)

has the form L̃1(W ) = = t +
[
x0(t)− t

x0(t)

]
W (t), where x0(t) is arbitrary function

which does not vanish on T. Since E
{
L̃2

1(W )
}

= t2 +
[
x0(t)− t

x0(t)

]2

t, then for the

dispersion of the process (10) we obtain the equality D
{
L̃1(W )

}
=
[
x0(t)− t

x0(t)

]2

t.

Thus, x0(t) has to be determined from the equation
[
x0(t)− t

x0(t)

]2

= 2t, solving which

we get two pairs of nodes x0(t) =
√

2t
(

1±
√

3
)

2
, x1(t) = −

√
2t

1±
√

3
, and correspondingly the

equality (10) at these nodes takes the following simple form

L̃1(W ) = t+
√

2tW (t). (11)

As a consequence equalities E
{
F (W )

}
= E

{
L̃1(W )

}
= t, D

{
F (W )

}
=

D {W 2(t)} = = 2t2, in some problems the approximate replacing of the square of
the Wiener process with the linear process relative to W (t) of the form (11).

The interpolation formula (1) and (2) are the basis for construction of approxima-
tion and for other random processes of the form considered here. In particular, as
interpolation nodes can be used only deterministic functions.
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Abstract

The problem of �nding empirical likelihood con�dence intervals is considered
for censored integrals.
Keywords: data science, empirical likelihood, censored integral

Let X1, X2, ... ( survival times) and Y1, Y2, ... (censoring times) be two independent
sequences of random variables (r.v.-s) on the real line with marginal distribution func-
tion (d.f.-s) F and G respectively. Under the right random censoring model, instead
of observing Xi, we observe the pairs (Zi, δi), i = 1, 2, ..., n where Zi = min(Xi, Yi) and
δi = I(Xi ≤ Yi) with I(·) the indicator function. Let H denote d.f. of Zi. Then
H(t) = 1 − (1 − F (t))(1 − G(t)). Let F and G are continuous. We are interested in
constructing a nonparametric con�dence interval for a integral functional of the form

θ = θ (F ) =

∫
ϕ(t)dF (t)

where ϕ is some given Borel measurable function. Let Fn denote the Relative Risk
Power estimator of F proposed [1] as

Fn(t) = 1− [1−Hn(t)]Rn(t), t ∈ R, (1)

where Hn(t) = 1
n

n∑
i=1

I(Zi ≤ t) be empirical estimator of H(t) and

Rn(t) =
n∑
i=1

δi(Zi ≤ t)

[
1−Hn(Zi) +

1

n

]−1
{

n∑
i=1

I(Zi ≤ t)

[
1−Hn(Zi) +

1

n

]−1
}−1

is the relative-risk function estimator. Note that estimator (1) is a correct estimator of
d.f. F (t) than the Product-Limit estimator of Kaplan-Meier and Exponential-Hazard
estimator of Altschuler-Breslow (see[2]). Since estimator (1) have same good properties
such that representation as sum of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) r.v.-s
up to point T < TH = inf {t : H(t) = 1}, then instead of θ(F ) we consider θT (F ) =∫
ϕ∗(t)dF (t) where ϕ∗(t) = ϕ(t)I (t ≤ T ). We prove for plug-in estimator of θT (F ) the

asymptotic representation

θT (Fn) =

∫
ϕ∗(t)dFn(t) =

1

n

n∑
i=1

Ui +Op

(
n−

1
2

)
(2)

where Ui = Ui(F,G) are i.i.d. r.v.-s. with EUi = θT (F ). Following Owen's [3] idea
we propose empirical likelihood con�dence interval for truncated integral functional
θT (F ).
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Abstract

The problem of reducing the dimensionality in statistical classi�cation is stud-
ied. The case of the well-known Fisher model of multivariate normal (Gaussian)
distribution mixture is considered. The average decrease of interclass distances
square is presented as a new criterion of feature selection directly connected with
the classi�cation error probability. The stepwise discriminant analysis procedure
based on this criterion is proposed.
Keywords: principal component, statistical classi�cation, data science

1 Introduction

Let a sample of n jointly independent random observations x1, ..., xn from L ≥ 2
classes {Ω1, ...,ΩL} be registered in the feature space RN and dot ∈ S = {1, ..., L} be
an unknown random class index to which xt belongs:

{dot = i} = πi > 0, i ∈ S (π1 + ...+ πL = 1), (1)

where {πi}i∈S are prior class probabilities [1, 3] . Under �xed dot = i (i ∈ S) the obser-
vation xt ∈ RN is described by the conditional probability density function: pi(x) ≥ 0,
x ∈ RN :

∫
RN

pi(x)dx = 1, i ∈ S.
The classes {Ωi}i∈S are completely determined by the introduced characteristics

{πi, pi (·)}i∈S. Often in practice [1, 2, 3] these characteristics are unknown, however
the vector of true classi�cation indices Do = (do1, ..., d

o
n)T ∈ Sn (“T” is the transposition

symbol) for the sample X = {x1, ..., xn} is observed (so-called training sample). The
discriminant analysis problem [1, 2, 3] consists in construction of decision rule (DR)
d = d(x;X,Do) ∈ S for classifying a random observation x ∈ RN with true class index
do ∈ S.

However, often in practice the initial feature space is redundant. It means that
its dimensionality N is too large [1, 2] and new sample Y = {y1, ..., yn} must be
constructed from sample X: yt = f(xt) ∈ RN∗ , N∗ < N (t = 1, n), so as classi�cation
d = d(y;Y,Do) ∈ S (y = f(x) ∈ RN∗ , x ∈ RN) remains acceptable.

2 Fisher model and Bayesian classi�cation

Let the well-known Fisher model [1, 2, 3] of multivariate normal (Gaussian) distribu-
tion mixture be investigated:

pi(x) = nN(x|µi,Σ), x ∈ RN , i ∈ S, (2)
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where nN(x|µi,Σ) is N -variate Gaussian probability density function [3] with mean
vector µi = {x| do = i} ∈ RN (class �center") and non-singular covariance (N × N)-
matrix Σ (det(Σ) 6= 0), common for all classes: Σ = {(x− µi)(x− µi)T | do = i}.

The Bayesian DR corresponds to the Fisher model (1), (2) is

do(x) = arg max
i∈S
{πinN(x|µi,Σ)} = arg max

i∈S
{δi(x)}, x ∈ RN , (3)

where δi(x) = µTi Σ−1x− 1
2
µTi Σ−1µi + ln πi, i ∈ S, are linear (per x ∈ RN) discriminant

functions [1, 2, 4].
The DR (3) has the minimal error probability ro = {do(x) 6= do} [1, 3] at estimating

unknown true class index do ∈ S to which classi�ed observation x ∈ RN belongs. For
e�ciency characteristic ro named by risk [1, 3] the following estimation from above is
true [4]:

ro ≤
∑

i∈S πi
∑

i 6=j∈S Φ
(
−1

2
∆ij −∆−1

ij ln(πi/πj)
)
, (4)

where Φ(z) = 1√
2π

∫ z
−∞ exp

(
−w2

2

)
dw, z ∈ R, is the standard Gaussian distribution

function, and

∆ij =
√

(µi − µj)TΣ−1(µi − µj), i 6= j ∈ S, (5)

are so-called Mahalanobis interclass distances [1, 3]. Note that only in the case of two
classes (L = 2) in (4) exact equality is true [1, 3].

From (4) it is seen that interclass distances (5) determine e�ciency of classi�cation:
the more distances, the risk value there is less.

3 The principle components method and interclass

distances

According to principle components method [1, 2] N -vector x = (x̃1, ..., x̃N)T ∈ RN with
the covariance (N ×N)-matrix Σ is linearly transformed:

ỹk = ỹk(x) = ΨT
k x, k = 1, N, (6)

where {Ψk}Nk=1 are orthonormalized eigenvectors of matrix Σ:

ΣΨk = λkΨk, ΨT
kΨl = δk,l = {1, if k = l; 0, if k 6= l}, k, l = 1, N, (7)

and {λk}Nk=1 are descent ordered eigenvalues of matrix Σ: λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λN > 0.
Obtained values ỹ1, ..., ỹN are called principle components for initial observation

x = (x̃1, ..., x̃N)T . The dispersion values of principle components are equal to ap-
propriate eigenvalues and trΣ =

∑N
k=1 {x̃k} =

∑N
k=1 {ỹk} =

∑N
k=1 λk. To detect

informative principle components the criterion of large variability of these components
is applied. Components with small dispersion are rejected and N∗ �rst principle com-
ponents ỹ1, ..., ỹN∗ are used (N∗ ≤ N). The number of informative components N∗ is
de�ned by the following rule [1, 2]:

N∗(ε) = min{k : 1− ν(k) ≤ ε, k = 1, N}, ν(k) =
∑k

l=1 λl

/∑N
l=1 λl, (8)
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where ε ∈ [0, 1) is a predetermined value, 0 < ν(k) ≤ 1 is the relative summarized
dispersion fraction of �rst k principle components (ν(N) = 1).

Let new sample Y = {y1, ..., yn} be constructed from X = {x1, ..., xn} using princi-
ple components method (6), (7): yt = f(xt) = ΨNxt, t = 1, n, where ΨN = (Ψ1

......
...ΨN)T

is (N × N)-matrix composed of eigenvectors of matrix Σ. Observations {yt}nt=1 from
Y are described by the Fisher model with the following parameters {mi}i∈S and Σy:

mi = (mi,1,mi,2, ...,mi,N)T = ΨNµi, i ∈ S; Σy = diag{λ1, ..., λN}. (9)

Let N∗∆yij be the Mahalanobis interclass distance between classes Ωi, Ωj in the
space of �rst N∗ principle components:

N∗∆yij =
√

(mi(N∗)−mj(N∗))T (Σy(N∗))−1(mi(N∗)−mj(N∗)), i 6= j ∈ S, (10)

where
{
mi(N

∗) ∈ RN∗
}
i∈S and Σy(N

∗) are obtained from (9) by removal of last N−N∗
rows and columns. The following theorem is true.

Theorem. The Mahalanobis interclass distance N∗∆yij in the space of �rst N∗ prin-
ciple components (N∗ < N) is related to appropriate interclass distance N∆yij in the
space of all N principle components by expression:

N∗∆
2
yij = N∆2

yij −
∑N

l=N∗+1(mi,l −mj,l)
2/λl, i 6= j ∈ S, (11)

and the inequality is true:

N∆2
yij − N∗∆

2
yij ≤ |µi − µj|2

∑N
l=N∗+1 1/λl, i 6= j ∈ S, (12)

where |z| =
√
zT z is the Euclidean norm of vector z ∈ RN .

Under N = N∗ the distance (10) coincides with the appropriate distance (5) in the
initial space: N∆yij = ∆ij, i 6= j ∈ S.

The obtained results (11), (12) allow to investigate the e�ciency of the classical
procedure of principle components selection based on the rule (8). It is seen that the
interclass distances decrease when features are rejected from the space of N principle
components: N∗∆yij ≤ N∆yij, i 6= j ∈ S, and the value of this decreasing is inversely
proportional to dispersions {ỹl} = λl > 0, l = N∗ + 1, N . Therefore the rejection of
principle components with small dispersions as in (4) can cause the acute increase of
the classi�cation error probability.

4 E�ective classi�cation in the space of principle com-

ponents

The results (11), (12) of Theorem allows to introduce new (directly connected with
the classi�cation error probability) criterion of principle component rejection. The
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rejected component number k (k ∈ {1, ..., N}) should minimize the average decrease
of interclass distances square:

δ∆2
y(k) =

1

L2 − L
∑
i∈S

∑
j∈S
j 6=i

(
N∆2

yij −N\k∆
2
yij

)
=

2

L(L− 1)

∑
i∈S

∑
j∈S
j>i

(mi,k −mj,k)
2

λk
, (13)

where N\k∆yij is the Mahalanobis interclass distance (10) in the space of N−1 principle
components after rejecting the component number k.

If under the Fisher model (1), (2) the class characteristics {πi, µi}i∈S, Σ are un-
known then observed sample X = {x1, . . . , xn} and true classi�cation vector Do =
(do1, . . . , d

o
n)T ∈ Sn allows to use their statistical estimates [1, 4]:

π̂i =
ni
n
, µ̂i =

1

ni

n∑
t=1

δdot ,ixt, i ∈ S; Σ̂ =
1

n− L
n∑
t=1

(xt − µ̂dot )(xt − µ̂dot )T , (14)

where ni =
∑n

t=1 δdot ,i. In the criterion (13) the statistical estimates {m̂i}i∈S are calcu-

lated by applying (9): m̂i = Ψ̂N µ̂i (i ∈ S) , where Ψ̂N = (Ψ̂1
......

...Ψ̂N)T is (N×N)-matrix
composed of eigenvectors and λ̂1 ≥ ... ≥ λ̂N are eigenvalues of matrix Σ̂ from (14).

The proposed stepwise discriminant analysis procedure based on the criterion (13)
transforms an initial observation x = (x̃1, ..., x̃N)T to principle components ỹ∗1, ..., ỹ

∗
N :

ỹ∗j = ỹij , j = 1, N : δ̂∆2
y(i1) ≤ ... ≤ δ̂∆2

y(iN); δ̂∆2
y(k) =

2

L(L− 1)

∑
i∈S

∑
j∈S
j>i

(m̂i,k − m̂j,k)
2

λ̂k
,

where ỹ1, ..., ỹN are classical principle components (6), (7).
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Abstract

Beta regression models are proposed by [1] to model the continuous variates
that assume values in the standard unit interval, e.g. rates, proportions or con-
centration, or inequality indices. These models belong to the class of generalized
linear mixed models (GLM) or more general generalized additive models (GAM)
with responses belonging to the exponential family. In present study we use GAM
to model spatial Beta data. We develop the Monte Carlo version of EM algorithm
for obtaining of penalized maximum likelihood estimators of model parameters.
This method is applied to real data set on Black carrageen concentration index
to obtain a model of its distribution over the southeastern Baltic Sea.
Keywords: spatial Beta regression, generalized additive model, data science

1 Introduction

GLM [3] and GAM [4] have become one of the standard tools for analyzing the impact
of covariates on possibly non-Gaussian response variables. The only di�erence between
GAM and GLM is that GAM permits the including nonlinear smooth functions in the
model. A crucial question in setting up a spatial GAM for a particular application
is how to model various spatial covariate e�ects. We focus on spatial GAM. The
spatial dependence in this type of models can be taken into account by the introducing
covariance functions of location speci�c random e�ects or/and by implementing smooth
spatial functions in the mean structure. We develop the latter one.

We will restrict our attention to the linear e�ects represented by regressors and
nonlinear smoothed spatial e�ects. In present study we apply GAM for modeling the
distribution of particular species of algae (Black carrageen) over southeastern Baltic
sea. Reddish-brown to nearly black in colour Black carrageen belongs to the red algae
group. They are widely used in the food industry for their thickening, gelling, and
stabilizing properties. In the Lithuanian coastal waters between Palanga and �Sventoji,
the black carrageen forms extensive zones of dense meadows attached to di�erent sub-
strates of the underwater slope, such as gravel, cobble or boulders. The meadows of
black carrageen are the main spawning grounds of the Baltic herrings which reproduce
in spring [2] .

2 Model and Methods

The model is de�ned as follows:
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(1) For any spatial location s, let Z(s) denote the response variable with marginal
Beta distribution i.e. Z(s) ∼ B(p(s), q(s)) with reparametrized p.d.f.

f(z;µ(s), φ(s)) =
Γ(φ(s))

Γ(µ(s), φ(s))Γ((1− µ(s))φ(s))
zµ(s)φ(s)−1(1−z)(1−µ(s))φ(s)−1, 0 < z < 1

with mean and precision parameter µ(s) = p(s)/p(s) + q(s) and φ = p(s) + q(s).
(2) x(s) is q × 1 vector of non-random regressors and β is q × 1 vector of parameters

and nonlinear e�ect is de�ned by f(s) - smooth function of s (practically, smooth
bivariate surface).

(3) conditionally on µ(s), {Z(s) : s ∈ D} is an independent RF with marginal Beta
distribution and for some link function h(µ(s)) = x′(s)β + f(s).

Suppose that {si ∈ D; i = 0, 1, ..., n} is the set of spatial sites where the observations
of RF are taken. The set of training sites is denoted by indexing spatial sites using
integers, i.e. si = i, i = 0, 1, ..., n, denote the set of training sites by. In what follows we
use notations Z(si) = Zi, x(si) = xi, µ(si) = µi, φ(si) = φi and Z = (Z1, Z2, ..., Zn)′.

Then log-likelihood function based on Z is

L(z; β) =
n∑
i=1

li(zi;µi, φi),

where

li(zi;µi, φi) = lnΓ(φi)− lnΓ(µi, φi)− lnΓ((1− µi)φi)
+(µiφi − 1)lnzi + ((1− µi)φ− 1)ln(1− zi)

The objective function is based on penalized likelihood

p(z; β, λ) = −L(z; β) + g(λ, β),

where g(λ, β) is smooth penalty function.
Model parameters are estimated by minimization of this objective function, algo-

rithm realized in function GAM of package mgcv for statistical system R.

3 Applications

Black carrageen concentration data used in this paper was sampled at 318 (1m×1m)
plots in the southeastern Baltic Sea. We apply GAM with the concentration index of
Black carrageen as Beta response variable with p.d.f. speci�ed above with logit link
function i.e.

h(µ(s)) = ln(µ(s)/(1− µ(s)))

Regressors, which are used in the model as a term of link function speci�ed above are
assumed to be the following:

x1 - Secchi depth,
x2 - wave generated orbital near-bottom velocity,
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Table 1: Parameter values and signi�cance
Estimate Std Error z value Pr(> |z|)

β0 -2.18300 0.08208 -26.596 < 2e− 16
β1 -0.11162 0.03929 -2.841 0.0045
β2 -0.14281 0.04796 -2.978 0.0029
β3 0.21161 0.09401 2.251 0.0244

x3 - distance to sand.
Due to the large di�erences in the scales of the regressors and the response variable

we decide to standardise the regressors. Geographic coordinates longitude and latitude
are considered as components of location s .

After preliminary peerwise analysis of variants we conclude that regressors x1 and
x2 need to be replaced by x2

1 and x2
2 . So the model of link function at location s has

the form:

ln{µ(s)/(1− µ(s)} = β0 + x2
1(s)β1 + x2

2(s)β2 + x3(s)β3 + f(s).

Stationary isotropic bivariate Gaussian RF with exponential covariance function is
used for smoothing. Using methods implemented in GAM we obtain REML estimates
of parameters and their signi�cance that is presented in Table 1.

High signi�cance of these and pseudo R-squared 0,584 give us strong argument to
use the proposed method for mapping the algae distribution over the whole area of
interest.
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Abstract

Time-sharing queueing systems in random environments allow only a limited-
depth analytical study. In particular, the coinciding necessary and su�cient con-
ditions for the stationary probability distribution existence and an optimization
problem for mean total sojourn cost per working tact can be solved only under
much stricter assumptions about the time structure of input �ows. In this talk a
regenerative method is discussed in its application to Monte-Carlo simulation of
the class of queueing systems.
Keywords: data science, random environment, regenerative simulation

1 Introduction

Time-sharing queueing systems [1] is a family of multi-class queueing system with
Bernoulli feedback. In the more modern queueing theory language they can be de-
scribed as polling systems with state-dependent routing and Bernoulli feedback. Two
main questions are of fundamental interest about such queueing systems, namely the
stability conditions and the optimal control policy. In the seminal works [1, 2] it was
assumed that the input �ows are Poisson. Such assumption, typical for an early stage
of study of almost any queueing model, made it feasible to obtain a simple condition,
both necessary and su�cient at the same time, for the existence of a stationary proba-
bility distribution of the queueing process. The authors employed di�erent techniques
to obtain stationarity conditions. In [1] it was a combination of the the mean-drift test
due to Moustafa and a limit theorem for regenerative processes. In [2], only an embed-
ded chain was considered, and an original iterative-dominating approach was applied.
Furthermore, in the cited papers two di�erent optimization objectives were considered:
a long-run time-average for sojourn cost of all jobs, and the stationary mean sojourn
cost of all customers per one operational tact of the server. But the so-called Klimov's
priority indices were shown to minimize both objectives.

In [3], a time-sharing queueing system was considered whose input �ows were mod-
ulated by a two-state Markov chain. Some stationarity conditions were found, some
of them were su�cient, and the others were necessary, and the stationary mean so-
journ cost of all customers was chosen as an objective for the optimization problem.
A rigorous proof for the optimality of Klimov's indices was possible only under certain
stricter assumptions on the batch sizes distributions together with service times and
setup times distribution functions. So, a computer-aided simulation was needed to
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investigate the optimality properties of Klimov's indices. An approach with burn-in
period and a quasi-stationary period was used that time. The purpose of the present
research is to redo experimental study using the regenerative simulation.

2 Time-sharing system in random environment and

optimal control problem

There are m <∞ input �ows (of jobs) Π1, Π2, . . . , Πm in the system. Jobs from these
�ows are called primary jobs . The �ows are modulates by a random environment with
two states, e(1) and e(2). During the time the environment is in e(k) the �ow Πj (j = 1,
2 . . . , m) is a Poisson �ow of batches, with the intensity λ(k) of batch arrivals, and

the probability p
(j,k)
x of batch size x = 1, 2, . . . . Jobs from Πj join an in�nite capacity

FIFO bu�er Oj. The server has n = m+ 1 states: Γ(1), Γ(2), . . . , Γ(n). In the state Γ(r)

only a job from Or is serviced, r = 1, 2, . . . , m. In the state Γ(n) the server doesn't
serve jobs but performs inner setup. The server selects a queue for service according
to some `switching function' h(·) as follows: if the queue sizes make a nonzero vector
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xm) at the decision moment, then the service starts for the queue Oj

with j = h(x). Here h(·) denotes a mapping of the m-dimensional non-negative integer
lattice X = {0, 1, . . .}m onto {1, 2, . . . , n}, and h(x) = j implies xj > 0 for j = 1, 2, . . . ,
m. Only the zero vector 0̄ = (0, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ X is mapped to n. But if the queues are
empty at the decision moment, the �rst arriving job will occupy the server. Jobs are
serviced without interruption. A service time for a job from queue Oj has a probability
distribution function Bj(t) (Bj(0) = 0). Besides ordinary service, the server needs
some sort of setup times after each service. No job is serviced during setup intervals.
The probability distribution function for a setup time after a queue Oj was serviced is
B̄j(t) (B̄(0) = 0). Service durations and setup durations are mutually independent and
independent of the input �ows. After service, the job from queue Oj can be instantly
transferred to a queue Or with probability pj,r, thus forming a secondary �ow, or leave

the system with probability pj,n = 1−
m∑
r=1

pj,r, where (n = m+1). So, both primary and

secondary �ows enter the system. The external random environment is synchronous
with the service-and-setup process. It can change states only at service termination
epochs and setup termination epochs. Let the environment state be a homogeneous
irreducible aperiodic Markov chain. The probability for this Markov chain to go from
the state e(k) to the state e(l) in one step is ak,l.

Let Im be the m × m identity matrix, Q = (pj,r)j,r = 1,m. It will be assumed
throughout this paper that:

1) a matrix (Im −Q) is invertible;

2) the moments βj,s =

∫ ∞
0

ts dBj(t), β̄j,s =

∫ ∞
0

ts dBj(t) are �nite for s = 1, 2;

3) batch size moments µ
(k)
j,s =

∞∑
x=1

xsp
(j,k)
x are �nite for s = 1, 2.

Let τ0 = 0 and τi be the end of the i-th working tact (these are both service pe-
riods and setup periods). Denote by Γ0 ∈ Γ = {Γ(1),Γ(2), . . . ,Γ(n)} the initial server
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state at time τ0, by Γi ∈ Γ the server state during the time interval (τi−1, τi], by
κi = (κ1,i, κ2,i, . . . , κm,i) the vector of queues sizes at time instant τi, by χi the random
environment state during the time interval (τi, τi+1]. Then, under the model assump-
tions, the stochastic sequence {(Γi, κi, χi), i = 0, 1, . . .} is a periodic homogeneous
irreducible Markov chain.

Denote by Q(r,k)(x) the stationary probability of the event {Γi = Γ(r), κi = x, χi =
e(k)}. It was also proven by direct computation, that the stationary probabilities∑
x∈X

(
Q(r,1)(x) + Q(r,2)(x)

)
, r = 1, 2, . . . , m, and

2∑
k=1

Q(n,k)(0̄)
(
λ

(k)
1 + . . . + λ(k)

m

)−1

are

independent of the switching function h(·) under either of the two conditions: i) a1,2 =

a2,2, or ii) a1,2 6= a2,2 and λ
(1)
j µ

(1)
1,j = λ

(2)
j µ

(2)
1,j for all j = 1, 2, . . . , m.

Now, let ζj,i be the total time sojourn time of all jobs in the queue Oj during the
time interval (τi, τi+1]. Further, let the sojourn cost cj per time unit be given for the
queue Oj, j = 1, 2, . . . , m. We consider the mean sojourn cost

Ji(h) =
m∑
j=1

(cjζj,i) (1)

as a measure of the control quality. In the stationary case Ji(h) = J (h). Again, it
was proved that Klimov's priority indices are optimal with respect to the objective
function J (h) when either i) a1,2 = a2,2, or ii) a1,2 6= a2,2, λ

(1)
j µ

(1)
1,j = λ

(2)
j µ

(2)
1,j and

λ
(1)
j µ

(1)
2,j = λ

(2)
j µ

(2)
2,j for all j = 1, 2, . . . , m

3 Regenerative simulation of time-sharing queueing

system

A computer-aided simulation model was constructed using the cybernetic approach [5].
Simulation takes place in discrete time scale {τi, i = 0, 1, . . .}. A multivariate stochastic
sequence {Yi, i = 1, 2, . . .} with Yi = (τi − τi−1,∆i,Γi, χi, κi, η̃i−1; ζ̃1,i−1, . . . , . . . , ζ̃m,i−1)
is generated where ∆i is the server idle time during the tie interval (τi−1, τi], η̃i =
(η̃1,i, . . . , η̃m,i), η̃j,i = 1 if a job from Or, Γ(r) = Γi, is placed into Oj after having been
serviced in the time interval (τi−1, τi], otherwise η̃j,i = 0, ζ̃j,i = (ζ̃j,i(1), . . . , ζ̃j,i(κj,i)),
ζ̃j,i(x) is the total amount of time spent in the queueing system by the x-th job in the
queue Oj by the time τi. Then

ζj,i =

κj,i∑
x=1

min{τi − τi−1, ζ̃j,i} (2)

and Ji(h) = (f(Yi)) with f(·) de�ned by (1) and (2).
The sequence {Yi, i = 0, 1, . . .} is a general Markov chain and at the same time a

discrete-time regenerative process with a corresponding sequence T1 = min{i > 0: κ =
0̄,Γi = Γ(n), χi = e(1)}, Ts+1 = min{i > Ts : κ = 0̄,Γi = Γ(n), χi = e(1)}, s = 1, 2,
. . . of regeneration epochs [4]. Let Y∞ be a random vector with the same probability
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distribution as the stationary probability distribution of {Yi, i = 1, 2, . . .}. In ergodic
case, N−1(f(Y1)+f(Y2)+ . . .+f(YN))→ f(Y∞) a.s. The regenerative method consists

in using

([Ts+1−1∑
i=Ts

f(Yi)

])
((Ts+1−Ts))−1 to evaluate f(Y∞). This approach also allows

to obtain a con�dence interval for f(Y∞) based on a sequence (V1, α1), (V2, α2), . . . ,

(VN , αN) of i.i.d. vectors, where Vs =

Ts+1−1∑
i=Ts

f(Yi) and αs = Ts+1−Ts is the regenerative

cycle length.
Let us consider now the load ρ of the queuing system, i.e. the fraction of time the

queueing system is non-empty. Since in ergodic case 1− ρ equals

lim
N→∞

( N∑
i=1

g1(Yi)
)( N∑

i=1

g2(Yi)
)−1

=
g1(Y∞)

g2(Y∞)
=

([Ts+1−1∑
i=Ts

g1(Yi)

])([Ts+1−1∑
i=Ts

g2(Yi)

])−1

where the mapping g1(t, d,Γ(r), e(e), x, w; z1, z2, . . . , . . . , zm) for x = (x1, . . . , xm), zj =
(zj(1), . . . , zj(xj)) equals (t − d) if r 6= n, it equals 0 otherwise, and the mapping
g2(t,Γ(r), e(e), x, w; z1, . . . , . . . , zm) = t, the regenerative method is also applicable to
evaluate the ration of means along a cycle and to obtain a con�dence interval for the

ratio estimator when one sets Vs =

Ts+1−1∑
i=Ts

g1(Yi) and αs =

Ts+1−1∑
i=Ts

g2(Yi) instead of the

cycle length.
Results of the computational experiments will be included in the talk.
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Abstract

Let the vertices of a complete q-ary tree be assigned independent random
marks having uniform distribution on a �nite alphabet. We consider pairs of
identically marked embeddings of a given subtree template. An asymptotic for-
mula for the expectation of the number of such pairs is obtained and the Poisson
limit theorem for this number is proposed.
Keywords: data science, q-ary tree, template, Poisson limit theorem

1 Introduction

Repetitions of unusual events are often perceived as manifestations of hidden regulari-
ties. Therefore, it is important to have information on the possible values of probabil-
ities of complex events repetition in sets of independent random variables (that is, in
cases if there are no any regularities).

The problems associated with repetitions of patterns in trees with randomly marked
vertices were investigated by many authors. Distribution of the numbers of given
subtrees in random trees were studied in [4, 5]. Problems of such kind arise in computer
science, e. g. [6] and [7].

Results on the random number of coincidences of marks for chains of vertices in a
randomly marked binary or q-ary tree were obtained by the authors in [1] and in [3]. In
the present paper we consider distribution of the number of pairs of identically marked
subtree in the q-ary tree with random independent marks of vertices.

2 Main results

Let T nq be a complete q-ary tree of height n. We will denote the root of the tree by the

symbol ∗ and assume that it forms the layer I(0) of vertices. For any k = 1, . . . , n the
layer I(k) consists of qk vertices = [i1, i2, . . . , ik], where i1, i2, . . . , ik ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q− 1}.
The root ∗ is connected by q outcoming edges with vertices [0], [1], . . . , [q − 1]∈ I(1), for
k = 1, . . . , n− 1 any vertex = [i1, i2, . . . , ik] of layer I

(k) is connected by q outcoming
edges with vertices [, j] = [i1, i2, . . . , ik, j], j = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1 of layer I(k+1). Any
vertex = [i1, i2, . . . , ik] with k > 1 is connected by incoming edge with vertex − =
[i1, i2, . . . , ik−1], and if k = 1, then it is connected by incoming edge with the root
∗ = [0]− = [1]− = . . . = [q − 1]−. For vertex ∈ I(k) we de�ne its height as h() = k.

If = [i1, i2, . . . , ik], = [j1, j2, . . . , jm], then [, ]
def
= [i1, i2, . . . , ik, j1, j2, . . . , jm], [, ∗] def

=
[i1, i2, . . . , ik].
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We de�ne natural lexicographical order on the set of vertices of T nq : ≺ if ei-
ther h() < h() or h() = h() = k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, = [i1, . . . , ik], = [j1, . . . , jk] and∑k

m=1 imq
k−m <

∑k
m=1 jmq

k−m.

De�nition 1. A template is a subtree B of the tree T nq with the root ∗ and |B| vertices
[B]
0 = ∗ ≺ [B]

1 ≺ . . . ≺ [B]
|B|−1. The height h(B) of the template B is the value h such that

[B]
|B|−1 ∈ I(h). For ∈ I(k), 0 ≤ k ≤ n− h(B), the embedding B() of the template B into

the tree T nq is the subtree of the tree T nq with vertices = [,
[B]
0 ] ≺ [,

[B]
1 ] ≺ [,

[B]
2 ] ≺ . . . ≺

[,
[B]
|B|−1].

Example: the �gure for q = 2 shows the template B with h(B) = 3, |B| = 9 and

vertices
[B]
0 = ∗ ≺ [B]

1 = [0] ≺ [B]
2 = [1] ≺ [B]

3 = [0, 0] ≺ [B]
4 = [0, 1] ≺ [B]

5 = [1, 1] ≺
[B]
6 = [0, 0, 1] ≺ [B]

7 = [1, 1, 0] ≺ [B]
8 = [1, 1, 1].

t*aaaaa!!!!! t[1]t[0]
Z
Z
Z

�
�

�

Z
Z
Z

�
�

�t[0, 0] t[0, 1] d t[1, 1]
T
T
T

�
�
�

T
T
T

�
�
�

T
T
T

�
�
�

T
T
T
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�d t d d d d t t[1, 1, 1]

Let any vertex of the tree T nq be assigned a random mark m() taking values in the
set {1, . . . , d} such that random variables m(), ∈ T nq , are independent and {m() =
j} = 1

d
, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, for all ∈ T nq . For any embedding B() of template B we have the

ordered set M(B()) =
(
m([,

[B]
k ]), k = 0, 1, . . . , |B| − 1

)
of random marks on subtree

B() vertices.
Obviously, if for some vertices 1, . . . , subtrees B(1), . . . , B() are pairwise noninter-

secting, then the corresponding sets of marks M(B(1), . . . ,M(B()) are independent
and have equiprobable distribution on the set {1, . . . , d}|B|.

In the present paper we consider distributions of the number of pairs of identically
marked embeddings of a given template B (depending on n) that cannot be extended
to the root, i.e. distributions of sums of indicators

X,,B = {M(B()) = M(B()),m(−) 6= m(−)}, , ∈
n−h(B)+1⊔

k=0

I(k), ≺

(for = ∗ ≺ the condition m(−) 6= m(−) is considered to be valid automatically).
Example: let us consider for a binary tree a template B with h(B) = 1 and |B| = 3

taaaaa!!!!! tt
and two fragments of the binary tree marked as follows:
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here we suppose that the vertex preceding the root of the right fragment has the mark
not equal to 5. Then in these fragments there are one non-extendable to the root
coincidence of labels on the template B embeddings with marks 5, 3, 9, and another
coincidence of the template B embeddings formed by the vertices with marks 3, 2, 4,
the latter coincidence may be extended to the root and therefore is not accounted.

For any natural n and template B = Bn of height hn = h(Bn) we consider random
variables

Vn,Bn =
∑

,∈Tn−hnq : ≺

X,,Bn and Ṽn,Bn =
∑

(,)∈Pn,Bn

X,,Bn ,

where
Pn,Bn =

{
(, ) : , ∈ T n−hnq , ∗ ≺ ≺ , 6= [, ]∀ : h() ≤ hn + 1

}
.

Somewhat arti�cial restrictions (�xed template Bn, the condition m(−) 6= m(−), the
de�nition of the set Pn,Bn) are made to simplify the statement and the proof of the

weak convergence of sums Vn,Bn and Ṽn,Bn to the Poisson distribution as n→∞.
Lexicographical order on the set of vertices of the tree T nq has, in particular, the

following property: if ≺ , then the same relation is valid for any two corresponding
vertices of embeddings B() and B() of the template B: [,

[B]
k ] ≺ [,

[B]
k ], 1 ≤ k < |B|.

Thus in the sequence m(−) 6= m(−), m([,
[B]
k ]) = m([,

[B]
k ]), k = 0, 1, . . . , |B| − 1, each

equality contains at least one new vertex of the subtree B(). From this observation and
assumption on independence and uniformity of distribution of marks it follows that for
each equality in the sequence the conditional probability that it is valid (conditionally
on the validity of all previous equalities) equals to the unconditional probability of its
validity, i. e. that for ≺

X,,B = {X,,B = 1} =

{
d−1
d|B|+1 , if 6= ∗,

1
d|B|

, if = ∗.

Theorem 1. If n, hn = h(Bn)→∞ in such a way that n− hn →∞, then

Vn,Bn =
d− 1

d|Bn|+1

q2(n−hn+1)

2(q − 1)2
(1 + o(1)) ,

0 ≤ Vn,Bn − Ṽn,Bn = o(Vn,Bn).

Corollary 1. If n, hn = h(Bn) → ∞ in such a way that n − hn → ∞ and Vn,Bn is

bounded, then {Ṽn,Bn = Vn,Bn} → 1.
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We will use the following notation:
L(V ) is the distribution of random variable V ,
Pois(λ) is the Poisson distribution with parameter λ,
dtv(P,Q) is the total variation distance between distributions P and Q.

Theorem 2. If n, hn = h(Bn)→∞ in such a way that n− 2hn →∞, then for some
function ε(n) = o(1), n→∞, the following inequality is valid:

dtv(L(Ṽn,Bn),Pois(Ṽn,Bn)) ≤
16
(

1− exp(−Ṽn,Bn)
)
Ṽn,Bn

qn−2hn−1
(1 + ε(n)) ;

if we also have qn = o(d|Bn|), then

dtv(L(Ṽn,Bn),Pois(Ṽn,Bn))→ 0.

Proofs of these theorems may be found in [2].
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Abstract

The problem of European options calculation is considered. The recursive
equations for the major characteristics are obtained.
Keywords: European option, recursive equations, starting capital

1 Main Result

Consider a (B,S)-market [1].
Let Sn be the cost of a risky active unit at the time moment n. Suppose it follows

the model:
Sn = S0(1 + ρ1) . . . (1 + ρn),

where ρk, k = 1, . . . , n, are the interest rates that are changing stochastically. Let Bn

be the cost of a non-risky active unit at the time moment n:

Bn = B0(1 + r1) . . . (1 + rn),

where rk, k = 1, . . . , n are supposed to be constant further. that depends on the
random variables ρ1, . . . , ρn−1 only. Denote by πn = (βn, γn) the portfolio at the time
moment n, where βn is the number of non-risky active units at the time moment n, γn is
the number of risky active units at the time moment n, n = 1, . . . , N ; N is the terminal
moment, at this moment the option is executed. Denote by fN the payment function
that depends on random variables ρ1, . . . , ρN only. In case of a standard purchase of
the European option, fN = (SN − K)+ are the losses of the option seller for a risky
active unit. Let K be the contract price for the purchase of a risky active unit at
the time moment N . The variables βn, γn are under prediction, and are supposed to
depend on ρ1, . . . , ρn−1 only. Let Xn = βnBn + γnSn be the portfolio cost at the time
moment n.

The problem of calculation of a European option is concentrated on the choice of the
starting capital X0 > 0 (the option cost) and the portfolio πn = (βn, γn), n = 1, . . . , N ,
so that E{XN − fN} = 0 and D{XN − fN} would be minimal.

Denote for convenience: X̃n = Xn/Bn, S̃n = Sn/Bn, ρ̄n = (ρ1, . . . , ρn), f̃n = fn/Bn.

Theorem 1. [2] For the self-�nancing portfolio πn = (βn, γn), n = 1, . . . , N , the
values X0, βn, γn are calculated recursively from the following equations:

γn =
E{∆(S̃n)f̃m | ρ̄n−1} − E{∆(S̃n) | ρ̄n−1}E{f̃m | ρ̄n−1}

D{∆(S̃n) | ρ̄n−1}
, (1)
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f̃n−1 = E{f̃n | ρ̄n−1} − γnE{∆(S̃n) | ρ̄n−1},
βn = βn−1 − S̃n−1(γn − γn−1), X̃0 = f̃0, n = 1, . . . , N.

In (1) the expectation is taken conditionally w.r.t. ρ̄n−1.

Theorem 2. If random variables ρ1, . . . , rhoN are independent, then

X0 = B0E

{
f̃N
∏
k=1

N

(
1− (ρk − ak)(ak − rk)

b2
k

)}
,

where ak = E{ρk}, b2
k = D{ρk}.

Proof follows from Theorem 1.
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